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Fo r e w o rd

The Intaki have gone far in the last six centuries. Looking back from our present times, it is hard
to imagine a time when life on other worlds was unknown to us.
In the centuries since first contact, the Intaki have allowed their innate curiosity to take them
farther and deeper into space. First came the colonization of nearby planets and then membership
into the Gallente Federation.
Like the very universe itself, the Intaki were spreading out in all directions. Indeed, you can
hardly find a Federation world that has not been touched in some way by the Intaki.
Sadly, however, the further the Intaki travelled from their ancestral homeworld, the more they
lost of their traditions and cultures. Today, it is common for ethnic Intaki to know little or
nothing about the Intaki homeworld, its customs, and its native languages.
It was the recognition of this tragedy that led to the volume you now hold. Years of meticulous
research have gone into its creation and have resulted in what I am confident is the most
complete and detailed compendium of the Intaki language.
By taking steps to preserve and restore this fundamental component of Intaki heritage, the
authors have made great strides in mending a tattered hole in the tapestry of our collective
culture.
Saxon Hawke,
Intaki Liberation Front
Intaki Cultural Centre, Intaki Prime
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Intaki.

Preface

The very word itself cannot be narrowed down to one meaning: a solar system, a people, a
language, a culture, a religion, a philosophy. To speak of Intaki is to invoke a multiplicity and
diversity of thoughts on every level.
Indeed the language itself, as if to reflect the innate disposition of the people, can be varied and
without adequate translations in the myriad of contemporary languages of New Eden; the Intaki
language’s conceptual nature often allows the listener to interpret specific meaning for himself,
the nature of which in itself presents difficulties for translators.
In the generations since the Intaki people were first greeted by the Gallente and their subsequent
expansion across the stars, the Intaki family of languages and their dialects have remained
surprisingly robust in the face of foreign influence. While all languages evolve and develop
through contact with others—as has also occurred with the Intaki languages—Modern Classic
Intaki tends to resist such change. Anthropologists and linguistic experts have discovered that
some of the oldest Intaki texts available, some centuries old, are remarkable in that they show
how little has changed over very long periods of time. Students of Modern Classic Intaki will be
aware of the beliefs of the Intaki peoples that this is largely due to the central role the Idama play
in society, as teachers as well as cultural leaders. Such is the evidence to support these claims
that even foreign anthropologists seem to concur with this concept, albeit a quasi-religious one.
One contributing factor to the stability of the Intaki family of languages is that despite being
separated by equatorial regions too inhospitable to cross save for some trade, the planet-wide
culture of Intaki was relatively consistent upon first contact with the Gallente and of course, this
was no more evident than in the Modern Classic Intaki languages and its dialects. This planetwide coherency has in turn led to the suggestion that the Idama might have sometimes been
Reborn on opposite hemispheres to their previous incarnation, though none have confirmed this.
While the Idama have been able to preserve Modern Classic Intaki in both its written and spoken
forms, through their teachings on Ida, the language spoken daily by the people has evolved and a
number of dialects are now distinguishable from each other and their parent tongue. These
dialects are commonly referred to as the Daridas.
Easily identified by the inclusion of Gallente or Caldari words and phrases, Modern Classic
Intaki also includes Gallente variations of ancient Intaki words, many of which are common in
the popular sport Kendu Kanarma. In most cases the Idama have welcomed, rather than resist the
diversity of Gallente and others’ interaction with Intaki society and this has included the
language.
Even so, despite Modern Classic Intaki being influenced to varying degrees depending on where
in New Eden it is encountered, there is no denying its strong resemblance to the classic forms of
Intaki of generations past and perhaps to times that came before the Empyrean Age.
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Despite the Age of Expansion allowing the myriad of native languages and dialects of New Eden
to spread and take root across a vast number of systems, the advent of the Capsuleer and the
increasing use of translation technologies available to them, there is a growing concern that these
languages may fall into decline. There is also the fear that with the loss of a native language, a
people’s culture will follow and no more is this the case than with the resolutely independent and
nationalistic Intaki.
Some point to this concern for the decline of national identity to the recent resurgence in
popularity for the study of traditional cultures, while others suggest that it is an unconscious
attempt by Capsuleers to recapture a lost link with their own humanity that is behind the trend.
Regardless of the reasons, it seems the various peoples of New Eden have at once realised the
fragile nature of their heritage.
In the Placid region, specifically the Viriette Constellation, home to the Intaki home system, this
has manifested itself through what has become the common practice of Capsuleers naming their
vessels in Modern Classic Intaki, or one of its many dialects, with the hulls of their ships marked
with traditional Intaki glyphs and sigils alongside the official identification markings.
Whether we look to the debates of anthropologists over the influence of the Idama, or look to the
remarkable resilience of Modern Classic Intaki, or whether we consider the resurgence of
people’s deep interest in their heritage, we can see that much is being rediscovered by students of
Intaki.
Intaki is Reborn.
Bataav,
Intaki Liberation Front
Intaki Cultural Centre, Intaki Prime
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Introduction

Welcome to the Vaanin k’Intaki—literally, Speech of the Intaki. Over the course of hundreds of
years, the Idama (translated as “Holy Ones”, literally meaning, “Those Who Consider”, or
“Considerers”) have produced countless volumes of literature covering a wealth of information
regarding all spheres of Intaki history, culture, science and philosophy. Although the Intaki claim
to possess no “holy book”, these writings eventually have formed a large corpus of work
occupying over forty tomes.
In the Sacred Words of the Idama, vol. 26,
sec. 8, article 101, are a grouping of essays
titled, “Prehal haacu Jaakrot ki Vaanin
Intaki Haatiinartun Nayviit’hu”, or, “The
Preservation and Propagation of the Modern
Classic Intaki Language”. This seminal
work has served to propel the prominence
of the Modern Classic Intaki language as
spoken on the homeworld to greater heights
and has been of invaluable benefit to
countless educators scattered throughout the
cluster, especially for those Intaki that
compose the Intaki Diaspora, or Daridas.
The colossal benefits and long-reaching
effects of “The Preservation and
Propagation of the Modern Classic Intaki
Language” (referred to from this point
forward as “26-8-101”) did not go
unnoticed by Intaki governmental and
educational officials on the homeworld, nor
by the Idama themselves. Interest in the
resurgence of a descendant of such an
ancient form of speech, so tied to the
philosophy of Ida, was reaching peaks
rarely seen in the history of the Intaki
peoples on the homeworld and beyond.

Image of a leather-bound original copy of the
Vaanin k’Intaki, one of the first to ever be printed
more than 500 years ago. This restored ancient
treasure is currently housed at the Intaki
Historical Preservation Society on loan from the
Intaki Cultural Center on Intaki Prime.

Due to these extreme demands made by politicians, philosophers, educators and others on the
homeworld and throughout the Daridas, the Idama finally approved the editing and publishing of
a condensed version of 26-8-101 for use in the protection, propagation, and usage of the Intaki
family of languages, and specifically, for the ever-dominant Modern Classic Intaki language
(also known informally as MCI). The eventual result of this condensation was the production of
a document that came to be known as the Vaanin k’Intaki, compiled over five-hundred years ago.
This monumental task was not a simple one. Educators and linguistic scientists from across the
Daridas, the Federation, and even a few from the other empires were called upon to assist in the
condensation, redaction, and translation of the text of 26-8-101 into the myriad of languages
v|Page
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spoken across the cluster and the result has been the creation of an artefact representative of
decades of research and interpretation, as well as trillions in local currency in its production.
Nevertheless, the Idama believed firmly that this work would be of great value—if utilized
properly—in helping to unify the Intaki people across Intaki-controlled territories and within the
cluster as a whole. It was thought that perhaps a greater understanding of the Intaki
neurolinguistic psychology would even assist in promoting peace between the various rival
Intaki factions and races in New Eden. Of even greater importance to the Idama was its role in
promoting the spread of the Ida philosophy and its message to all life within the universe.
However, the Vaanin k’Intaki was not only designed to be directed toward educators or experts.
It was hoped that all would enjoy and make use of this work. It was especially hoped that those
Intaki scattered among the Daridas colonies and beyond would avail themselves of the Vaanin
k’Intaki, learning a few words of Modern Classic Intaki regardless of the Intaki language or
dialect they may have spoken natively. In this way, they would reaffirm and reconnect with their
roots on the Intaki homeworld, from which many may have been physically—and often
permanently—far removed. With the advent of modern forms of rapid interstellar travel, it soon
was not unheard of or rare for Intaki people to be found far outside the control of the homeworld
or Daridas regions; many of these people were not at all familiar with any native Intaki
language—let alone Modern Classic Intaki—and instead frequently were found to be speaking
the dominant language of the area in which they lived.
Even today, such is the case. It is, therefore, with such persons in mind that this version of the
Vaanin k’Intaki has been prepared. Billions of copies of this Annotated and Explanatory Vaanin
k’Intaki have been prepared in the vernacular languages of the empires and the countless variants
of these spoken among them.
The Intaki have gained a reputation as fearless travelers, with large numbers found within the
Gallente navies and military forces. This should come as no surprise: the Intaki are taught that
the entire universe is the product of the Great Mother, the source of all that is real and unreal,
and therefore, all of it is their home. There are even thousands of Intaki who have evolved from
the species homo sapiens into the new species of man known as homo capsuleerus. As a result of
these monumental changes, many have lost contact with the homeworld, its history, and its
cultures, of which, language is an important—daresay, its principal—element. Perhaps a tool
such as this Annotated Explanatory Vaanin k’Intaki would assist all such ones in rekindling
interest in their Intaki roots.
This version of the Vaanin k’Intaki does not assume linguistic knowledge on the part of the
reader and attempts to introduce the student to linguistic concepts that are important in the
language. So, while not primarily a work concerned with teaching linguistic concepts, some
explanations with regards to linguistics are of necessity required and touched upon only as
necessary, and then briefly so. Effort has been made to uphold simplicity so as to avoid
confusion and obfuscation, a problem that was often cited as making the original Vaanin k’Intaki
difficult to understand.
Some may still find the information contained within this version of the Vaanin k’Intaki to be
somewhat dense and/or inaccessible. If so, it is recommended that the reader skip these difficult
sections; many of these are designated specifically for the needs of educators and experts in the
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various fields and subfields inhabited by linguistic scientists. As the reader becomes more
familiar and comfortable with the contents of the Vaanin k’Intaki, then it may be appropriate to
return to the circumvented sections for further review.
A brief review of the Contents pages will assist in locating the section(s) of most interest to the
reader. Those who may be seeking a more immediate introduction into the language are advised
to peruse the section titled Semiotics. That section contains many treatments dealing with helpful
and common phrases, idiomatic and colloquial expressions, as well as other important
information that will enable usage of the language in as short an order as possible.
It must be iterated that with the production of the Vaanin k’Intaki, it was never the intention of
the Idama to seek to eliminate other forms of communication, other languages, and/or dialects
that already may have been existent and used by and among the Intaki people. As is well known,
the Intaki speak a myriad of languages; however, experience has demonstrated Modern Classic
Intaki’s ability to unify the various peoples and cultures of the homeworld and has enabled the
Idama from across countless ages to communicate with one another. So, the use of one’s native
language or dialect is not discouraged, but rather encouraged.
However, it should be kept in mind that Modern Classic Intaki may assist one in being able to
communicate to far more people than one’s own language or dialect. It can open up many more
doors to employment and general enrichment than if one simply and summarily rejected it
without taking a closer look. And, it can in fact help to save one’s own language or dialect by
tying it all the more closer to its roots on the homeworld. By tying back to roots, branches, and
leaves of one’s own dialect, indeed one’s very own life itself is enabled to extend far into the
vast reaches of the universe and the riches and wonders it contains.
So, as you, the reader, enter into the fascinating world of the Modern Classic Intaki language,
there remains only a few more words of advice: revay jukamtun, revay asadd’hu, revay jukamtun,
revay asadd’htun, that is, may you enjoy the journey and may your journey be safe.
Citizen Sanjorel Epsulahm Artabanus,
Cognitive Sciences Research Initiative
Agtver VI - Thukker Mix Factory
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G ra m m a r o f
Modern Classic Intaki
Roots of Modern Classic Intaki

1.1 – History of Language on Intaki Prime

It has been said the Intaki people have always excelled in communication and this is a fact other
races of the cluster have recognized. The evidence cited to support this claim generally point to
the fact that Intaki can be found in all levels of government and business within the Gallente
Federation and even within many Caldari corporations. However, perhaps much of this success
revolves not specifically around the Intaki languages, that is, their purported excellence in
communicative skills, but rather, in the Intaki thought process. As the Idama say, language is the
mind’s clothing. The mind depends upon language in order to generate thoughts, yet language
cannot exist independent of thought. This maxim holds true for all sentient peoples, and, of
course, the Intaki and their languages are no exception.
It is of interest that the Intaki people have been stereotyped as a largely homogenous people, all
speaking the one and same unified language. Nothing could be more inaccurate. Although it is
true that most, if not all, Intaki are familiar with what may be termed as a “unified” planetary
official language, it most certainly is not true that they only speak one language. It is clear in the
bedrooms, kitchens, dining rooms, tiny pubs, on farms, and in the many other intimate locations
throughout the homeworld that the official “standard” “planetary” language is not what is used.
What children learn while being cooed to from their mothers or at their progenitor’s feet is
anything but a planetary language; it would be more accurate to call these languages local
dialects or provincial languages or mother tongues.
In fact, the story of the “official” language’s birth is one of mixing, melting, smelting; one of
cyclical birth, violence, death, and rebirth. Such is the nature of life throughout all the universes,
according to the Idama, and this belief system is quite vividly portrayed in the history of the
languages of the Intaki people of Intaki Prime as well as throughout the Diaspora.
No one knows when or where the Intaki languages were born, but linguistic anthropologists do
know they most definitely were not born on Intaki Prime, but elsewhere. Who brought language
to the homeworld? Where did language come from if it did not evolve indigenously? Mysteries;
however, the evidence showing that language did not evolve natively is too great to ignore. In
fact, it appears this may be the case not only on Intaki Prime but throughout the cluster. The
similarities between languages “native” to the homeworld and those found on other planets
hundreds of light-years away are too similar to be coincidental.
What is known is that from wherever these languages originated, they took root on the fertile soil
of the hearts and minds of the Intaki and evolved into something completely Intaki, foreign to
their ancestors.
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1.1 – History of Language on Intaki Prime (Continued...)

Intaki Prime is spoken of as a beautiful, tropical planet, but geologically it is also a harsh planet.
Clothing the planet’s equator is a belt of impassable territory, which confined life to its poles,
dividing north from south. Today, this division is of little consequence, as technology has made
the planet somewhat of a small village. However, thousands of years of division played an
immeasurable role in the linguistic situation and developments currently observed on the planet.
1.2 – Language Families of Intaki Prime
Several names have been postulated and utilized for the various languages found on the
homeworld. In this version of the Vaanin k’Intaki the most popular of these are utilized, as they
are well-known not only to linguistic scientists but also to most lay people throughout the cluster.
In truth, the names are of little consequence, as the genetic realities of the language which they
represent remain the same.
Sometime during the thousands of years of fog of unrecorded human history on Intaki Prime,
there developed seven major language families: Ancient Docaslan, Fracian, Juvaran, Ketanii,
Menariic, Shivaan, and Sintrakis. Most languages found natively on the homeworld have
descended from these seven major families.
The major Intaki Language Families can be subdivided on Intaki Prime based upon their
geographic distribution. Due to the once-impassable seas there tended to be very little to no
linguistic cross-pollination between the hemispheres. Thus, the language families of the Southern
Polar Region are Ancient Docaslan, Juvaran, Menariic, Shivaan, and Sintrakis, whereas the
Northern Polar Region language families are Ancient Docaslan, Fracian, Ketanii, and Sintrakis.
We shall now briefly review the history of each of these language families and their development,
beginning with the languages of the Southern Polar Region.
1.2.1 – Languages of the Southern Polar Region
Ancient Docaslan, the language of a major primitive monotheistic religious people that existed
in Intaki Prime’s past, appears to have had a short life in the Southern Polar Region. Linguistic
scientists have termed the language “Ancient” Docaslan in order to distinguish it from other
languages with similar denominations found in other regions of New Eden. Indeed, Ancient
Docaslan seems to bear a slight resemblance to several ancient forms of many of the Amarr
languages, albeit of a much primitive type, leading some to speculate as to a possible link
between the two language groups, although the direct hard scientific facts to prove or disprove
such speculative theorizing is still lacking.
However, many modern anthropologists are convinced that Intaki Prime was colonized by an
advanced and unknown civilization some time in its very distant prehistoric past. Ancient
Docaslan is one of the indirect evidences they point to support this belief. The language existed
both in the Southern as well as the Northern Polar Regions simultaneously. Yet, the language
and, presumably, the religion with which it coexisted seemed to have had a short life in the South.
Very little extant literature exists for the language, and what exists differs considerably from
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1.2 – Language Families of Intaki Prime (Continued...)

1.2.1 – Languages of the Southern Polar Region (Continued...)
North Docaslan, but not sufficiently so as to make the two unintelligible from each other, or to
have eliminated traces of relationship. What research has been done into the language and the
culture that used it points to continuous conflict between the “Docaslanists” and the followers of
what would eventually come to be known as Ida. It is theorized that the Docaslan peoples—and
their language—were expelled from the Southern Polar Region of the homeworld, in all
likelihood, via violent methods, as little of that ancient culture and language has survived.
The Juvaran family of languages of present-day consists of two branches: Modern Low
Juvaran and Modern High Juvaran. It appears that sometime after the language had developed
towards its middle phase it began its split. High Juvaran gains its name from having developed in
the high polar cap mountains of the South, cut off as they were from influences from other
languages and indeed from the other Juvaran “clans”. The High Juvaran languages and their
dialects have conserved many of the Middle languages features, including high verbal to
consonantal phonotactics, giving the language a very unique sound amongst all the languages of
the South and indeed throughout all of Intaki Prime. The Low Juvaran languages, due to contact
and domination by competing military, political, and economic interests, has absorbed many of
the features commonly found in its younger neighbors, most notably from the Menariic language,
and bears little resemblance to its ancient ancestor. Presently, the Juvaran languages are spoken
by very few Intaki, and as a whole is currently listed as an “At-Risk” language, facing probable
extinction within the next one-hundred years unless steps are made to protect and propagate it, as
has been done with Modern Classic Intaki.
The Menariic language is the only language on the homeworld that did not develop on the planet;
in fact the Menariic language is a recent addition to Intaki Prime, having been imported during
first contact with the Gallente, and in actuality can be considered a dialect of one of the major
Mannar language families; however, the homeworld dialect has absorbed many “Intakisms”, and
as such can be considered worthy of the appellation “Intaki” as well. Over the decades, Menariic
has had an overwhelming influence on the languages of the South, as close economic ties
between the two peoples has developed. However, very few Intaki speak Menariic as a maternal
tongue anymore, perhaps around a half of one percent. Nonetheless, its influence on the
languages of the South merits its mention in the Vaanin k’Intaki.
The Shivaan language is the lone surviving member of a large group of ideographic languages,
focused in the cities of the Southern Polar Region’s western coastal areas. Less than two percent
of the population currently speaks Shivaan in the Southern Polar Region, and due to this it too is
classed in the “At-Risk” category. Linguistic anthropologists from across New Eden—most
notably the Caldari—have taken special interest in Shivaan, as it shares many attributes common
to several Caldari tongues. Efforts are being made to catalogue the language and perhaps
promote programs to preserve it in spoken form.
The Sintrakis family of languages is another of the language families pointed to as evidence
linking Intaki Prime to the theory of ancient interstellar colonization. The language in its most
ancient form was spoken in both the Northern and Southern Polar Regions, and was in fact,
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1.2.1 – Languages of the Southern Polar Region (Continued...)
indistinguishable from each other for many centuries, despite their equatorial separation. Of
course, in time, the form of the languages spoken in the two separate Polar Regions diverged into
mutually unintelligible forms, and Sintrakis developed into what is now called the Old South
Sintrakis language family. For millennia, the language was able to grow and develop unfettered
by outside influences, eventually coming to dominate the other language families in the South.
Due to the Sintrakis-speaking empires in the region and their economic and military power, the
Juvaran and Shivaan languages were evermore marginalized. Old South Sintrakis languages
grew and matured into the Middle South Sintrakis language family, becoming robust and
vibrant, absorbing many of the traits of its neighbors, and thus making many of its integrant
languages quite grammatically complex. This growth continued up until first contact was made
with the Gallente and the influx of Mannar-speaking peoples, which further added foreign
vocabulary, grammar and influence to what eventually became the Modern South Sintrakis
family of languages.
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1.2 – Language Families of Intaki Prime (Continued...)

1.2.2 – Languages of the Northern Polar Region
As previously mentioned, the Ancient Docaslan language appears to have existed on all parts of
the Intaki globe in prehistoric times. Termed “Ancient Docaslan” in order to distinguish it from
other languages with similar denominations found throughout New Eden, specifically from
languages found within the Amarrian Empire, this fact in itself has caused thorny questions to
rise up, particularly as to the origins of some of the Amarrian languages and their relationship to
Ancient Docaslan. Which came first, and who influenced whom? And is this evidence of support
for the theory of interstellar colonization, or is the development of languages sharing such
similar characteristics simply a matter of a linguistic evolutionary coincidence? As is so often the
case in science, questions leading to answers lead to more questions, and it is quite possible that
the answers to such questions, not only may never be known, but perhaps can never become
discoverable, as many of the answers lie in the mists of the unrecorded past.
It is known that in the Northern Polar Region, Ancient Docaslan developed into what linguists
term North Docaslan, which later became known as Common Docaslan. The most
distinguishing factor of Common Docaslan—and indeed of all the Docaslan languages in
general—was its root system, which was based on an elegant radical (consonantal) system.
These quadriliteral consonantal roots formed the backbone of all words in Docaslan, which were
derived via transfixation of vowels and consonants in a rigid pattern. This system was peculiar to
Common Docaslan amongst all the languages of the North, and enjoying the prominence that it
did, appears to have been utilized in the grammatical didactics of many languages. A wellattested fact is that teachers in ancient times so admired the North Docaslan system that they
frequently engaged in the strange practice of superimposing the Docaslan root system pattern
and propaedeutic methods upon their own languages. On the other hand, perhaps this was not so
strange, as North Docaslan was the dominant language, enjoying prominence in business,
politics, religion, philosophy and science. This practice was especially observed in practice
amongst educators and speakers of the North Sintrakis languages.
In time, Common Docaslan appears to have declined slowly, and fallen into disuse. However, at
the time of its extinction, two important things appear to have been in place. Firstly, the language
had retained its very distinct radical root system, the very basis of its lexicon. Secondly, by the
time of the language’s death, it had had a profound influence upon its neighbor, Middle North
Sintrakis, changing the very nature of the language. This change will be discussed further in the
consideration of the Sintrakis family of languages.
The reasons for the extinction of Docaslan in the Northern Polar Region are unclear. It has been
postulated that perhaps the religious beliefs of native speakers of Docaslan may have clashed
with the more naturalistic beliefs of other peoples that surrounded them. However, unlike in the
South, there is no evidence of sudden disappearance of the Docaslan language or culture, further
confounding historians. In any case, although the language disappeared completely from use, it
may have had its revenge—as languages often do—in impregnating Middle North Sintrakis with
the essence of its own persistent self.
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1.2.2 – Languages of the Northern Polar Region (Continued...)
The Fracian family of languages bears striking resemblance to many Gallentean tongues. Its
influence upon the Northern population is limited despite the fact that it is considered a major
family. It appears that the language was hampered in development due to surrounding and
competing kingdoms and states. However, it can still be heard spoken in its many forms in the
small communities of speakers scattered throughout the cities of the North.
The Ketanii family of languages bears no resemblance to any of the foregoing languages in any
way. While some of the foregoing languages at least exhibited similarities in orthography, the
original Ketanii system of writing was completely different than anything seen on the
homeworld, and only recently has the language’s writing system been completely translated. The
language seems to have always struggled to survive and never gained ascendance in the Northern
Polar Regions, where, even now, it continues to struggle to cling to life.
The language with the greatest influence and use among the peoples of the Northern Polar
Region is Sintrakis. Indeed, the Old Northern Sintrakis branch of this family became the
ancestor of the subject of this monograph, that is, Modern Classic Intaki.
At some point in the distant past, the Sintrakis language as spoken in the North diverged from
that spoken in the South, becoming unintelligible from its Southern sister. Historians know this
from inscriptions made upon metal and other fragments found scattered throughout both poles of
the planet. Both the alphabets and the word forms were identical on both poles, despite the
separation existing due to the equatorial heat storms. However, the separation proved too great
and the language formed its own dialects in each region, which dialects evolved into whole
separate languages. Old North Sintrakis was born, conserving much of the pronunciation traits
of the original Sintrakis language; this was due to less pressure from competing languages as in
the South. The Fracian and Ketanii languages always struggled against the weight and sheer
volume of Sintrakis, insulating the Old North language from excessive foreign influence. This
situation was not to remain forever static however.
As in the South, the powers in control of much of the ruling structure in the North used the
Docaslan family of languages. Unlike the South, however, the North appears to have espoused
the linguistic foundations of the Docaslan languages, with their radical root system. Educators
and intellectual leaders adopted wholesale the grammatical structure of Docaslan. Eventually,
Old North Sintrakis evolved into a new group of languages called Middle North Sintrakis.
At this stage, although genetically still the offspring of the Sintrakis family, Middle North
Sintrakis had diverged considerably from its homologue on the other side of the planet, Middle
South Sintrakis. Many Docaslanic words were working their way into the language, the
phonology of the language was also changing and adopting the Docaslanic sounds and its
morphology was being taught via the Docaslanic system. The language was changing fast.
By the time of the death of Docaslan in the North, Middle North Sintrakis had changed so much
that it would have been unintelligible to a speaker of the “same” language just 250 years prior.
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1.2.2 – Languages of the Northern Polar Region (Continued...)
The language had adopted Docaslan’s radical root system, albeit a pidginized version: Docaslan
utilized a quadriliteral root system, whereas the Sintrakis system had become triliteral. The
sounds of the language had also shifted towards the middle vowels. The religion of the Docaslanspeaking people had died out and the philosophical tradition known as Ida was firmly taking
hold in the North, as had also occurred separately in the South. The people—who called
themselves, Sintrakis (or variably in some areas of the North, Panitakin), or the whole people—
began unifying themselves, and systematically spreading their beliefs to other linguistic groups
via written communication, thus memorializing their speech, along with its lexicon, grammar,
syntax and its other peculiarities for posterity. Thus was born the Ancient Classic Intaki family
of languages.
With the elimination of the Docaslan family of languages, Ancient Classic Intaki became the
choice language among the people and in all facets of life in the North. However, it was the Ida
philosophy and the Idama who empowered Ancient Classic Intaki. At every turn, the Idama
reinforced the people’s beliefs that the language was sacred and should be studied as an essential
part of their life. It was their connection to the past and would connect them to the future.
Curriculum was carefully molded so as to include instruction into the proper use of the language
and students eagerly applied themselves to learning the language as their civic and cultural
responsibility. The language became ingrained in all affairs of everyday life. Ironically, however,
this ubiquity in the language caused it to eventually split into two differing forms: Middle
Classic Intaki and the Vulgar Intaki Languages and their corresponding dialects.
Middle Classic Intaki preserved most of the grammar of Ancient Classic Intaki while
simplifying its structure, reducing the amount of inflection that was common in the primitive
form and moving towards a more linguistically distributive form; thus word order became very
important as opposed to inflection in order to convey meaning within the sentence. Middle
Classic Intaki also began heavily absorbing vocabulary from the Ketanii language, as many
Ketanii-speaking Intaki began flocking to the Ida seminaries to study the philosophy, resulting in
an enrichment of the language. However, over time, competence in Middle Classic Intaki began
to atrophy, weakening as native first-language generations began dying out. Only in the
monasteries and institutes of higher learning did it continue to survive; but even then, no one
spoke it as a first language. Middle Classic Intaki became, what linguists term, a dead language.
While Middle Classic Intaki was agonized, Ancient Classic Intaki had spawned an army of
“Vulgar” languages, termed as such due to their deformation of the Ancient Classic language’s
form. Seven such languages were born out of the death of the Ancient language and they
eventually supplanted not only the Ancient Classic Intaki, but also Middle Classic Intaki. The
seven languages according to their names in Modern Classic Intaki and in order of importance
(ranked by number of speakers) are as follows: Akatiyuu, Jatuvariyuu, Meraniyuu,
Aahndiyuu, Vanruhan, Bhaaritian, and Nampasiyuu. The names of each of these languages
are generally toponymic in nature, reflecting the locations of their development and they all
boast millions of native speakers. However, the most important among them, in terms of number
of speakers and influence, is the Akatiyuu language. Akatiyuu, which means Akatian in Modern
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1.2.2 – Languages of the Northern Polar Region (Continued...)
Classic Intaki (the suffix –iyuu, is equivalent to the –ian, of the vernacular of this edition of the
Vaanin k’Intaki), developed in the Akat Mountain Range area, marking the southernmost border
of habitable land before reaching the impassable equatorial strip. Not only did various powerful
nations call this area home, but many important and influential Idama were also born in these
areas and in the process of organizing the Northern peoples, studying in the monasteries,
teaching in the seminaries, schools and universities, and recording their thoughts, they also
spread and popularized the Akatian language; the result was its wholesale adoption on a least
some level in many areas, despite whatever native language may have originally been in use in
that area.
The Akatian language was rather simple in comparison to its siblings, but was also much more
prone to influence from outside sources. The language easily incorporated foreign words into
itself, absorbing, altering, and adapting them into “proper” Akatian whenever necessary.
However, the time came when the Idama themselves desired to return to the orderliness of a
language like the Middle Classic Intaki and its rigid root system, which expressed Idic concepts
with natural succinctness. Many of those advocating for such a return were native speakers of the
Akatian language, and thus work began in earnest at modifying their own tongue to reflect the
peculiar abilities of the older Middle Classic Intaki. Little had they realized when they began
such a work, tucked away as they were in their mountain retreats of the linguistic effects that
they would have upon all of the Intaki peoples. Eventually, their work gave birth to the language
that we now call Modern Classic Intaki. Modern-day Intaki linguists generally fix the date of a
recognizably new language at around the year 21945.
1.3 – Contempoary Intaki Languages and Dialects
Today, in the Southern Polar Region, the Modern South Sintrakis languages are spoken by just
under twenty-five percent of the population. However, with the influence of rapid
communication and travel, and the influx of Modern Classic Intaki several hundred years ago, a
new dialect has appeared: Sintrakis Gartynyl, Contemporary Sintrakis. Although bearing a
similar name to one of its Southern parent, Contemporary Sintrakis is in actuality classified as a
dialect of the Northern Modern Classic Intaki language; currently Contemporary Sintrakis is
spoken by most of the Southern population and is rapidly gaining increasing numbers of speakers,
seemingly stimulating as a result, the linguistic atrophy of the Modern South Sintrakis languages,
especially among the young. Local government officials are, however, working to preserve and
ensure the survival of Modern South Sintrakis (as well as many of the other minor languages).
Nevertheless, most scientists agree that regardless of political policies, nature will take her
natural course; the death of the language may be inevitable.
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In the Northern Polar Region, Modern Classic Intaki dominates all other linguistic forms of
speech, claiming usage by the vast majority of the population. Ketanii and Fracian are still in use,
especially among the older and/or more isolated populations. However, Fracian finds itself in a
very precarious situation. Its similarity with many of the Gallentean languages has not assured its
place within Intaki culture; in fact, it seems that this similarity has been the cause of much of the
language’s deterioration. Speakers of the language resort to much foreign Gallentean vocabulary
and grammar in their usage of the Fracian tongue, bringing it more in line with these foreign
languages. Currently, the local government is making efforts to provide protection for this
language, via education and other means available at their disposal.
As for the Vulgar Intaki Languages, much the same situation exists for them as well. The
Akatian language continues to exist alongside its much more successful child, Modern Classic
Intaki, albeit in a much weaker position. The other languages, that is, Jatuvarian, Meranian,
Aahndian, Vanruhan, Bhaaritian, and Nampasian, while continued to be utilized in their
respective traditional areas of use, have been largely marginalized in the public, professional,
political and business arenas.
There is, however, quite a curious phenomenon which is occurring with these minor languages,
in that, although facing extinction at home, their continued survival may be found outside the
homeworld. These factors and developments are further considered under the section titled
Language Among the Daridas.
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2.1 – Modern Classic Intaki Linguistic Typology

Modern Classic Intaki is in its origins a constructed language. In other words, the language did
not evolve naturally, many having had a hand in its resurrection as a language and subsequent
development, from the Idama to political language policy-makers to the Capsuleers to the
Daridas colonies. Middle Classic Intaki and its predecessors, on the other hand, were very much
naturalistic languages, having evolved and taken the course that they took without any meddling
or intervention on the part of policy-makers or supposed cultural educators. Modern Classic
Intaki has been the recipient of much intervention, cultivation, and guidance, especially from the
Idama. The Idama themselves in fact view this work as one of their most important mandates,
linking them with Reborn from the past and the future.
Many nationalist Intaki leaders and organizations fiercely dispute this interpretation however.
After all, linguistic evolution will take its course, whether via human intervention or not, and
thus, they argue, the language should be classified as naturalistic. Nevertheless, from a purely
scientific viewpoint, most linguist scientists will agree that the Modern Classic Intaki language
should at the least be considered to be a partially-constructed language, having been heavily
influenced by purposeful human intervention.
Morphologically-speaking, Modern Classic Intaki’s ancestors were highly synthetic and
agglutinative with regards to their classification. This means that the language possessed many
morphemes (the smallest units of semantic meaning) and that many—if not most—of its words
were formed by joining these morphemes together. As such, the language also displayed
inflectional tendencies, with many affixes to its verbal system, so as to express tense, quantity,
time, as well as for nominal, adjectival and pronominal modification.
In time, it seems that the older languages began shifting before their decline; inflectional affixes
began losing force, and word order in order to express meaning began gaining strength. Thus,
Modern Classic Intaki is considered to be an analytic language. Although it too makes use of
certain affixes in order to expand its lexicon in adjacent lexical categories and to convey
meaning, the usage is much weaker than in the Middle language. Word order is of much more
importance in these regards. Therefore, for purposes of linguistic classification, it can be stated
that the language is predominantly analytic in nature with heavy remnant synthetic tendencies.
Most Intaki linguists agree that the language is moving evermore away from synthesis, and
towards analysis, with the elimination of many ancient inflectional tendencies, especially among
the Daridas dialects, thus “back-feeding” the standard language.
These factors have made the Modern Classic Intaki language a much more simplified version of
its ancestors. Nonetheless, many have made the claim that the language is highly complex, and is
perhaps, one of the more difficult second languages for foreigners to attempt to learn.
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2.2 – Modern Classic Intaki on Intaki Prime

As previously mentioned, Modern Classic Intaki is now the dominant language on the
homeworld, Intaki Prime, and indeed throughout all known areas under ethnic Intaki control. It is
used both in the Northern and Southern Polar Regions, as well as in all Daridas colonies
throughout the Placid Region and beyond. Some linguists refuse to call Modern Classic Intaki a
language, preferring to classify it as a pidgin dialect between the North’s Modern Akatiyuu and
Middle Classic Intaki languages. This viewpoint, however, possesses little to no support in the
international linguistic sciences community. While it is true that some lexical information within
Modern Classic Intaki is simultaneously shared with other languages, it is also true that most is
not, and they are not generally mutually intelligible. Additionally, this position seems to be one
based in politics and racism from outside organizations wishing to foment discontent and
confusion among minority groups.
There are several important dialects of Modern Classic Intaki. In the North, the most prominent
dialect is known as Asatiyuu Raddham, Approved Asayan (along with Intaki Jaturvartun,
North Intaki) In the South, the most important is known as Sintraki Gartynyl, Contemporary
Sintrakis. This Southern dialect differs somewhat from the mainstream language; important
variances between Northern and Southern versions include accent, stress, and local vocabulary.
Contemporary Sintrakis continues to preserve many older words long in disuse in Standard
Modern Classic Intaki, as well as lexical data from the Modern South Sintrakis languages, from
which it has partially descended, and at times speech between the two can be strained. However,
those of the South generally possess the lingual competence sufficient to adjust their register
“upwards” in order to communicate effectively with Northern speakers, reserving local words for
speech with natives. Southerners often can linguistically understand and imitate their Northern
cousins, but the reverse is rare. Likewise, it is often the case that the Southern accents are
simultaneously ridiculed and even romanticized.
2.3 – Modern Classic Intaki Among the Daridas
The Intaki Diaspora—or the Daridas—speaks thirteen recognized major dialects of Modern
Classic Intaki spoken off of the homeworld As a whole, they are called the Vaandarids (or
variably the Vaandaridas) by Intaki linguists. While there may be more dialects, these are the
major ones, with millions of speakers. All of these dialects are strictly-speaking, dialects
specifically of Modern Classic Intaki. These Vaandarids dialects are as follows: Waschii,
Vaanmord, Veysiyuu, Vaanvedii, Seyeniyuu, Sapetiyuu, Harrouliyuu, Brareliyuu,
Ostingeliyuu, Annancaliyuu, and Agoziyuu, each bearing the name of the district in which they
are spoken, according to the Modern Classic Intaki transliteration. The Waschii dialect was the
dialect spoken in Waschi City on the Caldari planet of Kamokor IV. However, after the
evacuation of the city by Mordu’s Legion, official numbers of speakers has been difficult to
determine, and it is thought that the dialect may have gone extinct. It may be, however, that the
language has survived and continues to be spoken in Legion-controlled territories; or perhaps it
has been absorbed by Vaanmord, spoken by those living in Mordu Legion-controlled territories.
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The Vaandarids dialects all possess the major grammatical components of the Modern Classic
Intaki upon which they are based. Yet they also reflect many of the curious characteristics of
some of the minor languages of Intaki Prime. Typically this is the result of heavy emigration
from the homeworld to the Daridas colonies. Many Homeworld natives often leave in search of
better opportunities in Daridas colonies, and often, these natives are typically those found within
one of the minority groups found on Intaki Prime. As such, the languages that they carry with
them are typically not Sintrakis-based.
Thus, the Vaandarids, while still very much part of Modern Classic Intaki and mutuallyintelligible, all reflect separate and distinct influences, accents, and developments. Some have
had heavy Fracian, Ketanii, Juvaran or Shivaan influences, aside from foreign influencers. This
has resulted in very interesting situations for many of the languages that have traditionally
suffered on the homeworld. Whereas the place of their birth has also represented the place of
their death, they have found new life in the Daridas colonies, influencing the Daridas versions of
Modern Classic Intaki, while also finding new homes where less linguistic competition may
mean more room to grow and thrive. In turn, there has been a feedback effect upon the standard
language of the homeworld, returning certain lexical data back to the homeworld, contributing in
a strange way to its further development.
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As previously mentioned, the claim is made by some that the Intaki are among the greatest
communicators of our time. This may perhaps be due to the impression some have of the
language: an ease at expressing visual and abstract concepts easily and seemingly naturally.
This brief overview of the history of their language, or perhaps we should say their languages,
shows that their linguistic history is as muddled as that of all of New Eden. Yet, there has
occurred the creation of a vibrant form of communication that has withstood more than a
millennium of testing. The culmination of their collective thought-process is contained in the
conceptualistic Modern Classic Intaki, enabling them clarity of thought and expression. The
following sections will proceed to give an overview of the specific mechanics of the language
and its everyday use, and will provide the reader with the ability to learn this wonderfully rich
language. The reader is encouraged to first skim through all the sections, so as to gain a general
overall view of each section. Then, as interest demands, focus may be directed to what catches
one’s fancy. Later on, the reader may want to return and systematically study the grammatical
rules for proper use. This method may ensure a more longer-lasting level of interest and
absorption of the information contained herein.
Modern Classic Intaki has been enriched immeasurably by innumerable factors and pressures.
Yet it retains its characteristic strengths: flexibility of expression, and an ability for abstraction
and conceptualism. The very things that seem to describe the Intaki as a people: a quiet reserve
and an ability to say what needs to be said, no more, no less, which ability has been enabled by
the language and which has reciprocally affected and directed the language itself.
Maximum expression via minimal expression.
A very Intaki concept indeed.
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While many allege that a sign of a civilized people is the existence of a written language, in truth,
the written language, and its component symbols is, in itself, a symbol of a symbol. As spoken
language is symbolic of thought, written language is simply symbolic of spoken language. A
symbol of a symbol of a thing symbolized. It perhaps would seem we are expressing ourselves
circuitously. However, an example will suffice to clarify matters. The letter A, for example, is
simply a symbol: it represents the phoneme, or sound for which it replaces on the written page;
in turn, the phoneme is representative of a unit of information encoded in the brain to signify
either a specific or a general thought. Thus, alphabets, abugidas, ideographs, and any other
written form are symbolic of spoken language, which in itself is a system of symbols, used to
identify specific literal and abstract concepts. Thought of in this respect, it is clear that
language—whether signed, written or spoken—is in itself already a sign of a civilized peoples;
writing no more identifies intelligence than lack of writing indicates lack of intelligence.
Nonetheless, it is difficult to deny that a language’s component written symbols represent a
powerful tool and development in its growth and development, and in a civilization’s
technological growth and advancement. Therefore, it is normal to expect that intellectually
advanced peoples and civilizations possess some type of writing system representative of oral
communication.
The Intaki have possessed many forms of writing in the history of the homeworld. These forms
range from simple rebuses to complex logographs, as in the case of the Shivaan culture, which
represent whole words, to the complex Ketanii abugida which represents syllabic sounds.
Modern Classic Intaki adheres to a simplified alphabet that it has inherited from Sintrakis, in
which there are single graphemes representing single phonemes. In other words, each sound is
represented by a single, discrete symbol, in this case a letter, at least in theory. Where there are
other sounds which are not represented by discrete independent symbols, Modern Classic Intaki
utilizes combinations of letters (discussed in the sections dealing with Phonology and Phonetics)
in order to properly represent these sounds.
This section briefly discusses all aspects of Modern Classic Intaki orthography, proper
representation of the letters, their history and other important aspects of Modern Classic Intaki
orthography. The discussion later expands to consider two very important graphemes unique to
the Modern Classic Intaki language. The first is the qak’ral, which is a unique Intaki symbol,
followed by an even more important Intaki symbol known as the transmutable vowel. The latter,
especially, holds deep significance, not only to native speakers of Modern Classic Intaki, but all
Intaki, regardless of the language that they may speak.
3.1 – Modern Classic Intaki Alphabet
The Modern Intaki Alphabet, called the Ahmzham (literally “AZ”), is a unicameral alphabet,
containing 34 characters: 11 vowels and 23 consonants. There are two specialized characters: the
transmutable vowel and the qak’ral. In addition, the Intaki apostrophe, ‘, (sa’codhan, apostrophe)
is also utilized in Modern Classic Intaki orthography although not considered to be a letter. Most
of the characters were developed through thousands of years of history, with Modern Classic
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Intaki vowels being added by the Idama when the language was born almost 1,500 years ago.
Except for the transmutable vowel, these vowel glyphs are distinctive among the scripts used by
Sintrakis-based languages. Students—and especially translators and translation software—must
take note of the proper translation of case from Modern Classic Intaki source documents into the
target language, especially if the target language’s alphabet makes distinction between majuscule
and miniscule letters, as letter case is a concept foreign to the Modern Classic Intaki alphabet.
The following table provides a listing of the ahmzham, each letter’s approximate sound, and a
transliteration of its approximation in the vernacular of this monograph. As with most elementary
didactic programs, the dedicating to memory of a language’s letters is of utmost importance, as
deficiency in this most basic step is the first hurdle to be overcome in eliminating illiteracy.
Therefore, the student is encouraged to make memorization of the ahmzham a priority.
MCI

‘

Name

sa’codhan

Transliteration

Approximate
Pronunciation

This symbol is functions as a letter and serves
several purposes. In essence, it expands the Modern
Classic Intaki lexicon, and more importantly, its root
system. Nevertheless, the sa’codhan possess no
sound.
The Intaki transmutable vowel, also known as the
sacred symbol, or the inherent a. When found in
the ahmzham, it is referred to utilizing one of the
former terms (generally transmutable vowel);
when found in the sciences, it is known as Diides
Anantam. Despite these appellative variations, it is
one symbol.

apostrophe

nafarak
parsajaata
kel;

á

á

aauhm

ahmh

a

ah as in father

amh

aa

a as in Amarr

bahm

b

b as in Brutor

kahm

c

c as in Caldari

dahm

d

d as in dictionary

eymh

e

ay as in tame

diides
braamitun;
a bvhitakel

a
A
B
C
D
e

Notes

As a letter, it is found only in the formation of the
root, converting itself into any vowel necessary for
the function of the root. Its only use beyond the
root is in Idic mantras, where it stands alone as
would any other word. The sound which it
represents, “aauhm”, is considered to be a sacred
sound: “The sound of the universe at rest and in
vibration simultaneously”.
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ehmh

Transliteration
ee

Approximate
Pronunciation
eh as in bed

fahm

f

f as in father

gahm

g

g as in Gallente

hahm

h

h as in him

qak’ral

‘

ihmh

i

as in the middle
of uh-oh
ih as in Intaki

eemh

ii

ee as in Intaki

jahm

j

dz as in Jove

khehm

k

k as in Kendu

lahm

l

l as in liberation

mahm

m

m as in Minmatar

nahm

n

n as in new

omh

o

o as in bore

ohmh

oo

oh as in row

pahm

p

p as in peace

kwahm

q

q as in quick

rahm

r

r as in river

sahm

s

s as in Syndicate

tahm

t

t as in tiny

uuhmh

u

oomh

uu

oo as in hook or
look
oo as in boot

vahm

v

v as in very

wahm

w

w as in white

shahm

x

sh as in short

MCI

Name

E
F
G
H
^
i
I
J
K
L
M
N
o
O
P
Q
R
S
T
u
U
V
W
X

Notes

The qak’ral is a glottal stop (plosive) or slight
pause between syllables.
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yahm

Transliteration
y

Approximate
Pronunciation
y as in you

yaahmla

yy

y as in you

zhahm

z

z as in zoo

MCI

Name

y
Y
Z

Notes

3.2 – Modern Classic Intaki Qak’ral
The Intaki qak’ral (^) is a pause between syllables in Modern Classic Intaki. It is most
commonly represented by the apostrphe (’) when transliterated into a target language, although
in some cases may also be shown as a caret (^). The use of the apostrophe to denote this pause is
generally easily discernable from other uses of the same symbol to denote possessives or
contractions in the target language due to placement within the worrd. The ^ symbol is used to
represent this pause natively.
The qak’ral is a special symbol signifying the insertion of a glottal stop within a word. As many
languages do not possess symbols for this sound, the concept may be somewhat unfamiliar to
many speakers. It is perhaps for this reason that some, including certain linguists, do not consider
the qak’ral to be a true letter. Nevertheless, all Intaki linguists consider it a valid, legitimate
member of the Modern Classic Intaki alphabet and script.
Phonetic functioning as well as other important information regarding this letter is treated in the
section titled The Modern Classic Intaki Qak’ral.
3.3 – Modern Classic Intaki Transmutable Vowel
This next symbol, known as the Nafarak Parsajaatakel or transmutable vowel, is of
considerable—indeed, one might say transcendent—significance, not only in the Modern Classic
Intaki alphabet and written language, but for the Intaki belief system known as Ida, and in
general in Intaki thinking.
While the Vaanin k’Intaki is by no means a discussion of Intaki metaphysics, religion or
philosophy, in truth, this monograph would certainly be remiss to omit the importance of the
transmutable vowel, its significance, both culturally and linguistically, as well as its role in Idic
and perhaps even in overall Intaki thinking and concepts.
The transmutable vowel, called by some the Diides Braamitun, or Sacred Symbol, also the
Inherent A, is representative of many concepts in Idic thinking, especially of things relating to
man’s place within the universes, his innate nature, and his relationship with all that is divine.
This concept is represented by the grapheme,
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á
and as is immediately evident, can easily be associated with similar symbols used by many Intaki
governmental, military, educational, and other organizations. This letter/grapheme, despite being
called the transmutable vowel, possesses its own pronunciation, which is “aauhm” and this
sound is considered to be sacred: “The sound of the universe in vibration and at rest
simultaneously”.
The concepts for which á stands for include those of being, existence, divinity, unity, peace,
universe(s), universal harmony, including the cyclical concepts of eternity/instantaneity,
finite/infinite, destruction/creation, death/birth, death/rebirth, chaos/order, void/fullness,
conscious/nonconcious, along with a whole host of other important Idic concepts. The Modern
Classic Intaki pronoun for “I/me” is Ahm, which is closely related to á as well as are other
words, such as the aahm, aayyaahm, Suuraayyaahm, and many others. Thus, the Intaki—
especially the devout—consider the sentient being as having an inextricable link/unity to the
universe (or universes according to some schools of Idic thought) and everything else around
him, and if properly trained, is able to tap into this unity and its energy.
Leaving behind some of the grapheme’s metaphysical meanings and moving back into the realm
of linguistics, the transmutable vowel—as is surely apparent at this point—is considered to be a
vowel within the Modern Classic Intaki alphabet. It is related to the letter “a” (“Inherent A”), as
the sound it represents corresponds much in the same way as does that represented by the letter
“a”. However, unlike other vowels, the transmutable vowel’s power comes in its ability to
transmute or change itself into any vowel necessary.
Modern Classic Intaki relies on a triliteral root system in which consonants form the basis. The
only vowel which can be ever be found within the Modern Classic Intaki root is the letter “a”,
and then only in the initial or terminal position—never in the middle—unlike consonants, which
can occur anywhere within the root. However, the transmutable vowel can occur anywhere
within the Modern Classic Intaki root: initial, medial, or terminal, or even in all three positions
simultaneously. Not even the a vowel can do this. But, the transmutable vowel’s power does not
stop there.
Not only can the transmutable vowel assume any position within the root, it also has the power to
transmute itself into any of Modern Classic Intaki ten vowel sound-representative letters. This
concept, its import and effect upon the language will be examined later on under the section
titled Modern Classic Intaki Root System.
Additionally, the transmutable vowel is also known by the term Diides Anantam, the Infinity
Symbol. This appellation is primarily seen in the natural, physical and computing sciences. The
Intaki have made tremendous contributions to the fields of mathematics and physics, including
the concept of infinity. The symbol utilized for the infinity symbol,
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í
is the same as that used to represent the transmutable vowel, except it is rotated about 45 degrees
counter-clockwise. Despite this, Intaki consider the transmutable vowel and the infinity symbol
to be in actuality slightly different manifestations of the same concept, many of which have
already been mentioned.
Graphically, it can be observed of the transmutable vowel (and, by extension, of course, the
infinity symbol) that it is fundamentally a slight oval composed of the convergence of two larger
circles, with equal radii; within this oval, two smaller circles—one in contact with the superior
arc, the other in contact with its opposite and inferior arc—are placed within the interior of the
oval. Philosophically, there is great significance infused into the triple circular nature of the
transmutable vowel. Intaki history is rich with the great discoveries of mathematics, physics and
the other “hard” sciences; aside from the innovative concept of zero and infinity, Intaki Idic
mathematicians and philosophers also attributed great importance to the natural numbers one,
two, and three, viewing all other numbers as products of these three. In time, the number three
came to be viewed as the primary element out of these three numbers and eventually occupied an
ascendant position among them. Thus, the transmutable vowel is also a graphical representation
of, not only the concepts mentioned earlier in this section, but also of the concepts of three (and,
therefore, by extension, of its component numbers, one and two), and of the existence of
“everything”.
It is evident thus far that these two symbols compose what is one of Modern Classic Intaki’s
most powerful assets, enabling not only the written language’s ability to reflect the verbal
language, but also—and surely much more importantly, the ability to express very deeply-held
and sacred concepts relating to the nature of man and his role in the universes.
These and other concepts will be further examined in later sections.
3.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Script
The script used by Modern Classic Intaki is taken from the same script that has been in use for
all of the Sintrakis languages for several millennia. The Modern Classic Intaki version of this
script, called Bhrasvalaank, or Sacred Script, is a greatly simplified version of the original,
having been reduced greatly in number of glyphs; despite this, the script has changed very little
in terms of shapes of the letters in use in comparison to many of the ancient forms.
One major innovation in Modern Classic Intaki is that off vowel markers. Modern Classic Intaki
has altered the ancient Sintrakis vowel markers, extending their ligatures, and thus the
identification of the vowels is much simpler in comparison to the ancient languages.
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The script used by Modern Classic Intaki is taken from the same script that has been in use for
all of the Sintrakis languages for several millennia. The Modern Classic Intaki version of this
script, called Bhrasvalaank, or Sacred Script, is a greatly simplified version of the original,
having been reduced greatly in number of glyphs; despite this, the script has changed very little
in terms of shapes of the letters in use in comparison to many of the ancient forms.
One major innovation in Modern Classic Intaki is that off vowel markers. Modern Classic Intaki
has altered the ancient Sintrakis vowel markers, extending their ligatures, and thus the
identification of the vowels is much simpler in comparison to the ancient languages.
The origins of the Bhrasvalaank are unclear. Scattered throughout the homeworld, large shards
of metal have been discovered bearing deep carvings with many of the same glyphs used in the
ancient Sintrakis language. These metal pieces in themselves are so large and complex (being
alloys in nature) that the implication has been made that the script must have originated off world
in the planet’s prehistory.
It is precisely this ancient script which has now become one the white-hot points of contention
amongst Intaki linguistic academia. The Bhrasvalaank script no longer accurately reflects the
sounds of the Modern Classic Intaki language. This is likely due to Modern Classic Intaki having
absorbed much of the sounds of other languages surrounding it, as well as to natural linguistic
drift. This would explain the seeming disparity between the sounds of the current language and
the apparent dearth of proper graphemes per phoneme. Many reformists have heavily advocated
for the complete overhaul, and even replacement, of the Bhrasvalaank script. They also have
called for the reworking of Intaki spelling; many words currently in use in Modern Classic Intaki
still retain spellings from hundreds of years ago, even as the phonetic inventory of the language
has shifted greatly. It makes no sense, they claim, to cling to the ways of the past when those
ways do little to serve the needs of the present and the future.
On the other side of the debate are the Traditionalists; perhaps this appellation is not deserved,
for the Traditionalists, do not advocate preservation of the Bhrasvalaank script for tradition’s
sake, but due to economic concerns, claiming that any modification in the script would require
hundreds of billions in local and international currency in order to retrograde and re-educate the
homeworld and Daridas populations to the new script(s), and that any benefits that would result
from the effort would fall far short of the efforts required to bring about the change.
As it stands currently, the homeworld’s Administration of Language Policy as well as the Intaki
Cultural Center seems to be siding with the Traditionalists, and for the time being, no
modification of Intaki spelling nor its Bhrasvalaank script will be made. This position also
appears, for the time being, to enjoy the blessing of the Idama themselves, who even now,
continue to assume their position as guardians of the Modern Classic Intaki language.
The following pages display many of the glyphs that have been in use in the Sintrakis languages
on the homeworld for millennia. This display is not complete, yet depending on the Sintrakis
language, more or less of these very same graphemes are used.
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SAMPLE OF INTAKI SINTRAKIS SCRIPT
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The article extract to the right, lifted from
the Bvhiiauuhdyar Intakitun, demonstrates a
version of the Bhrasvalaank Script in print.
The Script is designed so that the ligatures
attach at the upper part of each letter,
forming one continuous flowing script
(although, often in the printing industry a
miniscule space is provided between each
letter, to increase legibility). As the script in
the article here shown is difficult to read,
more examples of the Bhrasvalaank Script
will be given in later sections of this version
of the Vaanin k’Intaki, via native fonts.
The image in the article displays a single
plant on a farm specializing in the
cultivation of the dadaayaa, an entheogenic
plant used by the adherents of Ida, who
believe the plant to contain the highest
concentrations of the aayyaahm (a complex
Idic concept whose overall basic meaning is
that of essential life-force) and consider it to
be their principle manifestation. The plant
in the image is being cultivated for its
leaves, used to produce dadaayaa cigars.
Dadaayaa cultivation is of great importance,
both to the economy of Intaki Prime and to
Ida. The complete article reads as follows:

A version of the Bhraslavaank Script
in an article discussing the dadaayaa.

The dadaayaa, native to Intaki Prime, which is the only place where the
plant can be grown and cultivated successfully, is a highly toxic annually
flowering, tropical plant, possessing splotchy reddish-white tubers, which
serve as the plant’s roots. Its large dark greenish-indigo leaves attach to
thick reddish-green stalks, which are reddish-indigo in its interior. It is a
seed-producing plant, the seeds of which eventually flower and form into a
small, piquant, reddish-orange fruit. Thousands of years of exposure to
biological life that have ingested the plant have given natives of Intaki
Prime a limited tolerance to the plant. Scientists are divided as to the
origins of the plant, as it bears all the indicating markers of a genetically
modified plant. Yet no historical documentation can be cited as support
for this theory, and the plant seems to be an evolutionary “mistake”,
isolated to the homeworld.
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Despite the fact that the whole plant is toxic, all of the dadaayaa is utilized
in cooking and other uses. For example, the leaves can be cooked as
greens as well as used in stews, or even raw in salads, and are said to
taste similar to mustard greens. The seeds can be harvested as a pseudograin, and ground to make into bread, or cooked like rice, and are light
and fluffy. If the seed are allowed to flower, they become the dadaayaa
fruit, which also has a variety of uses, often as a spicy addition to a dish.
The stalks can be used in pies, but usually need plenty of sweetener as they
are quite tart. Finally the root is a good source of starch, mildly piquant,
and similar to the seeds, can be ground and added to stews as a thickener,
made into bread, boiled, roasted over open fire (which is traditionally how
they are prepared during Kumhbelaa), or even eaten raw. In short, no
part of the plant is wasted. The leaves are even dried for use as tea (in its
milder diluted form), or as a type of thick potent “coffee”. There are farms
which cultivate the plant for its leaves which are subsequently dried,
treated and processed into a type of “cigar” or “cigarette”.
The toxin, produced by the plant as a by-product of its absorption of
hazardous naturally-occurring chemical compounds found in the soil of
the homeworld, has been identified by scientists to be a veritable cocktail
of dangerously high levels of psychotropic chemicals, such as tryptaphenylethylamine, ergoline, salvinorin y, as well as active barbituric acid
molecules, all of which affect the central nervous system. The effect of
ingestion is one of perceived “higher” or “altered” states of awareness
and perception, for which its use is actively promoted by the Idama and
other adherents of Ida. The Idama teach that the dadaayaa assists in their
perceiving the realms of the aayyaahm and Suuraayyaahm. However,
many Intaki also abuse the plant by-products as recreational drugs; in
fact, a potent liquor known as “daamaady” is produced from the whole
dadaayaa plant.
Natives of the homeworld can ingest the plant in reasonable amounts;
foreigners, however, including even some Daridas-born Intaki, must
exercise great caution with the dadaayaa, as the active barbituric acid in
the plant is exceedingly effective in inducing paralysis, coma, and
eventually, death, and there is no known cure for dadaayaa poisoning.
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Phonology and Phonetics

Phonology is the study of sounds in language and how languages utilize various sounds and
sound combinations as a method of encoding information for communication.
Phonetics is the study of the physical production, acoustic transmission and reception of the
sounds of speech. Generally, these two subfields of linguistics, while clearly related to each other,
are considered to be two separate and discrete fields.
For example, phonology concerns itself with such things as phonemes, moras, syllables, as well
as phonologic structure as it concerns itself with meaning in language. This definition therefore
also encompasses the grammatical characterization of systems of sounds. Phonetics on the other
hand is strictly concerned with the physical properties of speech sound and how they are
produced.
Despite these differences, however, it is obvious that the two subfields are related, and it is for
this reason that they are grouped together under one section in this version of the Vaanin k’Intaki.
4.1 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonological Inventory
The number of speech sounds used in the Intaki languages varies greatly from language to
language. Even within Modern Classic Intaki great variations exist across the dialects. Thus, the
alphabet currently in use cannot adequately reflect all of the sounds produced in the Modern
Classic Intaki language or its daughter dialects. However, as discussed earlier, no changes are
anticipated for the time being due to various concerns, and the current alphabet will have to
suffice as representative of the Modern Classic Intaki phonological inventory.
The Modern Classic Intaki alphabet is composed of 34 letters, denoting 23 consonants and 11
vowels. This shortage is augmented via the use of multiple digraphs and trigraphs, in the case of
consonants, and diphthongs and triphthongs, in the case of vowels. This remedy provides
additional stability to the written language and enables the appropriate expressive outlet for the
phonemes which lack proper graphical representation within the Modern Classic Intaki alphabet.
It should be mentioned that the vowel-sounds of Modern Classic Intaki often differ considerably
between dialects. Ironically, it is a homeworld dialect, Contemporary Sintrakis, and not one of
the Daridas dialects, which deviates the most from the “standard” pronunciation. Nevertheless,
none of the deviations are sufficient so as to render the dialects mutually unintelligible.
Therefore, for purposes of this Vaanin k’Intaki, the approved Asayan dialect, which is
considered to be “standard” (to be discussed later on), and its phonology will be used as a
representative of all the Modern Classic Intaki dialects found on the homeworld and throughout
the Daridas colonies.
4.2 – Consonants
Modern Classic Intaki Bhrasvalaank script possesses a core of 23 consonants. This small amount
is just a small portion of the graphemes that exist within the Sintrakis script from which the
Bhrasvalaank has descended, and which has always been in use on the homeworld. The
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following tables display the consonantal graphemes found in Modern Classic Intaki and its
dialects, along with their corresponding pronunciations.
Consonant

B
C
D
F
G
H
^
J
K
L
M
N

Name

Transliteration

bahm

b

kahm

c

dahm

d

fahm

f

gahm

g

hahm

h

qak’ral

‘

jahm

j

khehm

k

lahm

l

mahm

m

nahm

n

Consonant

P
Q
R
S
T
V
W
X
Y
Y
Z

Name

Transliteration

pahm

p

kwahm

q

rahm

r

sahm

s

tahm

t

vahm

v

wahm

w

shahm

x

yahm

y

yaahmla

yy

zhahm

z
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4.2.1 – Intaki Qak’ral

Due to its special nature, extra attention is herein given to the proper “pronunciation” of the
qak’ral. The qak’ral is a glottal stop (or plosive), as displayed in the previous chart, meaning it is
produced via obstruction of airflow in the vocal tract or, more precisely, the glottis. It is
voiceless, that is, no vibration of the vocal cords occurs, which in fact is the phenomenon which
causes the “stoppage” in sound. It is articulated via air through the lungs and diaphragm as with
most of the other consonants.
The qak’ral occurs between syllables. Difficulty sometimes arises in its proper “pronunciation”,
especially among children and students whose mother tongues do not contain similar stops.
Frequently, a transposition of sound occurs so as to facilitate easier pronunciation, a
phenomenon known to linguists as metathesis. Frequently, this transposition of sound becomes
the accepted, and, occasionally, the standard pronunciation. The section titled Sandhi contains
more information regarding qak’ral usage.
4.2.2 – Other Special Consonants
There are other consonants aside from the qak’ral which inhabit a fuzzy area; they at times
behave quite differently from other consonants and therefore linguists frequently will single out
these consonants for special categorization or attention.
An area highlighted for additional explanation by Modern Classic Intaki linguists is that of the
syllabic consonants. A syllabic consonant is a consonant that forms a syllable on its own or is
the nucleus of a syllable. The letters d (d), k (k), l (l), m (m), n (n), r (r), t (t), and w (w) are
considered to be syllabic consonants. Additionally, the letter r (r), is considered to be a rhotic
consonant, producing a “trill” or “flap” sound, depending on the speaker.
While not considered a consonant of the Modern Classic Intaki alphabet, the ‘ (Intaki apostrophe),
or sa’codhan, plays an important role in the language, often substituting the work normally
performed by a single consonant in the Modern Classic Intaki root. Thus, there are roots
composed of only two consonants and an ‘, or of a consonant, a vowel, and an ‘. Thus, the
‘ essentially performs similar operations to those of the transmutable vowel: while strictlyspeaking unable to transmute into another consonant, in essence its design permits the placement
of necessary consonants prior or subsequent to its location in the word. Nonetheless, it does not
occupy the philosophical and/or metaphysical role and significance that the transmutable vowel
possesses.
The ‘ also provides for contraction between certain words. For example, the word ki (ki) when
preceding another word that initiates in the letter i (the same letter with which ki terminates), the
i of ki is dropped and replaced with the ‘, and the space between the two words is contracted. For
example, k’Intaki (“of the Intaki”). Additionally, the ‘ is found in usage of the direct or indirect
object particles (ne’ and nu’, respectively) and is also used in conjunction with the subjective
pronouns. In such situations, the particles are terminated with the apostrophe, and the particle
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4.2.2 – Other Special Consonants (Continued...)
and subjective pronoun are written as one word, for example, ne’Hah (“him” or “it”), or nu’Sah
(“her”). However, these grammatical rules in reference to the ‘ do not affect pronunciation, and
are designed, rather, as a means of delineating between contracted particles and words.
Consonants can also cease to behave as consonants, exhibiting the qualities of vowels in certain
situations; this phenomenon will be considered under the section titled Semivowels.
As will be demonstrated later on, these factors often make Modern Classic Intaki phonotactics an
extremely daunting affair for both students of the language and even veteran linguists.
4.3 – Vowels
Modern Classic Intaki possesses a symmetrical ten-vowel system along with the asymmetrical
transmutable vowel. The vowels a, e, i, o, and u, are all considered short, while A, E, I, O, and U
are considered long. This determination is based on the pronunciation that is dominant in the
Asaya region of the homeworld and is considered to be a standard dialect prevalent among the
educated class which displays the various diphthongal and triphthongal realizations as well as
nasalized vowels. The á is neither long nor short, as its purpose is that of vocalic transmutation
into another vowel, and is only ever found outside of the root as a standalone symbol. However,
its sound, “aauhm”, is considered to be the sacred sound, “the sound of the universe at rest and in
vibration simultaneously”.
Vowel

a
e
i
o
u

Name

Transliteration

ahmh

a

eymh

e

ihmh

i

omh

o

uuhmh

u

Vowel

A
E
I
O
U

Name

Transliteration

amh

aa

ehmh

ee

eemh

ii

ohmh

oo

oomh

uu
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4.3.1 – Semivowels

In linguistics a semivowel (also known as a glide), is a sound that is phonetically similar to a
vowel sound, but that functions as the syllabic boundary, rather than the nucleus of a syllable. This
includes consonants that are known as approximants. There are several types of approximants
within Modern Classic Intaki: palatal, labiopalatal, velar, bilabial, rhotic and others. For the
purposes of this version of the Vaanin k’Intaki, all of these shall be referred to as semivowels so as
not to overwhelm the reader; advanced students can venture out into the deeper waters of Intaki
phonemics with the abundant literature on the subject found in the actual 26-8-101 document.
Semivowels tend to be non-syllabic and shorter than normal vowels; despite this, they are often
phonemically equivalent to normal vowels. Modern Classic Intaki possesses ten semivowels:
b (b), j (j), l (l), m (m), n (n), r (r), v (v), w (w). The remaining two semivowels, y (y) and
Y (yy) are special cases in the sense that although they are classified as consonants, they are
pronounced identically to the regular MCI vowels of i (i) and I (ii) and are often used as vowels.
Indeed the behavior of the two latter semivowels places them somewhere between strict vowels
and strict consonants.
The following chart highlights the classification of these semivowels, their function, and other
limited pertinent information. The pronunciation guide provides approximate pronunciations
according to normal approved Asayan pronunciation and not to any exception to these rules. As
an incidental point of interest, these semivowels are occasionally used when determining syllabic
and phonotactic restraints. In the case of the letters w (w), y (y) and Y (yy), it is this consideration
which has been utilized in determining them to be consonants and not vowels.
MCI

b
j
l
m
n
r
v
w
y
y

Transliteration

Classification

Pronunciation

b

bilabial approximant

somewhere between “b” and “w”

j

palatal approximant

somewhere between “zh” and “y”

l

velarized alveolar lateral approximant

somewhere between “l” and “w”

m

bilabial nasal

somewhat like “mg”

n

dental nasal

somewhat like “ng”

r

retroflex approximant (rhotic)

“soft” r, as in curse

v

bilabial approximant

somewhere between “b” and “w”

w

bilabial-velar

similar to diphthong “ua” or triphthong
“ooa”

y

post-alveolar/palatal

identical to “i”, and/or “ii”

yy

post-alveolar/palatal

identical to “i”, and/or “ii”
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4.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonotactics

Modern Classic Intaki phonotactics are—mildly speaking—extremely complicated. In practical
terms, a complete treatment of the syllabic structure of the language was not established in the
original Vaanin k’Intaki; indeed, a complete treatment within any version of the Vaanin k’Intaki
would appear to be an unreasonable expectation, due to the complexity of the subject. However,
many leading Idama and Intaki linguists have written extensively on the subject in the original
26-8-101 document; it therefore seems appropriate to at least briefly touch upon some of the
basic principles of Modern Classic Intaki syllabification and phonotactic restraints.
What makes Modern Classic Intaki phonotactics so difficult is the sheer quantity of phonological
types and the dearth of the alphabet’s ability to properly represent the sounds of the language.
For example, the language contains the following complex consonantal types:
• aspirating consonant - h (h);
• liquid consonants - l, r (l, r);
• nasalizing consonants - n (n) and sometimes m (m);
• silent consonants - h, n, d (h, n, d)
There are also multiple digraphs:
Bh (bh)
ch (ch)
dh (dh)
gh (gh)
jh (jh)
kh (kh)
lh (lh)

ph (ph)
rh (rh)
sh (sh)
th (th)
vh (vh)
zh (zh)

And the following complex vocal types:
• semivowels - l, r, w, y (l, r, w, y); and
• diphthongs and triphthongs:
ae (ae)
Ae (aae)
ai (ai)
Ai (aai)
ao (ao)
Ao (aao)
au (au)
Au (aau)
ei (ei)
Ei (eei)
eu (eu)

Eu (eeu)
ia (ia)
Ia (iia)
ie (ie)
iE (iee)
io (io)
Io (iio)
iu (iu)
Iu (iiu)
oa (oa)
Oa (ooa)

oi (oi)
Oi (ooi)
oU (ouu)
ua (ua)
Ua (uua)
ui (ui)
Ui (uui)
uo (uo)
Uo (uuo)
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4.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonotactics (Continued...)

This large variety of types makes notation of their behavior complicated to produce and difficult
to read, and is generally not suited for a publication of this sort which is directed toward the “lay”
public. However, some general outlines as to how the language operates phonotactically is herein
provided.
•
•
•

Modern Classic Intaki words are typically either disyllabic or trisyllabic. However, there
are many words that are monosyllabic, words with four or more syllables, and even those
with seven or more syllables, although the latter is rare.
The initial syllable of an MCI word must consist minimally of at least one vowel.
All multi-syllabic MCI words must consist minimally of at least two vowels and one
consonant.

Thus, a simple formula for MCI phonetic syllabic constraints can be written as follows:
Syllable One
(C)V(C)

(^)

Syllable Two
C(C)V(C)

(^)

Syllable Three
(CV)(C)(V)

(‘)

Syllable Four
x(Syllable Two)

Plainly stated, the above formula can be explained in the following manner:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Syllable One can begin with one or more vowels, although it also may optionally contain
one or more consonants both before and/or after the vowel. It is the only syllable that can
begin with a vowel.
The qak’ral may optionally be required between syllable one and syllable two.
Syllable Two must always begin with a consonant (that can be optionally followed by
another consonant) and it must contain a vowel. A consonant may optionally end the
syllable.
The qak’ral may optionally be required between syllable two and syllable three.
Syllable Three may begin with one or more consonants followed by a vowel and can be
terminated with one or more consonants or vowels.
The sa’codhan may optionally be required between syllable three and syllable four.
Syllable Four signifies that there may follow other syllables after Syllable Three and that
they must follow the pattern of Syllable Two. No syllable can further repeat the pattern
found within Syllable Three. Additionally, no other syllable can repeat the pattern set in
Syllable One.

Exceptions to the above formula do exist. It is outside the scope of this publication to discuss
such exceptions in detail but advanced students can refer to the actual 26-8-101 document for
details.
The following table provides a detailed practical demonstration of the foregoing phonotactics
rules. This table is by no means exhaustive as to all the possible examples and the reader is
encouraged to consult 26-8-101 for more detailed explanations.
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4.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonotactics (Continued...)
MCI

Afvas
Ahemti
Ahm
akath
astayn
dvAr
dyana
hyovart
jA^ishak
janhsporam
loka
mAraut
oustir
pashay
prushnyk
pshatar

Transliteration

Syllabic
Pattern

Phonotactic
Notation

Translation

Notes

aafvas

aaf-vas

VC-CVC

steadfast/
faithful (adj)

“aa” is a single letter

aahemti

aa-hem-ti

V-CVC-CV

second-day (n)

aahm

aahm

VCC

self, individual (n)

akath

a-kath

V-CVCC

scarce (adj)

astayn

as-tayn

VC-CVVC

than (adv)

dvaar

dvaar

CCVC

mouth (n)

dyana

dya-na

CCV-CV

appreciate (v)

hyovart

hyo-vart

CCV-CVCC

in (adp)

jaa’ishak

jaa-^i-shak

CV-CV-CCVC

diamond (n)

janhsporam

janh-spo-ram

CVCC-CCV-CVC

glass (n)

loka

lo-ka

CV-CV

human (race) (n)

maaraut

maa-raut

CV-CVVC

west (n)

oustir

ous-tir

VVC-CVC

ear (n)

pashay

pa-shay

CV-CCVV

regular (adj)

prushnyk

prush-nyk

CCVCC-CVC

almost (adv)

pshatar

psha-tar

CCCV-CVC

solemn (adj)

“aa” is a single letter

“aa” is a single letter
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4.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonotactics (Continued...)
MCI

sa^hal
shilAnhka
tvak
uparn
vrta
juambheyhti
krpAya
starnelya
mulAvyan
veyeca
hyevratu
vAwaosan
juwnelUw
woijunnos
palamdya
vatama

Transliteration

Syllabic
Pattern

Phonotactic
Notation

Translation

sa’hal

sa^-hal

CVC-CVC

total (n)

shilaanhka

shi-laanh-ka

CCV-CVCC-CV

iron (metal) (n)

tvak

tvak

CCVC

skin (n)

uparn

u-parn

V-CVCC

over (adj)

vrta

vr-ta

CV-CV

locate (v)

jhuambheyhti

jhuam-bheyh-ti

CCVVC-CCVVCCV

first-week (n)

krpaaya

kr-paa-ya

CV-CV-CV

please (v)

starnelya

star-nel-ya

CCVC-CVC-CV

dream (v)

mulaavyan

mu-laa-vyan

CV-CV-CCVC

honestly (adv)

veyeca

ve-ye-ca

CV-CV-CV

expect (v)

hyevratu

hye-vra-tu

CCV-CCV-CV

to, towards (adp)

baawaosan

baa-wao-san

CV-CVV-CVC

really (adv)

juwneluuw

juw-ne-luuw

CVV-CV-CVV

cat (n)

woijunnos

woi-jun-nos

CVV-CVC-CVC

grape (n)

palamdya

pa-lamd-ya

CV-CVCC-CV

alcohol made from
palandu (n)

vatama

va-ta-ma

CV-CV-CV

“talking tree” (n)

Notes

“aa” is a single letter

“r” is a vowel in this case

“r” is a vowel in this case;
“aa” is a single letter

“aa” is a single letter

“uu” is a single letter;
“w” is a vowel in this case

The edible seed of a small
fruit, from the tree with the
same name.
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4.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonotactics (Continued...)
MCI

vatamdya
juhambhAt
parnActan
kivayam
illoren
suparab
jAt^herun
beuligtun
gave^hun
aditun
kasenaikam
adrituvar
pshokArakel
ghodrutajyl
sayasynorh
hivabunun

Transliteration

Syllabic
Pattern

Phonotactic
Notation

Translation

vatamdya

va-tamd-ya

CV-CVCC-CV

alcohol made from
vatama (n)

juhambhaat

ju-ham-bhaat

CV-CVC-CCVC

rebirth (n)

“aa” is a single letter

parnaactan

par-naac-tan

CVC-CVC-CVC

enough (adv)

“aa” is a single letter

kivayam

ki-va-yam

CV-CV-CVC

our, ours (pro)

illoren

il-lo-ren

VC-CV-CVC

first (adj)

suparab

su-pa-rab

CV-CV-CVC

better (adj)

jaat’herun

jaat^-he-run

CVCC-CV-CVC

hot (adj)

beuligtun

beu-lig-tun

CVV-CVC-CVC

stupid (adj)

gave’hun

ga-ve^-hun

CV-CVC-CVC

early (adj)

aditun

a-di-tun

V-CV-CVC

free (adj)

kasenaikam

ka-se-nai-kam

CV-CV-CVV-CVC

“military game” (n)

adrituvar

a-dri-tu-var

V-CCV-CV-CVC

automatic (adj)

pshokaarakel

psho-kaa-ra-kel

ghodrutajyl

gho-dru-ta-jyl

sayasynorh

sa-ya-sy-norh

CV-CV-CV-CVCC

homeworld (n)

hivabunun

hi-va-bu-nun

CV-CV-CV-CVC

baby (n)

CCCV-CV-CVCVC
CCV-CCV-CVCVC

frantic (adj)

Notes

An ancient Intaki board
game.

“aa” is a single letter

horse (n)
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4.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Phonotactics (Continued...)
MCI

pAmoralest
avetyva
kedrimaka
gave^hunan
aveyecakel
brhavaritakel
anavrastavtun
agurutaatun
teprasakelan
aveyecakelan
brah^huviritakel
brah^huviritakelan

Transliteration

Syllabic
Pattern

Phonotactic
Notation

Translation

Notes

paamoralest

paa-mo-ra-lest

CV-CV-CV-CVCC

traitor (n)

“aa” is a single letter

avetyva

a-ve-ty-va

V-CV-CV-CV

begin (v)

kedrimaka

ke-dri-ma-ka

CV-CCV-CV-CV

target (v)

gave’hunan

ga-ve^-hu-nan

CV-CVC-CV-CVC

earlier (adv)

aveyecakel

a-ve-ye-ca-kel

V-CV-CV-CV-CVC

unexpected (adj)

brha-va-ri-takel
a-na-vra-stavtun

CCCV-CV-CV-CVCVC
V-CV-CCV-CCVCCVC

agurutaatun

a-gu-ru-taa-tun

V-CV-CV-CV-CVC

teprasakelan

te-pra-sa-ke-lan

brhavaritakel
anavrastavtun

aveyecakelan
brah’huviritakel
brah’huviritakelan

a-ve-ye-ca-kelan
brah^-hu-vi-rita-kel
brah^-hu-vi-rita-ke-lan

CV-CCV-CV-CVCVC
V-CV-CV-CV-CVCVC
CCVCC-CV-CVCV-CV-CVC
CCVCC-CV-CVCV-CV-CV-CVC

dedicated (adj)
unsafe (adj)
light (weight) (adj)

“aa” is a single letter

tremendously (adv)
unexpectedly (adv)
devoted (adj)
devotedly (adv)
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There are a myriad of other factors involved in the proper pronunciation of the Modern Classic
Intaki language, such as accent, intonation, and stress, to mention just a few. These and other
miscellaneous considerations are briefly mentioned in this section. It must be remembered
however that the best lessons come not from reading but in doing; therefore, the student is
encouraged to practice with native Modern Classic Intaki speakers.
4.5.1 – Prosody
In linguistics, prosody is the rhythm, stress, and intonation of speech. In Modern Classic Intaki,
prosody often communicates the form of utterance, as well as the presence of irony, sarcasm, and
other linguistic information that may not be encoded via grammar, vocabulary, or other
grammatical devices. Thus, prosody is an important aspect of Modern Classic Intaki, and the
most important of such apparatus is to be briefly considered in the subheadings that follow.
Stress
Modern Classic Intaki words are virtually all iambic; the primary stress falls on the second
syllable of the word, while secondary stress often falls on all odd-numbered syllables. The
second syllable carries the greatest stress, with the first carrying a somewhat weaker stress, and
all following odd-numbered syllables carrying very weak stress.
Expanding words via Modern Classic Intaki’s many affixes may shift the stress of the original
word; of course, this rule is not absolute, and there are exceptions requiring the student to
memorize the stress for the word in question. In any and all cases, however, word stress does not
alter the meaning of a word and is always subsidiary to sentence stress. When in doubt, the
student can always rely on the second-syllable rule in order to secure intelligibility.
Intonation
Ancient Classic Intaki made extensive use of intonation to communicate emphasis, irony,
sarcasm, surprise, et cetera in order to distinguish an interrogative from a command or a
statement, and for other purposes. Modern Classic Intaki has inherited this feature, albeit to a far
lesser degree. Nevertheless, it is likely this quality that has caused many new students to the
language have to claim that Modern Classic Intaki possesses a certain musical quality. This is
surely due primarily to the language’s Sintrakis-based intonation system.
Modern Classic Intaki utilizes two of the original Intaki four intonations: rising and peaking. In
general, questions are distinguished via the rising intonation, commands via the peaking
intonation. The other two, falling and dipping, are interspersed throughout normal speech;
however, their use has increasingly become uncommon and as a result, is not very well
understood even by native speakers, being as it is a vestige of the ancient forms of the language.
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4.5.2 – Sandhi
Sandhi is a term common among linguists; in this monograph, it is meant to signify the
following linguistic concepts:
•
•

Elision - the omission of one or more sound(s) producing a result that is easier to
pronounce; and
Liaison - the pronunciation of a latent word-final consonant immediately before a
following vowel sound.

In its inception, efforts were made to modernize the spelling of much of the lexicon imported
into Modern Classic Intaki via the ancient tongues. Of course, this attempt at “modernization”
occurred centuries ago and Modern Classic Intaki, to this day, continues to retain many spellings
that do not properly represent the spoken language. As previously mentioned, efforts to
modernize the language’s spelling have thus far failed, and it does not appear as if future efforts
will fare much better. Due to this, elision and liaison are frequent features that are commonly
observed in normal Modern Classic Intaki speech.
For example, in the Modern Classic Intaki word, vayadc (opening), the final consonant, c, is
elided, or suppressed, in normal speech. However, if the same word were to be placed before a
word beginning with a vowel sound, such as agwollor (small), as in vayadc agwollor (small
opening), then the c is liaised, or connected, to the initial sound of the following word. This
results in the following pronunciation of vayadc agwollor: va-yad-ca-gwol-lor.
Another example of this is in reference to the Modern Classic Intaki qak’ral (^). Frequently, the
sound produced after the occurrence of a qak’ral, normally a glottal stop, is elided, facilitating
what some consider otherwise impossible-to-pronounce syllables. For example, in the word
Intk’hcandra (Little Intaki Moon, the eighth month of the homeworld calendar), the first syllable,
Intk, is pronounced normally, followed by the qak’ral glottal stop; however, the hc of hcandra
becomes elided, completely dropping from the sound production of the word, and the remaining
andra is pronounced normally. Thus, Intk’hcandra is pronounced more like Int-’-candra, where
the qak’ral represents a syllabric break in the word. The case of Intk’hcandra is typical in almost
all cases involving the use of the qak’ral, especially in speakers unfamiliar with a glottal stop.
Furthermore, the location of the qak’ral in a word is often transposed with adjacent letters in
order to facilitate pronunciation, a process called metathesis, mentioned earlier in the section
titled Modern Classic Intaki Qak’ral.
Several consonantal combinations exist within Modern Classic Intaki which lend themselves to
liaison even within words (called internal sandhi). The following are prime examples of this: dt,
kt, and vt. In these examples, the consonants preceding the t are elided, or, are slightly
pronounced. Of course, dialectal variations abound, and this rule does not always apply; whether
this is the case or not depends greatly upon how the dialect handles syllabic division.
Sandhi often is one of the more difficult aspects of the Modern Classic Intaki language for
students to remember, but once understood clearly, is fairly simple to put into practice.
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Morphology is the study of morphemes, which are presumably the smallest conceptual
components possessing semantic meaning. Morphemes can be composed of words, word stems,
and affixes. Morphology is probably the most important aspect of a language’s grammar, for it is
within the language’s morphology that the “rules” of the language are observed, and via these
rules, relationships between the language’s lexical material can be identified.
While it is certainly clear that Modern Classic Intaki has descended from natural languages, that
is, languages that developed without intelligent conscious intervention, it is clear that Modern
Classic Intaki is a constructed language, one that has been formulated via conscious,
conscientious intervention, and did not evolve naturally.
Some balk at this description, seeking ways to contradict this viewpoint; but the facts seem to
speak for themselves. The very Idama who recorded the grammar of Modern Classic Intaki
within the 26-8-101 document speak candidly of the language’s roots and how it was created
from a fusion of the principles of the Docaslan language with the core of Middle Classic Intaki.
It is true that the word “creation” is never used in reference to Modern Classic Intaki; generally,
it is said that the language is a “revivification” of Middle Classic Intaki. Nevertheless, the
language is clearly not Middle Classic Intaki nor Docaslan; rather, it is a hybridization of the two.
The feeling that some harbor, that Modern Classic Intaki is inferior to other more naturallyevolved languages is unwarranted and baseless. Languages are born in many ways, and in any
case, despite Modern Classic Intaki’s putative “artificial” birth, the language has taken on its
own life and has developed in a direction that is very naturalistic. A cursory examination of any
of the countless varieties of dialects that the language has spawned and its ubiquity within Intakicontrolled areas shows that the language has taken firm root in the minds and hearts of its users.
All of which are the traits of natural—not artificial—languages.
Evidence of the language’s more naturalistic growth and development can be seen when
examining older documents written in Modern Classic Intaki. The language, in its origins, was
much more synthetic and agglutinative than it is now. True, Modern Classic Intaki still relies
heavily on inflection of its verbs and much of its lexicon. However, it has shifted towards a more
isolating and analytical approach, as well as relying ever-increasingly on word order in order to
convey meaning. In truth, the language is a mixed system, with some agglutinative tendencies in
some areas, and some isolating tendencies in others.
The following sections carefully examine the morphological foundation and behavior of Modern
Classic Intaki with the aid of a variety of examples, illustrations, and tables provided in order to
facilitate competent comprehension of the language’s guiding principles.
5.1 – Modern Classic Intaki Root System
As alluded to in the section covering the transmutable vowel, most of Modern Classic Intaki’s
vocabulary is based upon a triliteral consonantal root system. There are occasions where the root
is composed not only of consonants, but also of vowels. However, in the situation where the
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5.1 – Modern Classic Intaki Root System (Continued...)

latter is the case, there are only two vowels that are permitted within the realm of the root: a, and
á.
There are specific rules that govern where and how these two vowels may appear in the root.
When the vowel “a” is found in the root, it is found only in the outer portion of the root, its
termini—never in the medial, or core—position. However, the vowel “á”, can occupy any
position within the root: initial, medial, or final.
The á’s power within the root is its ability to transmute its nature. Thus, it is able to convert
itself into any vowel necessary for the purpose of the root in question. When the root is
“conjugated” into an actual word, the transmutable vowel can and must change into another
vowel necessary for that particular word. Thus, á can become a, aa, e, ee, i, ii, o, oo, u, uu, y or
yy. Significantly therefore, the á can never be found within any word; it must transmute into
another vowel. However, the á can and often does stand alone, pronounced as as aauhm.
Furthermore, the ‘, or sa’codhan (apostrophe), symbol can also be found within the root system.
Whenever this occurs, the ‘ behaves exactly as any other consonant and generally is also found
within the individual words that are the result of the root concepts containing it. As with the
vowel a however, the ‘ can only occur in the terminal positions of the root—never at its core. It
should be mentioned that the occurrence of the ‘ within the root is not common.
Beginning with this triliteral root system the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon is thus formulated. In
order to form words however, the general and vague concepts implied by the root must be
expanded and solidified. This expansion is accomplished via fusional inflections upon the root.
This linguistic term implies the expansion of the root via the use of affixes: prefixes, infixes, and
suffixes, all of which Modern Classic Intaki makes ample use. In the sections to follow, specific
details are provided as to the methods and affixes available in order to expand the general root
concepts into specific words.
Currently there are hundreds of root concepts covering all range of concepts and ideas in
existence with thousands more words. And there is potential for more growth: given that Modern
Classic Intaki utilizes 27 characters (26 letters plus the ‘ symbol) of the 34 letters available within
the ahmzham, there exists the possibility of the language possessing more than 17,000 distinct
triliteral roots. If, hypothetically, each of these 17,000 roots were to produce just 100 words, the
net result would be just under two million words. Hence, the language’s potential for growth and
expansion are practically limitless.
All of the foregoing enables an appreciation for the powerful elegance of the language. It has
enabled it to survive and flourish, virtually unchanged for almost 1,500 years. It appears these
attributes will serve it well in the millennia to come, all to the design of the Idama, the
language’s principle, creators, defenders, propagators, and educators.
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This next table displays a brief sampling of a few of Modern Classic Intaki’s triliteral concept
roots, from which hundred, if not thousands, of words are derived. While it would certainly be
neat, tidy, and convenient to conceive that each root covers a specific area and concept, this is
quite simply not the case. In fact, many concepts and ideas can be found inhabiting multiple
roots, thus resulting in very fuzzy boundaries between the roots themselves. There may even be
several words that simultaneously convey a similar meaning or idea but descend from quite
different roots. This phenomenon is common not only to Modern Classic Intaki, but to many
languages. Often, investigation into a particular word’s roots and origins will assist in
understanding its true and original intention and meaning. Hence, it should also be remembered
that the following concepts likely contain additional meanings and definitions not listed.
Therefore, the student is encouraged to consult a complete Modern Classic Intaki dictionary for
additional information.
Root
^-c-a
á-á-a
á-á-á
a-m-á
b-d-n
c-d-d
d-á-á
f-d-k
g-h-a
h-n-b
j-á-á
k-d-m

Concept(s)
connecter root, relationship
logic/truth, face, pure
existence, life, divinity, caterpillar
emotion: love, attraction, attractive
base, foundation, lowest part, ground
high, highest part, up, top, sky
ten, fortune, jewel, electric, electronic
sit, seat, stationary, still, quiet, soft
conceal, deception, wrap
chew, eat
born of, product of, reproduction, fruit
middle, core, heart

Root
l-p-t
m-d-y
n-á-á
p-d-r
q-k-t
r-j-y
s-á-a
t-n-d
v-á-a
w-g-m
y-d-h
z-b-f

Concept(s)
board, slab, plate, flat
liquor, alcohol
nine, represent, replace, negotiate
substance, matter, element
hold, apprehend, contain
government, state, kingdom, royalty
organized force, army, military
sharp, puncture, strike
speak, converse, express
carry, way, go, transport
struggle, strife, war, fight
disease, sickness, discomfort

5.3 – MCI Derivational Morphology
Modern Classic Intaki is often classified by modern linguists as an analytic, isolating language.
The truth is, no language can strictly be spoken of as analytic, synthetic, et cetera, unless
computer languages are included. Human forms of communication are often much more
muddled and complex, much like the histories, peoples, and cultures that have produced them.
Such is the case with Modern Classic Intaki; while predominantly analytic and isolating, it also
possesses many agglutinative and fusional tendencies, and thus is a mixed system. A great deal
of its lexicon is formed via agglutinative affixes which expand upon already existing words.
Much of this expansion is highly predictable, simplifying the process of expanding the lexicon,
and enabling the creation of new words. Even when a speaker is not familiar with the standard,
accepted word for a concept, by means of Modern Classic Intaki’s normal method of expanding
the lexicon, one can generally make oneself understood.
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5.3 – MCI Derivational Morphology (Continued...)

5.3.1 – Lexical Derivatives
When Modern Classic Intaki was conceived almost 1,500 years ago, many of the lexical
categories (prepositions, conjunctions, etc.) were sourced from older ancestors of the language,
or from Docaslan. For the most part, in the rare cases when they did not already fit into the
triliteral root pattern, these latter groups were forced to conform, either by changing spellings or
inventing new roots, thus facilitating categorization. With nouns and verbs, however, the Idama
worked to create a “new” language, one that would reflect the needs of the Ida philosophy.
Taking lessons from Docaslan, the Idama devised a system of lexical affixes, by means of which
they were able to expand nouns and verbs into their corresponding modifiers, adjectives and
adverbs. Today, most new words can be formulated in any of the four major lexical groups, that
is, nouns, verbs, adjective, and adverbs although experts generally agree that the trend as of late
is the formation of new words through the noun.
There are other affixes that were also devised for the language. These special affixes are
important because they help to add quality to many of the general words, or in some special way
provide additional information in a small particle form. There are some forms that are rarely used,
however, or perhaps less commonly known. Often a word can be “coined” via these affixal
provisions; it is also quite possible that a word for the desired concept already exists and the need
to use an affixal form is unnecessary. This is actually one of the greater challenges for novice
students to Modern Classic Intaki who are known to create new words via the affixes when an
adequate word already exists. Although creation of new words on an individual basis can be
effective in achieving intelligibility, the danger exists in “creating” a word that either already
exists but has an alternate meaning (otherwise known as “false friends”). Continuous contact
with the language generally rectifies this problem.
The table following on the next page highlights some of the most common affixes along with
their corresponding meanings or concepts. Although not displayed on this chart, most if not all of
the affixes also derive from specific roots; consultation of a dictionary will assist in identifying
to which root an affix belongs.
Please note that derivation relating to nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs will be handled in
depth in the sections covering each of those lexical categories, as they require a much more
detailed treatment of their behavior.
Derivative
Actor
Absolute superlative
Augmentive
Causative
Characteristic
Collections, Things
(generalized)
Comparative superlative

Prefix
ul-

Infix

Notes

-’lhu
-’hu

’hupel-

Suffix

-pel-

-pel

These affixes can be found in any
position within a particular word.

-phis
bvhiit-’lohu
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5.3 – MCI Derivational Morphology (Continued...)

5.3.1 – Lexical Derivatives (Continued...)
Derivative
Diminutives

Prefix

Infix

jun-, ju-

-’nu, -jun

Disliking

Generalizing/inclusion

-ji, -sri,
-sra, -kha
ho-, no-iyuu
avet-

Interjectival or phatic particle
Lack
Liking

-s

Subordination
Surfeit
Termination
Tools

Weakening of meaning

A contraction of the optative
verbal form, -sal.

ashok-amos
-hi-, -hin-,
-hu-, -hun-,
-ji-, -jin-, -ju-,
-jun-, -ra-,
-ran-, -ri-,
-rin-, -ru-,
-run-

Masculanizing (names)

Negation
Next, following, continuation
Opposite
Past
Place(s)
Possibility
Relationship
Reverse Causative

These affixes can be found in any
position within a particular word.

uyvshuk-, -shuk,
-syhk

Honorifics
Ideophonic particles
Inhabitant
Initiation

Notes
First form generally used with
words that are vowel-initial;
words that are consonant-initial
take the second form.

-tros
-ka-, -kan-,
-ki-, -kin-,
-kha-, -khan-,
-khi-, -khin-,
-ku-, -kun-,
-khu-, -khun-

Feminizing (names)

Future

Suffix

na’pykavytvrat-, vravadkilep-

-vrat-, -vra-

-vrat

-lep-

-ki
-lep

These affixes can be found in any
position within a particular word.

-jun
-shok
-yvt

shok-veda-

Infix generally placed between
first and second syllables,
although this rule is not absolute.
-shk, -ja
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories

The following sections discuss in depth the structure of all major lexical categories in Modern
Classic Intaki. While the Daridas and other dialects may vary somewhat, the focus of this Vaanin
k’Intaki is Modern Classic Intaki in its liturgical form as used by the Idama, which in itself forms
the foundational structure for the grammars of most of its descendent dialects.
5.4.1 – Determiners
Modern Classic Intaki utilizes a class of words called determiners, words that modify nouns or
nominal phrases; Intaki linguists—as do most linguists—distinguish determiners from adjectives
in that they do not describe a particular attribute of the noun as do adjectives. In addition,
Modern Classic Intaki determiners can never stand alone; they must always be accompanied by a
noun. Determiners indicate whether one is referring to something specific or something of a
particular type, as distinguished from something more general, of something else.
Categorization of determiners can often prove to be difficult, as certain determiners may also
simultaneously be categorized as adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, or even nouns. The determining
factor as to which category a word may belong to is the context in which it is used. What may be
a determiner in one sentence may well be defined as an adverb in another. Thus the line
delineating a specific word from determiner to another lexical incarnation is frequently a fuzzy
one, and in reality, often quite simply a fine point to be argued over by linguists.
Determiners include articles, demonstratives, possessive determiners, and quantifiers. Each of
these subcategories will be briefly treated in the following sections. In addition, all of these
determiners will be charted in a special section dealing with what linguists term as correlatives.
Articles
Modern Classic Intaki possesses no indefinite article (such as a or an). Thus, translators do not
translate indefinite articles when translating from a foreign source language into Modern Classic
Intaki. When translating from Modern Classic Intaki into a foreign target language, however, the
indefinite article must be added if and when appropriate in the target language.
Based on this information, the statement, “it is a hot day” would be translated into Modern
Classic Intaki as, Heti jaat^herun or heti jaat’herun, which, if transliterated back into the
vernacular would mean, day hot(s).
The student will notice that there is no usage of an indefinite article in the transliteration of the
Modern Classic Intaki sentence. Incidentally, one may also notice the verb is was not used in the
Modern Classic Intaki sentence either. This phenomenon and its import will be further discussed
in the sections treating verbal morphology as well as verbal adjectives.
The Modern Classic Intaki definite article is the word illor. This particle identifies the modified
noun as distinct within the realm of other adjacent nouns, calling attention to it and singling it out.
In Modern Classic Intaki, the definite article functions much in the same way as in most other
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)

languages possessing a definite article. It should be noted the Modern Classic Intaki definite
article is neuter and indifferent as to quality or quantity of its modified noun(s).
Thus, the statement, “the day is hot” would be translated into Modern Classic Intaki as, Illor
heti jaat^herun or illor heti jaat’herun, which, if transliterated back into the vernacular
would mean, the day hot(s).
A variation of the same statement, “the days are hot” would be translated into Modern Classic
Intaki as, Illor hetiyam jaat^herun or illor hetiyam jaat’herun, which, if transliterated back
into the vernacular would mean, the days hot.
It is of interest that Modern Classic Intaki seems at times to suppress usage of the definite article.
This phenomenon is a recent one in common everyday speech, especially in the dialects of the
Daridas. However, the practice is not new: suppression of the definite article has occurred for
hundreds of years especially in poetry and musical lyrics written in Modern Classic Intaki.
Distinctions between different nominal components of a phrase or sentence are often discerned
via context as well as semantic and/or pragmatic functions built into the phrase(s) in question.
These matters will be delved into in some depth later on in the Vaanin k’Intaki.
Demonstratives
Modern Classic Intaki demonstratives are used for spatial reference as well as discourse
reference; they assist in identifying to which item or subject or to whom one is referring, as well
as assisting in differentiating those items and/or subjects from other items and/or subjects.
Modern Classic Intaki demonstratives make distinction in three ways: proximal (closer to the
speaker), medial (closer to the listener), and distal (far from both the speaker and the listener).
Many languages do not possess as rich a feature as this; if they do, they may make far less usage
of one of the distinguishing forms; or, rarer still, they may possess more than Modern Classic
Intaki’s three forms. Whatever the case may be, when a student is studying or translating
documents from Modern Classic Intaki into another language, they must use their understanding
of both languages in order to choose the proper target form(s) reflecting the meaning of the
Modern Classic Intaki form in use in the source document.
The following table displays Modern Classic Intaki demonstratives and their corresponding
meanings.
Proximal
aseta
this (one)
asetayam

these (ones)

asta

Medial
that (one)

astayam

those (ones)

Distal
yon (one)
yonder
ashtayam
(ones)
ashta

Interrogative
katamah which (one)
katamah

which (ones)
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)

As Modern Classic Intaki is not a language concerned with gender, the speaker need not worry
about gender agreement between the demonstrative and its modified noun; however, they must
agree with regard to number. In other words, the correct form must be used in order to agree with
the number of nouns being modified or indicated. The following examples demonstrate proper
usage of Modern Classic Intaki demonstratives in a phrase.
Proximal
aseta taraag
this starship
asetayam taraagyam
these starships
aseta taradavaar
this stargate
asetayam taradavaaryam
these stargates
aseta syadinaduyan
this station
asetayam
these stations
syadinaduyanyam

Medial
asta taraag
astayam taraagyam
asta taradavaar
astayam taradavaaryam
asta syadinaduyan
astayam
syadinaduyanyam

Distal
ashta taraag
ashtayam taraagyam
ashta taradavaar
ashtayam taradavaaryam
ashta syadinaduyan
ashtayam
syadinaduyanyam

Interrogative
katamah taraag
which starship
katamah taraagyam
which starships
katamah taradavaar
which stargate
katamah taradavaaryam
which stargates
katamah syadinaduyan
which station
katamah
which stations
syadinaduyanyam

yon starship
yonder starships
yon stargate
yonder stargates
yon station
yonder stations

that starship
those starships
that stargate
those stargates
that station
those stations

Possessive Determiners
Modern Classic Intaki possessive determiners are also categorized as possessive pronouns
(treated later under the pronouns section); however, possessive determiners are unable to stand
by themselves; they are used to modify a noun. Thus, although also considered possessive
pronouns, when they are used to qualify a noun they are possessive determiners.
Possessive determiners are not concerned with the number of the noun which they modify. The
following tables show a listing of the Modern Classic Intaki possessive determiners and some
examples.
First Person
Second Person
Third Person
Third Person
Third Person
Interrogative

Singular
kiahm
kitah
kihah
kisah
kihah
kah

Translation
my
your
his
her
it
whose

Plural
kivayam
kitayam

Translation
our
your

kitaan

their

kah

whose
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)

SAMPLE USAGE OF MCI POSSESSIVE DETERMINERS
kiahm rikitarag
kitah rikitarag
kihah rikitarag
kisah rikitarag
kihah rikitarag
kivayam rikitarag
kitayam rikitarag
kitaan rikitarag
kah rikitarag

my battleship
your (singular) battleship
his battleship
her battleship
its battleship
our battleship
your (plural) battleship
their battleship
whose battleship

Quantificational Determiners
Modern Classic Intaki quantificational determiners indicate—as their name implies—quantity.
As with the other determiners, these words modify nouns; they tell us how many or how much.
Many languages distinguish between count nouns and non-count nouns, and generally the
student must memorize which is which in order to determine which quantificational determiner
to utilize. However, this is less crucial in Modern Classic Intaki, as the language is one which is
much more concerned with the overall concept than it is with a concrete image. Thus, usage of
these determiners is much more fluid than in other languages.
The following table displays a listing of some of Modern Classic Intaki’s quantificational
determiners and their vernacular equivalents.
MODERN CLASSIC INTAKI QUANTIFICATIONAL DETERMINERS
bakutahm
bakutahm
deduus
dhedus
nyuunat
pranekan
prenken
pryktun
py’haas
shuk
suyhnuk
syhnuuk
unnail
yaamla, elorka

much, a lot
plenty
few
little
least
each
every
all
many
any
most
some
none
both
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)
Correlatives

Many of the words classified as determiners or as adverbs in Modern Classic Intaki can also fall
into a category known as correlatives, as they show some type of relationship between persons,
places, or things. The demonstrative pronouns are also put into this category. Often, these words
assist in answering the questions, who, what, where, when, how, and why.
The tables on the following pages provide numerous examples of Modern Classic Intaki
correlatives.
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)

5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)
MCI CORRELATIVES
interrogative
proximal

demonstrative
medial

distal

existential

elective

katama
(which)
kim
(what)

aseta
(this)
astayam
(those)

asta
(that)
astayam
(those)

ashta
(yon one)
ashtayam
(yonder)

syhnuuk
(some)

kah
(who)
kah
(whom)

aseta
(this)
asetayam
(these)

asta
(that)
astayam
(those)

ashta
(yon)
ashtayam
(yonder)

syhklyaktik
(someone)
syhklyaktik
(somebody)

nonhuman

kim
(what)

aseta
(this)
asetayam
(these)

asta
(that)
astayam
(those)

ashta
(yon)
ashtayam
(yonder)

syhkwoqiis
(something)

out of two

katamah
(which)

this
(this)
asetayam
(these)

asta
(that)
astayam
(those)

ashta
(yon)
ashtayam
(yonder)

illor
(one)

shuk
(any)
katamashuk
(whichever)
katamashuk
(whichsoever)
shuklyaktik
(anyone)
shuklyaktik
(anybody)
kahshuk
(whoever)
kahshuk
(whomever)
kahshuk
(whosoever)
shukwoqiis
(anything)
kimshuk
(whatever)
kimshuk
(whatsoever)
hapalca
(either)
katamashuk
(whichever)
katamashuk
(whichsoever)

determiner

pronoun

human

quantifier
universal

negative

alternative

naa
(no)

ilkatar
(another)

na’lyaktik
(no one)
na’yaktik
(nobody)

ilkatar
(another)
pyksyhklyaktik
(someone else)
pyksyhklyaktik
(someone else)

shokwoqiis
(everything)
pryktun
(all)

na’woqiis
(nothing)

pyksyhkwoqiis
(something else)

yaamla
(both)

napalca
(neither)

prenken
(every)
pranekan
(each)
pryktun
(all)
shoklyaktik
(everyone)
shoklyaktik
(everybody)
pryktun
(all)
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)

5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)
MCI CORRELATIVES
interrogative
proximal

proadverb

demonstrative
medial

distal

existential

elective

syhnuuk
(some)
illor
(one)

shuk
(any)
katamashuk
(whichever)
katamashuk
(whichsoever)
savratan
(anywhere)
kvashuk
(wherever)
kvashuk
(wheresoever)

quantifier
universal

negative

out of
many

katamah
(which)

location

kva
(where)

aset
(here)

asat
(there)

source

kikva
(whence,
wherefrom)

kigutnant
(hence)

kiasat
(thence)

kvashuk
(whenceever)

na’kikva
(nowhence)

asrevrat
(hither)

kiasat
(thencefrom)
asravrat
(thither)

kvashuk
(whencesoever)
savratan
(anywhither)
kvashuk
(whithersoever)

na’krevirat
(nowhither)

goal

krevirat
(whither)
kvavirat
(whereto)
kvavirat
(whereinto)
kvavirat
(whereunto)

kvasyhk
(somewhere)

shukkrevirat
(somewhither)

pranekan
(each)
pryktun
(all)

unnail
(none)

savarat
(everywhere)

unaivrat
(nowhere)

alternative

pykkva
(elsewhere)
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)

5.4.1 – Determiners (Continued...)
MCI CORRELATIVES
interrogative
time

manner

reason

proximal

demonstrative
medial

kada
(when)

gutnan
(now)

katham
(how)
iasit
(whereby)

iasit
(thus)
iasit
(hereby)

kem
(why)
vasaadan
(wherefore)

distal

existential

elective

astan
(then)

shukyevaat
(sometime)

kihetasc
(thereby)

shukmahal
(somehow)

shukyevaat
(anytime)
kadashuk
(whenever)
kadashuk
(whensoever)
shukmahal
(anyhow)
kathamshuk
(however)
kathamshuk
(howsoever)

quantifier
universal

negative

uhaan
(always)
uhaan
(everywhen)

onaan
(never)

pykmahal
(everyway)

na’mahal
(noway)
na’mahal
(noways)
na’mahal
(nowise)
na’mahal
(nohow)
(col.)

alternative

pykmahal
(otherwise)

tathcaa
(therefore)
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.2 – Pronouns

Modern Classic Intaki uses a three-person system of pronouns which can be subdivided into
subjective pronouns, objective pronouns, possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns, as well
as demonstrative pronouns. The latter however, also falls under the category of determiners.
MCI SUBJECTIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS
First Person
Second Person
Third Person

Singular
ahm
tah
hah
sah
hah

Translation
I
you
he
she
it

Plural
vayam
tayam

Translation
we
you

taan

they

MCI OBJECTIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS
First Person
Second Person
Third Person

Singular
ahm
tah
hah
sah
hah

Translation
me
you
him
her
it

Plural
vayam
tayam

Translation
us
you

taan

them

MCI POSSESSIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS
First Person
Second Person
Third Person

Singular
kiahm
kitah
kihah
kisah
kihah

Translation
my, mine
your(s)
his
she
its

Plural
kivayam
kitayam

Translation
our(s)
yours

kitaan

their(s)

MCI REFLEXIVE PERSONAL PRONOUNS
First Person
Second Person
Third Person

Singular
aahmkiahm
aahmkitah
aahmkihah
aahmkisah
aahmkihah

Translation
myself
yourself
himself
herself
itself

Plural
aahmkivayam
aahmkitayam

Translation
ourselves
yourselves

aahmkitaan

themselves

MCI DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
Singular
ashta
asta
aseta
unnail

Translation
yon
that
this
none

Plural
astayam
astayam
asetayam
napalca

Translation
yonder
those
these
neither
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.3 – Nouns

It is taught that most Modern Classic Intaki words are “born” primarily as nouns and less
frequently as verbs. In fact, detailed analyses of the language by linguistic experts have shown
that anywhere between forty-six to fifty-three percent of the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon is
nominal in nature. This may be due to the Intaki bent towards conceptualization, which is such
an essential part of the national and cultural identity of their peoples. However, many other
nouns come into existence via a process known as derivation. That is, they are formed from
other lexical categories (primarily from verbs or adjectives) via the following suffixes:
MCI NOMINAL DERIVATIONAL PARTICLES
Adjective-to-Noun
Verb-to-Noun (Abstract)
Verb-to-Noun (Concrete)

-yl
-kol
-jyl

Several examples will facilitate demonstration of how the derivation process functions. The
following table demonstrates the conversion process from adjective to noun, for which Modern
Classic Intaki requires the suffix -yl to be applied.
ADJECTIVE TO NOUN SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Word
haasat
haasatyl
kamyatun
kamyatunyl
namar
namaryl
obdatun
obdatunyl
rakany
rakanyyl

Category
adjective
noun
adjective
noun
adjective
noun
adjective
noun
adjective
noun

Definition
lazy
laziness
beautiful
beauty
polite
politeness
deep
depth
mysterious
mysteriousness

Notes

The following table demonstrates the conversion process from verb to noun, specifically
abstract nouns. In other words, this category applies to nouns which represent general ideas, not
a specific idea: mining as opposed to a specific miner; music as opposed to a specific musician.
In truth, it can be said this is a fine distinction, and perhaps at times could be viewed as
dependent on the speaker’s point of view, opinion, and intention. Indeed, confusion often arises,
even in for those native speakers of Modern Classic Intaki. Nonetheless, the conversion process
used for this distinction of verb to noun is the suffix -kol.
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5.4 – Modern Classic Intaki Lexical Categories (Continued...)
5.4.3 – Nouns (Continued...)

VERB TO NOUN SAMPLE DERIVATIONS (ABSTRACT)
Word
adatara
adatarakol
adhata

Category
verb
noun
verb

Definition
to prove
proof
to think

adhatakol

noun

thought

prifta
priftikol
qerota

verb
noun
verb

to lie, slander
lie, slander
to design

qerotakol

noun

design

yuudha
yuudhakol

verb
noun

to (make) battle
battle

Notes
general
The process of thought, or the act
of thinking, not a specific thought.

The act of designing, or a design or
purpose, not a specific design.

The next table demonstrates the conversion process from verb to noun, specifically concrete
nouns. This category applies to specific ideas, especially a performer or actor upon an action:
miner as opposed to a mining; musician as opposed to music, etc. The suffix required for this
type of noun is: -jyl.
VERB TO NOUN SAMPLE DERIVATIONS (CONCRETE)
Word
adatara
adatarajyl
adhata

Category
verb
noun
verb

adhatajyl

noun

prifta
priftijyl
qerota
qerotajyl
yuudha
yuudhajyl

verb
noun
verb
noun
verb
noun

Definition
to prove
proof
to think
thinker, thinking person,
intelligent
to lie
liar
to design
design
to (make) battle
soldier

Notes
physical evidence
Can also represent a specific
thought.

outline, sketch (specific)

Verbs can also be nominalized via the determiner illor (the), indicating the verb, which is
normally an “action” word, is now to be considered a noun, the nominal version of the action. So,
for example, vaana (to speak) could be converted into a noun via the use of illor. Thus, illor
vaana (literally “the speech”) meaning, (the act of) speaking, or illor nelya, (the act of) sleeping,
illor ereva, (the act of) hoping, et cetera. Certain situations even permit the illor portion of the
phrase to be suppressed, especially when serving as a title to a narrative of work of prose or
poetry.
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With regard to phonosyntactics, nouns may be expressed in any combination of syllables, from
the monosyllabic to the multisyllabic. However, the noun is always the principle identifier of the
nominal phrase.
Pluralization
Modern Classic Intaki nouns inflect to show plurality using the suffix yam. For example, the
Modern Classic Intaki word for star, taara or tAra, would be pluralized by appending the particle
-yam onto the end of the word, forming taarayam or tArayam.
The following table illustrates the pluralizing of several nouns.
EXAMPLES OF PLURALIZED NOUNS
Concept
book
god
gun
house
king
month
ship
tree
truth
woman

Singular
vaajun
sura
sydaghin
duyona
raajay
traisteti
goweghlom
avaaniruh
taarvat
khamyiad

Plural
vaajunyam
surayam
sydaghinyam
duyonayam
raajayyam
traistetiyam
goweghlomyam
avaaniruhyam
taarvatyam
khamyiadyam

Objects
In Modern Classic Intaki, the object denotes the person or thing involved in the subject’s
performance of the verb. Modern Classic Intaki recognizes two types of objects, the direct
object and the indirect object.
The Modern Classic Intaki direct object utilizes a specific case suffix which it attaches to the
object (usually a noun) to which it is directly affecting. Linguists often refer to this as the
accusative case. The prefix for the accusative case in MCI is ne’-.
The Idama speak the truth.
Vaanadal illor Idamayam illor ne’taarvat.
Modern Classic Intaki possesses a special marker to identify the indirect object. This special
suffix is also referred to as the dative case, which attaches itself to the noun that is being given
or is being indirectly affected by the verb. The prefix for the dative case is nu’-.
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The Idama speak the truth about the gods.
Vaanadal illor Idamayam illor ne’taarvat kivayac illor nu’surayam.
The special case markings are a holdover from Ancient Classic Intaki; while it is commonly used
in formal writings, it is often suppressed in even formal speech in Modern Classic Intaki, and
most if not all of the dialects have all but eliminated these markers in normal speech.
5.4.4 – MCI Verbal System
Ancient Classic Intaki contained one of the most complex verbal systems known in New Eden,
not to mention the Intaki homeworld, with inflections for aspect, gender, mood, number, person
and tense, composing over 48 cases; moreover, the language also made extensive use of
participles. With the birth of Modern Classic Intaki, the Idama were determined to eliminate this
complexity from the system, and introduce a highly-simplified verbal morphology. Over the
centuries, this system has continued to become increasingly simple, partially due to influence
from exposure to other languages within the Gallente Federation, and partially due to influence
from the Daridas dialects, which possess a highly simplified verbal system. However, much of
this simplification is quite simply due to linguistic drift, an unconscious shift in a language’s
functioning which is a natural part of any language’s evolution. Furthermore, the Idama
themselves have slowly guided the simplification of the Intaki tongue in an effort to assure its
perpetuation in an extremely competitive linguistic landscape. The history of Modern Classic
Intaki is one of adaptation and innovation in order to ensure survival, and this tendency continues.
Modern Classic Intaki verb morphology involves augmentations of the stem by means of
suffixes. These augmentations are inflectional in nature and are part of the normal Modern
Classic Intaki verbal conjugation. Modern Classic Intaki verbs inflect for different combinations
of tense, aspect, and mood.
A great many of the words that exist in the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon are verbs, with an
estimated 20% of all words falling into this important lexical category. The following sections
explain and demonstrate these various tenses and their proper usage, as well as various other
important features of Modern Classic Intaki verbs. The student is encouraged to pay close
attention to this section, as verbal morphology is one of the most important features of the
Modern Classic Intaki language.
Classification of Verbs
The infinitive—also known as the verb stem—is the verb in its uninflected form. The infinitive
constitutes the backbone of Modern Classic Intaki. All Modern Classic Intaki infinitives fall into
one of two categorizations based upon their terminal sound: -a verbs, or -i verbs, depending on
the vowel which terminates the verb. The verbs terminating in -a are either “born” that way,
upon creation, or are derived from nouns. Verbs can also originate from adjectives, and these are
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identifiable by the -i termination. Thus, it is quite a simple matter to determine the derivational
history of all verbs found within Modern Classic Intaki.
There is one caveat. In its origins, Modern Classic Intaki verbs were taken directly from the
ancient language; all the verbs were made to conform to the -a or -i termination. Thus, there are
many verbs within the Modern Classic Intaki language in its “modern” form that did not come
into existence via the derivation process. Nevertheless, most verbs are easily identifiable via their
morphological endings.
The following table displays the particles used when deriving verbs from alternative lexical
categories.
MCI VERBAL DERIVATIONAL PARTICLES
Noun-to-Verb
Adjective-to-Verb

-a
-i

Derivations
The following tables display exactly how verbs come into existence via the derivational process,
either from nouns or from adjectives. Despite this, however, not all verbs are formed via this
agglutinative process, and when this is the case, the verb terminates in the -a form.
NOUN-TO-VERB SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Word
anafk
anafka
vaan
vaana
vidad
vidada

Category
noun
verb
noun
verb
noun
verb

Definition
breath
to breathe
word
to speak
work
to work

ADJECTIVE-TO-VERB DERIVATIONS
Word
asudjirad

Category
adjective

asudjiradi

verb

obdantun
obdantuni
senmes
senmesi
trasin
trasini

adjective
verb
adjective
verb
adjective
verb

Definition
unstable, unbalanced, unwavering
to destabilize, to be unbalanced, to
waver
happy
to be happy
old
to grow old
afraid
to fear
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Tense Systems
Modern Classic Intaki verb inflections are greatly simplified over those of Ancient Classic
Intaki’s 48 cases, reducing these to just eight, which are organized into two major sub-systems:
the first sub-system is known as the Simple Verbs, the second as the Compound Verbs, also
known as the Vashka Verbs. What follows is a detailed examination of these two systems and
their use in Modern Classic Intaki, as well as a more limited demonstration of their use within
the multiple Daridas dialects.
As mentioned, the Modern Classic Intaki verbal system has been greatly simplified over time.
Especially is this the case where the official standard language is not spoken, such as with the
Daridas dialects, as well as the lower registers of the standard language, the colloquial forms, and
relaxed speech. Whereas Modern Classic Intaki in all of its written official forms, as well as in
its liturgical and more formal forms, adheres closely to and utilizes the inflectional forms of the
standard language, the lower registers tend to stick to the simple verb form, avoiding the more
complex vashka verbs. Where the standard language prescribes use of the compound forms,
these are often supplanted by interesting uses of the simple forms augmented with adverbs and
adverbial forms in conjunction with the participial and gerundial forms. In truth, this method
may be a recommendable tack for the new student to the Modern Classic Intaki language: master
the simple forms, then move on to tackle the more difficult vashka verbal forms.
A full discussion of these methods is located in the conclusion of the verbs section. What now
follows is a detailed treatise of the Modern Classic Intaki verbal systems. The following table
may assist in conceptualizing these two major sub-systems within the Modern Classic Intaki
verbal system and the important roles they play in proper expression.
MODERN CLASSIC INTAKI VERB TENSE SYSTEMS

VASHKA

SIMPLE

Infinitive
Past

Simple

Present

Simple

Future

Simple

Participles

Past

Present

Progressive

Past

Present

Perfect

Past

Perfect
Progressive
Gerund

Imperative

Optative
Conditional Hypothetical

Hortative

Future

Conditional Hypothetical

Hortative

Present

Future

Conditional Hypothetical

Hortative

Past

Present

Future

Conditional Hypothetical

Hortative

Adjectival
Gerund

Adverbial
Gerund
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Simple Verbs
The Modern Classic Intaki simple verbs are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Past
Present
Future
Imperative

•
•
•

Conditional
Hypothetical
Hortative

Past
The past is used to express an action or actions that have occurred in the past and that have a
determined and definite ending; the action has been completed.
All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -bal when inflecting into the past tense.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Preterite
Taan cohgabal, they played
Ahm dyanvadabal, I thanked
Vayam erevabal, we hoped
Sah fervlabal, she flew
Tayam juuhnamabal, you (all) welcomed
Hah namabal, he (or it) bowed
Ahm vaanabal, I spoke
Tah vakkasabal, you sang

Present
The present form is used to express an action or actions that occur in the present time. It can also
be used to express progressive states, habits, routines, unchanging states, to express future action
when it is found in a dependant clause, and can even be utilized to completely replace the future
tense depending on the dialect.
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All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -dal when inflecting to the present state.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Simple Present
Taan cohgadal, they play, they are playing
Ahm dyanvadadal, I thank, I am thanking
Vayam erevadal, we hope, we are hoping
Sah fervladal, she flies, she is flying
Tayam juuhnamadal, you (all) welcome, you (all) are welcoming
Hah namadal, he (or it) bows, he (or it) is bowing
Ahm vaanadal, I speak, I am speaking
Tah vakkasadal, you sing, you are singing

Future
The future form is used to express actions that have not yet occurred, but are expected to occur
in the future, or to occur subsequent to some other event. This simple form is also utilized to
make deontic expressions, which are statements of obligation (such as, “I have to do [such-andsuch]”, or “I must do [such-and-such]”, etc.) or negative determination or obligation (such as, “I
don’t have to”, “I must not”, etc.).
All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -mal when inflecting to the simple future state.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Preterite
Taan cohgamal, they will play, or they must play
Ahm dyanvadamal, I will thank, or I must thank
Vayam erevamal, we will hope, or we must hope
Sah fervlamal, she will fly, or she must fly
Tayam juuhnamamal, you (all) will welcome, or you (all) must welcome
Hah namamal, he (or it) will bow, or he (or it) must bow
Ahm vaanamal, I will speak, or I must speak
Tah vakkasamal, you will sing, or you must sing

Imperative
The imperative form is used for direct commands or requests. These commands or requests
inform the audience of an action that must be taken, or may express prohibitions, permissions, or
other classes of exhortations.
The distinction with regard to this mood or tense is that the person speaking generally is a person
of a certain authority, at the very least in the sense that the person is the one giving the command.
In the general sense, however, the one giving the command possesses the authority to give
commands, such as a parent, an employer, or a superior. The intention of the speaker also is one
of enforcing compliance upon the person or persons to whom he or she is speaking.
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This tense can only be utilized in the second person plural and singular. For this reason, use of
the personal pronouns in actual speech is not necessary and is strictly a matter of individual
preference, although, at times, inclusion of the pronouns is made, perhaps for emphasis; thus, in
the following examples the second person pronouns Tah and Tayam are placed inside
parentheses to show that their use is only optional.
All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -ral when inflecting into the imperative state.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Imperative
(Tah/Tayam) cohgaral, Play!
(Tah/Tayam) dyanvadaral, Thank!
(Tah/Tayam) erevaral, Hope!
(Tah/Tayam) fervlaral, Fly!
(Tah/Tayam) juuhnamaral, Welcome!
(Tah/Tayam) namaral, Bow!
(Tah/Tayam) vaanaral, Speak!
(Tah/Tayam) vakkasaral, Sing!

Optative
The optative form is used when expressing a hope or wish, or to express mutual encouragement
or discouragement. It is closely related to the imperative form but is not used for issuing
commands. Rather, the objective behind the use of this form often is to coerce or convince the
audience via encouragement or discouragement to follow the given “command” or declaration.
Therefore, the optative form distinguishes itself from the imperative from based on the speaker’s
attitude towards his or her audience. Even if the speaker possesses some type of authority over
his or her audience, the objective of the speaker is to convince. Furthermore, this tense is often
used to politely express a desire for the granting of permission in order to proceed with a certain
action, and is frequently used in Modern Classic Intaki poetry, very formal legal and political
documents, as well as for very formal declarations—such as “Long live the Idama!”, et cetera—
and is often translated using the modal or subjunctive forms which are utilized in the target
language.
It should be noted that while any verb can be conjugated into the optative form, it is not
commonly used with most verbs and is generally reserved for specific vocabulary appropriate to
the expression of encouragement or discouragement.
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All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -sal when inflecting into the optative state.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Optative
Taan cohgasal, may they play, let them play
Ahm dyanvadasal, may I thank, let me thank
Vayam erevasal, may we hope, let us hope
Sah fervlasal, may she fly, let her fly
Tayam juuhnamasal, may you (plural) welcome, let you (plural) welcome
Hah namasal, may he bow, let him bow
Ahm vaanasal, may I speak, let me speak
Tah vakkasasal, may you sing, let you sing

It should be noted that the optative tense plays an overarching role in Modern Classic Intaki
morphology, and has become a general source of Modern Classic Intaki interjectural forms, as
well as phatic expressions. These features are further examined in several upcoming sections.
Conditional
The conditional form is used to express future actions that are contingent on other occurrences
or circumstances, to express causality, to express temporal states, and also functions as a
grammatically supportive structure for verbs found in dependent clauses.
The conditional form is very important in Modern Classic Intaki usage, and is especially
important to all students of Ida, as this tense is used extensively in the writings of some of the
more prominent teachers of the philosophy throughout its history. However, in informal speech it
is often neglected, especially amongst many of the dialects.
All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -tal when inflecting to the conditional form.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Preterite
Taan cohgatal, they would play
Ahm dyanvadatal, I would thank
Vayam erevatal, we would hope
Sah fervlatal, she would fly
Tayam juuhnamatal, you (all) would welcome
Hah namatal, he (or it) would bow
Ahm vaanatal, I would speak
Tah vakkasatal, you would sing
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Hypothetical
The hypothetical form is used to express actions that are hypothetical in nature. As with the
conditional, the hypothetical form is very important in Intaki usage, used frequently in Idic texts.
In informal speech, however, it is often neglected.
All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -val when inflecting to the hypothetical form.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Preterite
Taan cohgaval, they could play
Ahm dyanvadaval, I could thank
Vayam erevaval, we could hope
Sah fervlaval, she could fly
Tayam juuhnamaval, you (all) could welcome
Hah namaval, he (or it) could bow
Ahm vaanaval, I could speak
Tah vakkasaval, you could sing

Hortative
The hortative tense is used to express a statement or action or event that is designed to
encourage or exhort (the student will note the etymologic relationship between the words exhort
and hortative).
As with the optative, conditional, and hypothetical, the hortative is used extensively in Idic
literature, and a solid understanding of this tense is important for any student of Ida, or of anyone
else desirous of reading from the ancient texts. Informal speech frequently suppresses this tense,
as with the aforementioned tenses, especially in the Daridas and other dialects.
All Modern Classic Intaki verbs take on the suffix -xal (pronounced as “–shal”) when inflecting
to the hortative form.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Preterite
Taan cohgaxal, they should play
Ahm dyanvadaxal, I should thank
Vayam erevaxal, we should hope
Sah fervlaxal, she should fly
Tayam juuhnamaxal, you (all) should welcome
Hah namaxal, he (or it) should bow
Ahm vaanaxal, I should speak
Tah vakkasaxal, you should sing
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Participles
A participle is a word which is related to a verb, but which may also share some of the
characteristics of both verbs and adjectives; this enables the participle to widen the function of
the verb so as to modify other lexical categories and phrases.
Modern Classic Intaki recognizes two types of participles: past and present. The Modern
Classic Intaki participle often requires the use of the Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb. After
this section, the Vaanin k’Intaki will introduce Modern Classic Intaki’s principle auxiliary verb.
Modern Classic Intaki verbs inflect into the participle form via the following suffixal particles:
MCI PARTICIPLE DERIVATIONAL PARTICLES
Past
Present
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

-balt
-dalt
Past
cohgabalt, played
dyanvadabalt, thanked
erevabalt, hoped
fervlabalt, flew, flown
juuhnamabalt, welcomed
namabalt, bowed
vaanabalt, spoken
vakkasabalt, sang, sung

Present
cohgadalt, playing
dyanvadadalt, thanking
erevadalt, hoping
fervladalt, flying
juuhnamadalt, welcoming
namadalt, bowing
vaanadalt, speaking
vakkasadalt, singing

Vashka Verbs
Officially, Modern Classic Intaki has only one main auxiliary verb (also known as a helping
verb): vashka. The word vashka, which descends from the root s-h-a (to lead, order) and is
related to the word vaana, to speak, cannot be translated literally but often is translated as to be,
to be able, to have to, to dare, or any other appropriate auxiliary verb in the target language.
The function of auxiliary verbs is to provide additional semantic or syntactic information to the
main verb. In Modern Classic Intaki this extra information involves the handling of the
progressive, perfect, and perfect progressive forms, enabling the expression of what are often
termed as modal, emphatic, and passive (also called intransitive) verbal information.
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb is composed of three sub-forms: progressive, perfect,
and perfect progressive. The auxiliary is followed by one of the modified verb’s participles.
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There are three other common verbs that are oftentimes utilized as auxiliaries in Modern Classic
Intaki and that are recognized as pseudo-auxiliary verbs by Intaki educators; they are: amasha
(can), metasma (must), and metaashma (should). However, these are not considered “true”
auxiliaries in the same sense that vashka is; some Intaki linguists consider them to be redundant,
expressing information that easily could be supplanted via the use of vashka despite the fact
these verbs often do behave exactly as auxiliaries do in other languages. Nonetheless, the use of
these pseudo-auxiliaries is common on the homeworld as well as throughout the Daridas.
With regard to the colonies and the languages and dialects descendent of Modern Classic Intaki
within the Daridas, there is found an even larger corpus of auxiliary verbs, many more than just
the aforementioned auxiliaries. For example, on many colonies other verbs utilized are, among
others, bhaava, phrutta, vrta, somna, awaosa, prayoma, and kroti, to name just a few of the
most common in usage. However, as previously mentioned, vashka is the only official auxiliary
verb within Modern Classic Intaki and it is the auxiliary used in all the ancient Ida texts as well
as in all official documents and public displays and signs, and as such the student should be
familiar with its proper usage.
One point which is important for the student to observe is that vashka verb conjugation is
irregular in comparison to that of regular Modern Classic Intaki verbs. This irregular
conjugation, however, only applies to vashka and not to any of the other pseudo-auxiliaries,
which conjugate normally, at least where the dialect concerned is a descendent of liturgical
Modern Classic Intaki. Interestingly, one finds increasing usage of the vashka conjugation rules
for these other helping verbs in literature found throughout the Intaki homeworld and the Daridas,
although never in official government, educational, or Idic documents. Linguists believe this is
due to confusion on the part of the undereducated and the current theory predicts that eventually,
these discrepancies in conjugation will be eliminated either through consistent education or via
adoption of the new conjugation schemes into the official language.
Vashka Progressive Tense
The progressive tense describe actions that may be incomplete but are in progress at a specific
time and that generally have not been completed. They may be considered to be imperfect verbs,
imperfect in the sense that their action is not complete, but ongoing; thus, the progressive tense
is often also called the continuous tense. The progressive tense makes use of the verb vashka,
which conjugates according to its own irregular suffixal particles, and is compounded with the
present participle (-dalt) of the modified verb.
The progressive embraces seven forms:
•
•
•
•

Past
Present
Future
Imperative

•
•
•

Conditional
Hypothetical
Hortative
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Vashka Progressive Tense: Past Progressive
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb vashka takes the suffix -bel when inflecting into the
past progressive tense, followed by the present participle form of the modified verb. This form
is used to refer to an action that was occurring at some point in the past, and perhaps may
continue to occur.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkabel cohgadalt
vashkabel dyanvadadalt
vashkabel erevadalt
vashkabel fervladalt
vashkabel juuhnamadalt
vashkabel namadalt
vashkabel vaanadalt
vashkabel vakkadalt

Translation
was playing
was thanking
was hoping
was flying
was welcoming
was bowing
was speaking
was singing

Vashka Progressive Tense: Present Progressive
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb vashka takes the suffix -del when inflecting into the
present progressive tense, followed by the present participle form of the modified verb. This
tense expresses a current, continuous event that has present consequences. It is also often used
colloquially to indicate an expected, future action.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkadel cohgadalt
vashkadel dyanvadadalt
vashkadel erevadalt
vashkadel fervladalt
vashkadel juuhnamadalt
vashkadel namadalt
vashkadel vaanadalt
vashkadel vakkasadalt

Translation
is/am playing
is/am thanking
is/am hoping
is/am flying
is/am welcoming
is/am bowing
is/am speaking
is/am singing
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Vashka Progressive Tense: Future Progressive
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb vashka takes the suffix -mel when inflecting into the
future progressive tense, followed by the present participle form of the modified verb. This
tense is used to describe an event or action that is continuous and will occur at some point in the
future.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkamel cohgadalt
vashkamel dyanvadadalt
vashkamel erevadalt
vashkamel fervladalt
vashkamel juuhnamadalt
vashkamel namadalt
vashkamel vaanadalt
vashkamel vakkasadalt

Translation
will be playing
will be thanking
will be hoping
will be flying
will be welcoming
will be bowing
will be speaking
will be singing

Vaksha Progressive Tense: Conditional Progressive
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb vashka takes the suffix -tel when inflecting into the
conditional progressive tense, followed by the present participle form of the modified verb.
This tense serves the purpose of expressing a possible or uncertain future action or event that is
perhaps contingent upon other circumstances; it is often utilized colloquially to refer to a past
action or event that was habitual in nature.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkatel cohgadalt
vashkatel dyanvadadalt
vashkatel erevadalt
vashkatel fervladalt
vashkatel juuhnamadalt
vashkatel namadalt
vashkatel vaanadalt
vashkatel vakkasadalt

Translation
would be playing
would be thanking
would be hoping
would be flying
would be welcoming
would be bowing
would be speaking
would be singing
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Vaskha Progressive Tense: Hypothetical Progressive
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb vashka takes the suffix -vel when inflecting into the
hypothetical progressive tense, followed by the present participle form of the modified verb.
In other languages, this tense may fall into a category of tenses also known as subjunctives,
which are generally subordinate clauses, often preceded by a conjunction. The hypothetical
tense is closely related to the optative tense and the conditional tense, and expresses a statement
or action or event that, although not necessarily true, easily could be true, and is continuous and
ongoing in its nature; it is uncertain whether it will occur or not, thus the term hypothetical.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkavel cohgadalt
vashkavel dyanvadadalt
vashkavel erevadalt
vashkavel fervladalt
vashkavel juuhnamadalt
vashkavel namadalt
vashkavel vaanadalt
vashkavel vakkasadalt

Translation
could be playing
could be thanking
could be hoping
could be flying
could be welcoming
could be bowing
could be speaking
could be singing

Vaskha Progressive Tense: Hortative Progressive
The Modern Classic Intaki auxiliary verb vashka takes the suffix -xel (pronounced “–shel”)
when inflecting into the hortative progressive tense, followed by the present participle form of
the modified verb. It is closely related to the conditional progressive tense, in that it may also
be used in subordinate clausal situations. The hortative progressive tense is also used to express
a statement or action or event that is designed to encourage or exhort and which is also
continuous and ongoing in its nature.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkaxel cohgadalt
vashkaxel dyanvadadalt
vashkaxel erevadalt
vashkaxel fervladalt
vashkaxel juuhnamadalt
vashkaxel namadalt
vashkaxel vaanadalt
vashkaxel vakkasadalt

Translation
should be playing
should be thanking
should be hoping
should be flying
should be welcoming
should be bowing
should be speaking
should be singing
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Vashka Perfect Tense
The vashka perfect tense describes actions that have occurred and been completed and that have
current consequences. These verbs are perfect in that their actions have been completed and are
no longer ongoing. The perfect tense utilizes the auxiliary verb vashka, which, similar to the
progressive tense, conjugates according to a specialized set of inflective particles compounded
with the past participle (-balt) of the modified verb.
Just like the progressive tense, the perfect tense is composed of six forms:
•
•
•
•

Past
Present
Future
Imperative

•
•
•

Conditional
Hypothetical
Hortative

Vashka Perfect Tense: Past Perfect
This tense indicates a completed action that has occurred and has been completed before some
other event or action, which has also occurred in the past. The suffix utilized by the auxiliary
verb vashka to inflect into the past perfect tense is -bil, followed by the past participle form of
the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkabil cohgadalt
vashkabil dyanvadadalt
vashkabil erevadalt
vashkabil fervladalt
vashkabil juuhnamadalt
vashkabil namadalt
vashkabil vaanadalt
vashkabil vakkadalt

Translation
had played
had thanked
had hoped
had flown
had welcomed
had bowed
had spoken
had sang (or sung)
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Vashka Perfect Tense: Present Perfect
This tense indicates a completed action that has occurred and been completed in the past; it also
can indicate a continuous action that has begun in the past and continues on into the present. The
suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the present perfect tense is -dil,
followed by the past participle form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly

Auxiliary
vashkadil cohgadalt
vashkadil dyanvadadalt
vashkadil erevadalt
vashkadil fervladalt

juuhnama, to welcome

vashkadil juuhnamadalt

nama, to bow
vaana, to speak

vashkadil namadalt
vashkadil vaanadalt

vakkasa, to sing

vashkadil vakkadalt

Translation
has/have played, having played
has/have thanked, having thanked
has/have hoped, having hoped
has/have flown, having flown
has/have welcomed, having
welcomed
has/have bowed, having bowed
has/have spoken, having spoken
has/have sang (or sung), having
sung

Vashka Perfect Tense: Future Perfect
This tense is used to express a completed action that will have occurred and been completed at
some point in the future before some other event which also occurs in the future. The suffix
utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the future perfect tense is -mil, followed by
the past participle form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkamil cohgadalt
vashkamil dyanvadadalt
vashkamil erevadalt
vashkamil fervladalt
vashkamil juuhnamadalt
vashkamil namadalt
vashkamil vaanadalt
vashkamil vakkadalt

Translation
will have played
will have thanked
will have hoped
will have flown
will have welcomed
will have bowed
will have spoken
will have sang (or sung)
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Vaskha Perfect Tense: Conditional Perfect
This tense is used to express a possible or uncertain and future completed action or event that
would have been completed in the future had some other possible or uncertain and future
circumstances or conditions been met. It is often used colloquially in referring to a past possible
or uncertain completed action or event that would have occurred given a certain set of
circumstances or conditions. The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the
conditional perfect tense is -til, followed by the past participle form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkatil cohgadalt
vashkatil dyanvadadalt
vashkatil erevadalt
vashkatil fervladalt
vashkatil juuhnamadalt
vashkatil namadalt
vashkatil vaanadalt
vashkatil vakkadalt

Translation
would have played
would have thanked
would have hoped
would have flown
would have welcomed
would have bowed
would have spoken
would have sang (or sung)

Vashka Perfect Tense: Hypothetical Perfect
This tense is used to express a completed action or event that although not having occurred,
easily could have occurred and been completed; it is frequently used to indicated hypothetical
situations and circumstances, and as such is closely related to the conditional perfect tense. The
suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the hypothetical perfect tense is -vil,
followed by the past participle form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkavil cohgadalt
vashkavil dyanvadadalt
vashkavil erevadalt
vashkavil fervladalt
vashkavil juuhnamadalt
vashkavil namadalt
vashkavil vaanadalt
vashkavil vakkadalt

Translation
could have played
could have thanked
could have hoped
could have flown
could have welcomed
could have bowed
could have spoken
could have sang (or sung)
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Vashka Perfect Tense: Hortative Perfect
The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the hortative perfect tense is -xil
(pronounced as “–shil”), followed by the past participle form of the modified verb. This tense
is used to express an action or event that is complete or perfect in nature and that should have
been carried out or completed, thus indicating some uncertainty as to its completion. It is closely
related to the conditional perfect and hypothetical perfect tenses.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkaxil cohgadalt
vashkaxil dyanvadadalt
vashkaxil erevadalt
vashkaxil fervladalt
vashkaxil juuhnamadalt
vashkaxil namadalt
vashkaxil vaanadalt
vashkaxil vakkadalt

Translation
should have played
should have thanked
should have hoped
should have flown
should have welcomed
should have bowed
should have spoken
should have sang (or sung)

Vashka Perfect Progressive Tense
The perfect progressive tense is—quite visibly—a combination of the progressive tense and
the perfect tense. It is a description of continuous actions or events that have been completed.
The perfect progressive tense utilizes the auxiliary verb vashka, which conjugates according to a
specialized set of inflective particles compounded with the past participle (-balt) or the present
participle (-dalt) of the modified verb.
The perfect progressive tense is composed of six forms:
•
•
•
•

Past
Present
Future
Imperative

•
•
•

Conditional
Hypothetical
Hortative
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Vashka Perfect Progessive Tense: Past Perfect Progressive
This tense is used to express a continuous action that has occurred and been completed at some
time in the past. The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the past perfect
progressive tense is -bol, followed by either the past participle form or the present participle
form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkabol cohgadalt,
vashkabol cohgabalt
vashkabol dyanvadadalt,
vashkabol dyanvadabalt
vashkabol erevadalt,
vashkabol erevabalt
vashkabol fervladalt,
vashkabol fervlabalt
vashkabol juuhnamadalt,
vashkabol juuhnamabalt
vashkabol namadalt,
vashkabol namabalt
vashkabol vaanadalt,
vashkabol vaanabalt
vashkabol vakkasadalt,
vashkabol vakkasabalt

Translation
had been playing,
had been played
had been thanking,
had been thanked
had been hoping,
had been hoped
had been flying,
had been flown
had been welcoming,
had been welcomed
had been bowing,
had been bowed
had been speaking,
had been spoken
had been singing,
had been sung
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Vashka Perfect Progessive Tense: Present Perfect Progressive
This tense is used to express a continuous action that has occurred and been completed at some
time in the past. It also can indicate a continuous action that began in the past and continues on
into the present. The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the present
perfect progressive tense is -dol, followed by either the past participle form or the present
participle form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkadol cohgadalt,
vashkadol cohgabalt
vashkadol dyanvadadalt,
vashkadol dyanvadabalt
vashkadol erevadalt,
vashkadol erevabalt
vashkadol fervladalt,
vashkadol fervlabalt
vashkadol juuhnamadalt,
vashkadol juuhnamabalt
vashkadol namadalt,
vashkadol namabalt
vashkadol vaanadalt,
vashkadol vaanabalt
vashkadol vakkasadalt,
vashkadol vakkasabalt

Translation
had been playing,
had been played
had been thanking,
had been thanked
had been hoping,
had been hoped
had been flying,
had been flown
had been welcoming,
had been welcomed
had been bowing,
had been bowed
had been speaking,
had been spoken
had been singing,
had been sung
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Vashka Perfect Progessive Tense: Future Perfect Progressive
This tense is used to express a continuous action that will have occurred and been completed at
some time in the future. The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the future
perfect progressive tense is -mol, followed by either the past participle form or the present
participle form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkamol cohgadalt,
vashkamol cohgabalt
vashkamol dyanvadadalt,
vashkamol dyanvadabalt
vashkamol erevadalt,
vashkamol erevabalt
vashkamol fervladalt,
vashkamol fervlabalt
vashkamol juuhnamadalt,
vashkamol juuhnamabalt
vashkamol namadalt,
vashkamol namabalt
vashkamol vaanadalt,
vashkamol vaanabalt
vashkamol vakkasadalt,
vashkamol vakkasabalt

Translation
will have been playing,
will have been played
will have been thanking,
will have been thanked
will have been hoping,
will have been hoped
will have been flying,
will have been flown
will have been welcoming,
will have been welcomed
will have been bowing,
will have been bowed
will have been speaking,
will have been spoken
will have been singing,
will have been sung
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Vashka Perfect Progessive Tense: Conditional Perfect Progressive
The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the conditional perfect
progressive tense is, -tol, followed by either the past participle form or the present participle
form of the modified verb. This tense is used to express a possible or uncertain continuous action
or event that possibly would have occurred in the future given certain circumstances or
conditions; it can also be used colloquially to refer to possible past events or occurrences having
occurred given certain circumstances or conditions in the past.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkatol cohgadalt,
vashkatol cohgabalt
vashkatol dyanvadadalt,
vashkatol dyanvadabalt
vashkatol erevadalt,
vashkatol erevabalt
vashkatol fervladalt,
vashkatol fervlabalt
vashkatol juuhnamadalt,
vashkatol juuhnamabalt
vashkatol namadalt,
vashkatol namabalt
vashkatol vaanadalt,
vashkatol vaanabalt
vashkatol vakkasadalt,
vashkatol vakkasabalt

Translation
would have been playing,
would have been played
would have been thanking,
would have been thanked
would have been hoping,
would have been hoped
would have been flying,
would have been flown
would have been welcoming,
would have been welcomed
would have been bowing,
would have been bowed
would have been speaking,
would have been spoken
would have been singing,
would have been sung
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Vashka Perfect Progessive Tense: Hypothetical Perfect Progressive
The suffix utilized by the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the hypothetical perfect
progressive tense is -vol, followed by either the past participle form or the present participle
form of the modified verb. This tense is used to express a hypothetical continuous action or event
that could have easily occurred and been ongoing, although it has not occurred. It is closely
related to the conditional perfect progressive tense.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkavol cohgadalt,
vashkavol cohgabalt
vashkavol dyanvadadalt,
vashkavol dyanvadabalt
vashkavol erevadalt,
vashkavol erevabalt
vashkavol fervladalt,
vashkavol fervlabalt
vashkavol juuhnamadalt,
vashkavol juuhnamabalt
vashkavol namadalt,
vashkavol namabalt
vashkavol vaanadalt,
vashkavol vaanabalt
vashkavol vakkasadalt,
vashkavol vakkasabalt

Translation
could have been playing,
could have been played
could have been thanking,
could have been thanked
could have been hoping,
could have been hoped
could have been flying,
could have been flown
could have been welcoming,
could have been welcomed
could have been bowing,
could have been bowed
could have been speaking,
could have been spoken
could have been singing,
could have been sung
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Vashka Perfect Progessive Tense: Hortative Perfect Progressive
This tense is used to express an action or event that should have occurred and that is also
ongoing in its nature. It indicates some uncertainty as to its having occurred and as such is
closely related to the conditional perfect and hypothetical perfect tenses. The suffix utilized by
the auxiliary verb vashka to inflect into the hortative perfect progressive tense is, -xol
(pronounced as “–shol”), followed by either the past participle form or the present participle
form of the modified verb.
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Auxiliary
vashkaxol cohgadalt,
vashkaxol cohgabalt
vashkaxol dyanvadadalt,
vashkaxol dyanvadabalt
vashkaxol erevadalt,
vashkaxol erevabalt
vashkaxol fervladalt,
vashkaxol fervlabalt
vashkaxol juuhnamadalt,
vashkaxol juuhnamabalt
vashkaxol namadalt,
vashkaxol namabalt
vashkaxol vaanadalt,
vashkaxol vaanabalt
vashkaxol vakkasadalt,
vashkaxol vakkasabalt

Translation
should have been playing,
should have been played
should have been thanking,
should have been thanked
should have been hoping,
should have been hoped
should have been flying,
should have been flown
should have been welcoming,
should have been welcomed
should have been bowing,
should have been bowed
should have been speaking,
should have been spoken
should have been singing,
should have been sung
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Gerund
In Modern Classic Intaki, the gerund signifies a verbal form which assumes an adverbial or
adjectival form while retaining its verbal morphological structure. In this regard, Modern Classic
Intaki gerunds are identical to their Modern Classic Intaki participle cousins.
It should be noted that, while the gerund does exist within the verbal structure of Modern Classic
Intaki, there are often other forms—especially adjectival forms—that may exist simultaneously
with the gerund, generally containing and conveying the same semantic information equally.
For example, one may speak of a paraag paghalakel (a cloaking device), or of a paraag
paghalabalt (also a cloaking device). While it is true that in the past, distinctions between the
two usages existed, this is no longer the case and the decision of which form to employ is often
simply a matter of personal taste, as both forms are now considered to be equally acceptable.
MCI PARTICIPLE GERUND PARTICLES
Adjectival Gerund
Adverbial Gerund
Infinitive
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

-balt
-dalt
Adjectival Gerund
cohgadalt, played
dyanvadadalt, thanked
erevadalt, hoped
fervladalt, flew, flown
juuhnamadalt, welcomed
namadalt, bowed
vaanadalt, spoken
vakkasadalt, sang, sung

Adverbial Gerund
cohgabalt, playing
dyanvadabalt, thanking
erevabalt, hoping
fervlabalt, flying
juuhnamabalt, welcoming
namabalt, bowing
vaanabalt, speaking
vakkasabalt, singing

It is of note that the gerundial forms often coexist simultaneously with strictly adjectival or
adverbial forms and may in fact share the same semantic information. Frequently the distinction
between the gerundial forms and the adjectival or adverbial forms is extremely fine and nebulous.
In the past, Modern Classic Intaki made a much more distinct and definite conceptual division
between the two; this division has lost its force in the last 500 years and the choice of usage
between the two divisions is often based on personal preference.
Reflexives
In Modern Classic Intaki grammar, most verbs can be made reflexive via use of the prefix aahm(self), which is subjoined onto the verb form being used. This form often represents one of the
more difficult aspects for new students to Modern Classic Intaki, and in many of the dialects—
most notably those influenced heavily by Contemporary Sintrakis—reflexive constructions are
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achieved via use of transitive forms, and the combining of the specific verbal forms with the
reflexive pronouns, or via use of various other adverbial constructions.
Thus, the following phrases could be translated in several manners and still be intelligible, and in
fact are often used interchangeably depending on the speaker, his or her level of education, the
dialect in use, the circumstance(s) during usage, etc.
MCI REFLEXIVE VERB SAMPLES
Phrase
aahmnivediihtabal Hah
nivediihtabal Hah aahmkihah
nivediihtabal aahmkihah

Translation
he represented himself
he represented himself
he represented himself

Transliteration
self-represented he
represented he himself
represented himself

aahmasumiadal Taan
asumiadal Taan aahmkitaan
asumiadal aahmkitaan

they hate themselves
they hate themselves
they hate themselves

self-hate they/them
hate they themselves
hate themselves

aahmpaasharamal Sah
paashararam Sah aahmkisah
paashararam aahmkisah

she will surprise herself
she will surprise herself
she will surprise herself

self-will surprise she
will surprise she herself
will surprise herself

All of the foregoing forms would be acceptable, although in formal speech and writing the first
method would be the most “correct” and therefore most acceptable, that is, more in conformance
with strict Modern Classic Intaki grammar, that of the standard dialect.
Negation
Modern Classic Intaki standard grammar prescribes that verbs express negation via use of the
prefix, na’-, which is subjoined to the front of the verb, together with the suffix -axa, which is
appended to the end of the verb. This affix, that is na’-/-axa, is considered to be a compound
affix and cannot be separated; one is not used without the other. Furthermore, the adverb naa
(no), can also precede this verbal construction, forming a “double-negative” statement, which is
perfectly acceptable according to the standard language and can be used to express emphasis.
Nevertheless, in the last century or so, outside the most formal and liturgical uses, the
aforementioned method of forming negation has fallen into severe disuse by many, especially in
non-standard and informal levels of speech.
There exists a second method in which verbal negation can be expressed. The adverb naa
preceding the verb is sufficient for forming a negative verbal expression. Although this method
has not yet been approved or sanctioned by the Idama or the various linguistic governing bodies
which have been established to protect Modern Classic Intaki, this method is much more popular
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and common in informal settings. Nevertheless, the student is wise to become familiar with both
methods, especially if the intention exists for further study and research into older Intaki texts, as
well as in Idic studies, and other intellectual pursuits.
MCI REFLEXIVE VERB SAMPLES
Verb
cohga, to play
dyanvada, to thank
ereva, to hope
fervla, to fly
juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

Action
Negative Action
Negative Action
(first person, present tense) (first person, present tense) (first person, present tense)
na’cohgadalaxa Ahm,
naa cohgadal Ahm,
cohgadal Ahm, I play
I do not play
I do not play
na’dyanvadadalaxa Ahm,
naa dyanvadadal Ahm,
dyanvadadal Ahm, I thank
I do not thank
I do not thank
na’erevadalaxa Ahm,
naa erevadal Ahm,
erevadal Ahm, I hope
I do not hope
I do not hope
na’fervladalaxa Ahm,
naa fervladal Ahm,
fervladal Ahm, I fly
I do not fly
I do not fly
juuhnamadal Ahm,
na’juuhnamadalaxa Ahm,
naa juuhnamadal Ahm,
I welcome
I do not welcome
I do not welcome
na’namadalaxa Ahm,
naa namadal Ahm,
namadal Ahm, I bow
I do not bow
I do not bow
na’vaanadalaxa Ahm,
naa vaanadal Ahm,
vaanadal Ahm, I speak
I do not speak
I do not speak
na’vakkasadalaxa Ahm,
naa vakkasadal Ahm,
vakkasadal Ahm, I sing
I do not sing
I do not sing

Causatives
This section has been placed toward the end of the Modern Classic Intaki verbs section for
several reasons. One is that the causative is not truly a “conjugation” of Modern Classic Intaki
verbs; rather it is more of a way of deriving other verbs from already existing verbs in the
language. In fact, the causative is actually a form of derivative which can be applied to any
lexical category, not just verbs, although it is often used in conjunction with verbs. In this respect,
the causative verb conjugates as would any other verb, following all of the preceding rules and
conventions highlighted in the foregoing sections, which is in itself, the second reason for
placing this section last. The third reason for placing this section towards the end is that the use
of the causative has fallen into severe disuse not only among the dialects of the Daridas colonies,
but also in the northern regions of the homeworld. It is of note that even in Standard Modern
Classic Intaki this form has been relegated for usage primarily in liturgical circles, and many
now simply rely on the language’s “official” helping verb vashka as well as its myriad
“unofficial” helping verbs in order to express the causative verbal form. In fact, many verbs in
Modern Classic Intaki are already causative in nature (force, help, make, etc.). Nonetheless, the
form persists in the formal language and merits mention in this Vaanin k’Intaki.
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5.4.4 – MCI Verbal System (Continued...)
In Modern Classic Intaki, verbs can be modified so as to express causation, that is, an action that
was caused by a specific person or thing; or an action that was caused by another action. Thus,
Modern Classic Intaki causatives convert a simple action into an action that was caused to be or
was performed—or unperformed—by the subject. For example, an object can shine, but that is
quite different from someone causing the object to shine, e.g., the shoes shine versus she
shines—or causes to shine, or makes shine—the shoes. Thus, from the verb cikara (to shine) we
derive the verb cipelkara (to polish, or, causes to shine), and cilepkar (to dull, or, causes to
unshine).
MCI CAUSATIVE DERIVATIONAL
PARTICIPLES
Simple Causative
Reverse Causative

-pel-lep-

MCI REFLEXIVE VERB SAMPLES
Verb

Simple Causative

cohga, to play

copelhga, to cause (or make) play

dyanvada, to thank

dyanpelvada, to cause (or make)
thank

ereva, to hope

epelreva, to cause (or make) hope

fervla, to fly

ferpelvla, to cause (or make) fly
jupeluhnama, to cause (or make)
welcome
napelma, to cause (or make) bow
vapelana, to cause (or make) to
speak

juuhnama, to welcome
nama, to bow
vaana, to speak
vakkasa, to sing

vakkapelsa, to cause (or make) sing

Reverse Causative
colephga, to cause (or make) not
play
dyanlepvada, to cause (or make) not
thank
elepreva, to cause (or make) not
hope
ferlepvla, to cause (or make) not fly
julepuhnama, to cause (or make) not
welcome
nalepma, to cause (or make) not bow
valepana, to cause (or make) to not
speak
vakkalepsa, to cause (or make) not
sing
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5.4.5 – Daridas Simplified Verbal System
This topic has been placed at the end of the verb section for several reasons. One is that what has
come to be known as the Daridas Simplified Verbal System (DSVS) is in truth not considered to
be standard in the Modern Classic Intaki language, and as will be discussed later on, inhabits an
area of the language that is classified as Level Six, or casual, and is not generally used in formal
public settings. In fact, there is a certain negativity, perhaps even some hostility, displayed
toward the use of this type of speech in public. Nevertheless, one finds this type of verbal speech
is extremely common and frequently used, not only throughout the Daridas but also on the
homeworld, even if it is true that it is found mostly in informal settings such as in the home,
between close friends, or other similar social settings.
DSVS—so named because it originated in the Daridas colonies—is in fact very much a
descendent of Modern Classic Intaki, albeit a “compressed” version of the standard language’s
verbal morphology. Its origins lie in the economization of Standard Modern Classic Intaki’s
verbal system by many Idic poets who desired a language that was more lyrical and musical in
its sound. That, combined with the linguistic drift which normally occurs with the passage of
time, as well as the great distances between the Daridas colonies and the homeworld, gave birth
to the current system. Hundreds of years later, its use is now quite widespread and pervasive
throughout Intaki worlds, and many of its features have found their way into the “higher”
registers of speech; in fact, the DSVS optative tense—which is actually encapsulated in the
present tense—forms the basis for the interjectural or phatic particle -s of the standard language.
This particle is appended onto the end of many verbs and even other lexical structures in order to
form interjections and phatic expressions.
This system eliminates all but the simplest use of Modern Classic Intaki’s inflective system; thus,
only the past, present, and future tenses in their simple forms exist for all of Modern Classic
Intaki’s tenses. The present tense encapsulates Modern Classic Intaki’s imperative and optative
tenses, while the future tense, combined with the other tenses, auxiliary verbs, as well as several
choice adverbial phrases, handles the conditional, hypothetical, and hortative tenses.
With regard to the compound verb tenses, DSVS makes use heavy use of auxiliary verbs,
including amasha, awaosa, bhaava, kroti, metasma, metaashma, phrutta, prayoma, vashka,
and vrta, as well as a host of other helping verbs that are not normally utilized in standard
Modern Classic Intaki. These along with adverbial phrases enable full and comprehensible,
although not standard, communication. These auxiliary verbs conjugate according to DSVS
suffixal inflections just as other verbs, while the modified verb will take on the applicable
participle—past or present—appropriate to the situation at hand.
With regard to reflexive verbs, DSVS follows the method established by formal Modern Classic
Intaki. However, expression of negation in DSVS is accomplished via Modern Classic Intaki’s
alternative method, that of placing the adverb naa before the verb, completely discarding the
na’-/-axa affix as prescribed in the standard language.
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There is reason to provide a note of caution to the student. As is often true with many things
touted as “simple”, exceptions to the rule always seem to exist, and such is the case with DSVS.
Depending on the region or colony, DSVS utilizes a different suffixal inflection when
conjugating into the present tense. In some regions, the present tense utilizes the suffix -d when
inflecting, while many other regions utilize the suffix -s. The reason for this divergence has been
determined to be primarily one of the results of the great distances between the locations that use
this system. For reasons heretofore undetermined, this has allowed for a differentiation in
pronunciation of the final -d sound. Intaki linguists assert that there is no logical reason for the
postalveolar plosive -d pronunciation to migrate to that of the voiceless postalveolar fricative -s.
Nonetheless, it has occurred, and what was once pronounced as -d in many locations is now
pronounced as -s. This shift has also affected the corresponding present participle -dalt, which
in many regions now is pronounced -salt. These varying pronunciations exist simultaneously
across all of the Modern Classic Intaki-speaking worlds, with the -d pronunciation preferred in a
minority of the Daridas colonies, and the -s pronunciation predominant on the homeworld and
the remaining Daridas colonies.
The following table displays the morphological design of the Daridas Simplified Verbal System.
MCI DARIDAS SIMPLIFIED VERBAL SYSTEM
Tense
Past
Present
Future
Past Participle/
Adjectival Gerund
Present Participle/
Adverbial Gerund

Inflectional Suffix
-b
-d or -s

Notes
Whether -d or -s is used depends upon the region.
Consult local dictionaries for more information.

-m
-balt
-dalt or –salt

Whether -dalt or -salt is used depends upon the region.
Consult local dictionaries for more information.

For purposes of this Vaanin k’Intaki, the -s/-salt convention will be used, as this is the form most
likely to be encountered. Utilizing the verb vaana, the various conjugations of the Daridas
Simplified Verbal System will be displayed in the following table. Frequently, the assisted verb
remains in the infinitive state.
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SAMPLE CONJUGATION OF VAANA UTILIZING DSVS
Tense
Past
Present
Future
Past Participle/
Adjectival Gerund
Present Participle/
Adverbial Gerund

Conjugation
vaanab
vaanas
vaanas!

Translation
spoke
speak
speak!

vaanas

(may you) speak

vaanam

will speak

Notes

The following table highlights current usage of the Daridas Simplified Verbal System as it
corresponds to all tenses utilized in Modern Standard Intaki’s normal verbal system’s “rules”. It
should be mentioned, however, that this system is extremely flexible, and while the methods
highlighted in the following table are one method of usage, there may be many different forms
which DSVS takes. In fact, this flexibility is precisely what makes tracking exact usage so
difficult for linguists, and efforts to produce a dialectal map have actually been hindered due to
DSVS’s versatility. Nevertheless, it is one of the more fascinating sub-features of the Modern
Classic Intaki language, and familiarity with this system would be advantageous to the student,
who with a bit of diligence can investigate methods which may diverge from that here displayed.
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CONJUGATION OF VAANA ALONG WITH AUXILIARY VERBS UTILIZING THE DSVS
Tense
Simple Conditional
Simple Hypothetical
Simple Hortative
Simple Deontic
Past Progressive
Present Progressive
Future Progressive
Conditional Progressive
Hypothetical Progressive
Hortative Progressive
Deontic Progressive
Past Perfect
Present Perfect
Future Perfect
Conditional Perfect
Hypothetical Perfect
Hortative Perfect
Deontic Perfect
Past Perfect Progressive
Present Perfect Progressive
Future Perfect Progressive
Conditional Perfect Progressive
Hypothetical Perfect Progressive
Hortative Perfect Progressive
Deontic Perfect Progressive

Conjugation
amasham vaana
amashab vaana
metaashmas vaana

Translation
would speak
could speak
should speak

metasmas vaana

must speak

vaanab
vaanas
vaanam
amasham vaana
amashab vaana
metaashmas vaana
metasmas vaana
vashkab vaanabalt
vashkas vaanabalt
vashkam vaanabalt
amasham vaanabalt
amashab vaanabalt
metaashmab vaanabalt
metasmab vaanabalt
vashkabalt vaanasalt
vashkadalt vaanasalt
vashkasalt vaanasalt
amashasalt vaanasalt
amashadalt vaanasalt
metaashmasalt vaanasalt
metasmadalt vaanasalt

was speaking
is speaking
will be speaking
would be speaking
could be speaking
should be speaking
must be speaking
had spoken
has spoken
will have spoken
would have spoken
could have spoken
should have spoken
must have spoken
had been speaking
has been speaking
will have been speaking
would have been speaking
could have been speaking
should have been speaking
must have been speaking

Notes
lit., “will could speak”

In standard MCI, this tense is handled
by the Future tense.
The progressive tense conjugation is
exactly the same as the simple tenses;
its progressive sense can be determined
via phrasal context; additional auxiliary
verbs commonly used for to be include
bhaava or phrutta.

lit., “will can spoken”
lit., “could spoken”
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5.4.6 – Verbal System Conclusions

Although still quite a daunting challenge in its scope especially for new students, clearly, the
Modern Classic Intaki verbal system is an elegant simplification of its ancestors. With it, the
Intaki people are able to express full range of thought with a small set of inflective particles.
Nevertheless, for non-native speakers, learning and memorizing the twenty-something odd
particles designed to distinguish between past, present, future, perfective, imperfective,
progressive, et cetera, can still prove to be a difficulty in the effort to achieve the desired level of
competence.
For many, the Daridas Simplified Verbal System may be the solution to gaining a foothold into
the language, providing a more level starting ground in grasping the language’s complex verbal
morphology. Furthermore, aside from DSVS, there are many other innovative methods utilized,
especially on the homeworld, which also have simplified usage of verbs particularly in colloquial
speech.
Although Modern Classic Intaki in its frozen, liturgical, and standard forms makes full use of the
language’s complete verbal system, it is of note that most of the Vaandarids and other
homeworld local dialects frequently do not, at least not in everyday casual speech. While official
government, business, educational, religious, and philosophical officials, as well as
interplanetary and interstellar business or other formal situations often expect a certain level of
adherence to the standard prescribed usage, in the everyday activities of the average Intaki man
or woman in the markets, on the streets, and in their homes, it is observed that the complexities
of Modern Classic Intaki morphology, especially with respect to the verbal vashka forms, are
typically suppressed or even avoided.
Indeed, most people in their everyday speech utilize only certain of the simple verbs in their
communications, and have devised very interesting and novel workarounds in order to express
some of the more complex perfect and perfect progressive forms. In-depth investigations in
various locations throughout the homeworld have revealed that most of the speech utilized on the
homeworld in informal situations make use of only the past, present, future, and conditional
tenses in their simple forms, as well as the past and present participles. When referring to a
progressive form, or a perfect form, various combinations of these four simple forms, along with
the past and present participles were employed.
For example, instead of saying, “Vashkadel vaanadalt Ahm,” or, “I am talking,” many people
simply say, “Vaanadal Ahm,” or, “I talk.” Another possibility is, “Vaanadal vaanadal Ahm,”
which is literally, “I talk talk,” thus indicating a continuous (progressive) action.
Instead of using the standard form, “Vashkatel vaanabalt Hah,” or, “He would have talked (or
said),” they may say, “Vaanatal vaanadal Hah,” which translates literally as, “He would talk
talked,” thus combining the simple conditional with the simple past in order to indicate a
completed conditional action in the past, otherwise known as the conditional perfect.
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This use of the language is a hyper-simplification of its verbal system, and while sounding
childish to the more educated, is nonetheless an interesting development in the evolution of the
language. Indeed, this is how most Intaki children naturally speak before being exposed to proper
linguistic instruction in school, or unless corrected by their parents—given the parents are even
aware of correct form and usage. It is of even greater interest that these practices have become
quite widespread in relaxed speech even among adults, even by some of the educated class. As
the Daridas Simplified Verbal System was borne of the habits and influence of Intaki poets,
many of these simplified verbal features are now finding their way back into Modern Classic
Intaki prose and poetry, as well as lyrical compositions. It is often commented that the Modern
Classic Intaki verb is much more lyrical in its infinitive and simpler forms, and the practice of
leaving the verb in its infinitive state when composing poetry or lyrics has been a practice of
Modern Classic Intaki artists for a thousand years.
It is of note that many students of Modern Classic Intaki often do not ever learn how to leap out
of these more basic forms of speech. The student is not discouraged from learning the Daridas
Simplified Verbal System or any of the aforementioned workaround methods. In fact, it may
even be advisable as a way of facilitating access to the language. However, it is also wise to
eventually learn to grasp the intricacies of the standard form of speech despite the complexities
of its verbal system. By means of this, one ensures greater access to all areas and levels of Intaki
society and culture which may give one a fuller understanding of the Intaki psyche and thinking.
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Adjectives are words employed to modify or qualify nouns and nominal phrases. With the
rebirth of the Modern Classic Intaki language, it is possible to create new adjectives via the
language’s derivational morphology. Due to this, an examination of the adjectival affixes can
often assist in determining its origins.
Nevertheless, there do exist a myriad of adjectives whose inflections do not conform to Modern
Classic Intaki morphology and these are adjectives that have either survived from the ancient
languages, or have come into being due to influence from other languages found on the
homeworld, or that have been developed throughout the Daridas.
An interesting feature in Modern Classic Intaki adjectives is the ability for adjectives to modify
other adjectives (e.g., loyal old, least hard, etc.). In many other languages this modifying of
another adjective would be categorized as the function of the adverb, and certainly, Modern
Classic Intaki utilizes adverbs as modifiers. However, most Intaki linguists insist on classifying
such modifiers as adjectives and, really, the argument is a very fine point of distinction, as most
native speakers of Modern Classic Intaki do not utilize the adjectival modifying particle,
although in formal speech and literature it is often encountered. The student should note,
however, that all ordinal numbers in Modern Classic Intaki are considered modifying adjectives.
The following table displays the particles used in the creation of new adjectives.
MCI ADJECTIVAL DERIVATIONAL
PARTICLES
Noun-to-Adjective
Verb-to-Adjective
Adjective-to-Adjective

-tun
-kel
tu-

The following three tables provide demonstrations of how new adjectives are derived from other
lexical categories via Modern Classic Intaki’s derivational particles.
NOUN TO ADJECTIVE SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Noun
bekland
biidna
braamim
paanak
vanaaspaiit

Definition
animal/beast
bottom
holy
dirt
plant

Adjective
belkdtun
bidnatun
braamitun
pankatun
vanaastun

Definition
dull
bottom
holy
brown
green

Notes
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VERB TO ADJECTIVE SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Verb
kamai
prenama
prifta
suresha
suyuma

Definition
to love
to care
to lie
to esteem
to empty

Adjective
kamiaakel
prenamakel
priftkel
sureshakel
suyumakel

Definition
kind
careful
fake
esteemed
empty

Notes

ADJECTIVE TO ADJECTIVE SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Adjective
baawaos
dharamtun
hepartun
nyuunat
suprab

Definition
real
loyal
cold
least
good

Adjective
tubaawaos
tudharamtun
tuhepartun
tunyuunat
tusuprab

Definition
real
loyal
cold
least
good

Notes
This inflection is
commonly used
when the adjective
modifies another
adjective.

Comparative Adjectives
Comparative adjectives are a sub-category of adjective which denotes degree or grade by
which a person, thing, or other entity has a property or quality greater or lesser in extent or
degree than that of another, and is used in this context with a subordinating conjunction or with
conjunctional phrases (such as than, as...as..., etc.). Comparative adjectives are categorized
according to three groups: positive, comparative, and superlative.
Modern Classic Intaki comparative adjectives morphologically form the comparative and
superlative forms via suffixes which are appended to the end of the adjective in order to show
the proper relational value of the described state to the original (positive).
The suffixes for forming the comparative adjectives in Modern Classic Intaki are as follows:
MCI COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVE SUFFIXES
Comparative
Superlative

’lohu
’lhu

The table on the following page outlines several examples of the creation of comparative
adjectives via these suffixes; the student will notice however, that there are a few cases where the
suffixes are not utilized. Generally, these are in cases where a word for the term may have
already existed in the lexicon, often a surviving form from either Ancient Classic Intaki or some
other ancient source now shrouded in the homeworld’s mysterious prehistoric past.
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MCI SAMPLE COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES
Positive
asuprab
bakutahm
belkdtun
bevost
bidnatun
braamitun
choagtun
ciiterat
deduus
dhedus
gave’hun
gwollor
gyvt’un
karinadtun
laghtun
mulaya’hn
mulaye’nn
nayviit
netontun
nyun
py’haas
senmes
suprab
vanaastun
vunddhatun
yuvot

Definition
bad
much
dull
old
bottom
holy
joyful
bright
few
little
early
big
late
circular
low
expensive
cheap
new
inside
less
many
old
good
green
high
young

Comparative
asuparab
shyynuk
belkdtun’lohu
bevost’lohu
bidnatun’lohu
braamitun’lohu
choagtun’lohu
ciiterat’lohu
deduus’lohu
dhedus’lohu
gave’hun’lohu
gwollor’lohu
gyvt’un’lohu
karinadtun’lohu
lahgiihtun
mulaya’hn’lohu
mulaye’nn’lohu
nayviit’lohu
netontun’lohu
nyun’lohu
shyynuk
senmes’lohu
suparab
vanaastun’lohu
vuundhtun
yuvot’lohu

Definition
worse
more
duller
older
more/middle bottom
holier
more joyful
brighter
fewer
littler
earlier
bigger
later
more circular
lower
more expensive
cheaper
newer
more inside
lesser
more
older
better
greener
upper/higher
younger

Superlative
ashupaarab
suyhnuk
belkdtun’lhu
bevost’lhu
bidnatun’lhu
braamitun’lhu
choagtun’lhu
ciiterat’lhu
deduus’lhu
dhedus’lhu
gave’hun’lhu
gwollor’lhu
gyvt’un’lhu
karinadtun’lhu
laghtun’lhu
mulaya’hn’lhu
mulaye’nn’lhu
nayviit’lhu
netontun’lhu
nyuunat
suyhnuk
senmes’lhu
shupaarab
vanaastun’lhu
vunddhatun’lhu
yuvot’lhu

Definition
worst
most
dullest
younger
bottom-most; lowest
holiest
most joyful
brightest
fewest
littlest
earliest
biggest
latest
most circular
lowest
expensive
cheap
newest
innermost
least
most
younger
best
greenest
uppermost/highest
youngest

Notes

condition

age
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Many languages utilize helping adjectives such as much, many, more, most, and others in order
to assist in forming the comparatives and superlatives; while this construction does exist in
Modern Classic Intaki, it is commonly considered redundant in the standard language, as a
convention for creating these forms exists inherently in the affixes native to the language and
their use is often a signal to the listener(s) that the speaker is a foreigner, or else has not mastered
use of the language. The student, after first ensuring that an older form does not already exist,
should seek to form the comparative or superlative via the appropriate grammatically correct
affix.
Modern Classic Intaki comparative adjectives are related to comparative adverbs, and in fact,
are thought to simultaneously inhabit the same lexical territory according to some schools of
thought. The comparative adverbs will be considered under the section dealing with adverbs.
Verbal Adjectives
An area where Modern Classic Intaki adjectives occupy an extremely important lexical field is in
the area known as verbal adjectives. It may strike new students as strange, yet adjectives in
Modern Classic Intaki are often used in creating verbal phrases and expressions. In effect the
adjective behaves as a verb. When this occurs, a clearly identifiable verb per se may not be
identifiable. It is for this reason that many Intaki linguists consider the adjective to be a form of
verb in itself. This view does not enjoy wide support, as the adjective in itself is a separate and
distinct lexical category, serving to modify nouns. However, in the case of Modern Classic Intaki
adjectives, they may also simultaneous be viewed as not only adjective, but verb, since it may be
the source of the action in the phrase, or may infer the action being taken. Searching for a
separate word serving as a verb may be futile, as one may not be found.
The student must remember that Modern Classic Intaki is very much a conceptual language. For
this reason, an adjective, while modifying a noun, can quite easily also be what is causing the
action in the phrase. These types of words are often classed as non-finite verbs and frequently
occupy alternate lexical categories. This is an important point to grasp, especially for those
working in the translation fields, from Modern Classic Intaki into other foreign languages.
As always, several examples may help to shed greater light and understanding of this concept.
ANALYSIS OF MODERN CLASSIC INTAKI ADJECTIVAL VERBS
Modern Classic Intaki
Iasit taraag gwollor.
Rheglhanq asta kamyatun.
Illor shilank shail.
Ulviiday kiahm shiraal.

Transliteration
Such starship bigs.
Painting that beautifuls.
The stone hards.
Professor my sterns.

Translation
It is such a big ship.
That painting is beautiful.
The stone is hard.
My teacher is stern.
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As observed in the examples, these phrases do not contain specific examples of verbs. Of course,
the adjectives used easily could have been converted into verbs; via Modern Classic Intaki verbal
morphology, tacking on an -i at the end of the adjective and thus creating a verb. Although this
technically would not be incorrect, it certainly would not be necessary or even natural, as the
adjective substitutes the “missing” verb’s actions, even as it simultaneously also describes the
noun. As it is an adjective, it would still be preceded by the noun, unlike a true verb, which
properly would open a phrase. With regard to tense (past, present, future, progressive, etc.), this
is generally determined by means of the phrasal context. These, and other related concepts, are
guided by what linguistic scientists call pragmatics, which will be considered at length in the
section titled Semiotics.
Especially in foreign phrases that utilize the verb-concept of to be is this point important. Since
the specific verb to be does not exist in standard Modern Classic Intaki as it does in other
languages, it is important to understand the role of verbal adjectives in this regard, especially
when translating from a foreign source into Modern Classic Intaki.
Finally, a word regarding syntactic order and adjectives: in Modern Classic Intaki. In general,
adjectives pertaining to number generally precede all other adjectives, and in fact can precede
the modified noun. Other than this, Modern Classic Intaki adjectives follow a fairly rigid order of
number (or quantity), then size, followed by age, and finally color (e.g., the four big old black
cars...). More information regarding Modern Classic Intaki syntactics will be introduced in the
Semiotics section, under the subheading titled Syntactics.
As with many rules, this one can and, depending on the dialect, is bent and can even be broken.
Numerals and Counting
Numerals are considered to be adjectives according Intaki linguists; however, as is well known,
numerals can at times also serve as nouns, depending, of course, upon their usage.
The Intaki are known throughout the cluster to be highly-skilled mathematicians; the sense of
mathematics and its role in their daily lives, and in the nature of existence and the universes, is
fundamental to the Intaki religious, philosophical, and scientific belief systems.
Despite the apparent historical lack of interest in modern technology—or perhaps due to outside
perception of the delay of technological development on the homeworld—the Intaki have been
mathematical pioneers among the cultures to be found within New Eden. Due to their greater
slant towards metaphysics as opposed to physics, application of mathematical principles was
directed toward the interests of the Ida philosophy. In any case, among their innovations are the
decimal, binary, and other numerical systems, which were in use on Intaki Prime much earlier in
the Intaki historical timeline than on the comparable timelines of other cultures found within the
cluster. From very early on, the Intaki had developed such mathematical concepts as infinity,
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zero, negative numbers, prime numbers, fractions, arithmetic, algebra, trigonometry, calculus,
logic, analysis, and a whole host of other highly advanced mathematical concepts. The Sintrakis
languages were innately lexically-capable of handling extremely large and small digits,
possessing names for numbers that other languages and the cultures that they served were simply
not prepared to fathom. Of course, Modern Classic Intaki has inherited this trait.
The Modern Classic Intaki counting system is decimal in nature. Numerals ascending past the
number ten (10) are formed by appending the word for the new number onto the number ten.
Thus, for example, fifteen (15), is spoken in Modern Classic Intaki as daispanc, meaning
literally, ten five. Multiples of ten are formed by preceding the word for ten (10), dais, with the
multiple. Thus, fifty (50), is spoken as pancadais, literally five tens, etc.
Modern Classic Intaki utilizes specialized vocabulary for ordinal numbers between one and ten.
For numbers above ten, the prefix tu- is added to the cardinal number. Thus, twenty-sixth in
Modern Classic Intaki is, tuekadais-sey.
It should be pointed out that the anantam (í), meaning infinity, is a special symbol to the Intaki.
As has been previously highlighted, it is the equivalent of the transmutable vowel, and is simply
a variation of the same, carrying the same special significance as does its vowel form, and thus is
the mathematical counterpart of the grapheme used in the Modern Classic Intaki alphabet.
Numbers in Modern Classic Intaki are considered a special form of adjective. They do not inflect
at all, and unlike normal adjectives, they precede the noun which they modify.
The following page contains a table highlighting the Modern Classic Intaki cardinal and ordinal
number counting system. This list is by no means exhaustive; the student is encouraged to
consult the accompanying Vaanin k’Intaki dictionaries for additional numerical terms.
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MCI CARDINAL AND ORDINAL NUMBERS
Numerals

Cardinal

Transliteration

Ordinals

Transliteration

0

unnai

zero

tuunnai

“zeroth”

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

illor
eka
tri
chatair/petair
panc
sey
sapet
hastan
nau
dais
daisillor
daiseka
daistri
daischatair/daispetair
daispanc
daisey
daisapet
daishastan
daisnau

one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten
eleven
twelve
thirteen
fourteen
fifteen
sixteen
seventeen
eighteen
nineteen

illoren
eken
trin
chatairen/petairen
pance
seyen
sapete
hastane
nen
daise
tudaisillor
tudaiseka
tudaistri
tudaischatair/tudaispetair
tudaispanc
tudaisey
tudaisapet
tudaishastan
tudaisnau

first
second
third
fourth
fifth
sixth
seventh
eighth
ninth
tenth
eleventh
twelfth
thirteenth
fourteenth
fifteenth
sixteenth
seventeenth
eighteenth
nineteenth

Notes
Some languages do not
possess ordinals for zero.

Depends on dialect.

Depends on dialect.
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MCI CARDINAL AND ORDINAL NUMBERS
Numerals
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
1,000
1,000,000
1,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000

Cardinal
ekadais
ekadais-illor
ekadais-eka
ekadais-tri
ekadais-chatair/ekadais-petair
ekadais-panc
ekadais-sey
ekadais-sapet
ekadais-hastan
ekadais-nau
tridais
chatairdais/petairdais
pancadais
seydais
sapedais
hastandais
naudais
daisaid
ketom
mahktom
kehktom
shurkhatom

Transliteration
twenty
twenty-one
twenty-two
twenty-three
twenty-four
twenty-five
twenty-six
twenty-seven
twenty-eight
twenty-nine
thirty
forty
fifty
sixty
seventy
eighty
ninety
one hundred
one thousand
one million
one billion
one trillion

Ordinals
tuekadais
tuekadais-illor
tuekadais-eka
tuekadais-tri
tuekadais-chatair/tuekadais-petair
tuekadais-panc
tuekadais-sey
tuekadais-sapet
tuekadais-hastan
tuekadais-nau
tutridais
tuchatairdais/tupetairdais
tupancadais
tuseydais
tusapedais
tuhastandais
tunaudais
tusaidaid
tuketom
tumahktom
tukehktom
tushurkhatom

Transliteration
twentieth
twenty-first
twenty-second
twenty-third
twenty-fourth
twenty-fifth
twenty-sixth
twenty-seven
twenty-eighth
twenty-ninth
thirtieth
fortieth
fiftieth
sixtieth
seventieth
eightieth
ninetieth
hundredth
thousandth
millionth
billionth
trillionth

í

anantam

infinity

tuanantam

“infinitieth”, “nth”

Notes

Depends on dialect.

Depends on dialect.

Most languages do not
possess ordinals for
infinity.
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5.4.8 – Adverbs

Modern Classic Intaki employs adverbs in order to modify words other than nouns: verbs,
adjectives, clauses, sentences, and other adverbs are all modified by adverbs.
Modern Classic Intaki adverbs can be formed from verbs, nouns, adjectives, and other adverbs
via the appropriate Modern Classic Intaki inflective particle. Those adverbs that do not terminate
in the suffixes about to be presented are likely survivors of one of Modern Classic Intaki’s
ancient ancestors. As with adjectives, Modern Classic Intaki adverbs are capable of modifying
other adverbs. However, as with the adjectives, this is often only observed in formal documents
or Modern Classic Intaki works of literature, and less frequently in colloquial speech.
One note: when the adverb is formed via the verb (or a noun ending in -a), the final -a of the
verb is omitted in order to avoid the occurrence of a triple vowel in a word. The following tables
display the particles used to form the derived adverb, along with sample derivations.
MCI ADVERBIAL DERIVATIONAL PARTICLES
Verb-to-Adverb
Noun-to-Adverb
Adjective-to-Adverb
Adverb-to-Adverb

-aan
-aan
-an
an-

VERB TO ADVERB SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Verb
ghudinnala
samsema
vuanaahta

Definition
deceive
doubt
boast, brag

Adverb
ghudinnalaan
samsemaan
vuanaahtaah

Definition
deceivingly
doubtfully
boastfully

NOUN TO ADVERB SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Noun
bhadaan
qokt
yuvaat

Definition
luck, fortune
habit
hour

Adverb
bhadaanaan
qoktaan
yuvaataan

Definition
fortunately
habitually
hourly

ADJECTIVE TO ADVERB SAMPLE DERIVATIONS
Adjective
kuunain
panuc
siddhak

Definition
silent
angry
perfect

Adverb
kuunainan
panucan
siddhakan

Definition
silently
angrily
perfectly
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ADVERB TO ADVERB SAMPLE DERIVATIONS*
Adverb
panuc
siddhak
tinad

Definition
angry
perfect
sharp

Adverb
anpanuc
ansiddhak
antinad

Definition
angry
perfect
sharp

* This inflection is only used in formal circumstances, and is used when one adverb modifies
another adverb.
Comparative Adverbs
Comparative adverbs—just like their adjectival cousins—are a sub-category of adverbs by
which the degree or grade of such action is compared, either greater or lesser in extent or degree
to that of another action, and is used in this context with a subordinating conjunction or
conjunctional phrase(s), such as than, as...as..., et cetera. Comparative adverbs are also
categorized according to three groups: positive, comparative, and superlative.
Modern Classic Intaki comparative adjectives morphologically form the comparative and
superlative forms via suffixes which are appended to the end of the adjective in order to show the
proper relational value of the described state to the original (positive).
The suffixes for forming the comparative adverbs are the same as those used to form
comparative adjectives in Modern Classic Intaki:
MCI COMPARATIVE ADVERBIAL SUFFIXES
Comparative
Superlative

’lohu
’lhu

The following table outlines some examples of the generation of comparative adverbs via these
suffixes. Where the case exists for a comparative adverb that does not make use of these suffixes,
as with the comparative adjectives, these are generally remnants of the ancient languages that
serve as the often inscrutable bases for their descendent tongue, Modern Classic Intaki.
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MCI SAMPLE COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES
Positive
angyvt’unan
dvlaakan
gave’hunan
gryvtagtan
pashayan
qaarutaan
samatunan
sayavaat
tuavotan
u’hatan

Definition
lately
funny
early
soon
regularly
deftly
evenly
recently
slowly
frequently

Comparative
angyvt’unan’lohu
dvlaakan’lohu
gave’hunan’lohu
gryvtagtan’lohu
pashayan’lohu
qaarutaan’lohu
samatunan’lohu
sayavaat’lohu
tuavotan’lohu
u’hatan’lohu

Definition
more lately
more funny
earlier
sooner
more regularly
more deftly
more evenly
more recently
more slowly
more frequently

Superlative
angyvt’unan’lhu
dvlaakan’lhu
gave’hunan’lhu
gryvtagtan’lhu
pashayan’lhu
qaarutaan’lhu
samatunan’lhu
sayavaat’lhu
tuavotan’lhu
u’hatan’lhu

Definition
most lately
funniest
earliest
soonest
most regularly
most defly
most evenly
most recently
slowest
most frequently

The student will remember that adverbs can also be formed from adverbs via inflectional
morphology. Thus, what is an adjective in one case may be an adverb in another. This is more
readily discerned in Modern Classic Intaki than in many other languages due to Modern Classic
Intaki’s distinct morphological structures and inflectional affixes.
As with comparative adverbs many languages make use of adjectives such as much, many, more,
most, and others in order to form the comparatives and superlatives of adverbs. In Modern
Classic Intaki this type of construction is considered awkward, unnecessary, and redundant, as
the language contains a method for the creation of comparative adverbs. Again, the student, after
first ensuring that an older form does not already exist, should seek to form the comparative
adverb by means of the appropriate grammatically correct suffix.
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5.4.9 – Prepositions

Modern Classic Intaki employs prepositions in order to indicate the relationship between
various phrases contained within a sentence, especially nominal phrases. Many Modern Classic
Intaki prepositions have been determined to be among the most ancient and unaltered words
contained within the language, harkening all the way back to Ancient Classic Intaki (and perhaps
as far back as Middle North Sintrakis, according to some linguistic historians). Originally,
prepositions were inflections upon the modified word, whether nominal, pronominal, or
sustentative, and were primarily prefixal in nature. However, approximately 800 years ago these
prefixes began to be separated from the modified words themselves. In time, they became
viewed as a distinct lexical category within the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon.
As their category indicates, prepositions in Modern Classic Intaki generally appear before the
noun, pronoun, or substantive (preposition). The placement of the preposition has taken on an
important role in Modern Classic Intaki syntax, typology, and pragmatics; certainly its role,
especially in the latter, has been greatly heightened in the last 250 years or so, providing succinct
evidence of the language’s shift away from synthesis and toward isolating analysis. Despite this,
the language’s agglutinative roots can still be observed, especially between the individual words
that themselves are classified as prepositions. Many of these contain bound morphemes, which
cannot be separated from the word anymore, but at some time in the past carried semantic or
some other type of lexical information, and may have been separable from the word or words to
which they are now attached.
Modern Classic Intaki possesses a special “grammatical particle identifier” root: h-y-á. However,
not all prepositions descend exclusively from this root; thus its ambiguous categorization. One
very important preposition that does not fall within that category is ki, which, when used in
conjunction with the subjective pronouns forms the possessive pronouns, thus indicating
possession or relationship between the subject and the object.
The following is a sampling of some common Modern Classic Intaki prepositions. As with all
charts within this guide, this list is by no means exhaustive; further vocabulary can be found
within the Vaanin k’Intaki’s accompanying glossaries and dictionaries.
MCI PREPOSITIONS
Preposition
ahyret
daveer
hyevoraat
payeyk
vyhort

Definition
without
through
(in) front (of)
by
for

Preposition
hyovart
ki
proadh
saprivit
uparn

Definition
in
belonging to, of, from
against
below
over
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5.4.10 – Conjunctions

The boundary lines between Modern Classic Intaki conjunctions and that of other lexical
categories is somewhat nebulous. The student will see that much of the vocabulary here
categorized as conjunctions can also be found under other sections, such as determiners and
correlatives. However, suffice to say that Modern Classic Intaki conjunctions are used to conjoin
two different phrases within a sentence, and as with many other categorizations, are determined
by identifying the function of the word within the phrase or sentence.
Modern Classic Intaki conjunctions are frequently formed via a special “connector root” which
has been classified as a root indicating relationship: ^-c-a, although not every conjunction is
derived from this root. As with the prepositions, Modern Classic Intaki conjunctions are among
the more ancient words in the language, and were originally inflective particles which generally
attached to its “host” verb. It has only been within the latter part of the past millennium or so in
which conjunctions began to appear as a distinct lexical category.
The following table provides a short list of some common conjunctions in Modern Classic Intaki.
MCI CONJUNCTIONS
Conjunction
haacu
hapalca
napalca
yaamla
yaavat

Definition
and
or, either, whether
nor, neither
both
until

Conjunction
asiim
daveer
hetasc
kvashuk
naa

Definition
if
through
because
wherever
not

5.4.11 – Interjections
It cannot be overemphasized that Modern Classic Intaki is a highly conceptual language. Thus, it
is prone to possessing multiple interjections. Interjections are words used to express an isolated
emotion, and as such, are often considered to be part of a larger phrase or expression. Thus, some
assert that they are not truly “standalone” phrases, and are couched within a phrase or sentence,
especially when found in the written language (such as works of fiction).
Frequently, the relationship between an interjection and its root source is not immediately clear;
often, this is because they have been greatly deformed from their original root word or triliteral
root source. Nevertheless, through past research by Idic linguists, lexicographers and
etymologists generally are able to identify the source of the word.
Interjections often are accompanied with exclamation marks, further demonstrating that they
typically are used in moments of high emotion. Additionally, many interjections can also be
classified as ideophones, that is, words with conceptual origins likely rooted in the mind’s
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5.4.11 – Interjections (Continued...)
sensory perception of its surroundings, and which evoke those perceptions back to mind. This
subject will be introduced and considered in depth under the following section titled Semiotics.
What follows is a brief list of some common interjections in Modern Classic Intaki. The student
is recommended to consult a glossary for a more comprehensive listing.
MCI INTERJECTIONS
Interjection
aha!
aobda!
ha’!
hech!
mayh!
mualaa!
pshnaa!

Translation
aha!, ahh!
alas!
yes, yeah
achoo!
hey!
hurray!, hooray!, yay!
yikes!

Interjection
adh!
ashuyah!
ffhdk!
haazh!
keth?!
kla!
spra

Translation
oops, whoops!
demons!, rats!
shh!
phew!
what?!
hah!
OK, okay, fine
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Semiotics is a term used by linguists when referring to the structure, meaning, and intent of
expressions within a language. This area of linguistics is very important, for it enables Intaki
educational scientists to determine how communication is accomplished by means of language,
thus facilitating the didactic process for new students to the Modern Classic Intaki tongue.
While it is acknowledged that grasping this branch of linguistics is of utmost importance, the
Vaanin k’Intaki only briefly touches upon this subject. Although the 26-8-101 document delves
deeply into this matter, it is felt that direct experience will best assist the student in
understanding meaning within Modern Classic Intaki. Direct contact with native speakers of
Modern Classic Intaki and active interaction with them will provide the firmest grasp of these
concepts. In addition, there are other materials available that treat this matter in further depth,
and in much greater detail than the Vaanin k’Intaki, which is intended to give only a cursory
introduction to the language.
Linguistic scientists generally agree that semiotics is composed of syntactics, semantics, and
pragmatics. These areas of study tend to be ambiguous and difficult to categorize, as the
subjects covered in each one seem to overlap each other, at times creating confusion as to where
one practice or area of study ends and the other begins. In fact, these areas do overlap each other
and for this reason they are grouped under the general umbrella of semiotics, which is itself a
fuzzy concept. For example, much of the vocabulary found herein can easily fall simultaneously
into the lexical categories of nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs, which were found under the
section titled Morphology. However, due to their special qualities, it is frequently deemed
important to distinguish these special types of vocabulary precisely for their distinctive qualities.
Therefore (and at least for the purposes of this version of the Vaanin k’Intaki) another topic is
added under the canopy of semiotics, Rhetoric, in which the areas highlighted by syntactics,
semantics, and pragmatics shall be practically examined.
6.1 – Syntactics
Syntactics, also known as syntax, is the study of the principles and rules governing the
construction of sentences and phrases. Modern Classic Intaki syntax follows what linguistic
scientists call the VSO word order. VSO simply means VERB SUBJECT OBJECT. This means
the language usually organizes its phrases and sentences with the verb initializing the
phrase/sentence, followed by the subject, and ending with the object. A simple example of a
VSO sentence would be, Loves Apollonius Verus battleships, which would be translated as,
Apollonius Verus loves battleships.
Of course, Modern Classic Intaki syntax is much more complicated than this, especially when
other lexical categories are added into the mix. However, the following outline of Modern
Classic Intaki word order in general proves to be the case in almost all sentences.
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1. Verb + Adverb (verbal modifier) + [Conjunction] + Adverb (verbal modifier)
2. Subject Determiner + Subject/Pronoun + Adjective (subject modifier) + [Conjunction] +
Adjective (subject modifier) [+ prepositional phrase]
3. Direct Object Determiner + Direct Object/Pronoun + Adjective (direct object modifier) +
[Conjunction] + Adjective (subject modifier) [+ prepositional phrase]
4. Indirect Object Determiner + Indirect Object/Pronoun + Adjective (indirect object
modifier) + [Conjunction] + Adjective (subject modifier) [+ prepositional phrase]
5. [(Locative indicator); (temporal indicator); etc.]
An analysis of two or three sample sentences will help in clarifying the seemingly convoluted
above-cited outline. Before looking at these sample sentences, the student is to be reminded of
the particle(s) preceding the objects. Note, in proper standard Modern Classic Intaki the direct
object takes the prefixal particle ne-, while the indirect object takes the prefixal particle nu-.
Again, as previously stated, these particles are rarely used—except in the most formal speech
and older texts—however, it is important for the student to recognize these particles if he or she
intends to use Modern Classic Intaki in formal speech or study the Ida texts. In truth, the object
particles assist in differentiating between the direct and indirect objects so there is value in
learning them well. Likewise, the definite article (while prescribed by Modern Classic Intaki
grammar as the standard) is also often suppressed in everyday speech, although usually in
written texts one is likely to encounter its usage.
The following pages provide sample sentences, their analyses, transliterations, and translations,
as well as concluding remarks regarding the general subject of syntactics.
For purposes of this section, the object particles will be highlighted in bold, in order for the
student to distinguish the root word from the object particle.
Original
Put down

he

Uktabal

Hah

illor

ne’qewgirik

Uuktabal
v.
on

Hah
sub.

illor
det.

ne’qewgirik
d.o.

vErtye

He put the heavy bag down on the table yesterday.
the
bag

the

table

illor

nu’laapet

heavy

gurutAtun
gurutaatun
adj.
yesterday

heyasten

veertye
prep.
Translation

illor
nu’laapet
heyasten
det.
i.o.
adj. (temporal)
Uuktabal Hah illor ne’qewgirik gurutaatun veertye illor nu’laapet heyastan.

Script

Uktabal hah illor ne’qewgirik gurutAtun vErtye illor
nu’lApet heyastan.
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Original
To eat

She loves to eat ripe palandu with friends, while drinking homemade vatamdya.
loves
she
palandu
ripe
with

chunba

jukamadal

Chunba
v.
friends

jukamadal
v.
while

,

nu’hiadhardyam

,

nu’hiadhardyam
i.o.

,

Translation
Script

Original
Gave
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kidavEr

sah
Sah
sub.
drinking

ne’palandu

soayam

ne’palandu
soayam
d.o.
adj.
vatamadya

pahnebadalt

vatamadya

hyret
hyret
prep.
homemade

ne’qrokitanakel

kidaveer
pahnebadalt
vatamadya
ne’qrokitanakel
prep.
v.
sub.
d.o.
Chunba jukamadal Sah ne’palandu soayam hyret nu’hiadhardyam, kidaveer
pahnebadalt vatamdya ne’qrokitanakel.

chunba jukamadal sah ne’palandu soayam hyret nu’hiadhardyam,
kidavEr pahnebadalt vatamdya ne’qrokitanakel.
The blind old man slowly and carefully gave the sacred Ida book to the aging holy
Idama.
slowly
and
carefully
the
man

akkatabal

tuavotan

hAcu

prenamAn

illor

hUniahd

Akkatabal
v.
blind

tuavotan
adv.
old

haacu
conj.
the

prenamaan
adv.
book

illor
det.
Ida

huuniahd
sub.
sacred

vighan

senmes

illor

ne’vAjun

idatun

tubrAmitun

vighan
adj.
to

senmes
adj.
the

illor
det.

ne’vaajun
d.o.

idatun
adj.

tubraamitun
adj.
aging

hyevratu
hyevratu
prep.
Translation
Script

illor

Idama

holy

nu’idama

brAmitun

tusenmesikel

illor
nu’Idama
braamitun
tusenmesikel
det.
i.o.
adj.
adj.
Akkatabal tuavotan haacu prenamaan illor huuniahd vighan senmes illor ne’vaajun
Idatun braamitun hyevratu illor nu’Idama braamitun senmesikel.

akkatabal tuavotan hAcu prenamAn illor hUniahd vighan
senmes illor ne’vAjun idatun brAmitun hyevratu illor
nu’idama brAmitun senmesikel.

There are several things of note regarding the preceding examples.
•

•

The VSO pattern holds true regardless of the phrase. In other words, whether a phrase is
a statement, declaration, interrogative, or imperative, the VSO applies. Vocal inflection
(pitch, pace, and power) is utilized in order to distinguish a command, for example, from
a statement, or a statement from a question or request, et cetera.
Unlike many other languages, Modern Classic Intaki is less stringent when it comes to
the exact order and placement of the modifying adjectives, so long as they come after the
noun they are modifying. While the general rule is that adjectives follow the “Quantity,
Size, Age, Color” order, as can be seen, these rules can be bent. Adverbs are even more
flexible in this regard. No particular order is preferred, unless the adverb is modifying
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another adverb. The only major exception to this is numerical adjectives which
generally always precede the modified noun or subject.
In cases where an adjective modifies another adjective, the modifying adjective carries
the prefixal particle, tu-. The same holds true for an adverb modifying another adverb:
the modifying adverb carries the prefixal particle an-. However, it is of note that this
feature of Modern Classic Intaki has become increasingly rare in usage.
Unlike many languages, it is not always necessary to utilize the word haacu (and)
between adjectives and/or adverbs. Modern Classic Intaki accepts multiple strings of
modifiers, so long as clarity as to the modified word is not lost in confusion. Actually, as
the preceding statements demonstrate, much of the purpose behind many of Modern
Classic Intaki’s particles is to aid in clarification of statements and in lexical demarcation.
Nevertheless, one may wish to rely on conjunctions until the syntax of the language is
more completely grasped.

Interestingly, many foreign speakers of Modern Classic Intaki will find that they can make
themselves quite easily understood despite the word order they may utilize. Modern Classic
Intaki is actually very forgiving in this regard, especially when used in conjunction with the
clarifying particles. However, one may find that specific word orders are utilized colloquially,
especially in the Daridas dialects. This is a feature that is becoming increasingly common in all
levels of Modern Classic Intaki speech.
6.2 – Semantics
Semantics is the study of meaning; specifically, the meaning between words and phrases and
what they represent based upon lexical meaning, syntax, and other rules of grammar. It is worth
noting some of the thought patterns behind the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon and the
hierarchical patterns existent within the language, as differentiated from other languages, all of
which in turn will help the student understand much more clearly the Intaki culture and way of
thinking. As the student becomes familiar with the Intaki culture, religious and philosophical
convictions, and points of view with regard to the universes, then the meaning contained within
utterances, sentences, phrases, et cetera, will become that much simpler to identify and
understand.
Much of this information must be acquired through practice of the language and use, either with
native-born Intaki on the homeworld, or on one of the main Daridas homeworlds.
Modern Classic Intaki and its descendent dialects—including Contemporary Sintrakis—as well
as its cousin languages, namely all of the vulgar languages of the Northern Polar region, base
their lexicon upon the triliteral consonantal root system, as has been previously highlighted. This
is especially the case in Modern Classic Intaki where this system has been artificially reinforced
and active resistance to foreign vocabulary and influence are promoted by the Idama and other
Modern Classic Intaki linguistic scientists and educators. The Idama typically have looked
backward toward Ancient Classic Intaki—and at times even to as distant as Old North
Sintrakis—in order to expand the lexicon of Modern Classic Intaki.
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The effect of this activity has been a facilitation of etymological study as to the origins of lexical
meaning. Thus, a linguistics researcher can determine relationships between certain words where
such relationships may not seem so apparent to the casual observer. This in turn can help in
understanding the very Intaki psyche and mindset. Thus, the triliteral consonantal root system
cannot be underestimated in its far-reaching effect upon the language.
Of course, this root system cannot account for all the various classifications that exist within the
language; indeed, the root system exists only in service to the Modern Classic Intaki way of
“thinking” in this particular iteration of this type of root system, as well as its concept toward all
things within its sphere of existence within the universe. All languages categorize and group
concepts together based on whatever arbitrary system comes into existence through its early
evolution, but primarily rooted in the experience of the peoples and their cultures. These
categorizations have nothing to do with grammatical categories; rather, they reference a certain
psychological grouping of concepts. There are several categories, or systems, into which
vocabulary can be grouped and this throws light upon how meaning is applied to the lexicon.
Some examples of the ways in which vocabulary can be organized are by means of binary
oppositional categories, continuum categories, hierarchical categories, conceptual distance
categories, and many others too numerous to delve into in this short monograph.
However, Modern Classic Intaki tends to be especially highly abstract in its method of
categorization and communication; many words have multiple “meanings” and cannot be
grouped easily in opposition from one another.
Ttake, for example, the concept of good versus evil. Good represents the exact opposite of evil
in many languages. Thus, these languages would naturally assign this concept to the binary
oppositional category. And indeed, Modern Classic Intaki would consider this to be the case for
these two term-concepts. However, the Intaki mind rarely thinks in terms of such extremes.
There is a wide gamut of experience in between the extremes of good and evil, and indeed
perhaps more of such experience outside of the concepts of good and evil. Therefore, the
language also reflects this mentality in other vocabulary and lexical data.
This is not to say there is not vocabulary to which the binary oppositional category would apply.
Concepts such as on/off, up/down, big/small, boy/girl, man/woman would naturally fit within
such a category. However, Modern Classic Intaki tends to incline toward more of a continuum of
categorization in which many of the concepts would perhaps overlap. This may explain the
observation by some outsiders as to the apparent Intaki reticence in communicating. It is not so
much that the conversant agrees or disagrees; rather, his or her mind may be considering the
whole gamut and essence of what is being said, and this is strongly reflected in the language’s
semantic process. Thus, Intaki linguistic scientists speak often of the continuum of semantic
categories in the Modern Classic Intaki language.
Considering the root, á-d-a, which represents among other things, the concepts of “qualia,
consider, meditate”, the next table provides a brief display of a few words derived from this root.
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SAMPLE OF WORDS DERIVED FROM MCI ROOT á-d-a

adatarakol
aUhdyartun
bacudahna
brahnYk
cUdah
cUdheta
idevAt
idhAtt
unahd
Udah
UdmAhyam
Uhdyatar

adatarakol
auuhdyartun
bacudahna
brahnadhat
cuudah
cuudheta
idevaat
idhaat
unahd
uudah
uudmaahyam
uuhdyatar

proof
knowledgeable
regret
universe
memory
remember
deva
conscience
thought
mind
abstractions
test

While it seems that most of these words should be clustered together, one may wonder why deva
appears in this grouping. Is not deva a putative form of life? And what of proof? Or universe?
These words do not at first glance appear to go together. Yet understanding the root concept
draws attention to the importance given to a certain quality in the word(s) found in this group,
some quality upon which the Intaki themselves—and, of course, their language—focused upon.
Another example is found in the root, n-k-á, which represents, among other things, the concepts
of “whole, intact, gain”. The following table displays some words derived from this root.
SAMPLE OF WORDS DERIVED FROM MCI ROOT n-k-á

bahnahk
Intaki
nhoramd
nikAy
pAnak
pAnaka
panka
pankaja
pankatun
panUrka
pranek
sholdand

bahnahk
Intaki
nhoramd
nikaay
paanak
paanaka
panka
pankaja
pankatun
panuurka
pranek
sholdand

gold
Intaki
salt
group
dirt
to dig
earth
to mine
brown
east
per
sand

Once again, it is observed that certain words are clustered together in Modern Classic Intaki in a
way in which they may not be equally categorized in other languages. And again, the root
concept sheds light upon why this may be the case. These examples show why it would wise for
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the student to study, learn, and memorize many root concepts before even learning large amounts
of vocabulary, as this will assist in learning to communicate meaning much more effectively.
Another area in which semantics extends is in the use of language in ways that are not
straightforwardly literal, such as with metaphors and similes. For example, the Intaki military is
well known to make heavy use of ancient religious terminology in referring to its hierarchical
structure, as well as various commands and abilities. For example, when one says, “Hah Agni,”
one is saying, “He is Agni,” Agni being the ancient deva of fire. In other words, he is a fierce
warrior. This is called metaphor. It is quite obvious that the subject is not literally the ancient
deva known as Agni. However, some quality that the person possesses as a warrior reminds the
speaker of this ancient fire-breathing spirit and they say the he is Agni.
Similes, related to metaphors, generally employ the verb somna, which literally means to seem,
but which also carries the sense of “like” or “similar”. One can make the statement, “Somnadal
Hah Agni,” that is, “He is like Agni.” This is called simile, and also falls under semantics. This
type of language is extremely common in all levels of Modern Classic Intaki speech.
As with the following section covering pragmatics, much of this information will be reviewed in
a more practical manner under the section covering Rhetoric, where many examples from usage
will be presented for the student’s benefit.
6.3 – Pragmatics
Pragmatics is not easily distinguished from semantics; after all, semantics supposedly has to do
with “meaning”, specifically, meaning of words. Pragmatics is also concerned with meaning.
However, pragmatics has more to do with meaning as informed via the context in which these
same words, phrases, sentences, and utterances are found. This involves much more than
grammar; it involves possessing real world knowledge: regarding the intent of the speaker, as
well as place, time, and other factors that come into play in communication. These are the things
with which pragmatics is concerned, whereas semantics often is generally considered to be
concerned primarily with grammatical and lexical considerations as to meaning.
For example, when someone says, “Phirm ilenge,” what information is being communicated?
Most dictionaries list the word phirm as meaning share. The word phirma, a verb, is also listed
as meaning to embrace, hug, or share, from the root p-r-m which communicates such concepts
as affection, embrace, desire, lack, et cetera. The other word in the phrase is ilenge, meaning
bread, from the root l-g-á which communicates such concepts as grain or sustenance. By
combining the two words together, we come up with one possible literally translated phrase, “To
share bread,” or perhaps, another translation could be, “To hug,” or “Embrace grain.”
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What is the speaker trying to say? Is he asking his listener to share his or her bread? Or to hug it?
Colloquially, this saying, which may be translated as, “Until we again share bread,” is a method
of saying good-bye to another; it’s as if, when parting ways with one’s interlocutor, one wishes
them safe enough journeys and activities so as to one day return, and “again share bread” or a
meal. None of this information is contained grammatically, or semantically, within the individual
words of phirm ilenge. Rather, colloquial, situational, temporal, cultural, and other factors come
into play in order to identify the meaning of this phrase, and through a complete understanding
of these factors and their interplay the one with the other, the listener is able to understand the
communication desired.
Very often when meeting someone, an Intaki will say, “Namas,” occasionally accompanied by a
slight forward bow, especially when greeting someone of higher social rank or position. What is
this word, namas? Consulting an Intaki dictionary perhaps would leave one with more questions
than answers. However, there are several verbs that appear similar to the word namas, namely
juuhnama (to welcome), or prename (to care), or nama—which seems to be the closest fit—
meaning to bow. There are also a variety of nouns and adjectives which contain the same root as
these verbs, n-m-a, which convey concepts such as honor, respect, reputation, identity, call, bow,
et cetera, and which spawns words such as dignity, respect, honor, polite, grace, and many
others.
Again, via pragmatics one can come to understand that throughout the Intaki worlds, namas is a
common way of respectfully greeting someone. Pragmatics, not semantics, is what assists in this
regard. By understanding the intricacies of the Intaki attitude regarding respect and protocol,
communicative comprehension is achieved.
Taking this one step further, it is also important to know that from ancient times, namas was a
greeting of respect typically accompanied with a dramatic genuflection which was reserved for
use toward those occupying the high stations in Intaki social strata: kings, emperors, military
commanders, as well as those who were considered deserving of much honor, such as
grandparents and older people in general. Oftentimes, this greeting was even accompanied with a
dramatic physical bowing down, or forward prostration, of a kissing of the ground before the
honored person, further emphasizing the respect toward the one to whom one was speaking.
However, these ancient customs associated with the phrase namas eventually evolved into a
general salutation directed to any and all, and in fact is now considered to be a phatic expression.
A phatic expression is one that communicates little or no information per se, but does, however,
communicate social information, conforming to social norms. It is a sort of “recognition of
existence” of the other person which the speaker acknowledges by uttering the phrase or
salutation. It is sociolinguistic behavior that perhaps is expected out of respectable persons, and
to refrain from engaging in this behavior may be considered inappropriate, rude, uncouth, or
uneducated. This information normally cannot be extracted semantically; it requires knowledge
of real world facts, thus falling within the realm of pragmatics.
The reader will notice in the last paragraph that it is said this information cannot normally be
extracted semantically, and this is true. However, it can also be said that with the passage of time,
pragmatic information can work “backward”, thus becoming semantic information. This is the
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case with many phatic expressions such as namas. The s at the end of namas is a disfiguration of
the Modern Classic Intaki optative verbal state which uses the suffixal inflection -sal when the
infinitive conjugates into this state. Thus, the verb nama, to bow, in its optative state would
become namasal, roughly translated may bow, a sort of encouragement to bow, or a statement
expressing the hope that someone would bow, or an expressed desire that oneself may bow,
depending on the personal pronoun utilized. It would appear, however, that, over time, the final
two letters (al) of this verbal form have been dropped, leaving just the s of -sal. Thus the optative
verb namasal became the modern phatic expression namas, utilized as a form of salutation.
Modern Classic Intaki now contains many phatic expressions and interjections via this method.
This is a prime example of how a pragmatic convention can eventually become part of a
language’s semantic information.
Again, the line between these two categories is fuzzy and can be difficult to distinguish at times
and crossings between the two groups often do occur.
One further example can be analyzed via the phrase orv suprayk, sometimes, orvsuprayk. This
phrase follows no grammatical rules in its formation as is often the case with idiomatic
expressions. However, this well-known sports idiom from Kendu Kanarma means literally to
swing advantage. The listener, having knowledge of this popular Intaki sport, understands the
meaning to be “to take the bull by the horns” or “to level the playing field”; in other words, to
take charge of a situation in some way, shape, or form.
Another area which pragmatics provides assistance is in supplying understanding via context.
When one hears the statement, “Vaanabal Sah ne’hah,” or “Vaanabal Sah Hah,” meaning, “She
was speaking to him,” it can logically be assumed that some female was speaking to some male.
We glean this information from the semantic information contained within the component words
of this sentence. However, little more can be determined. Pragmatics, however, allows one to
examine whatever utterances precede and follow this statement, which may provide more
information regarding who she is, who he is, what they were speaking about, and so on. Such is
the distinction between semantics and pragmatics.
Throughout the cluster there have been thousands of books written treating this subject. It would
be presumptuous to here attempt a thorough explanation of all the intricacies of Modern Classic
Intaki pragmatics. In truth, understanding comes through usage and experience with native-born
Intaki who have grown up using the language at home with their mothers, fathers, and siblings,
learning it in school and university and work, and from those who use it formally and informally.
At this point, it bears mentioning that what some may view as an apparent “detachment” on the
part of the Intaki is the result of a misunderstanding of intent on the part of the person with
whom they may be communicating. In fact, it is often due to a lack of understanding precisely in
this field of pragmatics which causes the misunderstanding. One need not study any science
called pragmatics, nor even call it pragmatics, but many a misjudgment is due to this very lack
of interest in this very area of communication. The Intaki have been stereotyped as “pensive” and
“detached”; perhaps these points are true from a foreign point of view. However, when one takes
the time to learn the thought process of an Intaki, one begins to see how much what is not said is
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a very essential part of the Intaki communicative process: how it is not said, the corporeal
signals; the protocol of Intaki communication. All these and many other subjects are all part of
understanding the Intaki way of communicating, especially on a diplomatic level. All these
nuances are part of what is termed pragmatics and there are many programs in many universities
throughout the cluster offering courses in this area of communication.
With regard to practical aspects such as implicature, presuppositions, conversational analysis,
forms of respect, and other similar aspects of pragmatics, these will be briefly treated in the
following section titled Rhetoric.
6.4 – Rhetoric
For the purposes of this monograph, rhetoric shall signify the effective use of the Modern
Classic Intaki language in speech, prose, or verse. It shall highlight the practical application of
the principles outlined in the previous sections of syntactics, semantics, and pragmatics.
Therefore, according to the above definition, rhetoric will include brief discussions covering
topics such as ideophones, interjections, register, colloquialisms, and several other subjects.
Each of these sections will highlight a specialized aspect of the language and especially its usage
in everyday circumstances. As previously stated, the entire unit titled Semiotics is to be
considered a fuzzy category. Many of these sections overlap upon other lexical categories both
outside of and within this section. In fact, each of the units may overlap much more than do the
other lexical categories. It is for this reason that this section exists, so as to isolate those
categories that do not fit neatly within the boundaries of the other categories.
The student should remember this point so as to minimize confusion as to questions of whether a
word is a noun, or verb, or adjective, even though it may be found within this section, and not in
the other(s). The truth is, much of the vocabulary here presented may fall simultaneously into
one or more of the aforementioned lexical categories even while being found in this section. This
is the beauty and the beast of language; the traits that make them such fascinating creatures are
the same traits that make them difficult to tame, and they all possess these traits. Nonetheless,
these traits are very much integral parts of the Modern Classic Intaki language, and their
exclusion would not present a complete or clear image of the vast richness that a language such
as Modern Classic Intaki possesses.
6.4.1 – Ideophones
Ideophones are words used to create a vivid sensory impression of images, smells, colors,
shapes, sounds, actions, movements, feelings, or states. There are several subcategories within
this general category which distinguish even further what type of ideophone a word is. For
example, Modern Classic Intaki makes frequent use of the following ideophonic tools and
categories in coining new vocabulary:
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6.4.1 – Ideophones (Continued...)
•
•
•
•
•

Reduplication—repetition of the root of a word
Onomatopoeia—sound imitation; a word whose sound suggests its source
Clustering—words that communicate the same psychological idea are often clustered
around the same phoneme (or sound)
Phenomimes—words that bring to mind a vivid image of an external phenomena
Psychomime—words that bring to mind a vivid impression of a psychological state

The whole of the Sintrakis family of languages contains multiple examples of ideophones, and
Modern Classic Intaki has inherited this inclination of Sintrakis. Interestingly, the dialects of the
Daridas have become sources of new ideophones, looping back into the mother language with
new forms. Due to this tendency toward ideophones in all of the languages of the homeworld
(especially in the Sintrakis family), Intaki linguistic scientists make the assertion that the Modern
Classic Intaki language is a highly conceptual language. Appropriately, ideophones are thus
found within all lexical categories of Modern Classic Intaki.
The following table lists some common ideophones in Modern Classic Intaki. This table is by no
means exhaustive. As always, the student is strongly advised to consult a dictionary for more
information and examples. A thorough study of the etymology of these words, paying close
attention to their core roots, will assist the student in obtaining a clearer picture of the concept
intended to be represented by this fascinating category of words.
SAMPLE OF MCI IDEOPHONES
Ideophone
anfka
ghan-ghan
’huciiterat
jaatvrartun
kleza(-kleza)
kukkuk
starnelyshk

Translation
hiss
ding-don
brilliant
ablaze
grumble
chicken
surreal

Ideophone
krisnard
paaynafka
siidjuudah
tepraas
vundhavun
wekashka
zabofashk

Translation
devastation
moan
psychotic
yellow (cowardly)
sky-high
whistle
queasy

6.4.2 – Style
Linguistic scientists often use the term register to refer to a specific variety of a language. For
example, when speaking in public, users frequently adhere as strictly as possible to what is often
termed the standard language, that is, that which is considered to be “proper”, or “prescribed”.
Obviously, for an abridgement such as the Vaanin k’Intaki, a complete treatment of this subject
is impossible. There is an immensely wide spectrum of register found within Modern Classic
Intaki due to its widespread use throughout the homeworld as well as the Daridas, spanning at
least three regions within the cluster. One can imagine the daunting task that confronts linguistic
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topologists in creating maps of speech patterns among the Modern Classic Intaki-speaking
peoples, not to mention the other languages spoken by the Intaki peoples.
Nevertheless, use of the Modern Classic Intaki language can be oversimplified utilizing
register—or style, as it is referred to in the Vaanin k’Intaki—as a form of measurement. This
measurement takes into account the varieties of language from the perspective of formality. Thus,
for example, the Intaki Assembly, or the leaders of the Mordu’s Legion territories or those of the
Intaki Syndicate, or holovid announcers, or educators, or the highly educated, or really anyone
who may make public speeches, would most certainly use a form of Modern Classic Intaki that
adheres as closely as possible to the prescribed grammar of the language. This can be contrasted
with the speech that may be found within the home, perhaps by the same speakers, which is not
so concerned with the grammatical rules of the standard language, but that nonetheless, follows
its own set of grammatical rules and construction, but which may not be considered socially
acceptable for public use. The same can be stated with regard to styles of language in use in
other less than formal situations.
Based upon these criteria, the following page contains a table outlining general usage of Modern
Classic Intaki styles throughout the homeworld and Daridas colonies.
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MCI STYLES

Base Level

Frozen

Late Middle Classic Intaki,
Older Modern Classic Intaki
documents

Level Zero

Static

Modern Classic Intaki

Level One

Liturgical

Modern Classic Intaki

Specialized

Scientific, mathematical,
industrial, medical, military, or
any other specialized form of
Modern Classic Intaki

Level Two

Printed form only. This language is “frozen” (unchanging) and is found in ancient Intaki
literature (such as Ida philosophy), often containing archaic language. This level of language never
changes and, although “proper”, is not considered standard. Late Middle Classic Intaki and some
of the older documents of Modern Classic Intaki fall within this category. Ancient Classic Intaki
would not fall into this category as it is now largely unintelligible to most readers and speakers of
any Modern Classic Intaki language and/or dialect.
Oral and written form; speech is one-way, without interruptions. This form rarely, if ever,
changes. It is generally observed in public arenas, for example in very formal speeches, in Idama
speeches, in Intaki governmental and legal proceedings, proclamations, etc. It is also the language
in which governmental, legal, and religious documents are correctly produced. The original 26-8101 document, as well as the original Vaanin k’Intaki, for example, were written in this form. This
level of speech is considered to be the highest standard, as it is the form that most closely
adheres to prescribed grammatical rules, and forms the basis for the following levels. However, it
is used primarily in the most formal of situations and can sound strange to the listener if used
outside of appropriate situations.
Oral and written form; two-way participation, interruptions generally frowned upon. This
form is reserved for the monasteries of the Ida philosophy, as well as in everyday formal
government and legal procedures. However, this form is generally not considered appropriate for
use in official governmental or legal writings which is generally performed at Level Zero.
Nonetheless, it is common to see the liturgical form in print in professional and educational areas.
This form is considered to be a very high standard as it adheres closely to prescribed
grammatical rules. As with Level Zero, use of this level is reserved for specific situations and can
sound stiff, “stuffy”, or pretentious outside of specified and accepted norms.
Oral and written form; two-way participation, interruptions common. This form is reserved
for highly technical vocabulary used in niche areas, such as the scientific, medical, and industrial
communities, as well as the military, among others. Exact definitions are important at this level.
Although adhering closely to grammatical rules, this level is not considered standard, as it is a
specialized form of Modern Classic Intaki, and only found within specific circumstances.
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MCI STYLES

Level Three

Formal

Approved Asayan

Level Four

Established

North Intaki, Contemporary
Sintrakis, Vaandarids

Level Five

Consultative

Oral and written form; two-way participation, interruptions common. This level is
considered to be “educated speech”. Asatiyuu, as it is commonly referred to, is the dialect of the
city of Asaya and possesses a distinctive accent among all of the Modern Classic Intaki dialects.
This accent is extremely widespread across most Intaki worlds and is the dialect most commonly
heard in all levels of professional arenas, holovid news reports, and movies. The dialect can also
be found in written form. Depending on the situation, educated speakers will use this level even in
formal arenas, such as in first-time introduction to strangers, when speaking to superiors, etc.
Speakers of other dialects will also use this form when in the company of those who may speak a
different dialect. This level is considered to be a high standard, as it closely adheres to prescribed
Modern Classic Intaki grammar (thus the appellation, Asatiyuu Raddham, literally, Approved
Asayan).
Oral and written form; two-way participation, interruptions are common. This level is
considered to be “common speech”, and includes all descendent dialects of the Asayan variant
(which embraces all sub-dialects). Nevertheless, this level can also be considered to be of a formal
nature, and although these dialects may not enjoy the social prestige as does Level Two (“educated
speech”), it is by far the largest level, in terms of number of speakers, and is recognized as such by
its categorization as Established. Although this level may often admit lexical contribution from
non-Modern Classic Intaki sources, the dialects found within this level are considered to be a
standard level of speech for Modern Classic Intaki.
Oral form, with two-way participation, interruptions common. This level of speech, unlike the
foregoing categories, is not limited to a specific dialect, as its use can be employed with any and
all forms of Modern Classic Intaki. Users engage in a mutually accepted structure of
communication. This level is formal, and adheres to societal expectations. It can be used in
professional discourse, between strangers, in communication between a superior and a subordinate
(outside of the military), between doctor and patient, lawyer and client, lawyer and judge, and
other similar circumstances. Background information is generally provided, as prior knowledge is
not assumed; “word crutches” and interruptions are common and accepted. This level falls within
the standard category of speech, albeit at a lower level than Level Four, as it adheres somewhat to
prescribed Modern Classic Intaki grammar.
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Level Six

Casual

Level Seven

Intimate

Level Eight

Infantile

Oral form, with two-way participation. This level is informal, reserved for use between peers,
friends, and acquaintances, typically persons found within a specific social group. Although not
considered appropriate as a written form, this type of written speech is found within personal
letters and interpersonal communications. This form typically does not include background
information in the communication, and interruptions are quite common and accepted in this level
of speech. Additionally, colloquialisms, profanity and vulgarity, as well as slang are found at this
level. This level of language is not considered standard, as it frequently bends and breaks the
prescribed rules of Modern Classic Intaki grammar. As with the language usage of Level Five, this
level is not limited to a specific dialect, and can be found in all forms of Modern Classic Intaki.
Oral form, with two-way participation. This level of speech is private, generally reserved for
use inside the home between intimate persons, i.e., husband and wife, lovers, parents and children,
siblings, etc. Frequently, specialized, alternate meanings to common words are found within this
category, and colloquialisms, profanity and slang may also be found at this level. This level is not
considered standard, as it frequently does not adhere to prescribed Modern Classic Intaki
grammar.
This level of speech is a nonstandard form used by adults in speaking to infants and toddlers.
This level is characterized by the shortening and simplifying of words, as well as variations in
intonation and pitch. This form is sometimes termed as baby talk and is similar to language used
by people when talking to their pets, and often between adults as a form of affection, intimacy,
bullying, or condescension. Intaki linguistic scientists believe when this form is used by adults
toward infants that it may assist in the cognitive development of the infant, as well as helping the
child understand linguistic structure and function. This level of language is not considered
standard, as it in no way adheres to prescribed Modern Classic Intaki grammar. However, its use
is invaluable in the preparation of the child to speak and comprehend communication effectively.
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6.4.2 – Style (Contiued...)
As can be observed from the prior table, there are several levels of style within the realm of
Modern Classic Intaki. Base Level to Level Two are, in effect, the foundations for the remaining
levels found subsequently which compose the active, common language of the people.
This knowledge is important. Transitioning between these levels is acceptable, but only if one
understands their accepted usage; otherwise, one may inadvertently cause offense when speaking,
although the Intaki are generally quite tolerant of foreigners attempting to learn Modern Classic
Intaki. Care must also be exercised so as not to transition too far into another level without prior
permission being granted, especially if one’s audience is some type of superior, as protocol and
respect can sometimes be areas of great importance to the Intaki.
As with many areas of the language, the boundaries between these levels are not always exact or
delineable. Even for native speakers of Modern Classic Intaki, errors are committed, but these
are generally due to misinterpretation of social factors and/or local culture as opposed to
unfamiliarity with language usage. The new student to Modern Classic Intaki, given sufficient
diligence, practice and time, will be capable of mastering these issues.
Several areas of sociolinguistics fall under the purview of style, for example, the concepts of
standard language, as well as regionalism, colloquialisms, slang, and others. The following
subsections will briefly outline some of these areas and their relation to the general subject of the
Modern Classic Intaki style.
Standard Modern Classic Intaki
Contemporary Intaki linguistic scientists often speak of a Standard Modern Classic Intaki.
However, many Intaki themselves would assert that their form of Modern Classic Intaki is the
standard, at least for them. This raises an important sociolinguistic point that will be briefly
explained herein.
For purposes of the Vaanin k’Intaki, language is defined as a tool that...
1. ...humans utilize in order to facilitate communication;
2. ...can be acquired and utilized via interaction with other humans, either directly or
indirectly;
3. ...makes use of a system of specific audio-verbal and/or written symbols;
4. ...is a system that is utilized by very large amounts of people.
This definition is not necessarily scientific, yet it narrows down language sufficiently enough for
the purposes of this version of the Vaanin k’Intaki. Accordingly, all forms of speech that descend
from Modern Classic Intaki could be considered languages. This includes all dialects: Approved
Asayan, North Intaki, Contemporary Sintrakis, and all of the Vaandarids.
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Nonetheless, there seems to be a tendency in humans to seek to establish standard forms of
linguistic control, and so there frequently is heard the idea of a standard language. In this respect
therefore, Intaki linguistic scientists have defined a standard language as...
1. ...a local dialectal variety utilized in a major commercial, governmental, military and/or
geographical area;
2. ...a language used by a large group of people in public discourse;
3. ...having undergone a process of standardization, during which it is organized for
description in grammars, dictionaries, and other reference materials;
4. ...possessing a standard pronunciation;
5. ...universally capable of serving the needs of, not only the local area of origination, but
those of the speakers of other variations of the language;
6. ...intelligible to speakers of other dialects;
7. ...possessing a written form which represents the spoken form;
8. ...possessing a verifiable literary history.
These principles are the basic ones by which Intaki linguistic scientists have adhered to in
determining the standard language in use for Modern Classic Intaki. While it would be accurate
to say that Levels Zero or One are the standard by which the language is ruled and based, in
reality, it is Level Three which is the local dialect that is used as a unifying form of
communication between all of the Intaki linguistic factions. While the static and liturgical forms
penetrate into the higher academic regions, thus trickling down into the “lower” forms, it is the
language found at Level Three that best fits the aforementioned definitions.
The language identified at Level Three is the Asatiyuu Raddham, literally, Approved Asayan,
dialect which has come to be considered Standard Modern Classic Intaki. This is the dialect of
the “educated class”, according to the many Intaki institutions charged with the protection and
propagation of the language. Aside from adhering closely to the prescribed grammar of Modern
Classic Intaki (as set forth by the language’s liturgical form), its pronunciation scheme is
perceived by many Intaki to be the “best” or most socially desirable. Indeed, this is observed in
that native speakers of other dialects who have received advanced levels of education often
“affect” their speech, altering it so that their pronunciation, intonation, and accent conforms more
closely to the Standard speech, especially in public formal settings, such as when speaking with
strangers, when making speeches, conducting interviews, et cetera.
The Approved Asayan dialect grew up around the city of Asaya at the base of the Akat mountain
range (in fact, this dialect is related to the Akatian language). This area is home to major schools
and monasteries of the Ida philosophy and countless other institutes of higher learning, and as
such, has consistently been a center for the development of Modern Classic Intaki.
As fate would have it, the city is also a major center of commercialism, as it sits at a crossroad
for heavy commercial and industrial traffic. This assisted in the dissemination of the Modern
Classic Intaki language since its birth in that area. Thus, the city and its dialectal variation of the
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Modern Classic Intaki language naturally gained prominence among politicians, military leaders,
scientists and philosophers. This was how the dialect gradually came to dominate all of the other
dialectal variations of Modern Classic Intaki and now is officially recognized as the standard
language by the Intaki Prime planetary government, as well as many other of the colonial
governments, and enjoys protected status.
Regionalism
Regionalism is basically another term utilized to identify dialects that may be considered
nonstandard. These nonstandard dialects can vary either slightly or greatly from the standard
language, Approved Asayan. Despite this however, many of the dialects of Modern Classic
Intaki do enjoy support via various local institutions of higher learning and government. In fact,
many Intaki governments take particular pride in protecting the status and use of regional
dialects at the local level, while promoting use and acquisition of the standard language.
Many of the nonstandard dialects of Modern Classic Intaki vary in terms of vocabulary, syntax,
and grammar. This is due to heavy influence from languages—both Intaki and foreign—which
have had varying degrees of influence upon these dialects. Many of the colonies among the
Daridas have experienced great levels of immigration from all regions of the Intaki homeworld,
and these immigrants have brought their cultures and languages with them. Thus, despite the fact
that Modern Classic Intaki is taught and used among the Daridas colonies, the form of the
language in each individual colony—and, for that matter, in each provincial and municipal
region within that particular colony—has been greatly affected by these outside influences,
producing an immensely rich and varied linguistic situation.
Especially among the Daridas is there seen a great variation in the typology, syntax, and
grammar of the local variety of Modern Classic Intaki. The languages spoken on these colonies
are generically called the Vaandarids, literally, language of the Daridas. Along with
Contemporary Sintrakis—which is a sort of hybrid dialect, heavily influenced by the southern
Sintrakis languages—the Vaandarids enjoy tremendous local support both from the local peoples
and governmental and educational institutions. The vast amounts of fiction, poetry, and other
literary works of art provide ample testimony as to their acceptance and use by the common
people.
As many of these nonstandard dialects often do contain lexical information not naturally found
within Modern Classic Intaki, there has been created a “feedback loop” effect upon the official
language, causing an expansion of the old language. This “feed-feedback” relationship itself
seems to indicate that the Modern Classic Intaki language’s survival is ensured—at least in some
form—well on into the foreseeable future.
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The following table provides a list of the thirteen major recognized dialects of Modern Classic
Intaki, along with the region(s) in which they are spoken. No doubt there are thousands more
minor sub-dialects of each of these thirteen major dialects.
MCI REGIONAL VARIETIES
Dialect

Region

Agozian
Annancalian

Agoze V, Placid
Annancale VII, Placid
Asaya region, Intaki Prime, Placid;
universal throughout Intaki-held worlds
Brarel II, Placid
Southern Polar Hemisphere, Intaki Prime,
Placid

Approved Asayan
Brarelian
Contemporary Sintrakis

Frarie VI, Placid
Frarieian
Frarie VII, Placid
Harroulian
North Intaki
Ostingelian
Vaanmord

Harroule IV, Placid
Northern Polar Hemisphere, Intaki Prime,
Placid
Ostingele VII, Placid
Mordu’s Legion held territories in Pure Blind

Vaanvedii

Various locations and stations held by Intaki
Syndicate

Veysian

Vey II, Placid

Waschi City, Kamakori IV, Caldari State
Waschi

Possibly still among Mordu’s Legion held
territories in Pure Blind

Notes

Standard Language

Dialect locally called, Seyeniyuu,
Seyenian
Dialect locally called, Sapetiyuu,
Sapetian

Vaanmord, literally, Mordu’s speech
Vaanvedii, no literal translation but
roughly meaning, speech of the
represented, or, speech of the
syndicated
This dialect is generally assumed to
be extinct. Xenophobic sentiment
among the native surrounding Caldari
populace toward this Intaki citysettlement eventually lead to
violence, ultimately driving the Intaki
out. However, the dialect may yet
survive among certain settlements of
Mordu’s Legion-controlled
territories.
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Colloquialism
A colloquialism is a word or phrase that is common in everyday, unconstrained speech, but is
not normally used in formal speech or writing. As such, colloquialisms are related to slang, and
in fact, some colloquialisms can also be classified as slang. Conversely, not all slang is colloquial.
Colloquialisms are often used primarily within limited geographical areas, spread though normal
conversational interaction and via other ubiquitous methods of national, international, and
interstellar forms of communication (which in today’s world, with the advent of the Intaki
capsuleer, has resulted in the widespread propagation of various colloquialisms throughout the
cluster far beyond the borders of the Intaki worlds, as they more than anyone other single
institution have become the great cultivators of the spread of Intaki languages throughout space).
As such, colloquialisms are very much a part of informal speech and, when using the Modern
Classic Intaki Styles table as a guide, would fall within Levels Six and Seven.
Absent the influence of the capsuleers, colloquialisms tend to propagate provincially or even just
municipally. A word or expression that is used in a certain town or village may be mocked or
regarded as antiquated or backward just a few kilometers away. However, the reach of the
capsuleer is as pervasive as their celebrated status, and there are few areas where their influence
does not reach. As is well known and documented by much diverse data, most Intaki capsuleers
are not familiar with liturgical Modern Classic Intaki, nor are many even capable of speaking the
Approved Asayan dialect, as the majority are not found within the elite Idama class of
philosophical teachers and leaders who would be native speakers of these tongues. Many are
from some of the less-privileged cultures found on the homeworld and throughout the Daridas.
In fact, some are actually native speakers of a non-Sintrakis language. This has resulted in much
foreign lexical contributions being brought into Modern Classic Intaki via the influence of the
Intaki capsuleer, who brings with him- or herself their interactions and influences from across
the cluster. They, more than any other Intaki institution for the last fifty-odd years, have affected
the long-term linguistic habits of the Daridas dialects and even of those of the homeworld.
The result of this is that many capsuleer words, expressions, and accents have become
commonplace at the supranational and interstellar levels.
As is to be expected, the matter of colloquialisms cannot be fully analyzed here in such a brief
treatise as is the Vaanin k’Intaki. Nonetheless, it is a fascinating subject, especially with a
language as conceptual as is Modern Classic Intaki. With thirteen recognized variants of the
language, each with its own unique history and evolution and influences, it can be appreciated
that while a word or phrase used to represent a specific concept means one thing to a speaker of
North Intaki, this very same word or phrase may possess a completely different meaning to a
speaker of Contemporary Sintrakis, or of Vaanmord, or of any of the other dialects.
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What follows are three brief examples of how colloquialisms change drastically from region to
region. Please note that the first lines of each table display the Standard Modern Classic Intaki
expression; however, far different terms are found throughout the Intaki-speaking world.
This first chart examines the simple question, How are you?
VARIETIES OF REGIONAL COLLOQUIALISMS FOR “How are you?”
Phrase

Transliteration

Dialect

Asaddh?

(Are) You blessed?

Vaanmord

Katham supraban?

How well (are you)?

Sapetian, Seyenian

Katham Tah?

How are you?

Standard MCI

Kathata?

How ya?

Akatian, North Intaki,
Veysian

Keeni?

Of complete?

Agozian, Annancalian,
Contemporary Sintrakis

Kitah nihr?

How (is your) health?

Brarelan, Harroulian,
Ostingelian

Spratah?

You okay?

Vaanvedii

Notes
From asadd’hu, literally,
“Bless you”.
Proper MCI and Approved
Asayan

From shinak ki, literally,
“of complete”, in other
words, “Are you whole?”
Nihr is a corruption from
nihraam, literally,
“health”.

The following chart examines the word weapon.
VARIETIES OF REGIONAL COLLOQUIALISMS FOR “weapon”
Word

Transliteration

Dialect

aayudh

weapon

Standard MCI

aastraand

missile

Akatian, North Intaki,
Sapetian, Seyenian,
Vaanvedii, Veysian

jhatur

arm

Agozian, Annancalian,
Contemporary Sintrakis

peshiih

muscle

Vaanmord

tintun

thrown projectile

Brarelian, Harroulian,
Ostingelian, Sapetian,
Seyenian

Notes
Proper MCI and Approved
Asayan

From jhatur, literally
“arm” (as in the body
part).
From peshiih, literally
“muscle” (as in the body
part).
From tinoda-tunoda,
literally, “throw
projectile”.
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The final chart examines the word you (plural).
VARIETIES OF REGIONAL COLLOQUIALISMS FOR “you” (plural)
Word
Cham

Transliteration
ya’ll

Dialect
Vaanvedii, Veysian
Brarelian, Harroulian,
Ostingelian, Sapetian,
Seyenian
Brarelian, Harroulian,
Ostingelian, Sapetian,
Seyenian

Schya

yous all

Schyam

yous all

Shyam

yous

Vaanmord

Tayam

you (plural)

Standard MCI

Tchyam

ya’ll

Tyam

ya’ll

Agozian, Annancalian,
Contemporary Sintrakis
Akatian, North Intaki

Notes
A corruption of Tchyam.
A corruption of Shyam.

A corruption of Shyam.
Appears to be a
combination of Tayam and
the prefix shok-.
Proper MCI and Approved
Asayan
A corruption of Tyam.
A corruption of Tayam.

It must be remembered that while these terms are popular and widespread, there do exist many
other terms throughout countless smaller zones within these regions and areas representing the
major dialects of Modern Classic Intaki. Most of these can be researched via any local integrated
information network system and/or learning centers available to the student.
Slang
Slang is the use of informal words and expressions that are not considered standard in the
speaker’s dialect or language. It often handles portions of the lexicon that refer to taboo subjects.
The question of what slang is and its relationship to colloquialisms is a contentious one.
However, for the purpose of this section, slang is separated from colloquialism as the two terms
are not really synonymous to each other. Slang is differentiated from colloquialisms in that slang
generally refers to informal and transient lexical data that is used among a specific and/or small
group of people, clique, in-group, or peer group. This small group can be composed of youths,
soldiers, criminals, capsuleers, or any other exclusive group.
Colloquialism, however, refers to words and phrases that are common in a certain geographical
area and may include informal or relaxed speech that any speaker can utilize, and which is not
necessarily isolated to small exclusive groups of people. It may include standard or non-standard
words and/or phrases. Colloquialisms are not nearly as transient as is slang. For these reasons, it
can be stated, as previously expressed in the section covering colloquialisms, that all slang is
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colloquial, but not all colloquialisms are slang. Under the general umbrella of colloquialisms,
slang certainly fits, but the umbrella of slang is too small to include colloquialisms.
Some common characteristics of slang are that it tends to lower the dignity of formal or serious
speech or writing, and may be considered inappropriate when used in certain contexts; this may
especially be so in discourse with people of a higher social status or rank, and as such implies
that it is to be used among intimate groups of friends or social acquaintances, unless the
objective is to offend. Therefore, slang tends to act as a lower style of synonym, and may in fact
be much more succinct in expression than the conventional or standard language form.
Due to these factors, it is quite a difficult proposition to cite all of the examples of slang that are
utilized by the millions of social groups across the homeworld and the Daridas. Excellent sources
of data in this regard may be specialized dictionaries, current holovid movies, celebrity
interviews both via the holovid and other forms, as well as declassified capsuleer neocom
communications. The latter is of special interest, as in these is found many interesting and
colorful abbreviations of proper words, necessitated by the rapidity of military actions and
exercises, and other activities carried out by capsuleers which demand brevity. Often, this results
in the alternative use and or alteration of meaning of common words, as well as in the
abolishment of vocalic information, as well as the use of digits in order to form pictographic
rebuses, all in the effort to create more efficient forms of communications.
It is of interest that many proponents of “proper speech” denigrate the use of slang; however,
slang composes an important aspect of the Modern Classic Intaki language, as it makes the
language ever more efficient, just as slang has always done in all languages. This area is one of
the more fascinating areas that Intaki linguistic scientists are working to study more closely.
Pejoratives
Pejoratives (also known as terms of abuse) are words or grammatical forms that connote
negativity and express contempt or distaste, and include profanity, ethnic slurs, and other
derogatory language. As such, Modern Classic Intaki in its liturgical form is not known to
contain many, if any, of these expressions, at least not “officially”. However, there are many
terms reflecting distaste that have crept into the common language, mainly coming through
feedback from the many dialects that are descendent of the language, from other Intaki
homeworld languages, as well as from contact with other languages used throughout the cluster.
Sometimes a term that begins as a pejorative word or term is eventually adopted in a nonpejorative sense, a phenomenon known as amelioration. Frequently a group toward whom a
pejorative is directed will adopt the term for themselves, robbing the term of its negative force.
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It must be noted that many of these terms possess an extremely powerful ideophonic element
within them, often highlighting a specific psychologic or audiophonic quality so as to evoke an
image in the minds of both speaker and audience.
The following table highlights just a small sampling of some Modern Classic Intaki pejoratives:
MCI PEJORATIVE SAMPLES
MCI

Translation

Root

Root Definition

Aabumapela

Sansha

á-d- t

autonomous, exemption,
immunity, independence

auldas

jackass

l-d-a

silly, stupid, unintelligent

Calamulav

Caldari

m-l-y

recompense, price, value,
wages, reward, honor,
praise, prize

ebeulig

imbecile

b-l-g

stupid, clumsy, dimwitted

’Hokanay

Jove

k-n-a

mysterious, hidden, cryptic,
crawl, creep, twist

Revashokad

Amarr

á-d-t

autonomous, exemption,
immunity, independence

Sayasvadh

Homeworlders

s-s-r

tepraas

yellow

t-r-s

ulvuanaaht

jerk

v-n-h

Vanubunun,
Bunubunu

Daridas

v-a-a

human affairs, having to do
with humans
emotion: fear, distress,
unease from danger
tree, treelike, wood, woody,
grow tall, proud/haughty

speak, converse, express

Notes
Literally, robot-causer, connoting the idea
of Sansha’s forcefully converting humans
into automatons.
The word calamulav is a play on the word
amulaavy, which means corrupt; thus, the
cal- portion of calamalav draws a
relationship between the words corrupt and
Caldari.
Literally, strange ones. This originally
derogatory term has become normalized
among the rare Jove interacting with
Intaki.
Although the color yellow, revaghar, is
often associated with the gods, it can under
negative circumstances be associated with
cowardice. Thus the term Revashokad is a
play on words. Reva can evoke the color
yellow; ashokad brings to mind slavery.
Thus, the term Revashokad, literally
Yellow Slavery, is born, highlighting a
popular Intaki sentiment toward the Amarr
Empire policy of enslavement of the
Minmatar. The use of the word revaghar
for yellow also seems to imply a mocking
of what is often perceived to be the feigned
piety of the Amarr.
Literally, homeworld shit.
Literally, trembler.
Literally, braggart, as the verb to brag is
vuanaahta.
Literally, babblers, perhaps referring to the
way MCI sounds to the ears of natives of
the homeworld, especially of those whose
accents originate from the Daridas
colonies.
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Profanity
Profanity is a form of pejorative language that includes words, expressions, gestures, and other
social behaviors that are socially construed or interpreted as insulting, rude, vulgar, sacrilegious,
desecrating, and/or extremely disrespectful. Other terms used to describe profanity include
cursing, swearing, expletives, blasphemy, and other relevant terms.
As with the section handling the colloquialisms and slang, it can be said that while not all
pejoratives are profane in nature, most profanity is pejorative in nature, often used to insult and
display gross disrespect toward the subject targeted for its use.
Linguistic scientists have done much research into the use and prevalence of profanity among the
Intaki peoples. It is notable that in the Northern Polar Region the use of profanity seems to be
much lower than in the Southern Polar Region among speakers of Modern Classic Intaki dialects.
Likewise, use of profanity offworld and among the Daridas seems to be markedly higher than
among Intaki living on the homeworld of Intaki Prime. It has been theorized that perhaps this is
due to the overwhelming influence of the Idama and the Ida philosophy which emanates from the
homeworld’s Northern Polar Region. It is not so much that the Intaki living offworld and among
the Daridas are less reverent than their brethren on Intaki Prime. However, it may be that perhaps
physical proximity to the Idama and the influence of Idic centers of teaching and influence
exercise a restraining influence among Modern Classic Intaki speakers living on the homeworld,
and especially among those in the north.
As is to be expected, one area in which large amounts of profanity are observed are in the areas
of sexual relations, body parts, bodily functions and excretions, and perhaps surprisingly, in the
areas dealing with the religious/philosophical ideology of Ida. Many of the profane terms that are
based on Ida have to do with the ancient gods and goddesses, some of the sacraments of the
philosophy, its buildings, etc. Due to this, it cannot be overstated that whilst swearing may be
commonplace among some circles, its use would fall into Level Six and Level Seven on the
Modern Classic Intaki Styles chart. Thus, great care must be taken so as not to offend, especially
when in public or in association with strangers, and with those who may occupy a higher rank
than the speaker. That is, unless of course, the intention is to cause offense.
Some Modern Classic Intaki profanities which are universal across the homeworld and the
Daridas are, for example, rubhro (bloody), p’vurd (fart), and arbha (hell), among some of the
“weaker” samples. Due to the sensitive nature of this subject, a full, complete listing is not
provided within the Vaanin k’Intaki. As always, the student may wish to consult a dictionary for
additional information. Indeed, he or she may very well wish to do so, so as to know what words
to avoid using in certain social circles. Or, perhaps, once their meaning is ascertained, so as to
know how to properly use these words for the desired effect.
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An idiom is a word or a phrase whose meaning is figurative, not literal. Its meaning is not
directly related to the meaning of its component parts, but is in itself interpreted as a whole. In
other words (to use an idiom) an idiom is an expression where the “whole is greater than the sum
of its component parts”.
A basic tenet of semantics and other philosophical sciences is that the meaning of a complex
expression is determined by the meaning(s) of its constituent parts and the rules used to combine
them. This postulate is also known as the principle of compositionality. According to this
principle, the component words in a sentence and their meanings should assist in understanding
the meaning of the sentence as a whole. However, this is not often the case with idioms and
idiomatic expressions.
Idioms and idiomatic expressions—also known figures of speech—are composed of words that,
over time, have developed specialized meanings, which when combined, form a phrase or
expression whose sense is different than the literal meanings of its component words. The
original intent in the interplay of the words that compose the idiom or idiomatic phrase has been
lost; yet the idiom takes on its own life and its own special meaning(s). It is for this reason that
translators rely on target language idioms and figures of speech when translating idioms,
idiomatic phrases, and other figures of speech as opposed to translating literally using source
language material. A literal translation would result in a breakdown of communication, as a
literal translation probably would produce either a partial or—more often—a complete loss of
meaning. Often, a proper translation or interpretation will not correspond mathematically word
for word with the original source language, but an equivalent emotional and informational effect
will be created in the target language, accomplishing accurate communication.
As Modern Classic Intaki is a very concept-oriented language, it lends itself greatly to all sorts of
idioms. The following table displays just a very short sampling of some popular Modern Classic
Intaki idioms. Consult a dictionary for more examples.
MCI IDIOMS SAMPLES
MCI

Transliteration

Translation

kainta

--

beloved

ashokarwamya
bhadhta weluuw

to unchoke
awaken the lion

get off one’s chest
piss off

gadrita velaal

dominate seasons

to be on cloud nine

Notes
Seems to have developed from kamaikol Tah, or,
literally “love you”, or simply “love” (noun), as
an affectionate replacement for “you”.
To state what is on one’s mind.
Irritate greatly.
Great luck or fortune; adapted from Kendu
Kanarma.

kamaikol
shurubnhatun
suprayka

devil love

crocodile tears

False or insincere display of emotion.

advantage

hit the bull’s eye

tunokendu

strike the ball

straighten up and fly
right

Success! Can be used as an injection.
From tunodaattu kendu; meaning “behave”,
“correct one’s behavior”; adapted from Kendu
Kanarma
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6.4.4 – Proverbs
Proverbs are simple and concrete sayings that are popularly known and repeated, and which
express truths based on common sense and/or the practical experience of a people and their
culture and/or even of humanity in general. Proverbs frequently make use of metaphor and simile.
Proverbs may also be known by several other appellations, highlighting their specialized
function, such as maxims, aphorisms, hyperboles, alliterations, and a host of other
subcategories. Nevertheless, by whatever name they are known, they are all proverbs.
It has been said that Modern Classic Intaki is “infested” with proverbs, to quote a well-known
Amarr philosopher. In turn, many Intaki philosophers themselves have adopted this statement,
replacing the word “infested” with “invested”. What is true is that there is a large body of
proverbs to be found within the language, which doubtless prove to be a rich source of insight
into the Intaki philosophical outlook on life. Some of these proverbs are a result of the common
life experiences of all Intaki, some are from Modern Classic Intaki literature, and a great many
more are the results of the ponderings of the Idama.
Proverbs are typically used by adults, as they involve comprehension, memorization, and
repeated use, skills developed over time. However, proverbs inhabit all levels of Modern Classic
Intaki speech. It is of note that most if not all the proverbs tend to simplify the verbs used within
them. For example, most leave the verbs in their infinitive state. This is probably due to the
alliterative and rhythmic qualities of the uninflected verb. Furthermore, where normally the
negative verbal inflection is found (in standard speech), proverbs make heavy use of adverbs.
These practices are also found in much of Modern Classic Intaki poetry, lyrics, and even some
prose. Indeed, Modern Classic Intaki literature is often heavily peppered with proverbs.
What follows is a small sampling of some Modern Classic Intaki proverbs and their translated
equivalents. As always the student is encouraged to consult a dictionary for a more accurate
understanding of these proverbs and their roots. There are many Modern Classic Intaki
compendia which specialize solely and specifically in idioms and proverbs.
MCI PROVERBS SAMPLES
Modern Classic Intaki

Possible Equivalent

Sodahrda pasodanc nebeklaandphis.

Wrath kills the foolish.

Naa penaaara cahet nepeykdas asta preyvadalt.

Do not bargain for fish that are still in the water.

Avetyv suprab, yevyt siddhak.

Good beginning, perfect end.

Samsem suciyik ki neuuhdyar.

Doubt is the key of knowledge.

Naa qhoikta naama nemuulaay.

Respect costs nothing.

Idhaatt golak, nely suprab.

Clean conscience, good sleep.

Uuhdyara ashuba neashuba.

Evil knows evil.

Sodahrda priftikol ketom ragtrenyam.

Slander kills a thousand times.

Yevyta revyaaryam pryktun virat Asaya.

All roads lead to Asaya.
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6.4.5 – Useful Expressions
This section is dedicated in assisting the student—or tourist, or casual peruser of this
monograph—of an immediate and practical grasp of general and useful expressions that one may
come across in everyday speech, and which would be of benefit to be aware of; little explanatory
texts should be necessary. The purpose is to enable immediate use, and much of what is here
outlined is quite self-explanatory. However, where extra information may be necessary, such will
be provided in the “Notes” section of the following tables laid out in the next several pages.
COMMON COLORS
MCI
Cikaar
Merghar
Panaktun
Vanaastun
Jaatghar
Indraduryn
Ruros
Sitraat
Revaghar

Translation
Black
Blue
Brown
Green
Orange
Rainbow
Red
White
Yellow

GENERAL PHRASES
MCI
Haacu Tah?
Ilkatar, krpaaya.
Milyenge, krpaaya.
Karphim, krpaaya.

Translation
And you?
Another, please.
Beer, please.
Coffee, please.

Daamaady, krpaaya.

Daamaady, please.

Agruuhadal Tah shuk nelaghaz
kibahoum warqas?
Qhoiktadal...?
Cahet Hah/Sah.
Cahet Ahm.
Jiinvas, krpaaya.
Aseta kim muulaay?
Prayomadal Ahm ulnarvedaama,
krpaaya.
Shyynuk, krpaaya.
Na’woqiis shyynuk, davadas.
Illor, krpaaya.
Palamaady, krpaaya.
Karayap, krpaaya.
Mulvaytrikan, krpaaya.
Vatamaady, krpaaya.
Kim aseta?
Vaucaalay kva?

Do you have any typical local
dishes?
Do you have...?
For him/her,
For me.
Help, please.
How much is this?

Notes

Warning: daamaady is produced from
the highly toxic dadadaaya plant.

I need a doctor, please.
More, please.
Nothing else, thanks.
One, please.
Palamaady, please.
Tea, please.
The bill, please.
Vatamaady, please.
What is this?
Where is the toilet?

Alternative: Kva vaucaalay?
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GOOD WISHES AND EXCLAMATIONS
MCI

Translation

Asadd’hu!

Blessings! or Bless you!

Mualyaa!
Vaadyanas!
Ilenge suprab!
Bhadaanas!
Hutsavar Obdantun!
Kumhbelaa Obdantun!
Daishtreti Nayviit Obdantun!
Revay suprab! Revay navrastavtun!
Jukamas!
Erevasal...
Peromasal...
Sidjakas!

Cheers!
Congratulations!
Enjoy your meal! Bon appétit!
Good luck!
Happy celebration!
Happy Kumhbelaa!
Happy New Year!
Have a good trip! Bon voyage!
Have fun!
I hope...
I wish...
What a pity!

Notes
Literally, “undecaying”, ie, May
your prosperity be undecaying!

GREETINGS AND FAREWELLS
MCI
Rodaavas.
Praa!
Narhum, davadas.

Translation
Blessings (to you).
Bye!
Fine, thanks.

Hyevit suprab.

Good afternoon.

Nahi suprab.

Good evening./Good night.

Heti suprab.

Good morning.

Praavat.
Bhadaanas!

Good bye.
Good luck!

Namas.

Greetings; I bow to you.

Namas, katham Tah?
Maa.
Phirm ilenge.
Juuhnamas asset...

Hello, how are you?
Hi.
See you later.
Welcome to...

Notes

More commonly expressed as
Suprab hyevit.
More commonly expressed as
Suprab nahi.
More commonly expressed as
Suprab heti.

Used as a respectful salutation; the
first person present indicative form
of the verb “to bow”.
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INTERJECTIONS AND PHATIC EXPRESSIONS
MCI
Apala!
Prema!
Dadaxh!
Aobaahnas...
Nerva...
Aha...
Na’!
Beu. or Aheth.
Sprah.
Krpas.
Fhaadaka!
Vavaanas?
Bacudahnas.
Davadas.
Da...
Fiyadkas!
Pshaa!
Ha’...

Translation
Attention!
Careful!
Caution! Watch out!
Excuse me...
I agree.../agreed...
I see...
No way!
Of course.
Okay.
Please.
Quiet!
Say again?
Sorry.
Thanks.
Uh-huh...
Wait!
Wow!
Yeah...

INTRODUCTIONS
MCI
Vrtadalt asta?
Jiinva (Ahm) ne’Tah?
Uuhdyaradalt Tah...?
Bhaavadalt (Tah) kidaveer?

Translation
Are you from here?
Can I help you?
Do you know...?
How old are you?

Naaymedh kiahm...

My name is...

Sabhatakol krpaayakel.
Sabhatadal hiumadard/khiamyard
kiahm...
Sabhatadal isdurynah/kadurhyah
kiahm...
Sabhatadal jajuniahd/jajukham
kiam...

Pleased to meet you

Verb remains infinitive.
Literally, “Existing as long as?”
Literally, “Name mine...” The verb
is implied.
Literally, “Pleasurable introduction.”

This is my boyfriend/girlfriend...
This is my husband/wife...
This is my son/daughter...

Sabhatadal Suresha...

This is Suresha...

Sabhatadal...
Korata (Tah) kim? or Kim korata
Tah?
Spheytidalt (Tah) kim? or Kim
spheytidalt Tah?

This is...

Naaymedh kitah?

Notes

Followed by the individual’s
surname.

What do you do?

Literally, “Accomplish (you) what?”

What do you study?

Literally, “Studying (you) what?

What is your name?

Literally, “Name yours?” The verb
is implied.
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INTRODUCTIONS
MCI

Translation

Vrtadalt (Tah) kva? or Kva vrtadalt?

Where are you from?

Nelyadalt (Tah) kva? or Kva
nelyadalt Tah?
Kah...?

Notes
Literally, “Originating (you)
where?” The tah is redundant or
implied.

Where do you live?

Literally, “Sleeping (you) where?”

Who is...?

LIKES AND DISLIKES
MCI
Jukamadal Tah nu’Hah?
Jukamadal Tah...?
Na’jukamadalaxa.
Na’jukamadalaxa Ahm...
Jukamadal.
Jukamadal Ahm...
Jukamatal Ahm.
Avrashokrasal Vayam
hyevratu...
Naa, krpaaya.
Jukamatal Tah madya?
Jukamatal chunba Tah?
Jukamatal Tah...?
Haa, krpaaya.

Translation
Do you like it?
Do you like...?
I don’t like it.
I don’t like...
I like it.
I like...
I would love to.
Let’s go to...
No, thanks.
Would you like an (alcoholic)
drink?
Would you like to eat?
Would you like...?
Yes, please.

MILITARY AND WARFARE PHRASES
MCI
Apalas sadharm! or Apalasadharm!
Ziila
Bvhiitziila
Aduu!
Rikiristarag
Rikitarag
Suprayk!

Translation
Action stations!/Battlestations!
Asteroid
Asteroid field
Aye-aye!
Battlecruiser
Battleship
Bull’s eye!

Raskatotuutarag

Capital Ship

Yamakivaal/Magemaal
Paghalaral/Apaghalaral
Vrashokraral hyevratu...
Ristetarag
Abrohmtaral virat...syadinaduyan.
Tunodaral!

Capsuleer/Pilot
Cloak/Uncloak
Come to...
Cruiser
Dock at...station.
Fire!

Notes

Affirmative.
Borrowed from Napanii.
Borrowed from Napanii.
Literally, “Success!”
Literally, “supercarrier”. Borrowed
from Napanii.

Borrowed from Napanii.
Shoot
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MILITARY AND WARFARE PHRASES
MCI
Fervlas asadd’hu. or Fervlasud
Geitetarag
Bvhiittaara
Doyan taradavaartun or Doyan ki
taradavaar
Avrashokra hyevratu...
Jiinvaral taraag...
Jiinvas!/Jiinvasahm!
Sodahrdaral Hah/Sah
Saabharal nu’Ahm hyevratu...
Nikaay adhamamtun or Nikaay ki
adharnam
Graahap
Illoren kedrimak
Palaral...
Eken kedrimak
Revretarag
Taara
Taraag
Quikaral taraag asta.
Kedrimak
Kedrimakaral illoren taraag.
Trin kedrimak
Yuudh
Zawaataral
hyeviratu...syadinaduyan.

Translation
Fly safe!
Frigate
Galaxy, cluster

Notes
Borrowed from Napanii

Gatecamp
Go to...
Help ship number...
Help!/I need help!
Kill him/her
Meet me at...
Pirate gang
Planet
Primary target
Protect...
Secondary target
Shuttle
Star
Starship
Tackle that ship.
Target
Target primary ship/target.
Tertiary target
War

Borrowed from Napanii

Warp to...station.

Zawaataral hyeviratu...taradavaar.

Warp to...gate.

Zawaataral hyeviratu...graahap.
Ulyuudh
Sasaarad

Warp to...planet.
Warrior
World

Hyeviratu and reviraat may be
interchangeable in this case.

TRAVEL AND TIME
MCI

Translation

Daisnau chatairdais-tri.

19:43

Revagarat

Customs

Nahil, nahi

Dusk, evening, night

Yhevtan panc yavatyam...
Revagarata Baohmad

Five minutes ago...
Goods To Declare

Notes
7:43 PM. Intaki Prime utilizes
astronomical-type timekeeping,
invalidating the need for AM or PM.
Nahi is used for both “evening” and
“night”.
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TRAVEL AND TIME
MCI

Translation

Kidaveer asset Tah?

How long will you be here?

Qhoiktadal Ahm kekat (cahet aseta).
Qhoiktadal Ahm sey qekkandt ki...
Qhoiktadal revagarata Ahm
syhkwoqiis.
Peromatal Ahm nerevretarag
hyevratu...
Penaaradal Ahm asset.
Ahdinayladal Ahm asset.

I have a receipt (for this).
I have six bottles of...

I’m here on business.
I’m here on vacation/holiday.

Vyuvaatadal vyavatan tri-tridais.

It’s three-thirty in the morning.

Heti, hetil, huyvnaet, hyevit.
Revagarata Na’woqiis
Vyaacaral neqewgirikyam kita,
krpaaya.
Ylrevay
Revatrikan
Vrashokraral hyret Ahm/Vayam,
krpaaya.
Avetyvadal huvidashaan illor saabh
vyuvaat sapet.
Viraatadal illor revretarag vyuvaat
daisey-pancadais.
Metasmadal iiwayda vayam
neweghlom kitah.
Juuhnamas.
Naryiv kitah kavramak kim?
Viraatadal illor revretarag kim
vyuvaat?
Kim yuvaatadal vyavatan?
Necatamal Tah revagarat cahet
ne’aseta.
Vatrikanyam kitah, krpaaya.
Revatrikan kitah, krpaaya.

Notes
Kidaveer, lit., “as long as” but used
to say “how long” or for “duration”.

I have something to declare.
I would like a shuttle to...

Literally, “Hours currently threethirty.”

Morning, dawn, midday (noon),
afternoon.
Nothing To Declare
Open your bags, please.
Passengers
Passport
Please come with me/us.
The meeting starts at seven o’clock
a.m. sharp.
The shuttle leaves at sixteen-fifty.

16:50 (4:50 PM)

We have to search your vehicle.
Welcome.
What is the purpose of your visit?
What time does the shuttle leave?
What time is it?

Literally, “What hours currently?”

You need to pay duty on this.
Your documents, please.
Your passport, please.
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WEATHER
MCI
Yevpeyshaaramal?
Heti mahatatun!
Hep’heratun (taarvats?)
Maruvaatun shkan.
Haazh, jaat’herun!
Yevevaar suprab (suprab’lhu)
heyastat.
Yevevaar asuprab (asuprab’lhu)
heyastat.

Translation
Is it going to rain?
It’s a wonderful day!
It’s cold (isn’t it?)
It’s very windy.
Phew, it’s hot!
The weather’s (very) good
today.
The weather’s (very) bad today.
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The purpose of this section is to provide several examples of grammatically correct sentences in
Liturgical Modern Classic Intaki. This will be according to the standards as outlined here in the
Vaanin k’Intaki and can be considered a Level One (liturgical) form of the language. Naturally,
there are various forms of departure from this level of speech which the student can extrapolate
both for other sentences in actual usage as well as for the “lower” Levels of the language.
Each section will highlight ten sentences. The first line will be in Liturgical Modern Classic
Intaki. The second line will be transliterated—that is, translated literally, word for word without
regard for the grammatical rules of the target language; rather it will conform to the grammatical
rules of Modern Classic Intaki. The third sentence will be a proper translation from Liturgical
Modern Classic Intaki into the target language, observing all of the grammatical rules of the
target language. In every example the details relevant to that section in particular are highlighted
for the student’s attention. Special care should be given to these highlights as generally they will
assist in focusing the student’s attention to certain important aspects of the phrasal construction.
This type of analysis will assist the student in being able to break down and analyze each
sentence and thus hopefully capture a feel for the way Liturgical Modern Classic Intaki
formulates a phrase or sentence.
There may be areas which seem strange to the student, or questions may arise in one’s mind as to
why a certain structure is utilized in the formation of specific phrases herein outlined; if so, the
student is encouraged to return to previous sections so as to discover the reasons why the phrase
or sentence is so structured. The purpose of this section is not to give a detailed explanation as to
why phrases are constructed in a certain fashion, only to provide examples. As a pointer,
however, the student may want to review especially Section 6.1 which handles the subject of
Modern Classic Intaki Syntactics, that is, the rules governing word order, or syntax. A brief
review of this section will perhaps be enlightening as to why a certain order is chosen over
another.
Declaratives
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Poremadal loka pryktun ne’adiit.
Want people all freedom.
All people want freedom.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vaanadal uhaan illor Idamayam ne’taarvat.
Speak always the Idamas truth.
The Idamas always speak truth.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkabel vaanadalt Saxon hyevratu illor ne’huuniahdyam senmes.
Was speaking Saxon to the men old.
Saxon was speaking to the old men.
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Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Akkataxal Hah illor ne’vaajun bevost’hu braamitun hyevratu illor nu’huuniahd mahatun.
Should give he the book ancient holy to the man great.
He should give the ancient holy book to the great man.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkabol tunodadalt illor rikiristarag aastraand pykaastraand virat illor nu’wetarag.
Had been firing the battlecruiser missile after missile at the transport ship.
The battlecruiser had been firing missile after missile at the transport.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kalkamal yevakalkaan illor iaadman Intakitun.
Must endure forever the spirit Intaki.
The Intaki spirit must endure forever.

The future tense is commonly used for deontic statements (indicating obligation).
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkamol rohatabalt tuyuvotan illor ne’juhiahd dhedus illor nuavaaniruh gwollor.
Will have climbed quickly the boy little the tree big.
The little boy will have quickly climbed the big tree.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Gutnabal sidfajaas illor kamjaitil ki illor juhiahdyam voraath vidyaae.
Prepared breakfast the mother of the boys before school.
The boys’ mother prepared breakfast before school.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Juhambhaatadal fadkaan illor brahnadhatyam.
Reborn continually the universes.
The universes are continually reborn.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Siyomabal thobekad py’haas pahyk’heit bekland lovibadtun.
Gathered dogs many around the animal dead.
Many dogs gathered around the dead animal.

Imperatives
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Avrashokraral hyret nu’Taan.
Go with them.
Go with them.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Gutnaral bvhiimahsah cahet nu’apalasadharm.
Prepare crew for action stations.
All hands prepare for action stations.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Qikraataral gratynan nu’asta.
Stop immediately that.
Stop that immediately.
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Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Chunbaral kitah lhoganar.
Eat food your.
Eat your food.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Aahmfhaadakaral Tayam haacu ousteghraral hyevratu Ahm.
Self quiet you (plural) and listen to me.
Keep quiet and listen to me.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Aahmadyrdaral Tah ki Ahm.
Self remove you from me.
Get away from me. (or) Let me go.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Gutnaral nalyyatyam tri haacu petair cahet tunoda.
Prepare tubes three and four for to fire.
Load tubes three and four and prepare to fire.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kokataral gutnan illor vaajuun.
Pick up now the book.
Pick up the book now.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Hogalkaral mahsahyam kitah voraath chunbadalt hunbael.
Wash hands your before eating dinner.
Wash your hands before eating dinner.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Uuktaral aayuudyam kitayam kaacu pyurtharal.
Put down weapons your (plural) and surrender.
Put down your weapons and surrender.

Interrogatives
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Katham Tah?
How (are) you?
How are you?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kada ragtrenabal aseta?
When happened this?
When did this happen?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kem vashkabol vrtabal Tah asat?
Why had been located you there?
Why were you there?
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Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kim vaadatadal Hah nu’Tah?
What tell he you?
What did he tell you?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kah vyavatan isha ki Ketsaam ki’Mordu?
Who presently leader of Mordu’s Legion?
Who is the leader of Mordu’s Legion now?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kada vashkaxil saabhabalt kretat illor Niived K’Intaki hyret Vayam?
When should have met again the Intaki Syndicate with us?
When should the Intaki Syndicate have met with us again?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kva krotimal Vayam voraath avrashokra nehyasah hyevratu hunabel?
What must do we before go tonight to dinner?
What do we have to do before going to dinner tonight?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Bhaavadalt kidaveer illor brahnadhatyam, hynervat illor Idamayam?
Existing as long as the universes, according to the Idama?
How old are the universes, according to the Idama?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashakvil saabhabalt illor Lok Sabha cahet vaida vaasqeraak ki heyastat?
Could have met the People’s Council so as to discuss plan of today?
Could the People’s Council have met to discuss today’s plan?

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Katham kidaveer vashkabol vaanadalt Tah kada vashkabil aweghlomabalt Hah?
How as long as had been speaking you when arrived he?
How long had you been speaking when he arrived?

Possession
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kiahm kamjaitil mahatatun.
My mother wonderful.
My mother is wonderful.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkatol kiahm illor kendu.
Would have been mine the ball.
The ball would have been mine.

Vashka is used here only as an auxiliary verb. The verb isimplied in kiahm.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkamel viraatadalt gryvtagtan kitayam wetarag.
Will be leaving soon your transport ship.
Your (plural) transport will be leaving soon.
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Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’pyurthamalaxa onaan kivayam loka.
Not give up never our people.
Our people must never give up.

As do many other languages, Modern Classic Intaki often uses double negatives to express
negative action and emphasis.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Yudhabal mashuuran kisah bvhiimahsah.
Fought bravely her crew.
Her crew fought bravely.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Illor raghar ki illor vatama obdantun kamyatun woinos.
The color of the vatama deep beautiful purple.
The vatama’s color was a deep beautiful purple.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Dadaxhadal ekakalan somnaan kitaan nayvanaatyam pryktun.
Warned simultaneously seemingly their neocoms all.
Their neocoms all appeared to alert simultaneously.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkamol avetyvabalt illor saabh ki Rajya Sabha kisamahns viraatadal Vayam.
Will have been started the Government’s Council’s meeting by the time arrive we.
The Government’s Council session will have been started by the time we arrive.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Jukhamyad kamyatun ki olloran daishastan kihah khiamyard.
Girl beautiful of only eighteen his girlfriend.
His girlfriend was a beautiful girl of only eighteen.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kada nahila saitratyl ashail ki heti, ragtrena shukwoqiis.
When darkens light last of day, happens anything.
When the day’s last light falls anything could happen.

For poetic effect, Modern Classic Intaki often leaves the verb in the infinitive and eliminates
things like the article.
Comparisons

Transliteration
Translation

Sarandadal syhnuuk illor woinosyam ki Vratez Vighatavan setraavadal suparab astayn astayam
ki sayasynorh.
Opine some the wines of Pure Blind taste better than those of the homeworld.
Some think that Pure Blind wines taste better than the homeworld’s.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Hujukamadal ahm merghar uparn ruros.
Prefer I blue over red.
I prefer blue over red.

Level 1 MCI
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Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Gwollor kitah sydaghin, gwollor’lohu kihah, pacant gwollor’lhu kiahm.
Bigs your gun, biggers his, but biggest mine.
Your gun is big, his is bigger, but mine is biggest.

Verbal adjectives utilized instead of true verbs in this example.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

... bhaavadal illor warqasyl ki padraavy uuhdyarabalt agwollor’lhu.
... exists the form of matter known smallest.
The smallest known form of matter is the ...

MCI verb bhaava can be used for the verb to be.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

... bhaavadal illor warqasyl ki padraavy uuhdyarabalt gwollor’lhu.
... exists the form of matter known largest.
The largest known form of matter is the ...

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’prenamadalaxa Ahm kim krotidal Vayam, kidaveer fadkadal Vayam nu’duryna.
Do not care I what do we, as long as stay we home.
I don’t care what we do, as long as we stay home.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Illor dadaayaa illor vanaaspaiit tyarastun’lhu hyevratu kanashkiyuu veertye illor sayasynorh.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Vashkadol bhaavadalt Uljuhambhaata kidaveer vashkadol bhaavadalt Idama.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Jukamadal Ahm cikrakaryam shyynuk astayn cikregharyam.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Pacant hujukamadal suparab ekataryam cikruros.

The dadaayaa the plant most dangerous to foreigners on the homeworld.
The dadaayaa is the most dangerous plant to foreigners on the homeworld.

Have been existing Reborn as long as existing Idama.
There have been Reborn as long as there have been Idama.

Like I brunettes more than blondes.
I like brunettes more than blondes.

But prefer better others redheads.
But others prefer redheads better.

Negation
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Naa, na’labhitabalaxa onaan Hah.

No, not arrived never he.
No, he never arrived.
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Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’vashkatilaxa vaanabalt Ahm ne’shukwoqiis hyevratu nu’Taan.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’adhatadalaxa Ahm vashkabol luqoin suprab.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’qhoiktabalaxa onaan illor taraag sagtren sehnek.

Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Kem na’vaadatadalaxa nu’Ahm?

Level 1 MCI

Na’uuktaralaxa kitah yaharart hyovart illor aayuudhyam seloqtarakel, pacant hyovart illor
aseloqtarakel.

Transliteration
Translation

Do not put your trust in the weapons seen, but in the unseen.

Not would have said I anything to them.
I would not have said anything to them.

Do not think I that would have been idea good.
I don’t think that would have been a good idea.

Not had never the ship chance including.
The ship never even had a chance.

Why did not tell me?
Why didn’t you tell me?

Do not put your trust in the weapons seen, but in those unseen.

Seloqtarakel and aseloqtarakel can mean visible and invisible, respectively.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Naa pyurthas shuk, naa pyurthas onaan.

Do not surrender ever, do not surrender never.
Never give up, never surrender.

A common Intaki saying.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Naa parafa, naa porema.

Do not waste, do not want.
Waste not, want not.

A common Intaki saying.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’viraatavalaxa Hah kiapahyk Sah napalca vunddhyam napalca obdanyam.

Could not distance him far from her nor heights nor depths.
Neither heights nor depths could keep him away from her.

This sample sentence can also serve as another example of a type of comparison.
Level 1 MCI
Transliteration
Translation

Na’oustirabalaxa Tah? Vaandatabal Sah na’vodadalaxa.

Not hear you? Said she not taking interest she.
Didn’t you hear? She said she isn’t interested.
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This Special Topics section is reserved for information covering areas not strictly linguistic in
nature, but which are part of the Intaki culture found in the homeworld region of Placid and
throughout the Daridas, and that either directly or indirectly have a measure of influence on
Modern Classic Intaki or inversely has received some type of effect from the language itself.
The first subsection will consider an important area of Modern Classic Intaki sociolinguistics,
dealing with titles and honorifics. Intaki society is not generally considered overly formal;
however there are areas in which it is considered of value to know the proper forms of address.
Thus the first subsection is titled Titles and Honorifics in Modern Classic Intaki.
The second subsection will deal with Kinship Terminology in Modern Classic Intaki.
The third subsection, titled Naming Conventions in Modern Classic Intaki, deals briefly with
common naming conventions among the Intaki as well as how Modern Classic Intaki handles
foreign names.
The fourth subsection deals with Units of Measurement in Modern Classic Intaki. This
subsection is included as the measure of time is an extremely important topic for most Intaki,
especially to the adherents of the Ida philosophic belief system. Additionally, other forms of
measurement and their corresponding terminologies are here considered.
The fifth subsection, titled Foreign Lexical Data in Modern Classic Intaki, examines how the
language handles foreign linguistic data and is of importance to students encountering Modern
Classic Intaki as a second language. As the Intaki are just one of many ethnic groups found
within Gallente society, as well as throughout New Eden, the result has been that the language—
despite resistance from its defenders—absorbs linguistic data from the Gallente languages,
especially from the Mannaric varieties. The Caldari tongues, particularly Napanii, have played
an indirect role on Modern Classic Intaki as well. Due to the similarities between some Caldari
languages and the homeworld language of Shivaan, as well as past historical associations
between the Caldari and the Intaki of the Placid Region, much Caldari and Napanii lexical
information has come into the language especially in the areas of warfare, space travel, and other
trappings of modern life. How the language handles the incorporation of such lexical data is of
an important nature for the student of the language, and is of an enlightening nature to the
veteran to the language as well.
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7.1 – Titles and Honorifics in Modern Classic Intaki

A title is an affix that is attached to a person’s name, the purpose of which is to demonstrate
veneration, to identify someone as a governmental official, to show some professional, academic,
military, religious, or philosophical position or qualification, or demonstrate some other form of
respect. An honorific is a word or expression which connotes esteem or respect when used in
addressing or referring to another person. As such, honorifics are a sub-category of titles. Many
titles often are not true words, but contractions of older, more “proper”, words or terms.
Respect is a very important concept in the Intaki culture, and this is also reflected in most of the
other languages of the homeworld, Modern Classic Intaki being no exception. As such, even the
common man and woman are afforded a measure of respect with terms that are designed to show
deference to one’s interlocutor.
For example, when speaking to an unknown person, the term sarumin (mister) is generally used
for males, while khasarumin (madame, ma’am) is used for females. Thus, Sarumin Mammal
Tafren (Mister Mammal Tafren); likewise, Khasaramin Allessandra Mercuri (Madame
Allessandra Mercuri). These terms can be abbreviated to Sri and Khasri. The student will note
that the Modern Classic Intaki forms here used do not take the customary period used in the
transliteration. Thus, Sri Mammal Tafren and Khasri Allessandra Mercuri would be the
appropriate way to annotate the common honorifics with strangers. Likewise, for the unmarried
woman, the term Jukhasaru (miss), abbreviated to Jusri, is still in common use on the
homeworld, while Surnama tends to be used with grandparents.
An alternative convention that is commonly used—and is also quite acceptable—are the suffixes
-sri, -kha, and -ji which are appended onto the end of the name. These suffixes are really simply
the contracted forms of the terms mentioned earlier. Thus, Mammal Tafrensri (Mr. Mammal
Tafren), or Allessandra Mercurikha (Ms. Allessandra Mercuri). The -ji suffix is commonly used
as an expression of affection. It should be noted that these suffixal forms are primarily utilized in
verbal speech and are rarely used to refer to someone in writing, unless found within fiction or
some other type of narrated dalogue.
Other titles are utilized to show one’s position, especially in the government or the military.
These can often be combined with honorifics to show an even deeper level of respect, such as Sri
Pasha (Mr. Commander), or Sri Raajyavaan (Mr. Ambassador).
Furthermore, titles and honorifics are always used when addressing those considered to be great
leaders and/or teachers in the Ida philosophical tradition, with terms such as Suresha (supreme
leader), Surnama (elder), or Taraja (eminence) being frequently used. Incidentally, many of
these traditional Idic titles and honorifics have also now come to be utilized in the military and
political hierarchies of various international and interplanetary Intaki organizations, as well as
among some of the Intaki capsuleer organizations. This seems to have had the effect of
sometimes diluting or otherwise transforming their original significance.
The following tables highlight the most common titles and honorifics found within Modern
Classic Intaki as well as their transliterations, and are separated according to the areas in which
they most commonly may be found. The student will note, however, that although a title is listed
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as appearing or being used in a certain area or sphere of activities, many if not most of these
terms can be used outside of the generally outlined categories. These categories are simply
provided as a “rough guide” as to where they most commonly will be encountered.
MCI COMMON, MILITARY, AND PROFESSIONAL TITLES AND HONORIFICS
MCI
Raajyavaan

Translation
Ambassador

Sanutya

Ambusher

Koradhaar
Abiya
Isha’lhu/Shah
Pasha
Shalama
Zilpin
Ulravaajaty
Ulnarvedaama

Attorney, Lawyer
Captain
Chief
Commander
Commissioned officer
Craftsman
Diplomat
Doctor

Surnama

Elder

Toqrata

Engineer

Suresha

Esteemed One/Supreme
Commander

Khantir

Excavator

Mahesha

Great Commander

Maha

Great One

Vadnaama

Honorable

Rajadhaar
Kacha
Raajayn
Kharajya

Judge
Junior commissioned officer.
King
Lady, Ma’am

Isha

Leader

Rajya
Khasarumin/Khasri

Lord, Sir
Madam/Ma’am

Notes
One with intermediate skills at spying and
espionage.

Similar to “lieutenant”.
One with beginner’s skills at building ships.

Can also be applied to older family members
such as grandparents. Can be used in
conjunction with other terms, ie, Surnama
Mahshah (elder papa). There are occasions in
which it is expected for the younger to
address the older with this type of respect.
One with intermediate skills at building
ships.
Literally, “Supreme leader of leaders”.
Originally Idic in origin and is applicable in
both military and philosophical arenas.
One with intermediate skills at mining (ie,
asteroids).
Literally, “leader of leaders”.
Originally Idic in origin and is applicable in
both military and philosophical arenas.
Can be applied in many situations, such as
toward judges and other officials.
Similar to “ensign”.

Similar to “colonel” or “brigadier” when
used as a military rank. Someone who
commands more senior authority. Originally
Idic in origin and is applicable in both
military and philosophical arenas.
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MCI COMMON, MILITARY, AND PROFESSIONAL TITLES AND HONORIFICS
MCI

Translation

Akaripati

Master Miner

Rajgruuhya

Minister

Sarumin/Sri
Jukhasaru/Jusri
Parisha
Magemaal/Yamakivaal
Nishavediht
Padati

Mister/Mr.
Mistress (Young Madame)/Miss
Officer
Pilot
President
Private

Pariksaka

Prospector

Vaddadita
Raajyy
Nivediiht
Grahisha

Qualified One
Queen
Representative
Sergeant

Agruuha

Servant

Sipapati

Ship Master

Ugrihmal

Slave

Vijanin

Specialist

Pasarpati

Spymaster

Ulspheyt
Ulviiday
Nishavediht-jun
Ulyuudh
Jhusaru/Jhusru

Student
Teacher, Professor
Vice President
Warrior
Young Sir

Notes
One who has “mastered” the art of mining
(ie, asteroids).
This title applies in the political, not
religious, sense.

One with beginner’s skills at mining (ie,
asteroids).

Common in MCI to use the anti-honorific
Agruuha Tah (your servant) when speaking
to an important figure.
One who has “mastered” the art of building
ships.
Ugrihmal Tayam (your (plural) slave) can be
utilized to demonstrate extreme deference or
respect. Generally reserved for very formal
occasions.
One with beginner’s skills at spying and
espionage.
One who has “mastered” the art of intel and
espionage.
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MCI IDIC TITLES AND HONORIFICS
MCI

Translation

Bramalydahn

Angel

Ashulydahn

Demon

Idevaat

Deva

Taraja

Eminence

Ashubha

Evil One

Ulbhraatitpel
Baba
Babu
Bhabha
Cadad
Braamim
Idama
Raajaa

Faithful (Person)
Highness
Highness
Highness
Highness
Holy, Divine, Sacred (One)
Idama
Majesty

Guru

Master

Gurut

Master

Suramin

Master

Jukhasarumin
Devayuca
Uljuhambhaata
Tanmaya

Mistress
Prophet
Reborn One
Reincarnated One

Notes
Often used euphemistically, or at times,
sacrilegiously, especially when self-applied
or in reference to someone despised. Still
retains normal religio-philosophical
application.
Often used euphemistically, or at times,
sacrilegiously, especially when self-applied
or in reference to someone despised. Still
retains normal religio-philosophical
application.

These terms can be applied irrespective of
gender.

Often used euphemistically, or at times,
sacrilegiously, especially when self-applied
or in reference to someone despised. Still
retains normal religio-philosophical
application.
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7.2 – Kinship Terminology in Modern Classic Intaki

Terminology displaying kinship in Modern Classic Intaki is fairly straightforward, almost bland,
in nature, and is that which is common throughout most cultures apart from the Intaki.
It is of note that the family is the most important institution on Intaki Prime as well as throughout
the Daridas. Influence from the other empires, especially contact with both the Gallente and
Caldari, has had some dilutive effect on this, particularly in the cultures of the Daridas colonies.
However, when compared to these other cultures, the Intaki familial unit is still fundamental to
even their society and is highly respected and treasured. These factors have resulted in the
woman receiving much honor throughout Intaki society—as is sharply contrasted in other
patriarchal cultures. Women are also found throughout all levels of governmental and
professional life, yet the traditional role of the female as Homemaker and Mother is—at least
culturally—still upheld as the ultimate and ideal achievement in one’s life, and it is not
uncommon to hear of women occupying positions of great power while simultaneously filling
the role of Wife and Mother. Indeed, the Intaki consider the female to be a primary and central
figure in the process of producing life. Certainly, many Idama portray the iteration of this
universe and its Creator as a generative female, the Suuraayyaahm. Although considered by
some schools of Ida to ultimately be both impersonal and androgynous in nature, it is also at
times portrayed as the Great Mother, the Source of Everything and All.
The following chart highlights some of the kinship terms used in Modern Classic Intaki and their
corresponding transliterations. Often many of these terms are also combined with terms of honor,
showing respect especially to one’s elders. This list is by no means exhaustive, and the student is
encouraged to consult a dictionary for additional information.
MCI KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY
MCI
jeetras
jaater
jahiatoun
jajukham
shajaash
pashajaash
pakamjaitil
isdurynah
kamjaitil
jaatereer
jaajuniahd
jaatreer
jajuniahd
jatras
kadurhyah

Translation
aunt
brother
cousin
daughter
father
grandfather
grandmother
husband
mother
neice
nephew
sister
son
uncle
wife
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An impression has been created among many that the populace of Intaki Prime—and by
extension, that of the Daridas colonies—is by and large a fairly homogeneous group, all sharing
the same language, culture, skin tone, mental disposition, and so on and so forth. In part, this is
due to much of the marketing efforts of the Gallente Federation tourism agencies and ministries.
However, nothing could be further from the truth. The Intaki are as diverse a people as any other
on any other planet in any of the empires, with hundreds of cultures and peoples of all shades
reflected, as well as multiple linguistic families represented on the homeworld alone. While it is
true that the Modern Classic Intaki language—due to its dominant position in world affairs, and
its adoption by the Idama—has served to unify the people of the homeworld, nevertheless, in
private homes around the planet, people often speak their traditional, native, and ancestral
tongues; their cultural traditions and heritages continue alive and well, often thriving, in part,
thanks to the encouragement and patronage of local and provincial governments, and often with
the approval of the tolerant Idic philosophical traditions. These factors have only served to enrich
the Modern Classic Intaki language, as it absorbs and incorporates much linguistic data from the
surrounding languages.
Thus, along with these languages, traditions, and cultures comes differing traditions where
naming conventions are concerned. For example, in the Shivaan cultural tradition, the familial
surname takes precedence over one’s given names (the Shivaan often have between one to three
given—or first—names), then the middle names. The fact is, there is likely more variety in the
Shivaan surnames than there are in the given or middle names. This results in a minimization of
all other names other than the surname in the Shivaan culture and tradition.
In sharp contrast to the Shivaan model, the Juvaran culture makes no use of surnames, and only
one name is applied to an individual, at least in theory. Often, other identifying appellatives are
applied so as to identify one from a certain clan or family. Thus, in the Juvaran culture given
names are of an extremely important nature, not only serving as an identifying “tag” for the
individual but also serving as a sort of description of the one who carries the name. Due to this
importance of given names, it is not unusual for Juvaran children to go for several years without
a given name, being referred to instead by a “milk name” before the true given name is finally
applied.
The dominant culture and peoples on the planet, namely the speakers of the Sintrakis family of
languages, tend to utilize similar systems of naming conventions between themselves. Although
one will find some variation from region to region. As most Sintrakis-speaking peoples
traditionally descend from patriarchal societies, most of the surnames are based upon a
patrolinear system. The child takes on its father’s surname as its own; however, the mother’s
surname is also used, in a sort of bilateral matronymic-patronymic system. Shortly after a child is
born, once all ceremonial procedures have been observed, it receives its given name, followed by
the mother’s surname, and finalized by the father’s surname (the latter serving as the familial
surname, which is passed on from generation to generation). Thus, the naming convention is
[Given Name] [Maternal Surname] [Paternal Surname].
While many modern observers have proclaimed this system as sexist, the complaints generally
have come from outside Intaki society, with most native Intaki seeing absolutely no problem
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with the system. Having grown within such an environment, it is viewed as part of the tapestry of
Intaki culture. In fact, many Intaki point to the Ketanii system, which relies upon a matrilineal
familial naming system as proof that Intaki culture is not inherently sexist.
It must be remembered that Modern Classic Intaki is part of the Sintrakis family of languages,
and as such, is natively equipped to handle naming conventions among not only speakers of
Modern Classic Intaki, but of all Sintrakis-speaking peoples. When a name comes from a source
that is not of a Sintrakis-source, no translation occurs; the name is simply taken into the language
exactly as it is spelled in the foreign source, or in the case of languages that do not use alphabets,
such as Shivaan or Ketanii, the names are spelled phonetically according to the Modern Classic
Intaki phonetic inventory. Additionally, no effort is made to force root conformity upon these
names; in other words, since the name is from a foreign source, it cannot correspond to Modern
Classic Intaki’s root system, and as such, cannot be made to fit into the triliteral container of the
language’s root system. It is simply utilized with the same pronunciation as is utilized in the
source language (or its best approximation).
With regard to native Sintrakis surnames, many are toponyms based upon a family originating
from a specific area, such as Kisaya (Of-Asaya), or Paalambiyu (Paalambian), et cetera. Others
are based upon a certain ancestor’s occupation, such as Ulluudh (Warrior), or Kipanaak (Miner).
Still others are based upon ancient tribal or clan affiliations such as Aravdaydu, or Raluk, the
meanings of which have been lost to time, though they nevertheless often carry certain
positive—or perhaps even pejorative—connotations. Many more Sintrakis surnames possess
extremely strong ties to the Ida philosophical tradition with familial names such as Adama,
Bhraatipel, Endama (or enDama), ki-Budh, Kamaida, Udama, and a host of others so
numerous that whole volumes can and have been written regarding just this very subject.
Incidentally, it is quite probable that the vast majority of Sintrakis-based surnames are of Idic
origin, or make some type of reference to the Ida philosophy.
As is to be expected, almost all of the surnames in existence on Intaki Prime and throughout the
Daridas are of the utmost ancient origins. Frequently, the meaning and origins of a Sintrakis
surname are not readily discernible due to ancient spelling forms, or linguistic shift. The case is
even more extreme with surnames of non-Sintrakis origin. This fact is readily reflected in
antiquated or strange spelling forms, which, incidentally, are often sources of great pride among
those who carry such surnames.
On the other hand, it is common for given first and second names (generally, Sintrakis do not
exceed more than two given names) to often be quite modern, reflecting influences from other
cultures and languages found on Intaki Prime, from the Daridas, or from influences from
throughout the empires. Often given names have nothing to do with one’s personality and are
generally just “tags” used to distinguish one individually, and are given to the child due to the
name’s alliterative effect. Thus, one often finds names as diverse as Aahndyl (Wisdom), Ekayaat
(Unity), Jucaandri (Moon), Kamvayn (Flower), Khaweluuw (Lion), Kharavi (Sun), and so on.
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It is also true that the Ida philosophy plays a powerful role in assigning given names to children,
with names such as Budhki, Khandra, Raagni, or Rama, several of which are variations on the
names of the ancient Ida devas.
The student will notice that some of the previously mentioned names carry affixes and do not
correspond exactly to the words they are said to represent. While many words may serve as
given names equally for both male and female without regard for the child’s sex, many parents
will often add a particle to the name to feminize or masculanize the word, making it suitable to
use as a name. Thus, a word such as aahndyl may be equally given as a name to a male or
female; however, by adding a Kh- particle to the word (Khaahndyl), all who encounter this name
will automatically identify it with a female; likewise, if the particle Ju- were added instead
(Juaahndyl), one would assume the carrier of the name is male.
There are several particles which can be utilized for this purpose, as the following table displays.
MCI NAMING PARTICLES
Feminizing

Masculinizing

-ju-, -jun-, -ka-, -kan-, -ki-, -kin-,
-kha-, -khan-, -khi-, -khin-, -ku-,
-kun-, -khu-, -khun-, -uj, -nuj
-hi-, -hin-, -hu-, -hun-, -ji-, -jin-,
-ju-, -jun-, -ra-, -ran-, -ri-, -rin-,
-ru-, -run-

Of course, the subject of given names, surnames, generational names, et cetera is very much tied
into the culture of a society, and as such, the Vaanin k’Intaki is inadequate to give a complete
treatise covering every circumstance and case. Furthermore, as with all things, there are
exceptions to the rule, and in today’s world of rapid communication and interplanetary travel,
along with the influence of the capsuleers, one finds that many of these traditional conventions
are being skirted, modified, or incorporated into the fabric of modern life within the cluster, with
the Modern Classic Intaki language seemingly adapting flexibly to the changes.
Incidentally, it should be mentioned that Modern Classic Intaki does not generally decline
surnames. Thus, a family whose surname is, for example, enDama, would not be referred to as
“illor enDamayam” (the enDamas), but as illor enDama (the enDama).
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Units of measurement are not necessarily bound irremovably from a language; in reality, units of
measurement are a form of language in and of themselves, transcending any one specific
language in imitation of its master system of symbols, that is, mathematics. So such is the case
for the most common units of measurements used on Intaki Prime and throughout the Daridas.
The Yoiul Conference—so named for the Jove ship aboard which the conference was
conducted—and held in the Yulai System (Federation calendars marked the year as 23236),
during which a system of universal time was adopted, succinctly illustrates the efficacy of
standard units of measurement in communicating concepts across what normally would be
considered difficult-to-permeate linguistic and cultural barriers. The YC convention established
temporal and other units of measurement—fixing an interstellar date system that has singlehandedly eliminated the tremendous confusion that existed between planets, systems, and
empires (incidentally, during the conference the date-year was set to 0). The costs in adjustments
required in converting units of measurement, spanning all manner of dimension, including length,
width, electric current, thermodynamic temperature, luminous intensity, area, volume, mass,
velocity, time, and economic units of measurement, have ascended into the billions of ISK per
adjustment, per system, per empire; truly, beyond astronomical in cost.
Yet—in spite of the tremendous costs and energies expended in conversion—the savings have
been more than multiple, and have assisted in increasing commerce and traffic between planets,
systems, and empires, cutting down on electronic trade information traffic, paperwork, and
bureaucratic expenses. The empires have been able to re-divert precious manpower, monetary,
and other assets to other more important activities, which in turn has resulted in further economic
savings, stimulating economic boom in the years following the adoption of the YC calendar.
All of this is due to the Yoiul Conference’s and CONCORD’s treaties governing universal time
which allow effective communication across normally impermeable barriers.
However, despite these facts—impressive as they are—the Intaki, as is true of all of the other
ethnic races found within the Gallente Federation, and indeed, throughout the cluster, continue to
possess and make use of natively-produced units of measurement. And, in fact, at least on the
planetary, regional, and provincial level and below, these measurements continue to exert
overwhelming influence on the common man, even as the newer Yoiul Conference standards
exist alongside. Indeed, one may encounter large rural pockets of ignorance as to the convention,
where street signs and local information may only display the Intaki forms of measurement.
Therefore, following is a brief review of some of the more common native units of measurement
used on Intaki Prime which will be expressed in the Modern Classic Intaki language. While not
specifically corresponding to all the units of measurement outlined by the Yoiul Conference,
they will cover the most common units likely to be encountered as one travels throughout the
homeworld of Intaki Prime and/or any of the Daridas colonies.
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7.4.1 – Idic Measurements

All of the ancient texts of the Ida belief system mention forms of measurement; in fact, the
measuring of the various aspects of life is an extremely important aspect of Idism. For instance,
some schools of Idic thought teach that there exist many universes rather than just one, and that
these are all continually reborn on an immense millennial scale; that their birth, growth, decline,
destruction, and eventual rebirth are a cyclic process. Thus, Ida conceives of spans of time—in
both directions of time—that exceed those of modern science by several orders of magnitude.
Science says the universe is only about fourteen to fifteen billion years old, and thus,
measurements beyond the billions of years are scientifically impractical. However, Ida measures
time from tiny fractions of what is known as the yevaayhmant, much smaller than science’s
Planck time, to the shushumyvat, or multiple quadrillions of seconds, and even beyond.
The fundamental units of measure in Ida and therefore in Modern Classic Intaki are based
principally upon two concepts. The first, and most important, is the aayyaahm, which is the
Intaki concept of life-force or life-essence. This is conceived of as a basic unit of existence itself,
and, based upon Idic measurements, exists on levels far below the superstring realm. It serves as
the basis of all measurement in Ida and is expressible in Modern Classic Intaki. The second
fundamental unit is the dadaayaa seed. These forms of measurement, while antiquated, have so
permeated Intaki life and communication that they often supersede modern forms of
measurement, or at the very least coexist with the modern forms, which primarily are those that
have been adopted by the Gallente Federation (and, therefore, by the Intaki and Daridas
governments) via the Yulai Convention.
Without digressing excessively into Idic metaphysics, it would seem appropriate to provide a bit
more mathematical information with regard to the transmutable vowel/infinity symbol, the
number three, the aayyaahm, and the relationship of these concepts and symbols to the Idic units
of measurement. According to most schools of thinking the aayyaahm are conceived of as the
“infinite and ultimate units of reality and unreality”. It is taught that the aayyaahm are infinite in
number and indestructible. However, although eternal, they have not always existed, but are
emitted via the “Great Suuraayyaahm, the Source of Everything”, and that after creation they
cannot be destroyed. There are an infinity of aayyaahm, and an infinity of aayyaahm are
constantly being created; being infinite, they exist in everything and surround everything in all of
the created universes. They are said to be the “building blocks of Everything”, even of Reality
itself, and are one of the things represented by the á and í symbols, and the numeral 3 (3).
The Idama, citing the teaching that the aayyaahm are abundant throughout the universes, teach
that these units can be quantified in terms of size, weight, temperature, luminosity, energy, time,
and in other ways, all of which was highly steeped in the importance of the number three both
mathematically and philosophically. The interplay between the aayyaahm, the purported
fundamental building blocks of everything in existence, and the reality of the average Intaki
person was explained in depth via Idic teachings, and the Intaki belief in the importance of
mathematics and physics and their roles in life played in important part in these interpretations. It
was not long before all forms of measurement were dependent upon those based on the
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aayyaahm-measured system, and these measurements have persisted in Intaki culture into
modern times.
A prime example of this is in the measurement of the amount of time required for the “birth” of a
single aayyaahm, also known as an aayyaahm-timespan. According to some schools of Ida, this
is measurable by “dividing the speed of one yvat” (heartbeat, approximately one second) “by
0.333-333”. Modern Idama often write this statement mathematically:
1 yvat / (0.333-333) = 1 aayyaahm-timespan
Clearly, the resultant number is beyond all practical or usable measure in everyday life, delving
into the realm of the infinitely infinitesimal (incidentally, this calculation results in the non-prime
number, 9.417327268 x 10-160, truly outscaling even the superstring scale of quantum mechanics).
Indeed, the language of this translation of the Vaanin k’Intaki lacks the adequate vocabulary,
referring to such small numbers as infinity. However, the Modern Classic Intaki term for this
number is shurmhAshahAyAgrat or shurmhaashahaayaagrat (supremely great sacred number).
The Intaki system of time measurement is built upon this super-small number. This method of
calculation is applied across all forms of Intaki measurement in order to construct everyday
measurements.
Of course, the aforementioned example, its claims, and others similar to it, have not been
scientifically verified. The fact is, they may never be scientifically verifiable. Nevertheless, in
regard to mathematics, of which measurements are a very important part, the Ida philosophy—
and Modern Classic Intaki for that matter—possesses an established lexicon that often far
outstrips that of modern scientific thinking, and these measurements and the concepts they
support are central to many of the teachings of the philosophy. Indeed, without these, much of
Ida would be incomprehensible. For example, many schools of Ida continue to teach not only
that there are multiple universes, all of which repeat cyclically, but that the highly spiritually
enlightened are able to tap into this cyclical nature of the universe via the aayyaahm; thus they
too can become “Reborn” themselves. While the universes may be destructible, the fundamental,
infinite and eternal aayyaahm are indestructible, and thus, with training, discipline, meditation,
and enlightenment, the cycle of death and rebirth can be interrupted or even broken.
These teachings have motivated many modern scientists, Intaki and otherwise, to criticize and
ridicule Idic measurements, specifically those based on the so-called aayyaahm, which many
scientists assert cannot exist, for in their view the universe cannot infinitely create or destroy
energy and/or matter, it can only convert these entities between themselves. Thus, many view the
system as based upon antiquated, unrealistic, immeasurable, and, ergo, unverifiable superstitious
beliefs.
While it is true that not all prescribe to the teachings or beliefs of certain schools of Ida, it is
clear that Ida has had a profound influence upon the Intaki way of thinking, as well as upon the
Intaki forms of communication, including Modern Classic Intaki. The Intaki units of
measurement, while not solely linguistic in nature, have nonetheless been deeply affected by the
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Ida. Thus, many speakers of Modern Classic Intaki or of its descendent dialects—as well as any
speakers of a language descendent of the Sintrakis family of languages—may find themselves
unwittingly utilizing terms and expressions that were born of the teachings of Ida.
7.4.2 – Temporal
Throughout history the Intaki have excelled at mathematics. As such, time and its many
substrata—as well as timekeeping—have come to play an extremely important part of Intaki
culture and beliefs. The philosophic nature of Ida has deeply influenced the Intaki collective
conscience and unconscious with regard to life, existence, creation, growth, decline, destruction
and subsequent rebirth, as well as the nature of time and its relationship with the universe. As the
adherents of Ida believe that existence is sacred and cyclical, timekeeping is considered to be an
extremely important aspect of the culture and has penetrated into every facet of life, affecting
even those who claim to not be followers of the Ida belief system.
Since the Yoiul Conference, interstellar units of time have been developed and adopted by the
five main governmental empires across New Eden. Yet, on the homeworld and throughout the
Daridas colonies, native measurements persist. It can be said that although official governmental,
professional, as well as scientific agencies make full use of interstellar units, the traditional
measurements are also often used alongside these. This shows how tenacious and dedicated to
the old ways the Intaki can be. Much of this can be explained away due to the influence of the
Idama, and the depths to which the Ida philosophy has penetrated the thinking and viewpoint of
even the most secular Intaki. Some Daridas-born Intaki actively and openly reject the teachings
and beliefs of Ida, yet nonetheless, in many infinitesimally imperceptible ways, they render
homage and respect to the ancient ways and the ancient beliefs, even in the language which they
use.
These factors only serve as so much more evidence that Ida, its teachings and celebrations, the
Reborn, and the Idama themselves are truly the guardians of the history and roots of the Intaki
people, and daresay of the universe entire. If it were not for their influences, they say, the link to
the eternally recurring past—and therefore, the eternally recurring future—would be lost. This
mentality flies directly in the face of the beliefs and actions of the new race of man, the capsuleer,
who envision themselves—and are frequently envisioned by “baseliner” persons—to be the new
gods of the universe, and whose dominance challenges much of the traditions and teachings of
Ida. And yet, many Intaki Idama—some of whom are capsuleers themselves—embrace, defend,
and promote the Idic way as the only way.
The following subsections briefly highlight the Intaki forms of measuring every day life and their
various subunits of time, specifically from the perspective of time as used on the homeworld.
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Intaki Calendar

The Intaki calendar herein presented is the one used on the homeworld, Intaki Prime. While the
colonies of the Daridas orbit different suns and thus must reflect their planetary orbital periods
accordingly, the basis of their calendars is found in the cradle of their civilizations: Intaki Prime;
many of the names of the days of the week, the week names, and other conventions in use in the
Intaki Prime calendar have been incorporated in many of the calendars in use among the Daridas.
Intaki Prime is an extremely large planet with a radius of over 24,000 kilometers and twenty
moons captured in its orbit. It sits approximately 4.2AU from its sun, a K5 V red giant. These
factors and their interplay have had an effect on the appellations the Intaki have given to the
celestial objects they observed, penetrating right down into Modern Classic Intaki.
Due to the homeworld’s great distance from the Intaki sun, the orbital period is 602.2 days as
measured on Intaki Prime. Very early on in their history, the primitive Intaki made this
observation and the interaction of the moons with the planet’s orbit. All of these factors, keenly
observed by ancient Intaki sky watchers, eventually came to be reflected not only in the way they
kept track of time but in the names they applied to their days, weeks, and months, as well as in
the holidays they eventually celebrated. The student will be aware of the important role that the
Ida faith played in these early times as he or she examines the names that are applied to these
temporal divisions.
The planet’s twenty moons have also had a profound effect upon the Intaki psyche, and in fact,
the Intaki calendar is based directly off their existence. As the year is 602.2 days long, it became
a very convenient matter for the Intaki to divide the year using the appearance and departure of
these moons as guides. Based on these facts, the following table can be devised:
INTAKI SOLAR AND LUNAR TIME DIVISIONS
One Intaki Prime...
Week
Month
Year

Equivlency
6 Intaki Prime days
30 Intaki Prime days, or
5 Intaki Prime weeks
602.2 Intaki Prime days, or
100 Intaki Prime weeks, or
20 Intaki Prime months, or

The Intaki designed their calendar based on these calculations. As is immediately observable
from the foregoing table, however, these calculations created a year of only 600 days, which, of
course, was not completely accurate. In time, the Intaki came to understand that their calendar
had deviated greatly from the observable celestial timepieces; the 600 day calendar did not take
into account the 2.2 additional days required to revolve around the sun. Later calendars were
therefore designed to take this deviation into account, resulting in an additional eleven-day “leap
month” being added at the end of every quinary (five-year) cycle. This additional month came to
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be known as Kumhbelaa after an ancient Intaki pilgrimage which is also observed every five
years (although not in conjunction with the timing of the new month). In time, the two were
consolidated so that Kumhbelaa (the pilgrimage) is now celebrated during the leap month which
carries its name.
Days of the Week
The following table displays the names of the days of the week in use on Intaki Prime along with
an analysis of the etymologies and meanings of their names as well as various other interesting
bits of information. History has revealed several naming conventions for the ancient homeworld
calendars. Eventually, however, the current names came into use, and the overarching influence
of the Ida belief system is heavily reflected not only in the days of the week, but in practically
everything related to the Intaki Prime calendar.
MCI NAMES OF THE DAYS OF THE WEEK
Day Name

juhambhti

Transliteration
Juhambti

Etymology
juhambhaat + heti

Literal Meaning
Rebirth Day

idahti

Idahti

Ida + heti

Ida Day

Ahemti

Aahemti

aahm + heti

Aahm Day

Candraymti

Candraymti

caandra + heti

Moon Day

TAhrti

Taahrti

taara + heti

Star Day

Atrbti

Aatrbti

ataarbhava + heti

Bardo Day

Notes
First day of the week.
Second day of the week.
Holy day of the Idama.
Third day of the week.
Aahm, related to the
sacred sound or syllable
in Ida.
Fourth day of the week.
Called “moon day”
because it is the day
when the most moons
tend to be visible from
the surface.
Fifth day of the week.
Sixth day of the week.
Ataarbhava (the bardo),
a type of liminal state of
existence after death and
prior to rebirth.
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Weeks of the Month

The following table displays the names of the weeks in use on Intaki Prime along with an
analysis of the etymologies and meanings of their names as well as various other interesting bits
of information.
MCI NAMES OF THE WEEKS OF THE MONTH
Week Name

Transliteration

Etymology
juhambhaat +
seyhti

Literal Meaning

Notes

jhuambheyhti

Jhuambheyhti

Rebirth Week

First week of the month.

ideyhti

Ideyhti

Ida + seyhti

Ida Week

Ameyhti

Aameyhti

Aahm + seyhti

Aahm Week

shadaeyhti

Shadaeyhti

shadaand + seyhti

Destruction Week

atrbhaeyhti

Aatrbhaeyhti

ataarbhava + seyhti

Bardo Week

Second week of the
month.
Third week of the
month. Aahm, related to
the sacred sound or
syllable in Ida.
Fourth week of the
month. The Idic concept
of destruction is not one
of morbidity; destruction
is necessary for rebirth.
Fifth week of the month.
Ataarbhava (the bardo),
a type of liminal state of
existence after death and
prior to rebirth.

Months of the Year
The following table displays the names of the months of the year in use on Intaki Prime along
with an analysis of the etymologies and meanings of their names as well as various other
interesting bits of information.
MCI NAMES OF THE MONTHS OF THE YEAR
Month Name

Transliteration

Etymology
juhambhaati +
caandra

Literal Meaning

Notes

Juhmbhicandra

Juhmbhicandra

Rebirth Moon

First month of the year.

idacandra

Idacandra

Idama + caandra

Idama Moon

Ahmicandra

Aahmicandra

Aahm + caandra

Aahm Moon

Second month of the
year.
Third month of the year.
Aahm, related to the
sacred sound or syllable
in Ida.
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MCI NAMES OF THE MONTHS OF THE YEAR
Month Name

Transliteration

Etymology

Literal Meaning

kalkicandra

Kalkicandra

Kalki + caandra

Kalki Moon

ramacandra

Ramacandra

Rama + caandra

Rama Moon

budhicandra

Budhicandra

Budh + caandra

Budh Moon

shaylmycandra

Shaylmycandra

shaylaamya +
caandra

Harvest Moon

intk^hcandr

Intk’hcandra

Intaki + caandra

Little Intaki
Moon

naracandra
intacandra

Naracandra
Intacandra

narav + caandra
Intaki + caandra

Peace Moon
Intaki Moon

kalicandra

Kalicandra

Kali + caandra

Kali Moon

indracandra

Indracandra

Indra + caandra

Indra Moon

shurbhucandra

Shurbhucandra

shurubnha +
caandra

Devil Moon

ca^hacandra

Ca’hacandra

candra + caandra

Silver Moon

avsracandra

Avsracandra

Avsratjaara +
caandra

Avatar Moon

laghucandra

Laghucandra

laghu + caandra

Low Moon

agnicandra

Agnicandra

Agni + caandra

Agni Moon

krishcandra

Krishcandra

Krish + caandra

Krish Moon

ulsacandra

Ulsacandra

ulsodard + caandra

Destroyer Moon

atArbhacandr

Ataarbhacandra

ataarbhava +
caandra

Bardo Moon

kumhbelA

Kumhbelaa

Kumhbelaa

Kumhbelaa

Notes
Fourth month of the
year. Kalki is an Ida
deva.
Fifth month of the year.
Rama is an Ida deva.
Sixth month of the year.
Budh is an Ida deva.
Seventh month of the
year.
Eighth month of the
year. This is a compound
word derived from Intaki
and caandra plus the
positive multiplier root.
Ninth month of the year.
Tenth month of the year.
Eleventh month of the
year. Kali is an Ida deva.
Twelfth month of the
year. Indra is an Ida
deva.
Thirteenth month of the
year.
Fourteenth month of the
year. Compund word
derived from candra and
caandra plus the
positive multiplier root.
Fifteenth month of the
year.
Sixteenth month of the
year.
Seventeenth month of
the year. Agni is an Ida
deva.
Eighteenth month of the
year. Krish is an Ida
deva.
Nineteenth month of the
year.
Twentieth month of the
year.
Twenty-first month (five
year cycle). Kumhbelaa
is also an ancient holiday
and pilgrimage.
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Seasons and Celebrations

The following table displays the names and corresponding definitions of the annual seasons on
Intaki Prime. Seasons are fairly uniform between the North and the South, simply inverse from
each other, with mild and wet “winters”, and hot and humid summers, analogous to tropical
weather.
MCI NAMES OF THE SEASONS OF THE YEAR
Season Name

vitlakal
valanay
vilAd
vharlAd

Transliteration
Vitlakal
Valanay
Vilaad
Vharlaad

Literal Meaning
Winter
Spring
Summer
Autumn

Notes
Cool, rainy season
Warm, rainy season
Hot, dry season
Cool, dry season

The next table displays the names of annual holidays on Intaki Prime. Many of these holidays are
also practiced and observed throughout the Daridas.
The ancient celebration of Kumhbelaa was eventually amalgamated into the calendar’s twentyfirst “leap month” of the same name. Celebrated only every five years, Kumhbelaa is the most
important holiday for many Intaki, during which mass pilgrimages are conducted.
The celebration of the Shaylaamya Dadaayaatun (shaylaamya, harvest) is also a major
observance especially for adherents of the Ida philosophic tradition who use the dadaayaa plant
and its mind-altering properties in their ritualistic and meditative ceremonies in order to achieve
“higher planes of thought and consciousness”. However, the “Dadaayaa Harvest” is not a
uniform one; multiple harvest celebrations are conducted throughout the year, but only on the
local level. This is because different locations of the homeworld specialize in cultivating and
harvesting the dadaayaa plant for different purposes, which quite obviously affects the timing of
the planting and harvesting season. This gives each Shaylaamya Dadaayaatun celebration a
distinct “flavor”.
MCI NAMES OF ANNUAL HOLIDAYS
Holiday Name

Transliteration

Literal Meaning

KumhbelA

Kumhbelaa

Kumhbelaa

Hutsavar
JuhambhAtun

Hutsavar Juhambhaatun

Rebirth Celebration

Notes
Celebrated every quinary
cycle. Serves to correct the
Intaki Prime calendar with
a “leap month”. The most
important Intaki holiday.
Celebrated at the start of a
new year.
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MCI NAMES OF ANNUAL HOLIDAYS
Holiday Name

Hutsavar idatun
Hutsavar
WoirhvAptun
Hutsavar
shaylAmyatun
Hutsavar
intaktun
Hutsavar
lAngetun
Hutsavar
palandutun
Hutsavar
vatamatun
shaylAmya dadAyAtun

Transliteration
Hutsavar Idatun

Literal Meaning
Ida Celebration

Notes
Holiday for all things Idic.

Hutsavar Woirhvaaptun

Grapevine Celebration

Celebrates the end of the
grape (wine) harvest.

Hutsavar Shaylaamyatun

Harvest Celebration

General harvest holiday.

Hutsavar Intaktun

Intaki Celebration

Holiday for all things
Intaki.

Hutsavar Laangetun

Grain Celebration

Celebrates the end of the
grain harvest.

Hutsavar Palandutun

Palandhu Celebration

Celebrates the end of the
palandu harvest.

Hutsavar Vatamatun

Vatama Celebration

Shaylaamya Dadaayaatun

Dadaayaa Harvest

Celebrates the end of the
vatama harvest.
Celebrates the end of the
dadaayaa harvest.
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7.4.3 – Economic

Saudryvhim is the Modern Classic Intaki term for economy, and throughout the decades leading
up to the wholesale adoption of the Interstellar Kredit, various forms of monies and promissory
notes had been issued on the homeworld and between the homeworld and the Daridas colonies.
Of course, there were many regions which had adopted their own currency. However, most of
these tended to be variations on the same general theme.
Historically, many forms of currency have been utilized on the homeworld: copper, silver, gold,
and diamonds. Certain spices and salts have also been used in earlier history as a form of
currency for trade, but the dadaayaa plant and its by-products especially became a major kind of
tender due to its multiple uses by adherents of the Ida philosophy and meditation, as most of the
population were followers. As not all by-products could be produced in the same location
simultaneously, trade in dadaayaa by-products became a major economic force throughout
Intaki history and remains so in modern times. Even today, the word dadaayaa is equivalent with
something that is of greater value than gold or silver, and there have been several sayings created
to such effect.
The current currency term in use on the homeworld is doraav, which has no direct transliteration,
and as with most of the Modern Classic Intaki terms having to do with monies, descends from
the root d-r-v. The symbol for the doraav is $.
This symbol is a variation on the general symbol in use on Intaki Prime and amongst the Daridas
which represents the concept of economy or even more accurately, recursive systems. For
example, the symbol for networks, @, also descends from this same general symbol-concept, as
well as the symbols for registered works, ®, and protected works, ©. These symbols are
utilized by various legal entities to demonstrate legal rights and authorities over created products.
The image below highlights just some of the monetary symbols that have arisen on Intaki Prime
and around the Daridas from this primary symbol source.
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As previously mentioned in the section discussing Idic Measurements, the fundamental units of
measure in Modern Classic Intaki are based principally upon two concepts. The first is the
aayyaahm and the second is the dadaayaa seed. These units of measurement form the basis of
much of the measurements and measurement terminology in use on the homeworld and
throughout the Daridas colonies. Whilst in major urban areas these may coexist alongside Yoiul
Conference Standard Units, where official authority is scant (especially in rural areas), these are
often the only forms of measurement used and understood.
The following table highlights the main and basic fundamental units and their meanings. The
student will find that Intaki Idic-based measurements cover all areas, which should come as no
surprise, in view of the Intaki’s historical relationship with highly-developed mathematical
concepts.
Please note the provision of a conversion chart for the units utilized by the Yoiul Conference is
somewhat beyond the scope of the Vaanin k’Intaki. However, literature to this effect can be
consulted at one’s convenience via any integrated information network system.
As with other sections of the Vaanin k’Intaki, this list is by no means absolute or exhaustive, and
the student is highly encouraged to consult supplementary sources. The accompanying glossaries
to the Vaanin k’Intaki also contain a larger listing of measurements.
MCI IDIC-BASED UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
Measurement

Transliteration

Etymology

Literal Meaning
life-essence +
weight
life-essence +
volume

AyAgrat

aayaagrat

aayyaahm + ghaarat

AybhvanIm

aaybhvaniim

aayyaahm + bhvaniim

AYvipayk

aayyvipayk

aayyaahm + vipayukyl

life-essence + length

dadayagrat

dadayagrat

dadaayaa + ghaarat

dadaayaa + weight

dadayapayk

dadayapayk

dadaayaa + vipayukyl

dadaayaa + length

dadaybhvanIm

dadaybhvaniim

dadaayaa + bhvaniim

dadaayaa + volume

intAkalish

intaakalish

Intaki + pakalish

Intaki + energy

jAYAther

jaayyaather

aayyaahm +
tayapanam

paakAylish

paakaaylish

aayyaahm + pakalish

tajatheram

tajatheram

dadaayaa + tayapanam

life-essence +
temperature
life-essence +
energy
dadaayaa +
temperature

yevAyhmant

yevaayhmant

aayyaahm + yvat

life-essence + time

yvat

yvat

from root y-v-t

heartbeat-time

Notes
Basic superstring unit of
mass/weight.
Basic superstring unit of
volume/area.
Fundamental superstring
unit of length/width.
Basic unit of
mass/weight.
Basic unit of
length/width.
Basic unit of
volume/area.
Basic unit of
energy/light.
Basic superstring unit of
temperature.
Basic superstring unit of
energy/light.
Basic unit of
temperature.
Fundamental superstring
unit of time.
Fundamental unit of
time.
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Before joining the Gallente Federation, Modern Classic Intaki enjoyed linguistic supremacy due
to the dominance of the people who used it. Isolation—on the cluster level—also insulated the
language from the need to change and adapt, although it had—and continues—to absorb
information from its smaller neighbors.
However, as a member of the Federation, the homeworld has now been exposed to foreign
influences in every way possible, including linguistically, for 300 years. Much of this influence
comes from Gallente languages, especially those spoken by the Mannar peoples; an
overwhelming amount of linguistic data however has been absorbed from the Caldari languages,
most notably Napanii. Especially in the areas of modern technology, starships, and space flight,
sidereal weaponry, and other such related areas, Modern Classic Intaki has been very receptive to
accepting such foreign linguistic information.
Modern Classic Intaki possesses several methods and tools for dealing with foreign linguistic
data with which it comes into contact and may eventually incorporate into its lexical corpus.
One method is to simply import the word directly into its lexicon. This is done without regard to
the language’s triliteral root system, and no method is undertaken to adapt the word to the root
system, or find similar words already existing in the language. These are referred to as loan
words, and are used as-is, often retaining—as best and accurately as possible—the spelling used
in the original language. Otherwise, if retaining the source language spelling would distort the
sound of the original word too much, the appropriate changes are made so that the word will
sound as much as possible as the original language version. Such words that exist in Modern
Classic Intaki that have been directly imported into the language are, for example, atron
(starship), of Gallente origin; hopelic (holoreel), also of Gallente origin, et cetera.
Another method of dealing with foreign lexical data is to import the word, all the while adding or
subtracting phonemes or morphemes, so that it does conform to the Modern Classic Intaki
language’s triliteral root system. This usually alters the sound of the word, so that it not only
conforms to a general conceptual meaning of the root, but also conforms to the triliteral root’s
component letters. Examples of this are totuutarag (carrier), from the Napanii totuukan, or
rikitarag (battleship), from the Napanii rikkikan, both of which incorporate the native Modern
Classic Intaki word taraag, from the root t-r-a. This root carries, among other meanings, the
concepts of shining, bright, brilliant, and is related to another Modern Classic Intaki word for
ship, goweghlom.
A third method of dealing with foreign information is to find homonymic solutions. As Modern
Classic Intaki has an extremely rich phonological inventory, sound duplication is not generally a
problem for the importation of foreign lexical data and this method also takes into consideration
the language’s root system. Thus the word, mawgemaal (pilot), borrowed from the Napanii word
of the same meaning, makivaal, share a similar sound, and the Modern Classic Intaki version
conforms to the language’s triliteral root system: the word mawgemaal derives from the root
w-g-m which connotes carry, way, go, transport, conveyance, among other concepts.
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Still another method for dealing with foreign lexical data is to shorten the word while retaining
the original language meaning. This is similar to the first method mentioned. This method, as is
obvious, in no way takes into consideration the language’s root system, and is frequently
observed among younger speakers.
One final method of incorporating foreign words into the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon involves
a combination of two or more of the aforementioned methods. This final method is not among
the most common, as it is considered to be quite “reckless”; however, it is frequently seen among
the dialects spoken in the Daridas colonies, especially among the young.
The issue of influence from foreign languages is of concern to many institutions charged with the
responsibility of protecting and promoting the use of the Modern Classic Intaki language.
Especially the Idama have expressed deep misgivings about the rapid changes occurring within
the language, and have exerted themselves vigorously in exercising a restraining and controlling
force upon the language’s change and adaptation to outside influences. The language must be
adaptable, they claim to recognize; yet, they also affirm that since the language is rooted in the
ancient past, it must also be wary of changing so much that it no longer accurately reflects the
teachings and concepts that are central to the ways and teachings of the Ida philosophy.
It is likely, despite the best efforts of the Idama, the Modern Classic Intaki language will take the
course that nature would have it take. If it is true that the Idama are truly part of a cyclical
process of birth and rebirth of which they claim, then it also follows that a certain amount of
control and influence can certainly be exerted upon the language’s course, and normal
evolutionary change can not only be influenced but cultivated. Yet, experience shows the nature
of linguistic evolution is such that such influences usually are not lasting. Interestingly, however,
the Idama energetically assert the Modern Classic Intaki language has not changed substantially
from its ancient forms, and indeed, what exists in the form of written history all the way back to
the language’s birth does seem to support at least some of their claims. Whatever the case may
be, Modern Classic Intaki’s survival and prosperity seems ensured for the foreseeable future, as
the language appears to possess a genetic predisposition to adjusting to internal as well as
external pressures, adapting and assimilating whenever and wherever necessary.
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Modern Classic Intaki, along with its many daughter dialects, has an extremely rich tradition of
prose and verse literary art. This comes as no surprise, as all of the languages of the Intaki
homeworld have long historical traditions in all of the arts, and Modern Classic Intaki has been
able to continue this tradition along the Sintrakis arc. The language is in and of itself an
expressive one, lending itself easily to great range of “maximum expression via minimal
expression”, as the Intaki themselves are fond of saying. This is due to the fact that, despite
having greatly expanded its lexicon in the last century, it is still very much a language of
concepts, enabling it to take normally ambiguous thoughts and feelings and give them an artistic,
emotional, concrete expression.
Prose is the most typical form of written language found on the homeworld and in the Daridas
colonies, applying ordinary grammatical structure and natural flow of speech rather than the
structures that are utilized in traditional verse. The simplicity and loosely defined structure of
prose has led to its adoption for the majority of spoken dialogue, factual discourse, as well as
topical and fictional writing. It is commonly used in literature, newspapers, magazines,
encyclopedias, scientific, historical and philosophical treatises, legal briefs, governmental reports,
and most other forms of written communication.
With regard to Modern Classic Intaki and the Daridas dialects, there is a rich tradition of prose
encompassing forms such as the novel, novella, novelette, short story, flash fiction, micro fiction,
vignette, and beyond. Frequently, these take the forms of fictional works of art. However,
fictional works are not the only forms of prose literature produced in the Modern Classic Intaki
language; prose also encompasses the journalistic arts, as well as essays written by those
engaged in the study of philosophy, Idism, law, science, mathematics, history, as well as many
other forms (some scholars even include other arts such as oral literature, electronic literature,
and holofilm dramatic screenplays as extensions of this type of literature).
Oftentimes, prose utilizes techniques found in verse, applying many of its principles to its own
structure in order to effect a specific purpose. However, in general, it can be said that prose sticks
closely to prescribed forms of speech and grammar, shunning anything that may seem less than
standard. Especially in the journalistic arts is this found to be the case.
Verse seems to have a deeper effect on the Intaki mental attitude towards life and the universe.
Verse is a term which encompasses multiple forms of literary art, such as poetry, drama, hymns,
lyrics, prose poetry, spoken word, symphonic poetry, as well as a whole host of other literary arts.
According to some definitions, even “non-literary” forms can be described as literary art in
which language is used for its aesthetic and evocative qualities in addition to, or in lieu of, its
obvious meaning. Verse can occur independently and discreetly as works of art in and of
themselves, or in conjunction with other works of art. Verse frequently makes use of specific and
particular forms and conventions in order to suggest alternative meanings in the words utilized,
to evoke emotional or sensual responses, and to create vivid mental images. Modern Classic
Intaki grammatical structure, especially its simplified verbal structures, often enables usage of
such devices as assonance, alliteration, onomatopoeia, and rhythm to achieve musical or even
incantatory effects. The use of ambiguity, symbolism, irony, and other stylistic elements of poetic
diction often leaves a verse open to multiple interpretations.
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Similarly, metaphor, simile, and metonymy create a resonance between otherwise disparate
images, a layering of meanings, forming connections previously not perceived. Related forms of
resonance may exist between individual verses, in their patterns of rhyme, or rhythm.
Further promoting this tendency in Modern Classic Intaki verse is the use of certain verbal forms,
which aid in alliterative, onomatopoeic, and rhythmic effects. The optative tense, a form of the
present tense which is used to express the desire that something take place, is frequently used in
the verse of Modern Classic Intaki, using the suffix -sal. Of course, the Daridas language’s
verbal structure is much more simplified than this, dropping the al of -sal, and just using the -s
suffix (or -d in the case of certain other regions). Incidentally, this simplified form has “invaded”
even standard speech and verse literature, and has even been adopted by it, further enriching the
standard language’s repertoire of expressional ability and range. Thus, a bit of irony exists within
the language itself, as it was the Modern Classic Intaki poets who originally produced this
simplified verbal structure now so prominent among the Daridas dialects.
Another method used in verse is to leave the verb in its infinitive state, as all Modern Classic
Intaki verbs end either in -a or -i. The effect is often a pleasing one to the ear, facilitating the
aforementioned literary techniques used in the composition of verse.
Other factors and methods that are used in verse composition is the elimination of the definite
article (which has given rise to its now generalized suppression in common and colloquial
speech), the high frequency of adjectival verb forms, intense symbolism and word images, and
other techniques. All of these have contributed to the popular viewpoint that Modern Classic
Intaki and Daridas language verse are among the most beautiful in the cluster, and indeed, Intakiproduced forms of music and theatre are quite popular, especially within the Gallente Federation.
Truly, the conceptual nature of the language has lent itself quite easily to the production of some
of the richest literary traditions in the Federation. It seems that—famous or not—all Intaki
possess an uncanny ability in expressing themselves in verse form. Perhaps this is one reason
why learning Modern Classic Intaki as a second language has become such a popular pastime
among many throughout the Federation and beyond.
The student is encouraged to engage in as much examination and enjoyment of Modern Classic
Intaki- and Daridas-produced literature as possible. Aside from speaking the language on a daily
basis, this singular activity will provide a true education into the intricacies of the language,
facilitating a higher linguistic competence level than one would receive without such activity.
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This section has been reserved for the placement of several samples of the Modern Classic Intaki
language in actual use. Within this section are found four of the many maravaantyam, or
mantras, commonly used by the Idama in their meditational activities, as well as an extensive
sampling of some of the most well-known quotes made throughout the centuries by the Idama,
expositions upon the teachings of Idic philosophy. Also included is the “Oath of the Idama”.
This Idic oath, although originally conceived by the Idama, for the Idama, appears to be one of
the more well-known declarations, or pledges, among all Intaki peoples, and demonstrates much
regarding the Intaki psyche, psychological, and philosophical attitude toward the worlds and
universes. The section is finalized with three excerpts of Modern Classic Intaki literature.
The student is encouraged to closely examine this section; most of the samples provided are in
the Bhrasvalaank script, followed by a transliteration into the vernacular of this translated digital
version of the Vaanin k’Intaki, followed by a proper translation. By examining these samples,
the student accomplishes several goals. Firstly, he or she familiarizes him- or herself with the
structure of the language presented, how thoughts are expressed, and the proper order of the
sentences or phrases. Secondly, Modern Classic Intaki’s tendency to use metaphoric and
symbolic language or expressions is observed, deepening one’s understanding of the language’s
structure and operations. Thirdly, the student is exposed to fine sources of literature that assist in
understanding the Intaki psychology, the philosophy of Ida, and, as the Idama would say,
perhaps even the meaning behind the existence of oneself and that of all of the universes.
Not all reasons behind certain constructions may be immediately apparent. However, the student
is encouraged to not give up, and to persevere in examining these texts, perhaps returning several
times in order to capture a proper understanding of the hows and whys behind the mechanics of
the language. By proceeding in this manner, not only will the student achieve a better
understanding of the language, but will also, it is hoped, enjoy him- or herself as he or she
engages in undertaking the linguistic acquisition of this most beautiful language of the Intaki.
1.1 – Brhavaritajyl k’Idama
The Intaki—specifically, the adherents of the Ida philosophy—strongly believe in the theory of
rebirth. This theory teaches that especially enlightened individuals are able to transcend this life
and death, enabling them to rebirth or reincarnate. Those who master this ability become special
teachers known as the Idama. The purpose of mastering this special type of rebirthing is not to
seek one’s own advantage or selfish ambitions, but to be able to return to the realm of living
flesh and blood humans in this universe in order to guide those left behind in their journeys in
this life, assisting them in alleviating their sufferings, as well as helping them in achieving
spiritual and philosophical bliss and enlightenment, uniting them with the Ultimate Creative
Force of the Universes and of Everything, the Suuraayyaahm.
There are purportedly some 500 recognized Idamas on Intaki Prime, although there are many
more people who also claim to be Reborn. Furthermore, many of these Reborn are also
capsuleers who have also achieved a type of immortality, albeit a techno-mechanical one.
Nevertheless, these Reborn capsuleers claim that cloning technology is irrelevant to their
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1.1 – Brhavaritajyk k’Idama (Continued...)

rebirthing, that it is only now utilized as a convenience, and that their rebirthing is due to
spiritual enlightenment.
Those Reborn who have sworn to assist their fellows in their journey through this life and death
do so by means of a special ceremony called the Brhavaritajyl k’Idama (Oath of the Idama),
here presented. Having taken this oath, they are thereafter considered to be Idama, or Those Who
Consider, or Considerers (or, as some translate the term, Holy Ones).
BRHAVARITAJYL K’IDAMA
kidavEr bhAvadal ayavac,
kidavEr bhAvadal
adhatajyl,
fadkasal ahm samAnshk,
yAvat kiasat,
hAcu adyrdasal
payancajylyam ki sasArad.

Kidaveer bhaavadal ayavac,
Kidaveer bhaavadal adhatajyl,
Fadkasal Ahm samaanshk, yaavat
kiasat,
Haacu adyrdasal payancajylyam ki
sasaarad.

As long as space endures,
As long as sentient beings exist,
Until then, may I too remain
And dispel the miseries of the world.

1.2 – Maravaantyam k’Intaki
The Idama utilize the maravaant, or mantra, in much of their proceedings and meditations.
These are believed to assist in creating spiritual growth, the acquisition of vision at the “higher
planes” of existence and consciousness, enlightenment, and transformation, as well as promoting
high concentrations of the aayyaahm, the essential life-force, the smallest units of existence,
according to some schools of Ida. By coming into contact with the aayyaahm, it is thought that
one can transcend this plane of existence, finding internal harmony as well as harmony with the
universes and the Suuraayyaahm, among some of the prevailing beliefs. The following examples
of maravantyam are some of the more commonly-known and oft-recited ones. Their use is quite
generalized among even secular Intaki.
MARAVAANT BHRAVAKKAS (HYMN MANTRA)
ki aUhdyartun, ishAsal ahm
revirAt tArvat
ki cakAryl, ishAsal ahm
revirAt saitrat
ki vyIbAd, ishAsal ahm
revirAt ahmarahmyl
á, narav, narav, narav.

Ki auuhdyartun, ishaasal Ahm
reviraat taarvat
Ki cakaaryl, ishaasal Ahm reviraat
saitrat
Ki vyiibaad, ishaasal Ahm reviraat
ahmarahmyl
Auhm, narav, narav, narav.

From ignorance, lead me to truth;
From darkness, lead me to light;
From death, lead me to immortality
Om, peace, peace, peace.
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MARAVAANT KI NAAMA (MANTRA OF RESPECT)
namadal ahm hyevratu
devayucayam.
namadal ahm hyevratu Adamanyam
aditibalt.
namadal ahm hyevratu idamayam.
namadal ahm hyevratu
UlvIdaYam.
namadal ahm hyevratu
braamimyam pryktun.
sodardadal pryktun
nadhAmyam hAcu qikrAt aseta
maravAnt ki bUrvahnt panc,
hAcu bhAvadal illoren hAcu
suyhnuk ullorn ki
pryktun maravAntyam bhadAn.

Namadal Ahm hyevratu
Devayucayam.
Namadal Ahm hyevratu
Aadamanyam aditibalt.
Namadal Ahm hyevratu Idamayam.
Namadal Ahm hyevratu
Ulviidayyam.
Namadal Ahm hyevratu
Braamimyam pryktun.
Sodardadal pryktun nadhaamyam
haacu qikraat aseta maravaant ki
buurvahnt panc,
haacu bhaavadal illoren haacu
suyhnuk ullorn ki pryktun
maravaantyam bhadaan.

I bow to the Prophets.
I bow to the Liberated Souls.
I bow to the Spiritual Leaders.
I bow to the Idamas.
I bow to all the Holy Ones.
This fivefold mantra destroys all sins
and obstacles,
and of all auspicious mantras, is the
first and foremost one.

MARAVAANT KI NARAV (MANTRA OF PEACE)
á. á. á.
bhAvasal ‘huciiterat illor
spheytyam asta koratas vayam
nikaas;
na^bhAvasalaxa anarav
pahyk^heit vayam;
á . narav, narav, narav.

Auhm. Auhm. Auhm.
Bhaavasal ’huciiterat illor
spheytyam asta koratas vayam
nikaas;
Na’bhaavasalaxa anarav pahyk^heit
vayam;
Auhm. Narav, narav, narav.

Om. Om. Om.
Let the studies that we together
undertake be effulgent;
Let there be no animosity amongst
us;
Om. Peace, peace, peace.

MARAVAANT BRAHNADHATTUN (UNIVERSAL MANTRA)
ragtrenasal suprabyl
nepryktun,
bhAvasal narav nepryktun,
shinAkasal nepryktun
cahet siddhakyl,
esArthasal nepryktun asta
bhadAn.
á. obdantunisal
nepryktun.
nhirAmtunisal
nepryktun.
essarthasal shukvayam asta
suprabyl hAcu
na^payancasalaxa na^lyaktik.

Ragtrenasal suprabyl nepryktun,
Bhaavasal narav nepryktun,
Shinaakasal nepryktun cahet
siddhakyl,
Esaarthasal nepryktun asta
bhadaan.

May good befall all,
May there be peace for all,
May all be fit for perfection,
May all experience that which is
auspicious.

Auhm. Obdantunisal nepryktun.
Nhiraamtunisal nepryktun.
Essarthasal shukvayam asta
suprabyl haacu na’payancasalaxa
na’lyaktik.

Om. May all be happy.
May all be healthy.
May we all experience what is good
and let no one suffer.
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Throughout the sacred words of the Idama are sprinkled numerous wise sayings, many of which
have made their way into the vernacular of Modern Classic Intaki, its daughter dialects, and not
surprisingly, even into most of the other language families in use on the homeworld and
throughout the Daridas colonies. Many of these have taken the form of popular proverbs and
common sayings, extending far beyond the purview of the Ida philosophic tradition despite the
obvious metaphysical overtones that most of them possess. Thus, even the most secular Intaki
frequently expresses him- or herself in Idic terms, often quite unwittingly.
This pervasive nature of Ida and the Idama in Intaki culture makes it quite appropriate to include
a sampling of some of these sayings and teachings. Of course, the selection herein presented is
by no means complete, and a consultation of an Idic handbook, dictionary, or a compendium of
popular Idic sayings would be appropriate for those interested in Ida philosophy and in the work
done by the Idama throughout the centuries. As is now customary, the saying is presented first in
Bhrasvalaank script, followed by a transliteration, followed by a proper translation. This serves
to demonstrate to the student of Modern Classic Intaki the language’s syntax and structure.
While the Idama are known for extreme attention to the minutiae of prescribed liturgical Modern
Classic Intaki grammar, the student may be pleasantly surprised to discover the possibilities for
variable usage. Additionally, many sayings utilize poetic techniques in their expressions, further
simplifying especially verbal usage, and thus global phrasal syntax and structure.
“shokwoqIs ki hAcu
shokwoqIs kiyavhort
surAYAhm: phruttadal auhm
ki awaos kiyavhort ahm;
bhAvadal netontun ne’ahm
nu’Ahm; suhUkadal ne’AYAhm
nu’Ahm; AYAhm jawnatAtadal ki
surAYAhm; shokwoqIs ki
hAcu kiyavhort surAYAhm.”

“Shokwoqiis ki haacu shokwoqiis
kiyavhort Suraayyaahm: Phruttadal
auhm ki awaos kiyavhort ahm;
bhaavadal netontun ne’ahm
nu’aahm; suhuukadal ne’aayyaahm
nu’aahm; aayyaahm jawnataatadal
ki Suraayyaahm; shokwoqiis ki
haacu kiyavhort Suraayyaahm.”

All is of and from the Suraayyaahm:
The auhm of life proceeds from the
ahm; the ahm is inhabited by the
aahm; the aahm is composed of
infinite aayyaahm; the aayyaahm are
borne of the Suraayyaahm; all is of
and from the Suraayyaahm.”

“illor idama vashkapin
juhambhAdalt kidavEr
py^has Ahmbadyam kisamahns
vorAth illor yevAtyam ki
vavAn^hadalt […] illor
“amashakol” nA ki aynahmtun,
pacant ki spheyt hAcu
cuhAg iAdmantun.”

“Illor Idama vashkapin
juhambhaadalt kidaveer py’has
aahmbadyam kisamahns voraath
illor yevaatyam ki vavaan’hadalt
[…] illor ‘amashakol’ naa ki
aynahmtun, pacant ki spheyt haacu
cuhaag iaadmantun.”

“The Idama have been able to
incarnate over many lifetimes from
before the times of cloning […] the
‘ability’ is not one of genetics, but
one of mental and spiritual discipline
and practice.”
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“jawnatAta kiyavhort
surAYAhm, AYAhm bhAva
kalkiyevylan. anantam
kikedrimac yevAt, ayavac,
dauravId, bAwaosyl.
shokwoqIs bAwaos bhAva ki
hAcu kiyavhort hAcu hyret
AYAhm. vamardasal AYAhm,
koratasal ahet tArvatun.”

“Jawnataata kiyavhort
Suraayyaahm, aayyaahm bhaava
kalkiyevylan. Anantam kikedrimac
yevaat, ayavac, dauraviid,
baawaosyl. Shokwoqiis baawaos
bhaava ki haacu kiyavhort haacu
hyret aayyaahm. Vamardasal
aayyaahm, koratasal ahet
taarvatun.”

“The aayyaahm, born of the
Suraayyaahm, exist eternally.
Infinite in time, space, dimension,
number, reality. All that is real is of
and from and by the aayyaahm.
Contact the aayyaahm, achieve true
understanding.”

“onan hyovart aseta sasArad
fhAdakadal ne’kanasakol
hyret nu’kanasakol;
fhAdakamal olloran hyret
nu’akanasakol—aseta dhAram
illoren ki illor
kalkiyev.”

“Onan hyovart aseta sasaarad
Fhaadakadal ne’kanasakol hyret
nu’kanasakol; fhaadakamal olloran
hyret nu’akanasakol—aseta
dhaaram illoren ki illor kalkiyev.”

“Never in this world can hatred be
stilled by hatred; it will be stilled
only by non-hatred—this is the
central law of the eternal.”

“kalkakol spheyt
akreitos’lohu, pacant,
ulkalka kekatadol
sAdyedakol ashail.”

“Kalkakol spheyt akreitos’lohu,
pacant, illor ulkalka kekatadol
saadyedakol ashail.”

“Endurance is one of the most
difficult disciplines, but it is to the
one who endures that the final
victory comes.”

“asImakreitosylAhmrayatadal,
na^musnatkaralaxa;asIm
akreitosylna^Ahmrayatadalaxa,
na^musnatkaralaxa.”

“Asiim akreitosyl aahmrayatadal,
na’musnatkaralaxa; assim akreitosyl
na’aahmrayatadalaxa,
na’musnatkaralaxa.”

“If a problem can be solved, don’t
worry about it; if a problem cannot
be solved, don’t worry about it.”

“bhratenasal iAdman hAcu
cenIdakol ki vIdaYam ki ida,
nA vErtye vAnyam;
bhratenasal vIdaYam ki ida, nA
vErtye lyaktikkol ki
ulvIday; bhratenasal Ahndyl
bAwaos, nA vErtye parvAjakol
cAdhad ki ida; bhratenasal
kidemor ki UAhndahl tarvan,
nA vErtye sEtar
rajadhArakoltun.”

“Bhratenasal iaadman haacu
ceniidakol ki viidayyam ki Ida, naa
veertye vaanyam; bhratenasal
viidayyam ki Ida, naa veertye
lyaktikkol ki ulviiday; bhratenasal
aahndyl baawaos, naa veertye
parvaajakol caadhad ki Ida;
bhratenasal kidemor ki uuaahndahl
tarvan, naa veertye seetar
rajadhaarakoltun.”

“Rely on the spirit and meaning of
the teachings of Ida, not on the
words; rely on the teachings of Ida,
not on the personality of the teacher;
rely on the real wisdom, not upon
superficial interpretation of Ida; rely
on the essence of your pure wisdom
mind, not on judgmental
perceptions.”

kamairal brahnadhat sIhunAk
sahmns kamaidal ne’kamjaitil
kisah nu’hianojun olloran.”

“Kamairal Brahnadhat siihunaak
sahmns kamaidal ne’kamjaitil kisah
nu’hianojun olloran.”

“Love the whole universe as a
mother loves her only child.”
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“aseta Ahm kivayam, sodarmahd
samahns yavamurt; loqonadalt
jawnatAt hapalca vyIbAd ki
awaoswarqasyl; samahns
loqonadalt revar ki
chorvakol. Ahmbad samahns
yemcarAsh hyovart yevevan,
psAradalt paheyk, samahns
meryevArhu hyovart
v^hunhAd vunddhatun.”

“Aseta aahm kivayam, sodarmahd
samahns yavamurt; loqonadalt
jawnataat hapalca vyiibaad ki
awaoswarqasyl; samahns
loqonadalt revar ki chorvakol.
Aahmbad samahns yemcaraash
hyovart yevevan, psaaradalt paheyk,
samahns meryevaarhu hyovart
v’hunhaad vunddhatun.”

“This existence of ours is as
transient as clouds; watching the
birth or the death of beings, is like
watching the movements of a dance.
A lifetime is as lightning in the sky,
rushing by, like a torrent in a steep
mountain.”

“napalca jawnatAta napalca
vyIba surAYAhm. nA jAtvara, nA
revara, nA tUvrika, hapalca nA
sodarda. hyArt eleqan
pryktun, surAYAhm ulpalika
kalkiyev, tarvan shuk
hyArt vayactun’hu sartha
hAcu ahmsad qikrAta yuedha
hAcu veyecakol netontun
hah.”

“Napalca jawnataata napalca vyiiba
Suraayyaahm. Naa jaatvara, naa
revara, naa tuuvrika, hapalca naa
sodarda. Hyaart eleqan pryktun,
Suraayyaahm ulpalika kalkiyev,
tarvan shuk hyaart vayactun’hu
sartha haacu ahmsad. Qikraata
yuedha haacu veyecakol netontun
Hah.”

“The Suraayyaahm is neither born
nor dies. It cannot be burned,
moved, pierced, cut, nor destroyed.
Beyond all attributes, the
Suraayyaahm is the eternal witness,
ever pure far beyond the senses and
the ego. In it conflicts and
expectations cease.”

“dratan pahyk^heit grAhapyam
intaki 5. vijAlad hAcu
suhUkakel hyret
awaoswarqasyl xizarakel
vashkayty awaosabalt hAcu
Arohatabalt vErtye aseta
grAhap kidavEer yevAta
hyArt mIsImkol.”

“Dratan pahyk’heit graahapyam
Intaki Prime. Vijaalad haacu
suhuukakel hyret awaoswarqasyl
xizarakel. Vashkayty awaosabalt
haacu aarohatabalt veertye aseta
graahap kidaveer yevaata hyaart
miisiimkol.”

“Intaki Prime is a jewel among
planets. It is tropical and filled with
diverse lifeforms. We have lived and
grown on this planet for time beyond
measure.”

“bidukan pykbidukan
suhUkadal payqakats.
samahnsan, siyomadal dhedus
pykdhedus aahmsuhUkadal
illor ne’beklaand,
nu’Ahmkihah hyret
ashubha.”

“Bidukan pykbidukan suhuuka
payqakats. Samahnsan, siyomadal
dhedus pykdhedus aahmsuhuukadal
illor ne’beklaand, nu’Aahmkihah
hyret ashubha.”

“Drop by drop is the water jar filled.
Likewise, the fool, gathering it little
by little, fills himself with evil.”

“nivedIhtadal surAYAhm
illor bAwaosyl’lhu. dIdes
cahet asta katamah bhAvabal,
bhAvadal, hAcu bhAvmal.
nivedIhtadal samAnshk
surAYAhm asta katamah
bhAvadal hyArt vytavat,
vyavat, uyvat.”

“Nivediihtadal Suraayyaahm illor
baawaosyl’lhu. Diides cahet asta
katamah bhaavabal, bhaavadal,
haacu bhaavmal. Nivediihtadal
samaanshk Suraayyaahm asta
katamah bhaavadal hyaart vytavat,
vyavat, uyvat.”

“The Suraayyaahm represents the
supreme reality. It is a symbol for
what was, what is, and what shall be.
Suraayyaahm represents also what
lies beyond past, present, future.”
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“AYAhm shukaseta. AYAhm
shukasta. Ki AYAhm, jAkrota
AYAhm. Kada adyrda nu’AYAhm ki
ne’AYAhm fadka AYAhm.”

“Aayyaahm shukaseta. Aayyaahm
shukasta. Ki aayyaahm, jaakrota
aayyaahm. Kada adyrda
nu’aayyaahm ki ne’aayyaahm fadka
aayyaahm.”

“All this is aayyaahm. All that is
aayyaahm. From aayyaahm,
aayyaahm comes.
When aayyaahm is taken from
aayyaahm, aayyaahm remains.”

“kamaibal nu’shokwoqIis nA
kihetasc Ahmkihah, hAcu
kihetasc bhAvadal
netontun nu’shokwoqIs
illor ne’surayAhm.”

“Kamaibal nu’shokwoqiis naa
kihetasc aahmkihah, haacu kihetasc
bhaavadal netontun nu’shokwoqiis
illor ne’Suraayyaahm.”

“Everything is loved not for its own
sake, but because the Suraayyaahm
lives in it.”

“samahns AYAhmcidar, labhita
virat yevet ki barvant ki
Arovanapti, Ahmsiyoma hAcu
uhanba cahet paheyk,
samahnsan Ahm, labhita
yevet ki awaos hAcu zakila
ki Auhdyar pryktun, siyoma
kihah AYAhm hAcu uhanba ki
bevost hyevratu nayviit.”

“Samahns aayyaahmcidar, labhita
virat yevet ki barvant ki
aarovanapti, aahmsiyoma haacu
uhanba cahet paheyk, samahnsan
aahm, labhita yevet ki awaos haacu
zakila ki aauhdyar pryktun, siyoma
kihah aayyaahm haacu uhanba ki
bevost hyevratu nayviit.”

“As a caterpillar, having come to the
end of one blade of grass, draws
itself together and reaches out for
the next, so the aahm, having come
to the end of one life and dispelled
all ignorance, gather in its aayyaahm
and reaches out from the old to the
new.”

“samahns jAkrota masrikajyl
ki masrik hAcu uhanba,
samahns payroda vanAspaItyam
kiyavhort panka, samahns
Arohata cikur kiyavhort
jAtar, samahnsan, vAdata idama,
jorAta brahnadhatyam
pryktun kiyavhort
surAYAhm ashokshadAnd,
virohat ki awaos.”

“Samahns jaakrota masrikajyl ki
masrik haacu uhanba, samahns
payroda vanaaspaiityam kiyavhort
panka, samahns aarohata cikur
kiyavhort jaatar, samahnsan,
vaadata Idama, joraata
brahnadhatyam pryktun kiyavhort
Suraayyaahm Ashokshadaand,
Virohat ki Awaos.”

“As the web issues out of the spider
and is withdrawn, as plants sprout
from earth, as hair grows from the
body, even so, the Idama say, all the
universes spring from the deathless
Suraayyaahm, the source of life.”

“kada kendrimadal fadkAn hah
vErtye illor zabhafyl ki
ekataryl, asuparabidal kihah
qoakt shkan, akreitosidal
sadyada tAn.”

“Kada kendrimadal fadkaan Hah
veertye illor zabhafyl ki ekataryl,
asuparabidal kihah qoakt shkan,
akreitosidal sadyada Taan.”

“When one keeps dwelling on the
faults of others, his own
compulsions grow worse, making it
harder to overcome them.”
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“nA labah hyovart illor
yevevan; nA padlayan hyovart
sasArad cahet kah
pagritabalt paheyk kitAn
poremyam. pacant ulspheyt
ki ida bhAvadal hyovart adIt.
nA labah hyovart illor
yevevan; nA padlayan hyovart
sasArad cahet kah
pagritabalt paheyk kitAn
poremyam. parIt shokwoqIs
hyovart illor sasArad,
pacant na^mesaekadalaxa onAn
illor ulspheyt ki ida.”

“Naa labah hyovart illor yevevan;
naa padlayan hyovart sasaarad
cahet kah pagritabalt paheyk kitaan
poremyam. Pacant ulspheyt ki Ida
bhaavadal hyovart adiit. Naa labah
hyovart illor yevevan; naa padlayan
hyovart sasaarad cahet kah
pagritabalt paheyk kitaan
poremyam. Pariit shokwoqiis
hyovart illor sasaarad, pacant
na’mesaekadalaxa onaan illor
ulspheyt ki Ida.”

“There is no path in the sky; there is
no refuge in the world for those
driven by their desires. But the
disciples of Ida live in freedom.
There is no path in the sky; there is
no refuge in the world for those
driven by their desires. All is change
in the world, but the disciples of Ida
are never shaken.”

“virohat ki shokwoqIs
surAYAhm bAwaosyl hAcu
abAwaosyl. bhAva netontun
kandara ki saitrat hAcu
pakalish anautagan,
jApakalisha dadus ki
evaqrUt: AYAhm anantam
katamah Apanurna sUtrAndh
hyovart mahatatun:
dhardAxan, brAqhurt ki
avashad kiyavhort vashad,
hAcu brAqhurt ki vashad
kiyavhort avashad.”

“Virohat ki shokwoqiis
Suraayyaahm Baawaosyl haacu
Abaawaosyl. Bhaava netontun
kandara ki saitrat haacu pakalish
anautagan, jaapakalisha dadus ki
evaqruut: aayyaahm anantam
katamah aapanurna suutraandh
hyovart mahatatun. Dhardaaxan,
Braaqhurt ki Avashad kiyavhort
Vashad, haacu Braaqhurt ki Vashad
kiyavhort Avashad.”

“The Suraayyaahm is the Source of
All That is Real and Unreal.
Dwelling in a mandala of
inaccessible light and energy,
emitting the basic unit of structure:
the infinite aayyaahm which provide
the insight into the wonderful. That
is, the Creation of Chaos from
Order, and the Creation of Order
from Chaos.”

“rakhadal illor dadAyA illor
nu’Ahndyl ki kUnain,
akkatadalt kihah kekatajyl
sUtrAndh hyovart ghuYl
bAwaos hAcu abAwaos,
emahsidal vamard hyret
AYAhm.”

“Rakhadal illor dadaayaa illor
nu’aahndyl ki kuunain, akkatadalt
kihah kekatajyl suutraandh hyovart
ghuyyl baawaos haacu abaawaos,
emahsidal vamard hyret
aayyaahm.”

“Silence is the wisdom which the
dadaayaa imparts, giving its
recipient insight into secrets real and
unreal, enabling contact with the
aayyaahm.”

“rajyadal setAr, Udah, hAcu
Unahd, tApUr vErtye adIt,
adIt ki porem, trasinikol
hAcu panucyl, illor idama
aditun yevakalkAn.”

“Rajyadal setaar, uudah, haacu
uunahd, taapuur veertye adiit, adiit
ki porem, trasinikol haacu panucyl,
illor Idama aditun yevakalkaan.”

“Governing sense, mind, and
intellect, intention on liberation, free
from desire, fear and anger, the
Idama is forever free.”

“kada gadrita dAyad, Udah
sudjirad, samahns illor
javalar ki saitraqekt
hyovart ashokmaruvAttun.”

“Kada gadrita daayad, uudah
sudjirad, samahns illor javalar ki
saitraqekt hyovart
ashokmaruvaattun.”

“When meditation is mastered, the
mind is unwavering, like the flame
of a lamp in a windless place.”
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“seloqtara samahnsan
nu’pAnak, nu’bahnahk,
nu’shilank, hAcu
nu’jA^ishak illor ne’intaki
budhAhndakel.”

“Seloqtara samahnsan nu’paanak,
nu’bahnahk, nu’shilank, haacu
nu’jaa’ishak illor ne’Intaki
budhaahndakel.”

“To the illuminated Intaki, dirt, gold,
stone, and diamond are all the
same.”

“na^trasiniralaxa illor
abAwaosyl, vytbAwaosyl onAn,
uyvbAwaosyl onAn. illor
bAwaosyl, bhAvabal uhAn,
bhAvamal uhAn, hAcu
na^vashkadalaxa sodardabalt
onAn.”

“Na’trasiniralaxa illor abaawaosyl,
vytbaawaosyl onaan, uyvbaawaosyl
onaan. Illor baawaosyl, bhaavabal
uhaan, bhaavamal uhaan, haacu
na’vashkadalaxa sodardabalt
onaan.”

“Fear not what is not real, never
was, and never will be. What is real,
always was, always will be, and can
never be destroyed.”

“Ahm kiqhoikt ki hUniahd
kihah hiadhard, Ahm
kiqhoikt ki hUiahd kihah
ahiadhard.”

“Aahm kiqhoikt ki huuniahd kihah
hiadhard, Aahm kiqhoikt ki
huuniahd kihah ahiadhard.”

“A man’s own self is his friend. A
man’s own self is his enemy.”

“na^jawnatAtadalaxa onAn
surAYAhm; na^qikrAtadalaxa
onAn surAYAhm. na^bhAvadalaxa
onAn: aparItakel, kidavEr
yevaat fadkamal.”

“Na’jawnataatadalaxa onaan
Suraayyaahm; na’qikraatadalaxa
onaan Suraayyaahm.
Na’bhaavadalaxa onaan:
apariitakel, kidaveer yevaat
fadkamal.”

“Never was the Suraayyaahm born;
never shall the Suraayyaahm cease.
Never was it not: changeless,
throughout time it shall remain.”

“asIim jAatvrAaradal nikAs
illor ‘hucIteratyl ki
shurkhatom rAviyam hyovart
illor yevevan intakitun,
somnatal aseta samahns
illor bhrAy ki surayAhm
asodAhard. tirhan hah, jAtvar
sodardAn ki sasAradyam katamah
sodardal YevAt.”

“Asiim jaatvraaradal nikaas illor
‘huciiteratyl ki shurkhatom
raaviyam hyovart illor yevevan
Intakitun, somnatal aseta samahns
illor bhraay ki Suraayyaahm
asodaahard. Tirhan Hah, illor
jaatvar sodardaan ki sasaaradyam
katamah sodardal yevaat.”

“If the radiance of a trillion suns
were to burst forth at once in the
Intaki sky, that would be like the
glory of the indestructible
Suraayyaahm. It is mighty, the
worlds-destroying fire of time.”
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“bhAva daistri dauravIdyam ki
brahnadhat pranekan,
samahns tavkanyam ki jUhnAl
ki dadAYA. ki anantam
pykanantam ki khandra, hAcu
ki kalkyevant
pykkalkyevant ki
yevakhandra, bhAva hAcu
jApaklisha pakalish abaridin
surAYAhm. siyoma pakalish
abaridin hyovart kaband
sureshakel ki brAqhurt
jawnata AYAhm anantam asta
karinada nu’surAYAhm, vizarla
kidavEr brahnadhatyam
pryktun jAkrota awaos
hyovart kihah jusromaph.”

“Bhaava daistri dauraviidyam ki
brahnadhat pranekan, samahns
tavkanyam ki juuhnaal ki dadaayaa.
Ki anantam pykanantam ki khandra,
haacu ki kalkyevant pykkalkyevant ki
yevakhandra, bhaava haacu
jaapaklisha pakalish abaridin
Suraayyaahm. Siyoma pakalish
abaridin hyovart Kaband Sureshakel
ki Braaqhurt jawnata aayyaahm
anantam asta karinada
nu’Suraayyaahm, vizarla kidaveer
Brahnadhatyam pryktun, jaakrota
awaos hyovart kihah jusromaph.”

“Thirteen dimensions of each
universe exist as slices of the
dadaayaa fruit. From infinity to
infinity of the chakra, and from
eternity to eternity of the kalachakra,
the Suraayyaahm dwells in and
emits limitless energy. Limitless
energy gathers in the Supreme
Vortex of Creation, birthing infinite
aayyaahm that surround the
Suraayyaahm, dispersing throughout
all of the universes, leaving life in its
wake.”

“akkata intaki jAtackar nA ki
awaos pacant javalar ki vyIvAd;
intaki nA vratjawnatAt ki
yevAta, pacant vratvyIbAd;
intaki nA vrathivabunun ki
silpaphis pacant
vratahivabunun labhata
intaki nA nu’Ahndyl, pacant
gUha; jAkrota intaki nA
iAdmantunyl, pacant sodarda;
intaki nA kendrom ki
brahnadhatyam, pacant illor
kendrom ki kitAn Avjataryam
shkan illor kaband
aparsajAtakel ki kihah AYAhm:
anantam jawnata vyIbAd
juhambhAt, hAcu jarmAta
sodard brAqhurt vyIbad
prayomAn illoren, cahet
juhambhAta. kva sodarda
shokwoqIs, juhambhAta
shokwoqIs. intaki
shokwoqIs hAcu shokwoqIs
intaki; kimshuk sodarda sah,
phrutta juhambhAjyl hAcu
kalkiyev; aseta illor tArvat
kalkiyevyl ki surAYAhm,
asodAhardyl hyArt bAwaosyl
hAcu abAwaosyl.”

“Akkata Intaki jaatackar naa ki
awaos pacant javalar ki vyiivaad;
Intaki naa vratjawnataat ki yevaata,
pacant vratvyiibaad; Intaki naa
vrathivabunun ki silpaphis pacant
vratahivabunun labhata Intaki naa
nu’aahndyl, pacant guuha; jaakrota
Intaki naa iaadmantunyl, pacant
sodarda; Intaki naa kendrom ki
brahnadhatyam, pacant illor
kendrom ki kitaan aavjataryam
shkan illor kaband aparsajaatakel ki
kihah aayyaahm: anantam jawnata
vyiibaad juhambhaat, haacu
jarmaata sodard braaqhurt. Vyiibad
prayomaan illoren, cahet
Juhambhaata. Kva sodarda
shokwoqiis, juhambhaata
shokwoqiis. Intaki shokwoqiis haacu
shokwoqiis Intaki; kimshuk sodarda
Sah, phrutta juhambhaajyl haacu
kalkiyev. Aseta illor taarvat
kalkiyevyl ki Suraayyaahm,
asodaahardyl hyaart baawaosyl
haacu abaawaosyl.”

“Intaki gave not the spark of life, but
the flame of death; Intaki was not
the birthplace of time, but its
deathplace; Intaki was not the cradle
of civilization, but its grave; Intaki
did not discover wisdom, but
concealed it; Intaki did not produce
spirituality, but destroyed it; Intaki is
not the center of the universes, but
the center of their very souls, the
inexorable vortex of their infinite
aayyaahm: death birthes the rebirth,
and destruction creates the creation.
To be reborn, first you must die.
Where all is destroyed, all is reborn.
Intaki is all and all is Intaki; all that
she destroys, are reborn and eternal.
This is the eternal truth of the
Suraayyaahm, indestructibility
beyond the real and the unreal.”
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Excerpts from Modern Classic Intaki Literature

The following pages highlight just a small selection of the vast amount of Modern Classic Intaki
literature available via any available integrated information network system, not only within
Intaki-controlled territories, but throughout the whole cluster.
These works are first presented in a Modern Classic Intaki transliteration into the script of the
Vaanin k’Intaki, followed by a full translation into the vernacular. It is hoped this will whet the
student’s appetite for Intaki literature, specifically that which is written in Modern Classic Intaki
or one of its daughter dialects, or sister languages (those found under the umbrella of Sintrakis).
The works presented herein are as follows:
•

“Yasur”, a vignette regarding the (in)famous Intaki volcano, by Intaki pilot and writer
Mammal Tafren.

•

“Dreams of Yasur”, a poem inspired by the famous volcano, and a “response” to the
vignette of the same name, written by Ravede enDama.

•

Reborn, a novelette written by Intaki pilot and writer Suuji Praath. Only a brief excerpt,
specifically the introduction, is presented. The student should note this novelette is
written in the dialect of Modern Classic Intaki spoken by Mr. Praath, and as such, may
contain language or conventions that are not standard. This generally should not hinder
comprehension, as the differences are minimal and the dialect is similar enough to the
standard language so as to enable intelligibility while adding a certain “spice” to the
writing. By being observant to context, even vocabulary that is not contained within
Standard Modern Classic Intaki can be discerned and comprehended. The chapter
continues after the abrupt ending of the excerpt presented here, and can be searched for
via any integrated information network system or other related information-delivery
technology. The concepts presented in this fictional work of art are somewhat surrealistic
and metaphysical, giving the reader insight into a “common” Intaki’s thoughts with
regard to rebirthing, cloning and other “Intaki-centric” phenomenon. This insight can
help the student in understanding the Intaki frame of mind, even if this viewpoint is that
of an Intaki capsuleer, and not one of a “normal” human being, as rebirthing is—as must
be quite obvious—a very Intaki phenomenon.

These short examples of Modern Classic Intaki literature not only serve the purpose of exposing
readers of the Vaanin k’Intaki to literature produced in the language, but can also serve to
acclimate the student to Modern Classic Intaki syntactics, pragmatics, and semantics, albeit in
written form.
The student is also advised to make use of the accompanying Vaanin k’Intaki dictionaries should
the necessity for assistance arise while reading through these excerpts.
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paheyk Mammal Tafren

Yasur
by Mammal Tafren

Vratadal netontun dhendsabvhakaniid nampayastun ki Intaki Illoren,
paynusiir gavunhtrakel, Yasur, tinodal kihah ‘huloqon woidaajtun uparn
zepaymat vyacatun tunhoramdtun. Aset aseta illor ki vratayam illoren
abromaamtabal illor Lokrajalok.

In the southern hemisphere of Intaki Prime, the looming volcano,
Yasur, casts its sweaty glare over an open salty bay. This was one
of the places the Gallente first landed.

Bhaavabal aset shiilaastan, loka sauddatun. Kitaan mharadyrdsyam
pankatun xazkarabal illor yasarjun daayanakel hyovart cuurn loghu
yasarjtun, panskaddadal kitaan ralgivdyam panskadtun. Kada
vrashokrabal Lokrajalok, vaanlaahtadal ne’Taan nu’aapanurnyam ki
kitaan atronyam, nu’bvhiijaatackarshkyam, woqiisyam katamah
na’vashkabilaxa starnelyabalt illor loka kah bhaavabal saprivit Yasur.

The people who lived here were simple, then. Their brown toes
crumbled the settled ash into a fine grey powder, dusting their feet
pale. When the Gallente came, they showed off cargo from their
ships, glittering things, things of which the people who live below
Yasur had never dreamed.

Hyovart illor choahyyam ki talaazyam ‘hulambhakel, vaanabal Taan
hyret illor ullabhithyam, kah vaadatabal nu’Taan woqiisyam
mahatatun—asta hyaart illor sholdandyam sitrat, uuhdyarabal Taan illor
barvantyl olloran, bhaavadal shyynuk astayan masaraval Taan; asta
samanadal taara pranekanan ki gahndyam ciiterat hyovart yevevan,
samahns huvidashaan kitaan ciiterat jaat’herun, haacu qhoiktadal
ne’taara pranekanan sasaaradyam.

In the shadows of overhanging palms, they spoke with the
newcomers, who told them wondrous things—that beyond the
white sands that were the only borders they had known was more
than they could imagine; that each of the bright spots in the
fundament was a star, just like their bright hot one, and that each of
those stars had worlds.

Vunhtrabal Taan haacu loqonabal Taan fervlaatadal illor atronyam, astan
pulqanadal nikaas aziladal starnelya ki aapunarn rakany haacu bhrakany.
Haacu asta nahi, panucibal Yasur, revakhadal tvakan hyovart
brahmahndht vayak cakusar ruros.

They stood and watched the ships take off, then grow distant, then
disappear altogether, leaving behind a dream of mysterious and
esoteric cargo. And that night, Yasur flared, glowing red tendrils
streaking out into the cosmos.

Kisamatun kitaan proty hyovart Ida, gavunhtrabal gwolloran netontun
adhat ki loka, woqiis mahatatun tuthoras, amashakel ki sodard rugrahtun,
pacaant illor virohat ki bhujaatelyl cahet pankashuk netontun illor vratez.
Vaanabal Taan hyevratu ne’bhunhaad, haacu protyabal Taan asta
vaanabal Hah hyevratu ne’Taan.

Despite their belief in the Ida, Yasur loomed large in the people’s
consciousness, a great and terrible thing, able at a whim to destroy,
but the source of fertility for all the soil in the region. They spoke
to the grim mountain, and believed it spoke to them.

Juyevpeyshaarabal aqhiktajylyam mahatatun ki shilank jaspravyst
veertye illor bhudlaain pahyk’heitshuk, haacu cyutabal padratyam
fudektun ki illor obvat ki shilank. Loaqadnabal asta nahi Yasur,
loaqadnabal kihetasc vashkabel alabhatadalt kihah hianojunyam.

Great globs of molten stone drizzled the ground around, and soft
flows trickled from the lip of the rock. Yasur cried that night, cried
that it was losing its children.
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Astan, hetilabal, haacu pambal nuraam ki yasarjun vashkbil nevayabalt
paheyk illor duyonajun ki avrhetar netonun katamah vashkabil
namatrepabalt nahkidaveer illor loka. Yavhortabal illor loka haacu
vaanabal hyevratu Yasur, cahet sajirna illor bhunhaad asta na’azilatalaxa
Taan ne’Ha, paacant fadkabal fhaadakan Hah.

Then, it was morning, and a fresh blanket of ash had drifted along
the cane huts the people had cowered in overnight. The people
went out and spoke to Yasur, to reassure the mountain that they
would not leave it, but it was silent.

Figaten samatun, bharevayadal reviraat Yasur loka kiyorvhshuk illor
Rajaraphis, Intaki kah arohaatadal ki asta jaatnay laghut, yacatadalt illor
bhunhaad asta vaana kretat Hah hyevratu ne’Taan.

Even now, people travel to Yasur from all over the Federation,
Intaki descended from that humble treble, begging the mountain to
speak again.

Pacant ’hunelyadal fidkalan Yasur.

But Yasur slumbers on.
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by Ravede enDama

By night the sea winds whisper
A berceuse of salt and foam
Forgotten as they have the notes
Of this ashen ballad’s home

’Hunelya bhunhaad hyovart vrat
Jawnataata Vayam, haacu Ahm
Supravt kivayam kapaymbal ki taarayam
Yevevan ki shurkhatom hianojunyam

In the place where we were born
The mountain slumbers, and I
Beneath our quilt of stars
A hundred billion children’s sky

Pacant daayada Ahm, kim starnelya
Yasur mahzray, mahrahaash ki shukvayam
Polaqana kuunainan Tah
Gutnan yaavat cuyata saveyavv

But what dreams noble Yasur
I muse, ancestor to us all
Are you standing silent vigil
Now until the heav’ns fall

Pajolugra aseta mahatakol avapraamakel
Daveer kiahm anafk, nafk ’hukanrat
Yagaj parnaactyl hyevratu sampenaara
Ki bhunhaad aseta pratavant

This unbidden wonder seeps
Through my breath, a weary sigh
Is sacrifice enough to earn
From the mountain this reply

Yecaraalk haacu meryevaarhu!
Haacu tusar ki javalar
Tunoda ketom duynee
Nidarmta kiahm kutual
Teprasa Ahm Seloqtraa asetayam
Sateer sodtarneltun ki caduudh
Bhadhtas, klankana Ahm, qikraata starnelya
Kada avetvaana Yasur
Shilank gahtnakel haacu usman anfkakel
Humabhoum kayavkakel
Vaank pankatun, aheth
Haacu iiloren khikudiika
Duhmat uyvattun seloqtarakel
ki py’haas’hu jajuniahd haacu jajukham
apulqanakel
Kidaveer illor nahi ashail ki jaatvar
Jaatvara yaavat Yasur hetil
Yacata kihah hianojun zantayta nu’bhunhaad
Naa phrutta vasaadan cahet loaqadna
Pharata Hah hyovart gahatiyl
Cahet kavramak ki Yasur hyevratu dadaxha

Thunder and torrent!
And showering of flame
A thousand cities smote
My curiosity to blame
I tremble to behold these
Nightmare visions of the peak
Wake, I cry, dream no more
When Yasur begins to speak
Crashing rock and hissing steam
The continent upheaved
It is an earthen voice, of course
And one centuries bereaved
Having seen the future history of
So many sons and daughters gone
In one final night of fire
Yasur burned until the dawn
Its children bade the mountain calm
There was no cause to mourn
In frustration it withdrew
For Yasur’s purpose was to warn
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Vaadata Taan fiyadka bhaghyay ki saitratyl
Cahet iilloren kah udhiita hyvirt
Cahet saabha surayam meretostun, pacant fadkas
Navrastavtun’lohu Tah veertye kitayam
ralgivdyam
Raavdyuas illor bahoum haacu anafkas illor
marut
Kokatas illor juuhnaal haacu koktas kadurhyah
Kastamah fiyadka cahet Tah
Naa awaos obdantun
Naa seloqtara, naa amasha
Kidaveer kitayam zobh ki yiidav
Aalubatha ahnelya Taan ne’sura bevost
Haacu fervla hyevratu saveyaavv

A destiny of light awaits, they say
Those who rise above to meet
The winged gods, but stay
You are safer on your feet
Walk the land and breathe the air
Pick the fruit and take a wife
What awaits you in the void
Is not a happy life
They did not see, they could not
Through their new adventure’s hue
Let the old god rest, they did
And unto the heavens flew

Vaana aseta pryktun, sacy
Netontun vasaadanakol ki starnelyakol
Haacu vapraama Ahm illor sura, illor bhunhaad
Kikedrimak sucaayd ki kihah yojan

All this Yasur speaks, clear
In the logic of a dream
And I ask the god, the mountain
Of its revelation’s scheme

Qrota samahnsan, zuny ki sajaaj siidjadakel
Paydasyam haacu avaaniruh
Perinea nhiraamaan hianojunyam daridasakel
Bhadaan haacu naarayav

Broken nature’s cipher, made
Alike the waters and the tree
Scattered children bask in health
Fortune and prosperity

Pacant aobda,asetayam raakh amuulaay onaan
Haacu vrashokra xodthiity ki dahmar
Bhatranabal bhatranabal syhnuuk deduus
Aseta uyvat katamah necata hyret vaayanarit

But oh, these gifts were never free
And the loan is coming due
This future bought with promise
Has transformed a certain few

Raavdyua pahyk’heit hianojunyam ki Yasur
Junjun ahianodtun ki taarayam
Wojatra shurkhatom xzer
Kitaan labahyam raavdyuakel, jaat’herun
tudratavartun

Among Yasur’s children stride
Inhuman offspring of the stars
Fusion hot, their trodden paths
Sear a hundred billion scars

Pariita kiahm mahatakol hyovart mateprasa
Haacu astan kretat pariita hyovart trasinikol.
Vanamas Ahm kem, Yasur
Vasauphydta vasauphydta aseta aset hyevratu
Ahm

My wonder turns to trepidation
And then again to fear
Dare I posit why, Yasur
Has explained this to me here

Xpeva bashidank afedakakel sahmns teprasyam
Revereva, aahayeta Ahm
Aadaara kiahm ghal hianodtun
Yasur, aset sura, jaater

Unseated bedrock slips as tremors
Toss and pitch, I realize
Yasur, this god, a brother
Sees through my human guise
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Dadaxha kavramak ki bhunhaad
Haacu yacata asta navdrusta kihah hianojunyam
Kidruevan asetayam ulghadula ki sasaaradyam
Aobda, dadaxha Yasur kikedrimak Ahm

The mountain’s purpose was to alarm
And to beg its children flee
From these butchers of the worlds
O, Yasur warns of me
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Juhambhaata
paheyk Suuji Praath

Reborn
by Suuji Praath

Huuvaant 1
Cuudahyam ki illor Vanaastun

Chapter 1
Memories of the Green

Vyiibam illoren cahet juhambhaata.

To be born again, first you must die.

Kokratab buudron enkadtun Ahm. Loqonab Ahm veertye vunhddaam
vunddhatun av’haaniirakel kva guuhab padyolan onnas hyovart
dhiaviyan fevas. Vunhtrab sahmns shilank gwollor padyolanyam,
gupahdla cakaryam cu avaaniruhyam, aonnas siihunaakantun. Udhiita
bhaayjatyl ki bhunhaad apahyk’neit saprivit Taan. Nilayab citrak pikat ki
harit
dapardisakel
hyret
chaywarqas
vaanyasar.
Atulyab
spheytimiskoltun ki agekyam sajaajtun stavakyam bhiin ki vherdavaal
tavikakelsamahns bvhiisuurohn wakatakel hyovart buurvahnt ki
vunhddaam. Mishkarab shilank cakaar ki bhundhaadyam hyret zakalyam
perostun ki yehpartkha tarvan. Sitrat proadh cakaaryl, fadka louqan
samans yemcaraash hepartkakel proadh yevevan nahitun. Pazarlab
aahmkihah yevevan takar acaadhad hyevoraat cadraad udhiitakel ki
pahysarshil cu shilank. Hyopayhek vakranab ca’paart amiisiimakel
tumerghar ki yavamurt ayniit divras yevevan, rudhadalt raavi jaathirat.

A valley curled before me. I looked upon steep, forested hills
where inconspicuous shelters hid in a lone settlement. The shelters
stood like large rocks, nestled between the ferns and trees, utterly
unnoticeable. Beneath them rose the sublimity of distant mountains.
Under the peaks lay a thick carpet of emerald spattered with shades
of verdigris. Distinct layers of a terraced farm like staircases
cleaved into the hillside made geometric sense of the natural
curves. The dark rock of the mountains was mixed with fractal
shards of pure snow. White against the darkness, the image stood
as frozen lightning against the night sky. A deep cerulean sky
spread itself behind the rising spires of ice and rock. Between the
immeasurable blue patches of ephemeral clouds crawled across the
sky, obscuring the white hot sun.

***

***

Jaatvarab daveer kiahm varmatyam, curinabalt daveer kiahm adhatjun.
bhadhtab Ahm ki nely’lhu qhoiktab uuhdyarab shuk pancaas cu spantas.
Zusayab saitratyl vigahan, vyaacab Ahm kiahm loqonyam nayviit
hyevratu payanc ki nediid loqontun jaahuutis hyret sarth. Samanab marut
ucchist, prasarakel pacant suhuukab hyret malaattunyl shiaal asta
amashab naasadalt cu sarjattadalt Ahm. Pranicab yavhort Ahm kiahm
mhadyrdsyam voraath aamkiahm sahmns pranekan mha’cadys nuraam
klazkab cu uklakib. ’Hulambhab hyaart Ahm kiahm osthilyam klapanc
cu taruniis parus, jaatvaras cu chi’nas supravt kiahm tvak efedek
tuapiikat kiahm peshiih.

Light burned through my eyelids, smashing through my
subconscious. I woke from the deepest sleep I had ever known
aching and pulsing. The blinding light faded, I opened my new
eyes to the pain of an optic nerve teeming with sensation. The air
was stale, recirculated but filled with a coarse virginity that I could
smell and feel. I stretched out my fingers before me as each fresh
knuckle popped and snapped. My creaking bones and stiff cartilage
extended past me; my muscles burning and tearing beneath my thin,
smooth skin.
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Vyaacab kiahm dvaar cahet miikta jhrimbaat acaadhad, krawlakel cu
yvaketab, cakaras cakaaryl zabhaf uparn saitratyl acaadhad. Bhoghab
kiahm jaatar hyovart revaryam ashokadhattun, saprik aseloqtarakel;
samkasab astan uparamab prenkenan peshiih. Jatayarab daveer naiddyam
suyumakel rubhiros nayviit. Tuyab proadh kiahm no’zalkalyam kiahm
majatur, byavatas daveer na’tilakyam nyasjarakel no’marut ucchist.
Ciitkaarab hyret awaos nayviit prenekanan pantoys.

I opened my mouth to loose a deep, roaring yawn and blinked,
flashing weak darkness over the deep light. My body reeled in
unconscious movements, unseen processes; every external muscle
contracted then relaxed. New blood pumped through empty veins.
My diaphragm pushed against my ribs, forcing the stale air through
smoldering lungs. Each alveoli screamed with the new life.

Tenudab uparnan Ahm khamyiahd cu asyatab samiipyam ki kahkkal
hyovart ousirajylyam cuaranab:

A woman leaned over me and shot ripples of sound into pounding
ear drums:

“Praathsri? Katham Tah?”

“Mr. Praath? How are you feeling?”

Kasanab Ahm, parvamab cu labhatab vaanyam:

I coughed, paused and found the words:

“Bhadhtab Tah no’Ahm.”

“You woke me.”

“Aseta vrat illor Panvratan Vavaan’hakel ki Proteque vratadal Torrinos
Panc-Sey. Naaymedh kiahm Ulnarvedaama Esteller, kitah ulvavaan’ha
shiratakel. Dusitabal kitah vandsajun cu tajatabal kitah vavaan’hu-”
loqonab vratlaguhaan virat kisah yavast, “pahykitaan yhevtan tri
yavatyum. Qhoiktadal CONCORD akapyam siihunaak ki gatren asta
siiddhabal illor duszat ki kihah vandsajun, usphalidal cahet Tah, aheth.”

“This is the Poteque Cloning Facility at Torrinos Five-Six. I’m
Doctor Esteller, your supervising cloner. Your capsule was
compromised and your clone was activated approximately–” she
looked down at her watch, “–three minutes ago. CONCORD has
full records of the incident that lead to your capsule breach,
available to you immediately, of course.”

“Vyiibab Ahm?”
Uudhyarab iasit. Amashab sarjaata vrevavaytas uparnan kiahm jaatar
zabhaf jusromaph ki vyibaad. Nikaar vaanakel cahet taarvet ki kiahm
iimesom nayviit. Liqonab vratlaguhaan reviraat kiahm mhadyrdsyam
nayviit, avabidtun, asamparakel, naa samparas.

“I died?”
I knew I had. I could feel the wake of death coursing over my
weak body. An unspoken mass for the truth of my new flesh. I
stared down at my new fingers, unwrinkled, untouched,
untouching.
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Uuhdyarab kiahm ulsodahrdayam, sindhab cuudah hyovart kiahm
ma’castir. Adharnamyam kasudru, karayptun hyret cokathayas
cha’dryam ki kiahm paladin bhedanakel, kiahm vandsajun penctun.
Vashkab ziilabalt bakutahm kiapahyk hyovart illor Jatuvar, illor Bairviit,
fevaas. Necatab graty muulaay.
“Aahmvavaan’habal Tah. Pasygtren jainavkar kiahm jaatar illorakel,
Praathsri, pacant Tah awaostun shkan bakutahm.” Sacuuyab
ulnarvedaama odvabdajyl kanay divras buurvahntyl ki kisah obvatyam
cu chi’zarab Ahm. “Hynervat kiahm akap, somnadal aseta kihah illoren
tajat vavaan’hakel?”
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I knew my killers, memory flooded into my synapses. Petty pirates,
satisfied with picking at the scraps of my shattered hull, my
cracked pod. I had wandered too far in the North, the Frontier,
alone. Now I paid the price.
“You were cloned. Your original body may be biomass, Mr. Praath,
but you are very much alive.” The doctor let a strange smile slide
across the side of her lips and turned away from me. “From your
records, it seems this is your first clone activation?”
“Yes,” I paused. “Should I feel this sick?”

“Haa,” parvamab Ahm. “Amashab sarjaata zabof iasit?”
“Pralhgaama kiahm body cahet illoren ragaten,” pravatnab
Ulnarvedaama Esteller cu zaarwab reviraat agrunarved pahyk’heit’lhu,
“Nadia, enectaral krpaaya syhnuuk lhoganar cahet Praathsri.”

“It’s the first time your body’s felt hunger,” Dr. Esteller answered
and turned to the nearest nurse, “Fetch Mr. Praath some food
please, Nadia.”
The nurse scuttled off and I rose from my bed.

Apsanarab druevan agrunarved cu udhiita ki kiahm vrahnelyt.
“Graty, Praathsri,” fadkab vaanadalt ulnarvedaama, “Aahbdiiya Tah shuk
pariityam hapalca bhinunylyam? Shuk alabhat aahbdiiyakel ki cuudah?
Tandar? Payanc?”

“Kabandas Ahm,” ramjawmab Ahm.

“Now, Mr. Praath,” the doctor continued, “Are you aware of any
changes or irregularities? Any noticeable memory loss? Fatigue?
Pain?”
“I’m spinning,” I blurted.

“Veyeca syhnuuk hiiramyl paksua shynuuk zibofanf. Kastamah
loqonadal cahet Ahm samanadal awmasham ahaahmtun samisakel,
qaarut mahekaar taksanakel hapalca alabhat cuudah peraasu. Asetayam
eken karaminyam suynuk samnan, sehnek aahmkitaan nuyvat atyantan.”

“Some minor dizziness as well as intermittent headaches is to be
expected. What I’m looking for is diminished cognitive capacity,
reduced motor skills or severe memory loss. These are the most
common side effects, though they are extremely rare themselves.”

“Vashkabalt starnelyasalt—”

“I had a dream—”
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“Eken karamin saamaan ki vavaan’h illor starnelya...” ucche’dab Estellar.

“Dreaming is a normal side effect of clones...” Esteller interjected.

“—Starnelyab Ahm kivayac vunhddaamyam vanaastun cu bhunhaadyam
tinad. Parzalab yavamurtyam samahns meretosyam uparn yevevan
merghar. Krarasas daveer sahmakushuk raavi hunikralh, jaahaatakel.
Starnelyab kivayac caduudh guuhabalt hyret yehpartkha katamah vanruh
bakutam’hu slevkhab hyovart illor merghar samahns tendyam hyovart
iimesom.”

“–I dreamed of green hills and sharp mountains. Clouds spread like
wings over the blue sky. A massive, teeming sun pouring through
all the seams. I dreamed of snow capped peaks so tall they carved
into the blue like teeth into flesh.”

“Samahns vaadatabalt Ahm, Praathsri,” vaanab sarmanasaan Sah, “Illor
starnelya eken karamin saamaan ki illor vavaan’ha. Na’esaarthadalaxa
shukvavaan’h ne’starnelyakol pacant vratadal shkan netonun kivayam
badriinyam navrastavtun. Naa na’woqiis musnatkakel.”
Pratyab agrunarved hyret liipot ki lhoganar usmantun cu pahneb sacy
veertye ’huliipot jalagtun. Uuktab veertye kiahm ustaag cu upramatab
kanivadad.

“As I was saying, Mr. Praath,” she spoke indignantly, “Dreaming
is a normal side effect of cloning. Not all clones experience dreams
but it is well within our safety parameters. It’s nothing to be
concerned about.”
A nurse returned with a plate of steaming food and a clear drink on
a sterile tray. She rested the tray on my lap and resumed her
busywork.
“Doctor,” I looked up, “I dreamed of Intaki.”

“Ulnarvedaama,” loqonab vudvinhaan, “Starnelyab Ahm k’Intaki.”
Zaarwab Sah, inosakel seloqtarakelan kidaveer kiahm aysurv.
“Iaset?” pravatnab Sah.

She turned, visibly irritated by my persistence.
“And?” she answered.

Parvamab Ahm, loqonab vratlaguhaan virat lhoganar usantun, astan
loqonab vudvinhaan virat ulnarvedaama akrpaayakel.

I paused, looked down at the steaming food, then up again to the
displeased doctor.

“Naa vashkab vrtab Ahm hyevratu Intaki.”

“I’ve never been to Intaki.”
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For centuries, scientists, philosophers, and religious thinkers have debated the nature of the mind,
the consciousness, existence, and reality itself. The Idama say, “Uuhdyara vaanin ki loka,
uuhdyara uudah ki loka” or, “To know the language of a people is to know the mind of a
people”, as well as, “Vaanin gihstayam uudatun” or, “Language is the mind’s clothing”. Did the
Idama fully grasp what they were teaching when they taught their followers to recite these
maxims so long ago? Only through a thorough investigation would we be able to decide, in order
to truly understand the nature of existence as the Idama have explored it. It may be that after
such an examination, we would conclude the stereotype is true, that the Intaki people truly are
superb communicators. Perhaps they have—with the aid of Ida and the Idama—deciphered the
codes which have for so long locked away the secrets of the human heart, and which lead to the
very purpose behind the existence of this vast universe, answering not only the hows but the
whys as to the existence of everything.
Language is, without doubt, a cultural phenomenon. It is a human skill, setting us apart from all
other animals, and it is very much inextricably intertwined with our cultural traditions. No child,
isolated from human contact whatsoever, is capable of developing linguistic abilities in and of
itself; this must be given to the child as its cultural heritage, handed down through contact with
other human beings, especially via contact with its mother. The Idama say, “Pala huuniahd
nevytavat, pacant nixkita khamyiad neuyvat” that is, “Man protects the past, but woman ensures
the future”. While men fight to defend and protect their flag, their land, and their freedom from
invading forces, it is via women—and specifically, the mother—that a people’s culture is truly
protected, ensured, and propagated, with the transmission of all that it means to be human. No
invading army could ever eliminate or completely destroy this natural process.
But, what of the statement that language is the mind’s clothing? Can this truly be the case? Or is
this simply more of the metaphysical religious ramblings of the Intaki Ida philosophical tradition?
For many scientists studying the biologic origins of the universe at the superstring level, the
mind without thought is devoid of sentience. And, we have learned that language is the means by
which the bioelectrical and biochemical processes that occur within the brain and which, when
viewed globally, compose what we call “thought”, find their expression; it is their outlet from the
deepest recesses of the bio-electrochemical unconsciousness, their escape from the metaphysical
darkness of the mind into the brightness of the concrete, literal, and physical world of the
subconscious and conscious. Yet, without language—be it verbal, visual, tactile, or whatever
form—intelligent thought, otherwise known as sentience, would be impossible. Language is the
vehicle in which thoughts travel, simultaneously converting it into the tracks upon which the
trains of thought will later move. When we speak of abstract, conceptual, and higher forms of
thought and reasoning, these are the types of higher thinking for which humans utilize language.
Yet, even at this late date in human history, this topic is still hotly debated among evolutionary,
anthropological, linguistic, and other scientists. Nevertheless, the achievements of modern
science cannot be denied. Quantum neurologists have so successfully mapped the brain and its
mental processes—its thoughts—that via an emergency invasion of the endangered human brain
matter by means of the transneural echo-burning scanner it is now possible to actually gather
together every single thought a person has ever had in his or her lifetime. By means of this
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scanner (which actually destroys the old brain matter in the process), the very thought patterns of
the old brain are then translated from bio-electrochemical impulses into lumino-digital ones,
which are then condensed into a single redundant packet. The responsible mechanism then fires
this digital packet across the depths of the far reaches of the cluster at speeds far in excess of
multiples the speed of light passing through multiple strategic retransmission relays, which
repeatedly resend the packet until it arrives at its destination.
Upon arrival, receipt of the lumino-digital packet is confirmed. This involves a sophisticated
“handshake” between packet and receiver, requiring the receiver to give the correct algorithmic
sequence in order to open the packet. If the sequence is incorrect, the packet self-destructs,
without even allowing a second attempt. However, if the sequence is correct, the proper signal is
emitted, ending the packet’s retransmission protocol, and the information contained within the
packet is analyzed for degradation. If degradation has occurred and is discovered (usually, these
are gaps in functional integrity of the packet’s code not in actual memories), then highlysophisticated computer programs are used to replace the missing code, filling in the blanks as it
were, whereupon it is again rechecked in order to assure operational integrity. Then, the packet
is back-translated into an extremely complex and powerful bio-chemical cocktail which is
injected into a formless bioplastic “sludge” protected within the cranium of a waiting mindless
clone.
Once inside the sludge, the executive chemical file of the cocktail begins constructing the kernel
of a new “operating system” that will be housed within the clone’s native central nervous system.
Upon completion of this, the kernel performs another autocheck of the native bio-systems and of
the translated chemical information which at this point has been unpacked, correcting errors as it
progresses. The information then begins to organize itself, layer upon layer of data laying itself
down in the very same patterns of pathways that existed within the original brain. This process
simultaneously begins the hardening of the bioplastic sludge until it forms a more gelatinous,
jelly-like structure, similar to that of a normal healthy brain upon which pathways can stick. All
of which occurs in a matter of attoseconds, infinitesimally exiguous blips of time.
In order to make possible these extremely complex actions in such small amounts of time, it is
clear that the expenditure of large amounts of human capital has taken place. It is also clear that
the creators of these technologies, the Jove, designed the framework of these wonders by means
of language. Indeed the framework of the technology is in itself a language of a very specialized
type. The capsuleers, who although representing a new and slight variation in species are still
genetically very much human, have testified in forensic interviews and investigations regarding
the experience of being “podded” (killed while within the capsule of their ship, which protects
them from permanent death). The feelings and thoughts that these capsuleers describe during the
experience of being podded, followed by the rebirth of the clone, both indicate the preeminent
role that language plays in both of these events. Indeed, the thought processes which are
described during these experiences would be impossible to possess without the benefit of
language. All evidences point to language as being the essential component of thought and
indeed of what it means to be a human being.
That the brain’s thought patterns could be quantified, qualified and codified—chemically,
digitally, “luminally”—is an astonishing reality of our time, and has created much-heated debate
and speculation as to man’s true nature and existence, and what these things mean to us. Again,
central to all of this is language; without language, conceptualizations of these types, which have
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enabled all of our progresses, would be impossible. That is the power of language: indeed it is
the cow path, footpath, and trail; the creek, stream, and river; the road, street, and highway; the
spacelane, jumpgate and stargate, over and upon which the vehicles of our thoughts, emotions,
and feelings travel. By means of language, our thoughts are able to travel and discover new
territories within the universe of the brain, creating new connections within its vast limitlessness,
stimulating further growth of the complex networked system existing within the cranium, thus
allowing man to dream and create much of what is now part of his existence within our universe.
And, fascinatingly enough, our thoughts in turn influence our language. By means of our
thoughts, our beliefs are created and reinforced. These beliefs then ingrain themselves so much
so upon our language that the language itself can convert itself, can absorb the very thoughts that
it was designed to convey; thus the meanings of our thoughts can become embodied within the
language itself, producing and evoking the images and thoughts themselves. Thus, the two
cannot exist without each other. They form a recursive, circular, cyclic, and symbiotic system,
bringing to mind the famous Intaki symbols which embody these principles: á and í.
So perhaps the Idama were correct: language is the mind’s clothing—or more precisely,
language is the clothing of mankind’s thoughts. And to know mankind’s language—to truly
understand it—is to obtain a glimpse into his mind, his heart, his thinking, and feelings. If we
can know the heart of a man or woman, we can better understand and know our own heart, for a
person is his or her thoughts, feelings, and emotions. This is likely the reason why so few Intaki
capsuleers suffer the disquietude of many of their religiously-inclined counterparts of other races.
One need not worry whether or not one possesses a soul after the cloning process; for one’s soul
is one’s own thoughts, emotions, feelings, goals, plans, purposes, et cetera. One’s soul is whole
and intact, so long as one is in possession of one’s own thoughts. One is the soul. And to a
degree this is true. Therefore, with a greater knowledge and understanding of mankind’s
thoughts we are enabled to achieve many of the goals to which mankind has so long aspired from
the beginning of his existence up to this day.
It has been the objective of this Vaanin k’Intaki to provide a fleeting glimpse into what it means
to be Intaki, into the great thought patterns of a great people. Not everything herein presented is
by any means agreed upon by all Intaki, nor is it designed to represent all Intaki peoples. Indeed,
the reader will see after a thorough examination of this monograph that there are many other
forms of communication other than Modern Classic Intaki. However, with its dominant linguistic
position on the homeworld, it has directly and indirectly affected and been affected by the other
languages it coexists with.
The Idama are fond of saying, “Samsem suciyik ki neuuhdyar haacu avaaniruh ki awaos,
uuhdyar”, or “Doubt is the key to knowledge and knowledge is a tree of life”. The study of
Intaki forms of communication, via this or any other explanatory document, is surely not a waste
of time or effort. If the Intaki mind and heart, thoughts and viewpoints, hopes, and aspirations
can be further grasped, then surely that of any other peoples can be too. If we were to understand
and fully comprehend these things, so important to what it means to be human, we would have
within our grasp the ability to advance not only the interests of all the Intaki peoples throughout
the homeworld and the Daridas colonies, but those of all men and women as well, homo sapiens
and homo capsuleerus alike, of all of the worlds found throughout all of the cluster of New Eden.
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With this kind of power, is there anything that would lie beyond the grasp of mankind?

Sanjorel Epsulahm Artabanus,
Cognitive Sciences Research Initiative
Agtver VI - Thukker Mix Factory
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Re s o u rc e s
Fonts

There are five Modern Classic Intaki Bhrasvalaank fonts that are used within this second digital
edition of the Annotated Explanatory Vaanin k’Intaki, all of which can be found in the
accompanying file labeled “fonts”. The fonts have been formatted in the True Type font format,
and must be stored in the computer’s font management file. The user must remember that the
Bhrasvalaank is a unicase script; this means that it is not necessary to worry about “capitalizing”
the first letter of a sentence, or titles of articles, etc., as is done in other languages. However, as
Modern Classic Intaki possesses what are known in the vernacular of this Vaanin k’Intaki as
“double vowels”, it has been necessary to devise a method for their reproduction via multiple
types of scripts and typesetters. Thus, in order to form the double vowels in the vernacular of this
edition of the Vaanin k’Intaki, the Shift key can be utilized. With regard to the transmutable
vowel and the infinity symbol, generally-speaking, typing Alt-160 will produce the symbol á,
while typing Alt-161 will produce the symbol í. It is highly recommended that these fonts be
downloaded and installed before using the glossaries and dictionaries that are to follow in the
next section.
1.1 – MCI Public
This font is generally reserved for public print and provides extra-wide space between each letter.
It is quite appropriate for public signs and literature designed for “easy reading” for foreigners.
1.2 – MCI Standard
This font reduces the space between each letter, simulating the standard Modern Classic Intaki
Bhraslavaank script fonts currently in use in the publishing industry. The user will notice that
this font practically joins the superior ligatures of the script together, thus conforming to the
script’s true form, unlike the MCI Public font.
1.3 – MCI Ligand
This font provides a joining of the superior ligatures via an exaggeration of the same, providing a
tighter form of the Bhrasvalaank script. This form may be found within certain publications,
although generally never in modern-day official or Idic literature.
1.4 – MCI Valence
This font—similar to the MCI Ligand type—provides a joining of the superior ligatures of the
glyphs via their lengthening. This font simulates some of the more artistic forms of Modern
Classic Intaki Bhrasvalaank script. This class of type is often found in works of art, especially
ancient Idic literature. Today, Bhrasvalaank calligraphy in itself is considered a distinct art form,
and there are now hundreds of Bhrasvalaank calligraphic fonts available on the market.
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1.5 – MCI Handscript

Resources
Fonts

This font simulates, in typeset form, the type of print one may find in handwritten documents, in
which the superior ligatures are joined. Of course, this is not true “handwriting” form, but is a
simulacrum of the real thing. This form is generally not found in official forms or a publication,
except perhaps in specific situations, and is not a publishing industry standard.
1.6 – Vaanin k’Intaki Modern Classic Intaki Glyphs
This full set of Modern Classic Intaki glyphs will be useful for those wishing to create their own
Modern Classic Intaki-based fonts. The glyphs represent all the letters in the language’s alphabet,
as well as the language’s numbers, and a few additional symbols. The file must be “unzipped”
before it will be usable. In addition is found a file containing the basis for the MCI Valence font
found within the Vaanin k’Intaki, which can be used to form more artistic forms of the
Bhrasvalaank script.
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Dictionaries and Glossaries

Resources

This section lists the dictionaries for use with this translation of the Vaanin k’Intaki which can be
found in the accompanying file labeled “dictionaries”. However, before opening these files, it is
advisable to first install the fonts that accompany the Vaanin k’Intaki which are mentioned in the
previous section.
1.1 – MCI Roots Dictionary
This dictionary is a simple compendium of approximately 500 Modern Classic Intaki roots listed
in alphabetical order, accompanied by the concepts represented by each root provided.
1.2 – MCI Derivational Dictionary
This dictionary is simply a list of all the relevant inflective and conjugational affixes in use in
Modern Classic Intaki, applicable to all lexical categories, including Standard Modern Classic
Intaki verbs as well as for the Daridas Simplified Verbal System.
1.3 – MCI Simple Glossary
The glossary herein provided is not a true dictionary; it is a simple glossary, providing little more
than a word-for-word correspondence between Modern Classic Intaki and the vernacular. The
glossary contains approximately 5,000 entries.
1.4 – MCI Full Dictionary
This dictionary supplies etymological background for many words, providing the source root, the
significance of each root, the word’s relationship to the root, several notations, as well as any
other relevant and available information. Approximately 5,000 words are defined.
1.5 – MCI Proverbs Dictionary
This dictionary is a short sampling of some popular proverbs that exist within the Modern
Classic Intaki language, accompanied by an analysis of each proverb for the benefit of the
student. There are also other very short sections covering Modern Classic Intaki idioms and other
additional treatments of various aspects of the Modern Classic Intaki lexicon.
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Resources

Images Used within Vaanin k’Intaki
The following are available in the accompanying “images” archive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cover of 500-year-old copy of Vaanin k’Intaki
Homeworld Northern Polar Lunar Calendar
Homeworld Southern Polar Lunar Calendar
Intaki Economic Symbols
Language Families of Intaki Prime
MCI Bhrasvalaank Script (sample)
MCI Consonantal Phonological Inventory
MCI Vocalic Phonemic Inventory
Sintrakis Family of Languages and Dialects
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Links to Additional Information

Resources

This listing is by no means representative of all existing links to additional information, and a
search within any integrated information network system will result in additional resources.
Arcadia News Network (ANN)—News organization reporting Federation and Intaki news.
Culture Intaki—Blog maintained by Noam Kilom, an Intaki capsuleer.
EVE Wiki Intaki Article—EVE wiki general article about the Intaki people.
EVE Wiki Bloodlines Article—More information from the EVE wiki regarding the Intaki people.
Evelopedia Intaki Main Article—EVE Online main article regarding the Intaki.
ILF Website—Website of the Intaki Liberation Front corporation.
ILF Forum—Intaki History—Memorialization of the development of the Vaanin k’Intaki.
My Life In Space—Blog maintained by Saxon Hawke, an Intaki capsuleer.
Placid Reborn—An older Intaki corporation website.
Solitary Pilot—Blog maintained by Sakaane Eionell, an Intaki capsuleer.
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C o n s u l t e d Wo r k s

This section lists many of the works which, although not cited within the body of this Vaanin
k’Intaki, were of invaluable research, intellectual information, and guidance. A concerted effort
has been made to consult a wide variety of works on linguistics in general, and not just Intaki
works, or works dealing with the Intaki languages and culture. This was done so as to ensure a
global view with regard to the Modern Classic Intaki languages and to language in general.
Periodicals are cited, not with specific issues listed, but as a general source of additional
interesting and enlightening reading for the student who wishes to delve in greater detail into the
fascinating fields of the linguistic sciences. Some works may be difficult to acquire as they many
have been printed as part of a thesis, or advanced degree defense. For these reasons, the
publishing authority is also cited for the convenience of the student.
Trooburn, Gridart

23321

Languages of the Intaki Homeworlds
Caille University Press

Juhaam, Rajuunal

YC67

Localist Theories of Grammars
Linguistics Department, Muryia Mordu University Press
Case Grammar
KLYN-8 IV—Moon 14 - Intaki Syndicate Academy:
Intaki Syndicate Academy Linguistics Department

YC73

Rayjalok, Khandra

YC72

Mechanisms of Syntactic Change
Keaahndom Idic Institute for Knowledge

Kaliprotya, A.

23301

Language Typology and Syntactic Description
Caille University Press
Index of Matari Linguistics throughout the Republic
Republic School University Press

23314

Kaamiaak, Kuahnid

YC77
YC78

Classification Index of the Languages of Intaki Prime
University of Northern Asaya Press
Classification Index of the Languages of the Daridas
Linguistics Department, Muryia Mordu University Press

Idhaat, Bramadahn

YC82

Universals of Human Language in New Eden
Akatia University Press

Khuuuaandahl, R.

YC112

Anthropological Linguistics
University of Asaya Press

Zanlo, Venet

23316

Linguistics in Philosophy
VLGD-R III—Moon 2 - Intaki Syndicate Academy:
Syndicate University Linguistics Department Press
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Consulted Works

Lee-Thrak, Kara

23306

Language in Use: Readings in Sociolinguistics
Ishukone Corporation Cultural Department Press

Juuprotty, A

YC91

Consideration of Phonetics for Field Linguists
Caille University Press

Paayroud, Rihuhaan

YC111

Phonological Analysis: a Functional Approach
Meraniyu: Tri-Annual Institute of Linguistics Press

Byjboene, Lorel

YC101

Morphology: Typological Studies in Language
Hek: Cognitive Sciences Research Initiative Press

Ishaa, Khasowal

YC80

Meaning and Structure of Language
Yasura University of the South Press

Monbiers, F.K.

YC109

Studies in Dialectology
Caille University Press

Confit, Chars

YC85
YC74

Language Typology
Grammatical Categories and Lexicon
T22-QI VI—Moon 6—Intaki Syndicate Academy:
Syndicate University Linguistics Department

Soded, Kinaan B

YC109

Language Death: Decline of the Ketanii Language
University of Northern Asaya Press

Gerfdal, Moclun

YC112

Discourse Grammar: Studies in Ancient Sintrakis
University of Northern Asaya Press

Maihaan, Puunaro

YC83

Switch Reference and Universal Grammar
Agtver: Cognitive Sciences Research Initiative Press

Adama, Mayyliw

YC91

Natural Language and Linguistic Theory
Yasura University of the South Press

Rhetro, Zonadaf

YC69

Grammaticalization and Analysis in Matari Languages
Teonusude Linguistics Society

Laurence, Junaar

23299

A Grammar of the Menariic Languages:
An Analysis of a Dialect Displaced
Intaki Cultural Center Press

Li-Alles, Tanadra

YC91

Napanii: a Functional Reference Grammar
Anara and Jita IV: University of the Caldari Navy Press

Yamita, Nolar M.

YC110

Foundations of Cognitive Grammar
Nova Anarres University Press
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Consulted Works

Akemina, Meshala

YC98

A Relational Grammar of Shivaan
Jita IV: University of the Caldari Navy Press

Krisian, Batchist

YC91

Approaches to Grammaticalization
Caille University Press

Li-Alles, Jitaara

YC111

Subject and Topic
Caldari Navy Ministry of Education

Alahaban, J. F.

YC72

Hierarchy and Universality of Discourse Constituents
in the Amarrian Languages
Athra University Linguistic Press

Panitak, Kabaanad

YC56

An Anatomy of Speech
Yasura University of the South Press

Takawan, Hernz

23321

Handbook of Native Caldari Languages
Ishukone Corporation Cultural Department Press

Kaarod, Doral

YC102

Studies in Matari Linguistics
Teonusude Linguistics Society

Mithras, Jaaria

YC67

Coherence and Grounding in Discourse
Republic School University Press

Valitonen, Kenreikko YC112

The Napanii Primer
Kenreikko Valitonen Press; others

Artabanus, S.E.

YC111

Complex Cognition in Synthetic Integrated Systems
Agtver: Cognitive Sciences Research Initiative Press

Yevpeyshaara , B.

YC111

Morphology
Keaahndom Idic Institute for Knowledge
Pronouns and People: the Linguistic Construction of
Social and Personal Identity
Intaki Cultural Center Press
Phonetics
Uuaahndahl Academy of Ida Press

YC99

YC101

Mazimo, Augor

23326

Dor-Amstad University Round Table on Languages
and Linguistics
Dor-Amstad: Western Dor-Amstad University Press

Soodarad, Kharama

YC100

The Social Life of Intaki Languages
Suumatraan: Bhaaritian Provincial University Press
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Consulted Works

Paadyuul, Krisna

YC107

Representation and Understanding:
Studies in Cognitive Science
Vanruha City Academic Press

Caandra, Khidrataan

YC97

Morphosyntax: a Guide for Field Linguists
VSIG-K VIII - Moon 1, Intaki Syndicate Bureau Station:
Syndicate University Linguistics Department

Fushimaza, Krail

YC73

Linguistics as Physics, Physics as Linguistics
Achura: Caldari Navy Ministry of Education

Bashdaar, Jutaarvat

YC95

Evidentiality: the Linguistic Encoding of Epistemology
Suumatraan: Bhaaritian Provincial University Press

Pagri, Daayaa

YC93

Language Variation and Limits to Communication
Meraniyu: Tri-Annual Institute of Linguistics Press

Cheronim, D.

YC96

Relevance: Communication and Cognition
Teonusude Linguistics Society

Dvarak, Rapadraat

YC 106

Phonology: Theory and Description
Linguistics Department, Muryia Mordu University Press

Asiidjid, Rajadhaar

YC25

Grammar of Fracian—its Probable Gallentean Roots
Caille University Press

Mitran, Davij W.

YC85

Relational Grammatics: Juvaran and Jovian
Caille University Press

Saeko, J. Nosaka

YC109

Language and the Capsuleers
Caldari Navy Ministry of Education
Encyclopedia Intaki
Intaki Cultural Center Press

YC59

Artabanus, S.E.

YC111

Switch Reference and Universal Grammar
Agtver: Cognitive Sciences Research Initiative Press

Periodicals
Anthropological Linguistics of the Cluster
Intaki Journal of Semantics and Pragmatics
Interactional Journal of Intaki Linguistics
Papers from the Fortieth Regional Meeting of the Daridas Linguistics Society
Proceedings of Intaki Prime Unified Linguistics Society
Sintrakis Journal of Linguistics
University of Northern Asaya Papers on Linguistics
Uuaahndahl Academy of Ida Linguistics Papers
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